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Foreword

R 1.

Maintaining the high quality ot French language ir4trtiction in California schools is, a
common objective of teachers of French and the State Department of Edtica on. The
importance of such an objective cannot be overstated. Each day we draw closer to wh can
be called. a "world society--Anulticultural and multilingual society Our children must be
prepared to meet the challenges that such a society presents.-

French has historically ranked among thejmportant languages of the world. '8 Use is\extensive in' such areas as 'hilt, government, law, literature, and science, 'Because of the
importance of this widely used language, the,`Depahment of Education published French
ListeingS'peaking, Reading, Writing (1962), which provides teachers of French with
numero\s instructional techniques for use in the classroom. Another Departinent
publicatidg, Foreign Language Framework for California Public Schools: Kindergarten'
Through 4\de Twelve (1972), includes both information f a general nature on the
teaching of foreign languages and information intended specifically for teachefs of French.

Many types of matenalhave proved beneficial in the teaching oeforeignlanguages. This
publication, the Bibliography' of Instructional Materitiit far the ,,Teae'hing of French. C.
Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve, contains listings and descriptions of a Variety of
instructional materials that teachers may use to provide instruction in the French-language
and instruction about the cultures of French-speaking peoples.

I encourage teachers of French to use this bibliography,and, through its use, to provide,
their students with a variety of approaches to language learning and the study cif 4(he

cultures of others. I also want t&take this opportunity to express may deepest gratitude and
appreciation to the membets of the French Bibliography Conamittee, who gave their time
and energy so.willingly to help the schoolchildren of California,
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Preface

The Bibliography of Instructional Materials for the Teaching of French: Kindergarten
Through Grade Twelve is an annotated bibliography similar to those already published,by
the ,Department of Education for teachers Of German and Spanish in California. It is

designed, like those, documents, for teachers who are .continually seeking new materials to
help them increase students' cultural awareness and language fluency. 42

Materials listed in the bibliography are not limited to textbooks only. They include such
items as filmstrips, grammars, maps, pictures, readers, slides, tapes, and transparencies. The,

content is arranged primarily by subject matter so that users of the bibliography can more
'easily locate materials on topics of special interest.

The bibliography is a very selective one. The members of the French Bibliography
Committee met for numerous two- and three-day work sessions over a two-year period and
reviewed all the materials listed herein. As few as two and as many as 16 members of the
committee evaluated each item that was submitted. Materials that the committee,menlbers
considered inappropriate or unsuitable for any reason were not included in.the oibliography.

We in the Department of _Education hope that the information presented ic this

publication will be or assistance to teachers of French throughout the state.

WILLIAM E., WEBSTER
Deputy Superintendent
for Programs

DAVIS W. CAMPBELL
ASsoctate Superintendent for

Special Programs and &ippon Services

RAN PRO ROES
Assistant Superintendent of_

Public Instriktiona
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Explanation of Entries

.1313.9

TIN
En avant Stage IA, by- A, Spicer and 'others:

Distr.: Nev(bilry Hoise. NUFFIELD INTRO.
Series title

DUCTORY FRENCH COURSE. ASL, 1966.
Foreign publisher

202p. French and English text, hardback. M'ate-
rials for this stage also include teacher's book,
tapes, flannelgraph backcloth, flash 'cards, ands

song tape. Beg. (EL, JH).

'Exclusive distributor

.J/
SS-13 Ces

.gensRuki passent (Third edition), by Alice
,-

..,- . z_L___
Rea. Langellier and Paul Langellier. Holt, 1969.

262p. English introduction, French-text, hard-

back, illustrated. Tapes available. Int. (JH, HS).

Language interest level

Subject category
Type of 'Material
Title

American publisher

Number of pages

Maturity level

Subject categories:

A
LA
LIT
MU
SS
SM
0

Art
1r Language Arts

Literature
Music
Social Science
Science-Mathematics
Other

11

Language' interest level (competency,,
regardless of chronological age): .
Beg. Beginning

Intermediate
Adv. Advanced

-
Maturity level (agefgradelevel)

EL
.1,11

HS
AD

Elementary
Junior high school
Senior high school
Adult

AbbreviatiOns Used

Type of material:

I

BP
Cha.
FS
Gra.
Mite.
Pam.
Per.
Pos.
Rea.
Rec.
Sli.

.14P41,-

Basic Program
Chart
Filmstrip
Grammar
Miscellaneous
Pamphlet
Periodical
Poster/picture
Reader
Record
Slide
Teacher's manual

ft
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BibliOraph of. Instryitional Materials
for the Teaching of French'

; Entries in this bibliography are, for the most pare listed
alphabetically by title within subject groups. in the case
listings for basic programs, entries haye been made on the
basts-crfequence of use. For pxample, if the materials for a
b,asic program cover more than one level, those items that
comprise level one are listed first, itemg that comprise level
two are listed next, and se) forth. Titles whOse.contents
overlap more thin one subject area are 'listed in the major
subject category, and, by means of a cross-index, in the
minor categories. The reader should note that basic-
program materials, which are generally language arts mate.,"
rials, are cross-referenced under headings other thatr"Basic
Programs" only if they are recommended for use indepen-
dently of fhe other materials comprising the [task program.
In all cases, series titles, if any, flow the Iitle,and author
-entry. A complete list of series, which are cross-referenced
to annotated titles anal which contain additional titles that
were not reviewed by the bibliography committee, may be
found in Appendix A. t

Art

A-I L'Art et la vie.-
..,

See Item BP-27.
Film

A-2' Artists on Montmartre. Language Strips,
Sli. 1968. Ten slides and one tape. English

dialogue. Teacher's -guide included. Int.-.
Adv.'(.1H, HS).

Each of fhe ten slides in this-set repre--
sents the work of a different French artist. The
commentary, n the accomphying tape is in,
English but inTludes brief quotations in French
from major writers. The teacher's guide includes.
topics for discussion. -

A -3 Bruges: A Belgian Town. Ernst Klein-
Film ber!g, 1956. 11.min., color, French dia-

logue. Int.-Adv. (HS).

This is an interesting travel film about
the historic Belgian city of Btuges. The cornmen=__
tary; iri French, is very clearly presented: The
viewer "tours" Bruges, traveling viS its canals to see
the market, churches, and a lace school. Thi color
in the print used for evaluation was not good. The

Sources of materials are presented in Appendix B, Which
includes listings of American and foreign publishers and
distributors. Materials published in the United States may
be obtained by ordering dirtctly, from the publisher; many'
publishers have regional representatives who may be con= "'
tatted for more direct service within the appropriate
geographical areas. The list of distributors includes only
those who submitted materials.for evaluation. The majority
of the listed distributors are able to supply most imported*
materials. Teachers and school klistricts are encouraged to

purchase materials from the company of/heir choice.
. .

In a very few instances, the name of a distributor
appears in a bibliographical entry if this distributor has
indicated that he or she IS, an exclusive distributor, n the
United States Ior the materials-named.

As an efficient guide to a specific type of material,
Appendix °C offers a table showing titles indexed by
category of material: reader, filmstrip, and so forth. ,° ,

commentary contains many good expressions and
includes Q. number of verbs in various tenses.

A-4 Clzartre.y. SIGHTS AND TREASURES
-FS - OF FRANCE. Haeseler, 1970. French

and English dialogue. Cassette tapes
included. Int.-Adv..(JH, HS).

. This filmstrip is one of. six in an crut-.
standing series on French culture. The-commentary
on the cassettes is excellent. It is ptesented in
Frencli on one side and in English on the other.
Because of the English narration, this material can
be used- in other disciplines also. The well-choserf
photographs and diagra.ms include historical and
artistic data.

A-5 La Civilisation francaise, by Marc Blanc-
Rea. 14 pain and Jean-Paul Couchoud. LH, 1972.

256p. French text, paperback, illus-
trated. Adv. (HS). .

. This book is described in the introduc-
tion as being designed to be "of.use to foreigners
who wish a familiarity with French civilization."
The-systematic presentation permits "vertical utili-
zation" of various topics. For example, students
may be asked to read the topic /'Daily Life and

9
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2 / INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR THE TEACHING OF FRENCH

Sensitivity" for each century from the Middle Ages
to the present. Each reading assignment is 15 pages
long. A wide view of art and literature is given, but
too. much emphasis may be placed on historical
data,: The book is rather austere to be used as a
textbook, but it could serve aS a reference book. A
very extensive bibliography is included.

A-6 EN FRANCAIS Schloat, 1_971. Six film-
'FS strips, French dialogue, English scenario.

Records included. Adv. HS).'
This is a high qualitY'progra suitable

for use with advanced- high school st dents. It
could be especially Neful in, an enrich ent pro-

, gram on culture. -The program contains three sets.
The English scenario makes the series usable in
both art and social studies classes. The material is
well organized and impressively presented. The
'series would be a good acquisition for a county,
district, or school library. Titles include the follow-
ing: Les P.ortes de l'enfer, Le Siecle des lumieres,
Vincent van GoghSa vie et' son oeuvre, La
Cathedrale de Chartres, L'Olympia de Manet, and
La Tapisserie de Bayeaux

A-7 La France en couleur. Ses monuments
FS temoins de son histoire. BF. 1966. Two

filmstrips and two tapes, 'French dia-
logue. Printed French text included.
Adv. (HS).

Good historical information is presented
,these filmstrips through_ views' of monuments

located throughout France. The first filmstrip
shows monuments that date from the early Roman.
period through the fifteenth century. The second
shows'monumcnts that date from the Middle Ages
to modern times. The language level is appropriate ,

for advanced students at the high school level.. The
material is good for use in cultural enrichment
activities, and teachers may use it in a program of
individualized' instruction. An accompanying pam-'
phlet includes the text of the taped narrative.

A-8 Gaugin. PEINTURES ET SCULPTURES
Sli. . DANS LE,MONDE: ER, 1970. 24 slides.

French, English, German, and Spanish
text Beg.-Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

on each of the slides. This is excellent material for
a school library since teachers of the four languages
and art teachers could use it. The materials are
designed in such way that the slides can be stored
in the book itself. Other 'filmstrips in the series are
Toulouse-Lautrec, Renoir, Matisse et le nu, and Les
Initiateurs du surrealisme.

A-9
Rea.

This program of slides and accdmpany-'
ing text was produced with the help of the'United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organ-
iiation (UNESCO), The slides are of excellent
quality. The text provides a description o f the" life
and work of Gaugin and contains a short narrative

Getting 'to Know 'France (Revised edi-
tion), by Remunda `Eadoux. Oxford
Book, 1968. 211p. English text, paper-
back, illustrated; Beg.-Int.-Adv. (EL, JH,
HS):-

This English language resource book on
French culture includes aspectsr'Of history,, social
and economic life, literature, and art; It parallels in
content Tableau de lad civilisation francaise, by the
same author.

A- f0
Rea.

1,es Grandes Etapes de la civilisation .

francaise, by Jean Tholaval and others.
HL, 1971. 696p. French,text, hardback,
illustrated. Adv. (HS).

The purpose of this book, as\stated in
the preface by the authors, is to provide toVaders
who are not French an overview of Punch-

through, the ages; It is a very thoi-Ngh
reference book on French civilization. The se1"4:-
tions have been judiciously chosen. The book cak ,
best be used with advanced college-bound students-\

.of Frenchat the high school level.

A-I I
Game

Granq jeu electriciue la France. NE, n.d.'
French text. Int. -Adv. (JH, HS).

A total Of 1,008 questions on geography,
history, literature, painting, sculpture, aviation,
music, and other topics are included in this'electric
answer game. The questions are formulated in
relatively simple language. Participants must
choose the correct answer from among three- -
one -word answers. The format does much to
stimulate the student's interest.

A-I2 Impressionist Pah4ing, by Albert Cita-
Rea. telet. McGraw, 1962, 4$p. English text,

hardback, illustrated. Set of 24 slides
available. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This book provides an overview of the
school of, French impressionistic painting. One
section is a commentary for use with the available
slide set. These materials: would be a useful
addition to a classroom library or resource center.

0
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A-13 Impressionist ,Painting. McGraw, 1962.
Sli. 24 slides, color, French dialogue.

Ac ompanying reader available. Beg. -

Int. dv. (HS).

This ine program of 24 slides covers
some of the major works of art of theirnpressio,nist
period,. Written commentary on the slides is
included in the/accompanying reader. The program,
has great edudational value.

A-14 Initiation a l'art francaise. INITIATION
Sli. . SERIES. Corson, 1973.- 60 slides.

Teacher's guide and student's booklet
< available. Adv. (11S). '

This material is intended (or use as a
ten-week survey course- on 'French art from prehis-
toric times to the modern -era. Teachers could
utilize the material for minicourses pr for summer
enrichment courses. Daily lesson plans, including
helpful suggestions for the teacher, are provided.
The student booklet contains a summary of the.
cot se and includes vocabulary and short exercises
for' 4.einforcement. The. material IS useful for

.providing a survey of French art while using
French to reinforce language learning. Tho program
gives-the teacher complete freedom to augment the
materials with other slides, pictures, and the like. It
is suitable for use by teachers whose background is
minimal in the area of French art. One Of the ideas
suggested is that students try painting in the style
of whatever "school" they desire.

A-15 Jeu HecirigIce 'ties petits. NE, n.d.
Game French text. Int.-Adv. (EL, AI, As).

This is an easy-to-play electric game with
a series of questions about various aspects of
FrInce. Players must choose the correa answer
from among three one-word answers. The Choice of
infOrmatiory is excellent, and the questions are
intexesting. One or several students can play. The
Omponents are durable and easy 'to use.-%Some

suggested techniques for use of the game are
included.

A-16
$1i.

Musee du Louvre. BIBLIOV.S101V,\ER,
1.d. 12 slides. Informatiori* book in-
cluded: French and English text. Beg.-
Int.-Adv. (EL, JH, HS).

These slideS complise one set in a series
of 11 sets. Each set contains 12 slides and an
accompanying informatioq book in both French
and English. TICe 'materials are attractively pack-

' aged. -This set shows bot' the interior and the

ART I. 3

exterior of the Louvre. Th9 number of slides is
sufficient to cover the topic, and the quantity4of
information provided is strffiCient to enable stu-
dents to make reports, The slides are suitable for
individualized study, and their quality 1,s excellent.

A-17 Les Produits ,seduisants de la, France!
Sh. Slides by Wayne Rowe, text by Yvonne'

Lenard. Harper & Row, 1974:100 slides
and cassette tape. Frgneh and -English
dialogue. Booklet included. Adv,. (HS).
The following topics are dealt with: in

this set of 100 slides on French commerce and
industry: wi,ne; porcelain; cheese; perfume; tapes-
tries; enamel and ceramic Works; fabrics;8spoils
cars; street art; and some famous shops in Paris.
The accompanying booklet contains the printed
version of the content of the tape. The inaterials
are attractively and conveniently packaged and
include suggestionS for use. The narration is by the
same persoh throughout. The scenes areattnactive,
but they may be of more interest to- college
students than to high school students: Because of
the English text, the materials could be useful to -
both the art and social sciences departments. They
are appropriate for placement in a school resource'
center. ',-

-A-18 Realites. RealitieS, n.d. Magazine, French
Per; text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv.

(HS).

Reclines is a .magazine that contains a
variety of excellent articles. The articles areiepre-
sentative of the upper middle class of metropolitan
France. The Photography is excellent. The maga-
zine would be useful as reference material in a
resource center pr 'classroom. The edition that was
reviewed contained 90 pages.

La Renaissance, Part II. ELEVEN CEN-
FS TURfES FRENCH' LITERATURE.

Educational Filmstrips, 1970. One film-
; -strip and one tape. French dialogue.

Script booklet included.- Ii ,Adv. (HS).

This is the second' in a series of six
filmstrips. Each frame Includes essential informa-
tion printed on the frame in English. The accom-tt
pirnying manual contains additionil information, in
English about specific influences, movements,
places, nd persons.

A-20 Tableau de la civiIiSation francaise, by
Rea. Remimda Cadoux . Oxtbrd Book, 1969.

1 s .



4 /*INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR THE TEACHING OF FRENCH

304p. French text, paperback, illus-
trated. Int.-Adv. (HS)

This is a resource book on French
culture. It includes aspects of 'history. social and
economic life! literature, and art.- The content
somewhat parallels and expands the content of
Getting to Know-France (Oxford Book Company,
Inc., 1968), by theesame author. A French-English

_vocabulary and -an index are provided at 'the back
of the book.

A-21 Tableaux cultu;els de la France: by J.
Rea. Suzanne Ravise. FRENCH CULTURE

SERIES. National. Textbook, 1974.
308p. French text, hardback, illustrated.
Int.-Adv. (HS).

This is a complete reference book that
covers virtually all aspects-of Frent'Aicivihzation.
The information is accurate and up to date. The
author has used only the qmparfaa and passé
compose tenses. The content is divided into two
parts. "Autrefois," which covers the.,period from
500 B.C. to 1965; and "AujoUrd'hui," which deals
with -the present. Questions follow each chapter
and offer to the student 'opportunities for both
oral and written expression.- At the hack of the
boa' are a French - English vocabulary section and
Sn.11-page index.

A -22
WB

Workbooks. En aiant-7-Staie by A.
Spicer, D. Grant, and Y. Hervouet.

See Item BP-9.

Language` Arts

LA11 A chacun son (Nita. , NE, n:d-. French
'Gartie text. Beg. (EL).-

This is a game{ for two to fourplayeii
Teachers can make use of in the clasSroom to
provide:lnstruction about certain tradesand profes-
sions and about the tools used in those trades and
professions. The materials include color illustra-

. tions of trade workers and black and white copies
for students to color. Included with. Pie
tions is textual matter with blanks for students to
fill in with terms'pertaining to the various trades
and professions shciwn. Pictures of hoth workers
and tools are proilded on the game board. Players
getis practice in reading. -

LA-2 A chacun son vehicule. NE, 1971."Lotto-
Game type gaine, French text. Beg. (EL, JH).

.Players of this game must match certain
occupations with the types of vehicles commonly
associated with them. A set of color drawings
includes information about the vehicles and about
those who use the type Of vehicle Shown. Duplicate
drawings in black and white are for students to
color. The black and whitedrawings .have-a text
with blanks that students are to fill in. The game is
easy to play. It could be' used to increase students'
vocabulary.

LA-3 Aerodrame. EMC .Corporation, 1974.
Tapes French dialogue. Eight cassette tapes,

oneeacher's glide, and one workbook
included. Int.-Adv. (J11,11S).

lifrodrame is a fictional mystery story
about a' newspaper reporter, Philippe Chapel, and
his girl friend, Sylvie, on.the,trail of spies who have
stolen strategic components ofd -=new Frefich
military aircraft. The dialogue is clear, and is most
appropriate for students at,the intermediate level.
The story drags at times from lack of action. The
abundant repetitfbn in the dialogue and the, slow

,pace of the story could be beneficial for students
at the intermediate level or below.

LA-4
Rea.,

L'Affaire du cadavre vivant, by Claude
Dubois. National 'Textbook`, .1970. 102p.
French and English text, paperback,

`illustrated. Int.-Adv. (JR, HS).

This selection is a mystery story consist-
ing of 18 chapters *nd an epilogue. Questions are
presented after each 'chapter. Explanations of
difficult terms are pEovided almost 'exclusively in
Erench. No glossary is included. Students at the
intermediate level would need-considerable teacher

\guidance to use this material. The language used is
-colloquial and contains many basic slang terms and
'practical expressions. English is used only ocNis-
sionally.

LA-5 Agent secret, by M. E. MountjoY. MC,
Rea. 1944. '75p. Int.,(11-1, HS).

Agent secret is a spystory set mostly in
France during World War II. The vocabulary used
is, for the most part, the vocabularl, presented in
Lefrancais fondamental, Per degre. The book is
written primarily in the presenitense. A French:
EnglislrlrOcabulary section is included at the back "-
of the book. t

LA6 Allons a Parie!, by I. de Roussy de
Rea. Sales. National Textbook, 197 V French

12
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text, English introducti n, paperback,
. illustrated. Reel or cass 'tte tape avail-'
. able. Int. (HS).

This book is primarily, collection of
dialogues. The characters visit famo s landmarks in ,
Paris. Explanations of items are provided in the
page margins. .

LA-7
`WB

A l'oeuvre! Cahier d'ext cites, by .fohn
Barson, H91t, 1970. 188. Fiench text,
paperback,'no illustratio s. Adv. (HS).
This workbook is design d for use with

the-gramrnar boek..La Grammaire a 'oeuvre. space
is providedjor students to write in he workbotik.
The pages have been puriched for easy iniertion-
into a three-ring binder and have b en perforated

- to facilitatereemoval from,the,iworkbook. The
numbering system utilized in the workbook is the
same one used in the grammar' book..In..the final
exercises students are required to farm sentences
and write essays.

LA-8 Amusettes, by Micheline Steckman and
}lea. Nancy Sklarew. Regents, 1973.'_ 156p.

French and English text, paperback,
illustrated. Beg.-1nt. HS).'
This book contains 20 selection's:- Each

'lesson begins with a short, narrative, followed by
exercises based on the material presented in the
narrative. A proverb and a short sari are given at
the conclusion pf each lesson. Teachers of French
could use this book as a source of kii.pplementay
lessons. in aural comprehension, _reading ccrmpre-
hension, vocabulary building, pronunciation, 'and
grammar. The clever ,narratives should be very
amusing to students.

4

LA-9 A ParisPremiere partie, by Andree
.Gra. Alvernhe and 'Yves Brunsvick. DE LA

,GANGUE A, LA CIVILISATION FRAN."
RAISE. Chilton, 1962. 141p. French

Ptext, hardback, illustrated. Int. (HS).

This is a grtrnmar textbook 'written
completely in French. It is designed for use with
non-French-speaking students. The book contains
32 lessons, 'each of which is preedded by a short
reading selection about a trip to Paris by two

-foreign, students, 4 selection from French litera-
ture, or a song. The book is -well orgallizi and
could be useMia'supplemeniary grammar book at
the intermediate level. Each lesson includes a list of
converSatiocal vocabulary used, in the lesson,. a

o .
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grant-liar presentation, arfd oral and written exer-
cises, The photographs are outdated.

LA-10 A Pari4,--Deuxieme partie, by Andree
Gra. Alvernhe and Yves Brunsvick. DE LA

LANGUE,A LA CIVILISATION FRAM
CAISE. Chilton, 1963. 195p.- French
text, hardback. it strafed. Adv. (HS).

This book is a ontinu,ation of.,4 Paris.
Each chapter is preced d by a short reading
passpge. Some of the rea ing selections are about
the daily life of two for ign students during their
stay. in Paris; others co ist of literary selections:
Ech chapter is followe by grammar exercises and
cultural material.

LA-11
Film

Arrivee d'Elfsabeth. TO UTE LA BAND.E.
Scholastic M gazifies, Inc., 1970. French
dialogue. T acher' notes; script book,.
and student/ photo guide available. Int.-'
Adv. MI IIS). .

This film isIthe first of.13 episodes in the
series Toute la Bantle. The complete series was
filmed in France. The series covers a broad
cultural spectrum, ranging in content from modest
details of housekeeping to. important events iii
French history. The films ,show Faris and the
French countryside through the daily activities of a
French family and Elizabeth,an exchange student
from Dakar;, Senegal. Teenagirrs and adults are
shown in entertaining, culturally ,authentic situa- .°
tion +'of cAnsiderable inteiestl The principal char-
acters in the films are six teenagers. Other'charac-
tern include shopkeepers, florists, fishermen, taxi.
drivers, garage attendants, teachers, pliarmacistS,
and policemen. The series may be used to supple-
ment any program:. The language used is colloquial
and is appropriate to the situatiOns,depicted. Each
episode is approximately 15 minutes long. All the
films should be appealing to, and stimulating for,
young students.

4 A book of notes for the teacher, a script
book, and a student' photo guide are integfal
components of the series. The script book contains
the dialogues from the films, and the photo gUide
includes photographs showing specific scenes from
the 13 films. The photo guide is -c to
,stimulate discussioil and to aid students in recallin
film content. The book pf notes for the teach
includes suggestions for use;.lists of 'key vocabula
words and ei(presSions; English-language summaries
of each film; and cultural and background
information.

13
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Only Armee. d'Elizabeth and Panne
Ad 'essence were reviewed. In both instances- the

committee members found, the sound tracks to ba-
A soirrewhat "fuzzy:"

In Arrivee .d'Elizabeth, the father Ind a
daughter of the family with whom Elizabeth will
stay miss thearrival of Elizabeth frOm,Dakar: They
finally find, her and take her lionie to meet the rest
orthe

t. 1\ The following are the titles of the other
films in the series, in ,sequential order: Jeudi,
Depart en vacances, Vacances en Bretagne, &en-..
ture en mer, La Rentree, Sur la Tour Eiffel, Feu
Vvrc ,Bricolage, A Verkiltes, Le vieux Paris, and
Bon anniversaire

LA-12
. Film

A rri Pee en Freoce. SEJOUR EN
FRANCE. International Film, 1970.

ts,Solor_10 .min: Handbooks available.
BegArrt.,(JH, HS).

This is the first oa series of three
The dther films in the series are (in Hotel a Paris
and Un Repas chez Francis; In this film a yOupg
college girl, Penny White, comes to, Paris on her
first visit to France. She is shown at Orly airport,
where she is met by her French pen pal. The two
friends are shown driving through Paris; discussing
Paris traffic; and viewing,and discussing the. Latin
Quaker, the Eiffel Tower, and other points of

-interest. .The quality of the film and sound track
are very good. Handbooks Containing 'the' narra-,
tion, exercises, and complete vocabulary were not
submitted for examinatiOn. This series could be
used as supplementary material with any basic
program.

LA-13
Gra.

VArt de ,conjuguer, by Bescherelle. HT,
1966. 160p. French text, hardback, no
illus)rations. Int.-Adv. (JH, Fet).

A total of 8,000 French verbs and their
conjugations are given in this book: The verbs are
listed alphabetically by category. At the back of
the book is a complete alphabetical index of the
verbs, with page number referenced indicating
where each can be found. This book is considered
to bg an outstanding aid for teachers and for
students at the intermediate and advanced levels.
The committee recommends' that -school libraries
have several copies 9n hand.

LA-14 Assorted Postcards PU, n.d. Beg.-Int.-
Misc. Adv. (EL, JH, HS).-

The attractive postcards in this set,could
be used as decorative items in the classroom, as

prizes, as, rewards, or as conversation stimuli The
subject matter of the cards includes proverbs,
street signs, and Shopping signs. ,

.

Asterix chez les Bretons. Text by Rene
Goscinny; drawings by Uderzo: UNE
A VENTURE D'ASTERIX. DE, 1966.
French text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-
Adv. OH, HS).

This is one of the many Asterix comic-,

strip books. Asterixhei les Bretons is a satire on
the manner in Which the French stereotype the
English. Students may become .discouraged by`the
difficult reading level of the book, but they should

lbottlotiVated-Toreadthe material by the cartoons
and general format. Much_ of the humor may be
beyond the comprehension of American students.
The book provides an amusing context in which
high school students, especially, may increase their
vocabulary and..knewledge of idioms. T.

LA-15
Misc.

LA-16. Asterix le Gaulois. Text by Rend Gos-
Misc. cinny; drawings by Uderzo. UNE A VEN-

TURE D'ASTERIX. DE, 1961. , 48p.
French text, hardback, illustrated. Int.-
Adv. (JH, HS). e

This is one of the many Asterix comic-
strip books.. In this adventure Asterix and his
friends defend Gaul against .the Romans at the time
of` Julius Caesar. The language is generally collo-
quial and idiomatic. The reading level is difficult,
but the delightful illustration's should aid students
in their comprehension of the story.

.
LA-17 Auditory and Reading, Comprehension

Exercises in French, by Mai* Bernstein.
Regents, 1964,. 92p. French text, paper-

.

back, no .illustrations. Teacher's edition
available. Adv. (HS).

A total of 100 auditory-comprehension
selections and 60 reading-compreliension selectiOns
arc included in this book of comprehension exer-
cises in French. Multiple - choice questions , are
provided after each selection. The teacher's edition
is a 120-page work and includes the material found
inethe Studen't's book, the text of the auditory-
comprehension exercises, and an answer key..
LA-18 Au fer a cheyal, by Pierre de Beaumont.
Rep. LH, 1964:80p. French 'text, paperback,

no illustrations. Beg.-Int14.1-1S).

In this five-act comedy, written in s'imple
French, the author uses a basic vocabulary of

N.
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'approximately 400 words. Au fer a chewl is an
adaptation of She Stopps to Conquer, by Oliver.

. Goldsmith. That work has been, simplified and
placed in a more modern-setting. Unusual words'
are explained in French at the bottom of the page.
A. reference ,section at the back of the bobk
includes vocabulary and grammar explanations in
French.

Au jardin, by Main Gree. COLLECTION
CADETTRAMA. EC,,19-68. 28p. French
text, hardback, illustrpted. Intl-Adv. (JH,
HS)."

-----Titis -book is one of a sets su#11

topics as the highway; the city, and the fa It is
intended primarily for 'use with elementary school
children. The reading level is difficult. The illustra-
tions are very .attractive, and students should
experience no difficulty in comprehending the
accompanying captions. The book may also be
used for display purposes in the classroom.

LA-20 Au marAe. NE, n.d. Lotto game, French
Game text. 3H).

. Au marche is a-lotto-type game contain-
ing four game boards and 40 cords. Teachers can
make use of this game in providing instruction
about foogiand the types of stores in which
foodstuffs are sold. A limited vocabulary is utilized.,

LA-2) Au pays du soleil, by Louise Wylie..
, Rea. Holt, 1958. 151p. French text, hard-

back, illustrated. Int. (HS).
This book isaboUt the adventures of two

Americans, brother arid sister, traveling from Paris
through theFrench province of Provence. Informa-
tion and the impressions 'of the twoyoungsters are
provided to tht reader through descriptipns, dia-
logue, And letteis written by the two travelers.
Questions on each of the 18 chapters and a
French-English-vocabulary section are provided at
the back of the book.

LA-22 Au voleur, by R. P. L. Ledesert and. D.
Rea. M.. Ledesert. HL, 19.58. 64p. Fretich

text, paperback, black and white,illustrat
tions. BegAnt. (EL, .111).

Au voleur is a story' of family adventure
and Mystery. .The plot involves the recovery of
stolen diamonds and a million -franc reward. Writ-
ten in only the present tense and the passé.
compose, the book contains a vocabulary of
slightly over 800 words. Questions to test the

LANGUAGE ARTS 7

student's comprehension of the content of each
chipter are provided at the back of the book, along
with a Frerich-English glossary. A page of explana-
tions of geographical references made in the story
is also included. Teachers could use this book
advantageously to review previously covered mate-
rial and to reinforce students' learning.

''AA -23 LES A VENTURES DE LA FAMILLE
,441111V1 HBC, n.d. French dialogue. 12

films and tapes. t3eg.-Int. (EL, .111, HS).

Of the 12 films in the Les Aventures d
la fa-- Mlle Core series, committee members view d"-
onl e. ,They found some episodes to be b ter
tha ethers; and, they recommend, therefore that
interested partie% view a, film before deci ine to
purchase it. The accompanying tapes con ain the
commentary of a single narrator. They are not
alWays synchronized with the films. The films can
be shown only on an 8 mm super Technicolor
cartridge projector. The films in the series can be
purchased separately. Teachers could, perhaps liest
utilize the films in a program of ndividualised
instruction since each is "structured to allow stu-
dents to compose their own accompanying text.
The film partridge and tape can :be stopped to
allow students to comment on the action. 'Un Petit
Incident dans le metro,L'Anniversaire de monsieur
Carre, and La Baignade involontaire were the three
films that committee members previewed.

LA -24' Les Aventures. de Leo a la ferme. NFB,
FS. 1955. French dialogue. ftecord and

teacher's. guide included. Beg.-Int. (EL,
JH). .
this filmstrip is an amusing tale of the

perils that country living holds for a city mouse.
The narrator on the accompanying recording
speaks extremely slowly,, but :Clearly, and with
excellent diction. The theme would be most
appealing to children at the' elementary school
leyel; but the language level, is, at times, more
appropriate for studentt the intermediate level.

LA-ii'f. Les .0enfiRres du commissaire Grasset,
Rea. by-, Richard Musrnan. BS, 1962. '92p.

French and English text, paperback,
illustrated. 13eg.-Int. (JH,,I-IS).

This book includes nine;short stories, the
lido of which is one Coat iskire'Qrasset. Some_of
the longer, stories are *vided into two or three

-parts. Included is- a,,i ap of Park showing the most
fainous parts of that city and the locations of the

.,
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actior( in the ,various stories... planations pertai
ing to difficult words, idiomatic expyessions, an
geographical references are provided at the conclu

1-, sion of each story. Questions on each story and a
French-English vocabuliry are found at the back of
the book.

LA -26 Les Aventures du petit Nicolas, by Rene
Rea. Goscinny. Edited by Charles Kaplan.

MMC, 1966. 234p. French text, hard=
back, illustrated. Int. (JH, HS).-

Parents, friends, neighbors, and teachers
are seen through, the eyes of a lively candid, and
mischievous French child. Simple language and
many idiomatic expressions are used. The book
inclu.les much cultural information and is very
enter raining. Each of the 14 stories is, followed by
several. pages of assorted exercises, including
multiple-choice questions, grammatical substitu-
tion exercises, and translation tasks. The attractiVe
illustrations are by the famous French .cartoonist
Sempe. In addition to a French-English vocabulary,
the 'book includes marginal explanation* in Fienc
and notes on French verbs. mpg, - -/

LA'127, La.,Bande, dessinee a !'expression orate t
Game ecrite. NE, n.d. :French text. Int.

This game contains nine packets o
Cardbo-ard strips each. Each, strip has a series o
pictures showing, sequential actions of grou

12
five
s of

youths. Fors4Narnple, clne strip shoWs anaccideni
at causes the characters to be late for scbool. The' '

en't is to describe &ally each scgne and is to
'lete the story -on, his Or her own. Teachers
also have students write their versions of how

st

may
each-

d
class an

sode ends. .A leacher card for each Story .-

specific suggestions on how to involve the ti
how to conduct follow-up activities.

LA-28 B ripe. NE, . French text. BegAnt.-
Game As -(EL, J , HS). -

A se of French play money and some
checkbooks such as are used in France are part of
this. ,same intended for teaching concepts' of
finance to. French children. The instructions
include some sample situations in which money is
to be exchanged for goods. Instructions for using-
the checks are provided. The -game could be_ uSed
by individuals or, small groups. It could be espe-
cgly useful, for, reinforcing students'- learning of
numbers in French.

If

/

LA-29 Basic French Reader, by Julian Ha
Rea. and Andre Leveque: Halt, 1970. 243

French tekt, hardback; illustrated: .Be
..(JH, HS). , .

I This book i a.beginning reader that may
be used hi conjunct n with any'basic textbook.
The authors present a series of descriptions of the
reactions of young mericans to contemporary life
in France. For the most pair the descriptions are
provided through onversations. Some fables by La
Fontaine; Englis translations of the fables, a
French-English v cabulary, and questions for each
chapter are incl ded at the back of the book.

. Explanatory fo tnotes are provided throughout
the book.

LA-30 Begi nirig French: System 80. Borg-
Rec. Warner, 1971: Beg. (EL, JH, HS).

This program of instruction in the
French language involves, self-teaching, self-testing,
apd sell-evaluation on the part of the student. The
complete program is made up of four kits. Each kit
contains-a placem4nt test, a progress test, and tell
les'sons. Use of a special machine called the System
80 Reader is required, To use the materials;' the
student first puts both an "audio - visual" card and all.
re-cord in the machine. He or she must then'
respond to what he or she° sees and hears. The
student can check ',the accuracy of his or her
answers by, pressinea lever to reveal the correct
response. If the student's answer is correct, the
next question is gbien. If the student's answer is

inebrrect, the question is repeated, The-program is'
intended primarily for use with students in grades.
three\ through eight. However, it can be used with
students at -the high schgol level. The Ogjfiarn
structured to allow the student to prOgress at his or
her own rate. \

LA-31,
WB

Beginning to Write in French; by Chris-
tQphei Kendris. Barron's, 1971. 113p.
French nd English text, paperback, no
illustratisi . Beg. (JH, HS).

In this workbook carlful atikition is
given not only to the building of-Writing skills but
also to the develophient of -.students' self.
confidence as they begin to write in French. Each

:-of the 40 devoirs begins with,the presentation of
five idiomatic expressions and their English equiva-
lents. Students may choose to write two original
sentences in which they ..use the. expression*, .or
they .may choose to copy a, sample sentence twice.
The copying of sentences is intended primarily as a

16 =:
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confidence-building active y for less-confident

. learners. After this activit students do a fill-in
exercise to reinforce their I aiming of the expres-
sionS, and "they write answer to questions. A short
written composition containi g material from the
precedi^ng exercises, follows t ese exercises. Each
devoir sheet .include spate f r Students to write
and sentences that he teacher must correct. Also
include are' 1.3 e anainatIon s eets; a list of the
verbs used and principal p rte; and ap index
of idioms, verb expressions( proverbs, and key
Words. The pag s arenOt lumbered.

LA-32 Beyond t ze Dictionary in' French, by
Misc. Michel vieux and Eleanor Levieux.

Funk, 67. I56p. French and ,English
text, hardback., no illustrations: Int.-Adv.

This reference book intended for
student's who, already haye some knowledge of
French and who4wigh to-express themselves more

'freely while,. trying to bridge the, gap between the
written and the sp ken languages. It is also
intended to help stu ents speak French as it is
spoken by the educat d 'mtiye speaker, Explana-
tions are in English. D finitias, lists of vocabulary
by category or classific tion (banking terms, names
of carp, and the ronunciation aid's, compari-

' sobs of French and E glish words, and sidelights
on ,French life and cult re are included.

LA-33 Bgnjour la F nce. NE, n.d. French text.
'`Game Ileg.-Int.-Adv. (EL, JH, HS).

PlayerS Of thi game are to place departe;
metjt pieces on a large heavy cardboard puzzle
board to form a map ,f Franc' t They also add
prefectures and specidites to each departement.
Specifier rules goVern. the adding of pieces. Players
nth' points for placing pkces. The raised fold of

,
the board makes the placing of the middle Pieces,
of flee 'Puzzle ,difficult. The puzzle can be used
effectively to teach about French political divisions
and resources, r

L -34
ame

La Bonne Cuisine. NE; n.d. French text.
Beg. (EL, JH).

This very simple game is designed for
( children over six years of age. Two to six persOns

may pl
Ards wi

A to mat
nishes
photo

y. -Components include six large menu
h six food items listed on each. Players are
h photographs of food products or gar-
ith the,items-listed on the menu cards. The
aphs_are ,colorful and attractive. A set of

248815i .
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ten r cipes is also included. Thd game should be
very ppealing to young children. The format
allows for individualized instruction.

LA-35 Cala& ,d'exercices. Langue et litterature,
WB by Thomas H. Brown.

See Item BP-31.
. v

LA-36 Les Cargos du Crepusculel by M.. Til-
Misc. lieux. EJD, 19731 48p. French text,

paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv.. (JH,

Les Cargos/ du Crepuscuie is one of a
series of omic book featuring the adventures of a
private' d ective. Th book is written in colloquial,
idiomatic French. T sachers could utilizesthe book
to help b ild stude ts' voCabularyt but they would
have to create their owri vocabulary exercises-.

,

LA-37 Cartes illustrations, Livre I. LE FRAN-
Misc. pis INTER-N:4TIQNAL. EC 1972.

. 42 flash cards, 9" x 13.". Tench text.
Beg.-Int, (EL, J4). ,_ - A

Each ,of the 42 flash cards in this set ..'
includes

I
includes a simple; black-and white drawing of the
item represenfe . The dr wings 4 are stylized,
humorous illustrations. T e flash cards dare
designed to be sed: in the presentation of new
vocabulary for ch. lesson o Le Francais interna-
tional 1' (Centre Educ.atif a ufturel, Inc,. 1972).

, They are' also . 0 be used to help students build=
sentences. Rep ductions Of t e flash car s appear
in the student' text and in t e ,teacher' edition.
Each card, can e easily identi ed by two umbers,
One inditatin the leSson in which thee word. is
presented, the second indicatin . the position'Of the
card in the series. Instructions or use are provided.
The flash -ca ds can be used with any
French pro am,'especially in middle schools arid -..
junior high hools.

LA-38 rtes illustrations, Livre II. LE FRAI41-
Mist ¶AIS INTERNATIONAL. CEC, 1972.

x 13" cards. Frpneh text. Beg.-Int.
EL, JH, HS).

These flash cards a e designed for use
with th textbook- Le Fran ais international 2
(Centre ducatif et Cultural, Inc., 1972-) and are to
be used by teachers in the presentation of new
vocabu ry. .Teachers may use the cards also to
help st denti recall and review vocabulary and to
provid stimuli for questidns and sentences from
stude ts. The pictures on the cards are in the

V
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1student's text. The illustrations, in black and
white, are simple, humorous drawings. The fla h
cards could be used separately with any Fren h
program, Particularly in grades four through eigl t.

LA-39 'The Cat in the Hat: Beginner Bonk
Misc. ,Dittionary in 'French, by Dr. Seuis.

1Beginner, 1965. 133p. French and Eng-
lish text, hardback, illustrated. Beg. (pL,
'JH).

This dictionary of 1,350 words is
designed for way young children who are begin-
ning to learn French. Each entry isaccompanied
by an amusing illustration, and 6ch is used in a
single short sentence. The sentences are given in
both French and English.

LA-40f Cendrillon. NFB, 1956. French dialogue.
FS Record and teacfrei's uide included.

Beg.-Int. (EL, JH):

This unique filmstrip is a succession of
sketches by grade five students from a Canadian
elementary school. The pictures 'aie illustrations 'of
the folktale of Cinderella, Because the illustrations
are by a number of children, the image of any.pne
of the characters may change from frame to frame.
Each frame 'bears one subtitle sentence that is
spoken on the accompanying record. Other spgken
sentences are also proiided. with each frame. The
emphasis on liaison is particularly good. The use of
the clever and well-done illustrations' is an amusing
way to hold the interest of the viewer.

LA-41 Chdteau d'Azgy-le-Rideau. NE, ri.d Jig-
tam'e , saw puzzle, French. text. Adv. (JH, HS).

This jigsaw puzzle of the faMous-Cha;
testa d'Azay-le-Rideau clftains 500 pieces. A
leaflet that accompanies the puzzle provides his-

, totical _and descriptive details in French. Upon
completion of the puzzle, students will find ,a
"surprise" puzzle on the 'reverse side. The puzzle

.would be especially suitable as an award or gift for
an advanced student. Spme other puzzles available
from the publisher are Chateau de Chantilly, Le

--VieitAnnecy, L'Aiguille verte, La-Tour Eiffel, and
be Pont de .alhors.

LA-42 Chateau de Champord., MERVEILLES
,7 Game JigsawDE LA FRANCE. NE, ntd. puz-

zle, French textAdv. (JH, HS).
This is a 1,000 -piece jigsaw.puzzle of the

famoili Chateau de Chambord. The leaflet
I

included with the puzzle 'contains historical and
descriptive details in French. The puzzle would be
an excellent gift or award. Other pirrzles available
in this series are Village' au bord du Tarn,i,e Palais

,,,totkr4-
du Luxembourg (Paris), 'Menu et son port, La
Petite France (Strasbourg), and Vieux chdteau en
Auvergne.

LA-43 Chemin' faisant, by :Alice. Langelfier.
Rea. Holt, 1966. \168.p. t French text, hard-

back,

This reader contains good material on
the activities of daily life In France and on Trench
culture. The numerous exercises are designed to
enable readers to .express themselves freely. The.
book contains 18 chapters.

LA-44 Cherchez le martien, by Pat Mallet. DE,
Misc. 1973. 76p. French text, hardback, illus-

* trated. Adv. (HS).

Cherchez le martien is a collection of
satirical cartoqns about aspects of contemporary
life in France. Most of the eaftoons are suitableifor
use with high school students. A few, however, are
more appropriate for adults.

LA-45 ' Le Cheval foy. DID, 1963. Three 331/3
Rec. rpm records, Frencf dialogue. Int.:Adv.

.(EL, JH, HS),

The records in this set contain the poems
presented in the book of the same, title. The poems
are read by the author, whose delivery is good. The
fidelity of the records is outstanding. Use of the
?records with the book should heighten the stu-
denrs appreciation of the readings.

LA-46 Le Cheval, fou: Esquisse.i de poesie
Misc. elementaire, by Pierre de Beaumont.

DID, 1963: 93p. French text, paperback,
illustrated.' Reco ds available. Int. (JH,
HS).

The poem 4 in th
priate for young F ench.
students of French- hose
than French The hems
vocabulary of abo t 1,5
subject 'matter covers a va
maternal love, football, a
fantasy are also dealt
interest in trying td write
find this book helpful. TI
additio, to a resource cen

18

s book are most appro-
tudents and beginning
ative language is other
are generally short. A
0 words is used. The -

iety of topics, including.
rugby. AdVenture anil

Rh. Students with, an
poetry in French shoul
e book would be a goo
er.



LA-47 Choisissons bien!, hy J. D. Mackereth
Tests and L. M. Derham. HL, 1969: I-51p.

French and English text, paperback,
illustrated. Teacher's manual available.
Int.-Adv. (HS).

This book is to be used for testing
students' 'listening and reading comprehensioh. The
first part of the book contains multiple- choice tests
for use in testing students oral comprehension.
The actual test questions are given orally by the
teacher from his or her book. The students listen
and then mark their answersbn the test pages. The
second part of the book contains reading passages
that are to be used for testing students' reading
comprehension. Sufficient variety in testing tech-
niques is p;ovided to prevent boredom on the part
of the students. The vocabulary used is of practical
value. This book could be used advantageously in
conversational-French classes and in , advanced-
French classes for review work.

LA-48 Choisissons bien!,'by J. D. Mackereth
TM and L. M. Derham., HI, 1969. French

and English text, paperback, no illustra-
tions.

Li- This teacher's manual is part of a pro-
gram for testing students' listening and reading
comprehension,. The student's book of tests is
presented under the same title. The listening tests
are varied in format. They become more difficult
as the student progresses. For some tests the teacher
gives a response, and students must choose the
ocfrrect question from among a group, of several
possible questions. In others the teacher presents a
question, and students must choose a correct
response. For some tests students hear selections

'read twice, liqten to questions, and then choose
ansyers. The teacher's manual contains the answers
to all questions.

LA-49. Cigalon, by ,Marcel pagnol and John
,Rea. Braddock Sturges: Independent, 1968.

143p. French arid-`, English text, paper-
backs illustrated.'Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This comedy was written for the motion
picture screen in 1936. The illustrations in the
book are stills from the film version. The text has
been modified . somewhat to make the material
suitable for classroom use. Unusual words are
translated in footnotes. Exercises for each of the
11 divisions of .the play are provided at the end of
the text and include questions, dictations, Vocabu-
littir exercises, 'grammar exercises, and composi-,R

v
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ions, A French - English vocabulary is given at the
bick of the book.

LA-50 Les Cinq Freres chinois, by Claire
Rea. Huchet Bishop. Coward, '1961. 54p.

French text, illustrated. Int.-Adv. (EL,
JH).

Each of the five Chinese brothers in this
tale has a magic power that he uses to help the first
brother avoid the death sentence given to him. In
doing so, the otherour brothers take the place of
the condemned one. The reading, level of this
delightful .tale .is difficult, but the interest level is
appropriate for younger students. The book 'would
be a good addition -to the school library.

LA-5I La Civilisation franctaiSe, by Marc Blanc;
Rea. pain and Jean-Paul Cotichoud.

See Item A-5. .

LA-52 A Classified Freizch Vocabulary, by H.
Misc. Howard Baker. HL, 1958. 96p. Fr,ench

text, paperback, no illustrations._ Int.-
, Adv. (HS).

.Comprehensive 46cabulary list's are pre-
kilted by subject in this material. Words are
grouped in 36 categories. Where necessary, sen-
tences are provided to show correct, word usage.
Teachers at all levelS could use this book for
presentatjon of new vocabulary. At the1advanced
level teachers could use it for vocabulary 'review.

LA -53 La Cle. M,"1954:' Fretich text. Distr:
Game Kiosk. Beg. -Int. -Adv. (EL, JH,

Two to four players or teams may play
this Scrabble-type game. An entire class could
enjoy the game if students were divided into teams.
The letters fortthe game are on plastic blocks. '

LA-54 Clock. NE, n.d. Beg. (EL, JH,10.
Misc.

This durable 12" clock face hasmovable
plastic hands. An interesting feature is the inclu-
sion of two inner rings of numbers, one showing
roman numerals, the,_otjter showing 24-hour time.
Thelatier M1Pfei'S pceollent for -teaching a.m./
P.m. equivakhts. This clock is attractive and easy
to use..

LA-55 Cloth Posters. FR, n.d. Distr.: Kiosk.
Pos. Approximately 75 cm x 45 cm. Beg.-Int.-

(JH, HS),

19
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ResiOnal recipes, monuments and the
Paris' metroare among the items included on
these posters made of colorful and durable linen
toweling. They can be used to decorate the
"classrobin and, to stimulate cdnversation about
geograpily, monuments, cooking, and other topics.

LA-56 Le Colkerafricain, by Pierre-ean Galem-
Rea. bett. LES AVENTURES:RE PIERRE

. ET DE BERNARD. National Textbook,
1968. 68p. French trt, paperback, illus-
trated. Int..(JH, HS).
The action is fast-paced and the dialogue

is qu,ite"ontemporary-in fhis.-taleof a search for a
missing necklace from Africa. The principal char-
acters are .twb seventeen year-old boys, -Pierre and
Bernard, _ and Pierre's girl friedd. The book is
divided into 33 chapters. Vocabulary notes, with
definitions mostly in simple French, are provided
in the page" Margins. The book does' not contain
exercises or a vocabulary section. Older students
might find the content somewhat superficial.

LA-57 A Complete Treatise on the Conjugation
Gra. of French Verbs, by J. Castarede. Mc-

Kay, 1966. 147p. French and English
text, paperback, no illustrations. Adv.
(JH, HS).

This text -covers regular and irregular
verbs in. all tenses, Irregularities are printed in
italiC.s. The pridt is fine. The layout lacks visual
appeal.

.

LA-59 Cont,s. et recits., by Gaston Mauger.1,1-F,.'
'47P7.

Rea.
trated.

rp, French text, ptaperback, illus-

In'cluded in this collection of.14 stories
are two old favorlteS, "Cendrillon and "Ali Baba.
and the Forty T es"; detective stories; short,
hurhorous anecdot sand riddles. Subtle meanings
or-unusual uses of oicis are explained in French in
footnotes. Each sto is followed by questions.
The grammar material and vocabblary are coor-
dinated with the cdnt nt of the first volu e of

1
LA-58 Conies africains, by Mildred P. Morti:
Rea. mer. Houghton, 1972. 224P: French and

English text, paperback, illustrated. Adv.
(HS)
The selections in this book of African

tales, are by four writ rs and represent various
techniqqes of African storytelling. Also repre-
sented is the fusion of two cultures, French and
African. The introduction contains baCkground
information abbn African storytelling and a glos-
sary of African terms. ComprehenSion exercises,
vocablilary-bnildineexercises, and topics for oral
and written .carripositions are given. after each
selection, Necessary vocabulary explanations are
provided on the pages opposite the narrative. The
illustrations e black-and-white. sketches. This
book Would be an interesting addition to a library
of French materials.

Langue et civilisation frahcaises.

LA-60 L es Gontes roges 4 chat perche, by
Rea. Marcel ,Aym : EG, 1963. 151. Fre ch

text, hardbaclk, illustrated. Int.-Adv. (JH,
HS). 11l,

\ . , .

This charming book of stories featurilig
Alphonse, a cat, is divided into seven chapters. the
text is exclusively in French. No footnotes, glos-
sary, or vocabulary is i' eluded. The reading level
is not very difficult, but students should have some

' skill in reading French before attempting ,to read
filiese stories. The content should interest students
bof all ages:' Another voluie, Les Contes bleus du
Mat Perche, is available by the Same author.

LA-61 Les Contra ndiers, by Pierre-Jean
Idea. Galembert. ES A VENTURES bE,

PIERRE ET DE BERNARD. National
- Textbook;1970. 58p. French text,. aper-

back, illustrated. Advt (HS),
Les Contraband a ss, ies' of

four readers concerning the adventures of ierre
and Bernard, two seventeen-year-old French boys.
While visiting in Brittany, the boys disco er a
group of smugglers. No French-English vocaulary
is included, but the mole diffiCult expressio s are
explained in marginal notes, either in English or in
simple French. The book does not contain, any
exercises. The content should be of intere t to
students ,a0the .high school level, This .book c uld
serve as supplementary reader in classes of
third-year...6r fourth-year French. Other books in

- the series are. Le Collier africain, Le Trespr es
pirates;and Le Grand Prix.

LA-62
Rea.

20

Conversatiohs francaises: Preit4er livre,
by George Fanning. CONVERSATIONS
FRANcAISES. Oxford Book, '1964.
92p. French and English text, paper-
back, illustrated, Int. (JH, HS).,

,
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This reader consists solely of graded
conversations on various topics. The, conversations
are- given in French and English on the same page.
The ,quality and variety of the exercises after each
conversation are excellent. Very little translation is
required in the exercises. A French-English vocabu-
lary and an English-French vocabulary are pro-
vided. The few illustrations are oversimplified.

LA-63 Con ve nations. francaises. Deuxieme
Rea. livre, by George Fanning. CONVERSA-

TIONS FRANcAl7ES. Oxford Book,
1964. 113p. French and English' text,
paperback, illustrated. Int:-Ady. (HS).

The, ten conversations in. this second
book of .the ctwo-book series are excellent with
regard to the topics, structures, and idioms pre-
sented:. The exercises after the conversations are
numerous and varied in type. The dialogues are
,arranged in a parallel presentation of French and
English. French-English and English-Fsench vocab-
ulanes.are included. This reader can be used at the
second- or third-year levels.

LTA-64 Les Cousin'es, by Apnick Le Marchand.
Rea. DANSONS LA CAPUCLNE. CIC; 1973.

8p. French text; paperback, illustrated.
Beg, (EL).

Les Cousines is one of eight readers in
-- the Qreen Series (first level) of the Dans. la

C4pwine series. All readers in the grien group are
designed for use with very young- children. Four
drawings anci captions are included. The drawings
relate to a 14-sentence play found at the back of
the book. life other.books in tile Green Series are
Le Chat et la souris, -C'est le roi Dagobert, La Nuit
de Noel, Les i'Astronahtes, La Symphonie de
papillon;.' Dame Cocinelle., and Quand it pieta!
pleut!'pleut! An instruction sheet is provided for,'
use with_each reader. This sheet includes suggested

--activities to prepare the students to use the eader;'
helpful hints about the things that the readers
Should be awareof while reading; and games and
activities for,use after completion of the book. The
series should be uSed'efor classes in *English as a.
Second language only.

The second level, the Red Series,
includes nine readers; and the third, level, the Blue
Series, contains ten readers.

LA 85 Crin-blanc, by Rend Guillot. HL, 1961.1
,

Rea: 71p. French text, paperback, illustrated.
Int; (JH, HS).

LANGUAGE ARTS / 13

(
hissto of a young boy who befriends

a wild ifoAe ikbased in thofilm of the same title.
Seven chapters 'are in ded in the reader: Fift3r_
two words and expressi s that require special
explanation ,pre marked with an asterisk and are
explained 'in a short -"Notes" section that follows
'the last chapter. A French-Engli§h' vocabulary is
provided at the 'end of the book. StudentS of all
ages might find thig story appealing, but it is
probably woe. suitable for junior high school
students or for students in their first two years of
high school. 1

LA-66 Les Croisades. DOCUMENTS. DED, n.d.
. Pos. rench 13eg.-Iht,,Adv. (EL, JH,

excellent documented text accom-
panies tr colorful collection *a( pictures, maps,
and re ductions related to eht Crusades.. The
pictures and derVip'tive material arepackaged, by
topic, in. large envelopes. Topics incl0e.:/es
Corsaires, la tdecouverte de l'Anterique, and
Francois ier. A period of history, the life of an
individual, or a,-;particular event may be described
in as many as `2.0 items. The items can be used for
bulletin board displyi: Tile materials are 'out;
standing.

. ,
LA-67 CAre ft civillsation,franfaises, by Paul

9, Rea, 404. G ale stier and AndrriVaillGt. DE LA
-t'.''. LANGUE A Lit CIVILISATION FRAN-

CAISE. DL, 1962. 508p. French text,
.'. hardba*illatrated. Adv. (HS).

441.4,47"fliiiiS:boink is the la#111 a series of four
stages. Vers la P.:,,c,pice; A Paris:. Premiere pant and

--,4,_, Paris: jeukieme, partie; and En,France.ate the
Other titles in the series. This book `contains
selected sections from 130 texts and 15iographical
sketches of authors. Each selection is followed by a

)
vocabaa/ry-,study section;1"conversation exercises;
some composition and style exercises; and gram- 1.

mar exercise's. This book is suitable for use with
advanced-French students who are ready for expli-
cation de texte work. 4 ,

, i .

LA-68 Neouverte de la Frailty, by Bernard
. Rea. Dezert and Georges Torres. HT, .1972.,

I 92p. French text, hardback, illustrated.
Adv. (HS). -

.4
0 0

21

This is an excellent book for giving
students an overall' picture of France before they
begin work in the text "Lq.Civilisationfrancaise,

a. .
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TIre, format includes short literary selection 'AO-
journalistic-type selections. The text covers physi-
dal geography and aspects of population distribu-
tion in France. Many inaQs and photogi-aphs are',
included. Suggested sources of additional informa7
tion on each region and souses of recordings and
literature oh each region are provided Suggestions
for discussions and vocabulary explanations in
French are presented at the end oftach selection:

LA -69' De l'image a laangue. NE, 1971. French
Game ,text: Beg. (EL, JH, HS).

., This set of materials includes 16 large
background cards and 144 small, movable cards:
The small cards are to be.placed or moved on their
various -backgrounds in''':`-actobrdance with verbal
instructions. The materials were originally intended
for use in Classes of English as a second language. .
Advanced - Fregh classes could use. them as conver- ;
sagon stimuli. The set could be used with indi-
yiduals, Or it could be used with entire classes if an
opaque: projector were used.

LA,-70 r Dennis la Malice: ii etait une fois, by
Rea. ,Charles MI Schulz. Fawcett, 1972. 48p.

French text,-.1tairdback illustrated. it
- Adv. (EL, JH,- S). *-

The familiar character of Dennis, the
Menace is ,the central figure in. this series of
cartoon-type shOrt stories. The stories are based on
the adventures of Tom Thumb, Little Red Riding
HOW, Hansel- and Gret61, and other, well-known,
characters. Each tale is presented in entertaining,
collOqpial French.

French text, paperback, illustrated.
Beg.Int. (EL, JH, HS).

Rea1i&tic dialogues between average teen-
.

agers are the basis content of this reader. The
dialogues ,ire amusing and deal in a clever manner
with certain' {fgannliar -concepts. Each dialogue is
preceded by a vocabulary section and.followed by
exercises or ,questions. Initially, a basic vocab ry
of 20s,-words is employed. The !vocabulary is
subsequently increased at the Ile of 20 words per
dialogue. The second hatitof the book is most
appropriate forThse at the intermediate level. The

fb,dialkties haye, limited relevance for high school
sttidentS;The dialogues are in French, and the
directions for the exercises ark in Engliih.

A 'Dictionary or Colorful: Fqnch
guagp wifi. Colloquialisms, by Etienne
Deak find Simone Deak. Dutton, 1959.

, 210p. French and English text, paper-
.

back, illustrated. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This book contains French slang, d.g an
colloquial terms and their equivalents- in, Koper
English, English' slang, 2r bok. Thd cont Ot in-
cludes some vulgai= French -expressions, each
Marked ,with an asterisk'. The English translations

pf.thost`,termsjiovvever, are ::luite acceptable.

LA-74 Dictionary of 501 'Frenclia VerSs, by
Misc. ,Christopher Kendris. Barron's, 1970.'

528p. French and Bnglish text, pap'gr-
back,. illuttrations. Int.-.Adv. (JH,
HS). (
This booksidesigned to (1) simplify for

users the finding of many French verbs; and (2)
teach .users hoav b to learn French verbs in a
systemalic manner. The content includes '501
freqtiently used verbs, each- one conjugated in all,
tenses. In many cases a number of possible English
equivaleigS is given for each The, book
includes an English-French verbIndex-and an index
of 'verb 'forms identified by their infinitive. Also
included are verbs Conjugated with ,the auxiliary
verbs- .avoir and, etre; "the principal parts of Some.

'verbs; a table in which are shown the derivations of :
constructions..invOlving fare ,and another verb; a
sample English-verb conjugation; a summary of
meanings and ?uses of French -verb tenses and
moods as compared to English,tecuses and mobthl;'

LA -' 1-- Des' jeux pour apprendre, ,by Annie
Garne Trainaud. LH, 1973: 84p. Frenth text, -

paperback, illtistrate'd. Int.-Adv. (JH,
HS).

. Des jeux pour apprendre is a book of 37
word games and puzzles designed to test one's
knowledge of sentence structurer vocabulary, .

proverbs, andculture. The games havf.,--been chosen
from the magazine Passe-partout. Ea h one is based
on a vocabulary of 800 words. Solutions are given,
and difficult words are explained ih French at the
back of the book. Similar books by the. same

. publisher, are A lire et raconter, Contes et recits, Le
Francais' par les mots croises, arid Pour rir8, pour

and a summary of leriSes .and moods,_ in French,
--vith English' equivalents. libject pronouns are not

LA-12 . Dialogues faciles, by R. de Roussy: de' -used with Conjugations. Slime of ,the printing in
. Rea. Sales. National 'Textbook, 197.1. 50p. tiiis_book is very small.

. '2 2
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LA-75 Dictionary of Fr nch Literature, by
Misc. Sidney D. Braun Fawcett, 1964. 495p.

English text, pa erback, no illustrations.
.

Adv. (HS).

More than 2 80 entries-are included in
this dictionary of Drench literature from the
Middle Ages to the present..BiographieaLdata on
all important French writers, critical summaries of
the Wide Works of each writer, and definitions of
literary terms and movements are part of the
content. Reasons are 'given for including, each of ts
the-selections.

LA-76 Dictionnaire du francdis: contemporain
Misc. (Revised edition). LL, 1971. 1,224p.

t! drench. text, hardback, no illustrations.
Adv. (1-1S).

The emphasis is , on contemporary
French in this dictionary. Archaic forms and
teminolcogy pertaining to scientific afeas,j)r to
other highly specialized areas have been eliminated. .

The binding is pool.

LA-77
Mi,sc.

Dktionnaire -du francais vivant, by Mau-
rice Davau, Marcel Cohen,. and Maurice
Lallemand. EBO, 1972. 1,338p. French
text hardback, no illustrations. Adv.
(HS).

. Iii a simplified, at 'not elementary,
for , the authors oP this dictionary distinguish
be een formal and informal usages. Phonetic
sy lbols for covet pronunciation are included.
S me wor'ds are presented with sentences and

amples. Some attention is also given to grammar,
erb conjugations, synonyms, and homonyms. This

dictionary could be useful for third- or fourth-year
high school students.

1 LANGUAGE ARTS / 15

LA-79 Direct French Conversation, Book 'I, .by
Rea. Henriette Utoura, Daniel de Guzman,.

and Charles Starr. DIRECT FRENCH
CONVERSATION. Regents,. 1966:
110p. trench and English text, paper-

back, illustrated: Beg.-Int. (JH, HS).

Each chapter of this book consists of a
simple teading selection, oral. drills on a single
principle, and general and review questions: A
French English vocabulary is included at the end of
the book. Teachers could use this book as a source
of short stories to read or dictate to the class, as r
source of questions for conversations, or for
'Supplementary classroom reading material. .

EN-E10 Direct French Conversation, Book 2, by
Rea. Henriette Betourne; Daniel" de Guzman,

and Charkis Stirr. DIRECT FRENCH
CONVERSATION. ,Regerits, 1971.
128p. French and English text, pa'per-
back, illustrated. Int. (JH, HS). .

This text is designed for use after Direct
French Conversation, Book I. The format of the
lessons in books 1 and 2 is the same. Each lesson,
includeS a reading selection based on 'a controlled
vocabulary and questions to check readers' .com-
prehension of the.reading selection. Work on new
points of grammar.or structure is Provided in oral
drills. Each lesson concludes with a section entitled
"General Questions and 'RevieveTgii*final section
deals with the reading selection in thelgsson,and
with the selections from previous legSons. ReCom-
mendations to help teachers achieve optimUm
results are given-in the preface. Each lesson also
contains a list of idiomatiC expressions to be used
in sentences and a-list of new words to be used in
the lesson. A Frefich-Englishvocabulary section iS
provided at the back of the book. This book

bictionnaire francais-anglais de locutions
Msc. et expressions verbales, by Marguerite-

Marie Dubois and others. LL, 1973. LA-8I
387p. French and English text, hard- Rea.
back, no illustrations. Adv. (HS).

. The format of this dictionary is unique
in that French and English words are intermixed in
the alphabetical listing. Etch entry includes-both
French and English equivalents organized in groups

representing the various uses of the words or,
expressions. Teachers and advanced students

. should find this dictionary useful. Teachers may
wish to restrict, the Use of this book in the
classroom because the cover is not durable.

should prove most- useful in "Conversation classes or
in regular classeg on days devoted to conversation
practice.

.or

La Drole d'equipe, by R. de Roussy de
Sales. LA DROLE D'EQUIRE. SERIES,
National Textbook, ..1971. 62p. French
text, English preface, illustrated. Reel
and cassette tapes available. Int. (JH,
HS). "
This is the fiiit book in a series of Tour --

that Acontain short, humorous dialogues. The
characters and format are described in the preface.
Recall-type. questions are included at the end of
each bf the series of episodes, and necessary
vocabulary is provided in the page margins.

"NO
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LA-82 Une DrOle cif coupe; by..i4areia,Brown.
Rea. Scribner's, 1960.;48p. FrenChfext, hard-

back, illustfated.k. (JH).
Une DrOle de coupe is. an excellent

translation- of the well-known children's story
"Stork Soup.".. Readers will find a short French-,

English vocabulary on the last page. The delightfUl
'Illustratiops are useful in helping ,children under'
stand the theme of thestory.

LA-83 La Dynamite. Edited by Huai Campbell
Rea.

.
and Camille Bauer. PROGRAMMED
FRENCH READERS'. Houghton,/1970.

,Frencll tent, paperback% illus-
trated. Tapes available. Int.-Adv. (HS).
La Dynamite is an iiiivent_ure 'story of the

efforts of the two Main. charac,tels to transport a
cargo of nitroglycerin over treacheroug South
American roads. The text is based on,the novel Le
Salaire de la peur, by Georges Arnaud. Each of the
18 chapters is preceded by'a french-French vocab-
ulary section. Interesting iN strations accompany a
number of these vocabulary sections. qral , and
written exercises are used to .reinforce students'
learning of the vocabulary, expressions, and struc-
tures preserited in the text: Some exercises require
thought on the part of the students, while others
are merely pattern drills designed to present and
review structures. :The present, imperfect, "'passé
compose, and _fut.Ure- tenses are used. A French-
French vocabulary section_ is, included, at the back
of the book. The recordings- that are available are
of certain marked passages in the text. This book
could be used to rekindle the interest of advanced-
French students who are losing- interest in their

language study.

LA-84 Easy French Reader, by R. de Floussy de
Rea. 'Sales. National Textbook, .1971. 218p.

French text, hardback, illustrated. TapeS
available. (JH, HS):
Part I of this graded reader consists of

short dialogues involving a French student and his
American girl friend, Who is studying in Paris. The
present indicative and the passé compoSe-are the
only tenses used. Part II contains a presentation on
the history of France through profilesof historical
personalities from Vercingetorix to Georges Pompi-
dou. The imperative mood and the imperfect and
future tenses are added in Part IL Part III consists
of adaptations of four fa?nousistories by AlphOnse
D'audet, Guy de Maupassant, Claudt Theuriet, and
Emile Zola. Every fifth lesson is,,a resume. ,gacb

O

,

story is followed by short reading-comprehension
questions. New vocabulary is 'presented at the
beginning of each story, and a French-English
glossaiy Is provided at the end 'of the -book. The
bopk rs extensively annptated. Also included-in a
section at the back elf the book is a grammar__
synopsis. This work could be used as a supple-
mentary, reader at the beginning or. .intermediate,
levels. Parts I and III hive been record&d on tape
(reel or cassette); but the tapes were not reviewed.

LA-85 Ecrire a tout le monde, by Raymond
. eta. Lichet. LH,' 1971. 22R. French text,

.paperback, illustrated. Adv. (HS).-

_This selection contains instructions to
guide students in wilting all types of letters in
French. The book is well constru&ed and includes
many examples, humorous illustrations, a telegram
form to fill out, and useful lists of choices to
express a variety of ideas. it also a section,
on des formules de politesse for different types of
letters. The basic vocabulary consists of 1,300
words. The book could.be used ida minicourse on

,writing letters..

LA-86 Eldorado. EED, n.d. French text.' Beg.:
Game Int.-Adv. (EL, JH, HS).

. Each player in this game is a head of '
state ttying to amass the greatest riches possible for
his or her country in several areas: missiles for

alnatio defense, atomic secrets ,for nuclear re-
sea planes and tankers for transportation, and
diamonckand uranium for mine exploitation. The
game includes play money and cards with pictures
of minerals:end othernatural resources.-Players cdti

Jean numbers and many expressions pertaining to
business and finance. Players should be at least ten
years of age. . .

LA-87
Misc.

En avantStage A. Spicer, D.."
Grant, and Y ervpuet.

See Item BP-9.

.LA-88 Encore Henri, by Edith yacheron and.
Rea. Virginia Kahl. Scribner's, -1961. 64p.

trench -text, hardback, illustrated. Beg....
(EL).
Readers of this adventure of Henri can

learn the names of some domestic animals, farm
artiinafs, "and foods. Numbers used in prevk us
adventures of fleliri are' reviewed The last of the
three chapters involves a trip to the local pharma-
cie and the presentation of the harks of several

24 9



minor maladies. A- few sentences" (for example,
"Ou doisje le mettle? ") are rather complex in
structure. The book does not -include pattern drills.

LA-89 EfrPRAKAIS.'Filtb series.
Films

SeeItem BP -l0.

LA-90 E,! Fiance, by Alice Langellier. Holt,
Rea. 062. 84p. French text, hardback,

(JH,-HS).

Eight short, humorous stories are in-
cluded in this igaded reader. The book is most
appropriate for use as a supplemoutary reader in
second-year-French classes at the high school level.
One or two of the stories -are simple enough to-be
read by students completing their first-year course.
Theliocabulary is such-that the material could be

used in Conjunction with any basic prZegram text.
Reading-cemprehension exercises are provided at
the end of each selection, and a French-English
vocabulary-is included at the end 90f-the book. The
present,. pbsse compose, and imperfect tenses are
used throughout the book.

LA-91 English-French -Helps to Conversation,
Gra. ,by William Savage. EGF, 19,73. 176p.

:French and English text, paperback.
40seg..int. (JH, HS).

This is a practical, quick-reference guide.
Eacji page, is, divided into' three columns: (1)
English expressions; (2) French expressions; and
(3) a key "to pronunciation. Forms of irregular
verbs and conversion tables are ,provided in the
appendix. The expressions deal with shopping,
renting of anapartment, weather, customs, trans -
portation, communication," banking, and sight-
seeing: Some expressions are more -British than
American.'

LA-92 En vacances a Paris, by A. L. Carre. CIC,
. Rea. 1954. 48p. French and English' text,

4---paperback,-illustrated, Beg. (JH, HS).

. The 20 'short episodes in this reader deal

,
with a twelve-year-old French boys two week
vaCation in Paris. The most important cultural and
historical features of Paris are highlighted. Follow-
ing each episode are eight questions.bakd on the
reading material. A 12-page French-English vocabu-
lary is included at the end of the reager.. The
usefulness of this book in high school classes might
be somewhat limited by the fact that the- impres-
sions given are those of a boy below high school
-age. -
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LA-93 Est-cel a ou de?, 1,1 Repertoire, by E. .

Gra. Lasserre. EST-CE A(OU DE?. PA, 1959.
¢3p :-French text, paperback, no illustra-
tions, Int.Adv. (EL, HS).

This cOmprehensive alphabetical listing
of 'the verbs, expressions, and forms that require
either a or de irrFrench is a good reference book
for' advanced language students and an important
aid for teachers of every level of French'

LA-94
WB

Est-c:e a ou tie?, 11, Exercices, E.
LasserTe. EST-CE A OU DE?. PA, 1960.
64p. French text, paperback, no illustra-
.tions)A.dv. (1-1S)..

'Phis exercise book is to be used with the .
gammar boqk Est-ce a ou de?, I, Repertoire. The .-

exercises deal with 'literature and are therefore
suitable for use only with advanced classes or r

students. The exerciSes,are quite long. `No answer
key is provided.

LA-95 . Es ,ma maman? , by P. 15;

Rea. Translated by Jean Vallier. Beginner
Books, 1967. 63p. French and English
text, illiisflated. Beg, -Int. (EL, .1.4-
This beautifully illustrated book is a '7

literal translation of Phillip D. Eastman's Are You
My Mother?'' (Beginner Books, a- 960).' It Ray be

/ used for' vocabulary development work and,
-:`,1 ideally, for oral to pupils. the book is, /

written in the passe simple. Basic patterns are used,
and structure is repeated. Both the English and
French are given, with/the French translation in

- bolder, large& print. Young students reading on
their own should find this book verybinteresting.

LA-9'6 Etude de' ,rexpression francaise, by
Rea. Fernande Qechassey, Genevieve Roure,

and Miche1e-Chemel. LL, 1969. -1-27p.
French text, hardback, illustrated. Int.
(JH, AS).

!This book was written for the French ;

. child who has control of .the basic structures of
French and who has finished a Coursdireparatoire:
The ?eading selections are short-and Well chosen to
serve as_The basis for a giant variety of exercises
designed to 'develop vocabulary through antonyms,
synonyms, and word families. Many questions are
proyided to guide the student through the saying
and Writing, of short sentences; The beginning
learner of French Would have diffiitilipwith
comnIon idioms, tenses, andstructures. 'tie target' '-

vocabulary for each lessor) is listed i* the table des - --

matieres,. at the back of the book.
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LA-97 Eliercices en franfais facile, No.
WB- Raymond Lichet. EXERCICES EN

PRAKAIS FACILE. LH, 1968. 48p.
French text, paperback,ilfustrated.
(EL; JH).

This first workbook of a three-workbo*
series contains a number of vigripttes^ t2
students in comprehension orelementary vocabti-
lary. The exercises invoke fill-in items -and short
sentences.

LA-98 Exersice4 en francais facile, No. 2, by
WB Raymond Lichet. EXERCICES EN

TRANCAIS FACILE.' LH, 1968! 48p.
French text) paperback, illustrated. -Int.
(JH). .

. 1. %

This workbook contains series of exer-
cises based on particular structures. Numerous
drawings are-included. In some instances students
are to complete crossword, puzzles. Some exe'r Ices
consist of incomplete sentences and blanks or
students to use in completing the sentences.

"cf

LA799 Exercices en francaise facile, No. 3, by
WB Raymond Lic het. EXERCICES EN

4ISFACFAQ-LE. LH, 1968. 48p.
Fiefich pagr6a4, illustrated. Int.

'OW- :

This is the third in a series of three
workbooks. Like tbe others, it contain's an abun-
dance or drawings that serve as visual aids to the
user.

LA-101 L'Explicationfrdnfaise ap baccalaureut,
Gra. by Pierre Pouget. LH, 1952., 141 p.

French text:paperback, no'%Ilustrations.
'Adv. (HS).

Li6v100 Exercices systeinatiques de prononcia- ;):

WB tionfrancaise, Vq1,I, by Milpique,Leoii.
EXERCICES SYSTEMATIQUES DE
113.0LONCIATION. FRANCAISE. HL,
1964. I 15p. FrenCh text, papri-back,"no
illustrations. Records available. Int. -Adv.
(HS).

. The first volume in this thre=e-volume
series includes a variety of exercises to help
students achieve correct pronunciation. Three LP
records are coordinated with the texis; and _sym-
bols' are used in the texts to ipdicate those
exercises included on the records. A few of the
exercises can be .4.451 with beginners. Volume tkvo
of the series dells ..with rhythm and intonation,
while the third volume is an introduction fo
corrective phonetics. The records are excellent for
use in the langUage laboratory or resource center.

.

0

This book is designed to preppre stu-
dents to take the. French bacc'alaureat examination
and to 'enable them to read works in French
literature. It includes some very-useful informatjon
op how to. conduct an in-depth analysis oi a
literary piece. Advanced placernent.students, espe-
cially, should find this to be an excellent work.
Fourth-year:French students who will take the
advanced placement test in °English could also
make valuable use of this book. A ,total of 18
model explanations are used to -survey French_
literature from the sixteenth 'to ..the twentieth
centuries:

LA-102 Ll'ipression idiomatiqUes en franfais,vi-
Misc. vast, by Reine Cardaillac Kelly. Hai-

'court, 1974. 189p. French ,and English
text, paperback, illustrated. Adv: (HS). i
This text is -designed to bridge the gap

between the formal French used in writing and
speaking and the informal language 614aily life: It -

contains over 1,000 idioms, arrange& 4iider 15

topics, includinksehool life;busines§.healti,i; eat-
ing and drinking; moral characteristieS; emotions;
work; and joy and plepute.'Sentences are used to
supplement. the definitions, wikii are given first irf',.7
French and then in English. Alai-fay of exercises
is offered, including matchirig exercises; comple-
tion exercises, translation exercises, ands exercises
designed; to stimulate conversation. This would -Be
a good book for inclusion in a referenee library. A .
fourth- or fifth-year-French qass.should 'find this .

,texbeneficiai.

LA-101 Fasons 'du theatre, by Harry Levy. t-iL,
Rea. # 1964., 88p: French' and English text,

paperback;illustrated. Beg. -Intl (EL, J,
°1/S). ;.
The author, who tielie;les. that speech k,

overheard in the street is truly a "musical exchange
of emotions," has done well td,,..recreate this feeling
in eight saynetes done in a very humorous fashion.
The technique of frequent repetition and the use
of words whose meanius can easily be guessed

'make these short, plays readable by students who
may not ,have previously, read French texts. Stu
dents can easily memorie the playlets 4- preseq-
tation 'to the class or French club. 'A French-
Eilglish vocabulary section is included at the back
of thbocrk.

26



LA-104 line, bien francaise, by Eugene
Rea. Davoust. LH, 1970. 94p. French text,

paperback, illustrated. in t. (JH). ,

This reader contains a collection' of
simple dialogues that are both,good 'and entertain-
ing. The characters in' each dialogue are from a
somewhat upper middle-class French family Defin-
itions in French are provided for difficult` words.
Nine pages are devoted to transformational struc-

. ture exercises.

LA-105
Rea

La Famine' Lecoq, tiy Madeleine Tre-
herne. HL, 1967. ..57p. French text,
paperback, illustrated. Beg. (EL, JH,

'HS).

Eight very short plays suitable for use
with first-year-French students comprise the basic
content of this book. The author's primary objec-
tives are to stimulate students' interest in French;
provide plays in which beginning students' can
participate; facilitate students' learning of new
vocabulary through repetition; and provide plays
tlit can be performed in the classroom. None of
the plays requires the use of sophisticated sets or
props. The roles'in each play are such, that students
generally _have equal opportunity to perform. A
ten-page vocabulary section is provided at the 'back,
of the book.

LA-106 Le FantOme des 24 Ileures, by Jean
Rea. Graton. LES EXPLOITS DE MICHEL

VAILLANT. DE, 1470. 47p. French
text, hardback, illustrated. Int. (JH, HS).
Auto racing, mystery, and' adventure are

the key elements of this fascinating Michel Vaillant
story about a 'phantom" at the 24-hour 'Le Mans
automobile race. Students should especially enjoy
time drawings, of.race cars. Narrative and conversa-
tional colloquial French are used in the comic-strip
format.

4"

LA-107 Fenetres.sur la vie, by Mary L. Waters
-Rea.. and Edwin A. Little. Ginn, 1972. 232p.

French text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-
Ady. (HS).

. Plays, poems, articles from newspapers
an journals, and excerpts from novels are usedin
this reader. Most of the 'selections care by well-

, known contemporary French authors. However,
Canadian kid French-speaking African writers are
also represented: Following each ,reading selection
are some questions on _,,the, coritent and some
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,
exercises that' require opinions and judgments on
the -part of the,reader. Several grammar exercises
are also included. Notes in French are provided to
facilitate the reader's Comprehension of the text.
The last section in, the book is a ,French-:English'
vocabulary.

LA-108 Feu Vert. Xerox, 1972. 6p. French text,
Per.* leaflet, eillustvated. Records available.

Beg. (JH, HS).

Thii magazine is published- monthly
from September through May. Editorial assistance
is- provided by Ginn and Company. Two -of the-
eight records available are free. The illustrations are.
coldrful and modern and include cartoon-type
strips' The content includes jingles and a variety of
games.

LA-109
. Rea.

101

Les Fleurs de mer et autres contes, by
Pierre Fourre. DID, 1970. 63p. French
text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv.
(HS)
Most of the ten short Stories in this boa

have a moral. Some of,the shorter stories are
suitable for dictee exercises. A vocabulary of 3,500
words is used, and the more difficult French
expressions are listed by story at the back of the
book. This book can be helpful in encouraging
studehts to read.

LA-110 Fornie et fond, by I- C. Breunig and
Rea. others. M'IVIC, 1964. 3531). French and

English text, hardback, illustrated. Adv.
(HS).

.. Selections from the works o 14 masters.
of French literature are used for language study in
this text. Included are a brief biographical sketch-
of each author and questions for, discussion after
each selection. The exercises, which are based on
the readings, are varied and provide for study of
both structure and vocabulary. Some 'translation
exercises are also included. The second part of the
book contains a reference grammar section. An
appendix of verbs is provtfled at; the back of the
-book. Some definitions are given in English in
footnotes.

LA-111. Le Francais. aci.elere, by G. Mauger and
Rea. M. Brileziere. LH, 1964. 186p.. French

text, paperback,. illustrated. Beg.:Int.
(HS).

achieve

27

This text is designed , to help adults-
mastery of spoken French in a very short

vs,
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time. Cartoons are used tb depict situations and to
illustrate vocabulary. Although the book is de-
signed for use by adults, the text and cartoons are
more appropriate for younger ,students. Teachers
desiring to use this material in the ciasSroom would
have to create_titeir own exercises_ and drills to
supplement the exercises provided by the authors.

LA:1121 Les Francais comme ils sont 1, by Andre
FS Fertey, Annick Flahnery, and Wolfgang

-Kraft. EMC Corporation! 1973. ,Six film-
strips,--Arench ,dialogue. Six cassette or
reel tapes, student activity booklets, and
teacher's manual included. BegAnt. (JH,
HS)..

This program of six filmstrips and six
'casse.cassette 'or reel 'tapes. covers aspects of the French
language' and culture through short dialogues and
narratives. Attention is given to both stru ure and
grammar.

The "'student activity .boollets contain
the complete script of the recorded material and
exercises on pronunciation and grammar.-Vocabu-
lary words, quizzes, and'a crossword puzzle are-, also printed in the booklets.

. The teacherls manual is quite explicit
and includes suggeTOns for using the material in
the clas'sroOni. t ,

The narrative of the cultural material on
th(f--ilmstrips and tapes is done first in English and
then in French:The filmstrips are of good quality

and include accurate cultural information, includ-
ing infOrmation ona variety of topics pertinent in
the 1970s. 'The, cultural material could be used
independently- fortroup or class discussion. Not all

,speakers are:native speakers of French, arid in some
cases the narrative and dialogue are unpleasant to
listen to. These materialsmight be difficultAo
integrate into a basic program, but thy could be
usefuloas supplementary material and cotld be
helpful in developing students'. conversational
skills. Each unit contains a dialogue, a lecture, and
a coin culture.

c

Lit-- I 13'
FS

Les Francais comme ils sont 2, by Andre
Fertey and Wolfgang Kraft. EMC Corpo-
ration, 1973. Seven filmstrips. Six cas-
sette or reel tapes; student activity book-
lets, and teacher's manual ideluded. Int.-
Adv. (JH, HS).

This program consists of seven filmstrips
and six cassette or reel tapeS. The story line deals
with the retuvi of a French couple to France from
America. The intonation and general quality-of the

-
,

s'

speech of some of the persons heard on the rapes
are not representative of native speakers'of French.
Cultural material on the tapes is presented fir &t in
English and then in French. Because of the English
narration, this material could be used in social
studies classes conducted in English. At times, the
spoken French is delivered at such a rapid pace
that students might haYe diffictilty understanding
what they hear. *As enrichrhent material these items
could be quite useful, especially in a study of
French geography or in a study of _French-speaking
areas other than Prarice:

The, student activity booklets contain
the material on the tapes as well as exercises that
students can do orally or in writing.

'The teacher's manual is quite detailed.

LA-114 Le Francais dans le Monde. L H, n.d.
Per. French text. Adv. (HS)1

This periodical,' Published every two
months during the school year, is designred-for use
by teachers who teach. French to other than native
speakers of French. It contains information on
successful methods used in classrooms throughout

..the world. Teachers are encouraged to send
descriptions of their successful practices to the
editor; for possible publication. Articles on peda-'-
gogy, sports, and literature are also inchided.

LA-115 Le Francais par les mots croises, by
Misc. Jacques Fick. LH, 1969. 80p. French

text, paperback. Int. (JH).
This book contains a collection of cross-_,

word puzzles- od, such topics as the days of the'
week, months, colors, the family, means of tiads--
portalipr!, numbers, prepositions, cities in France,
and monuments of Paris. It provkles.an interesting
way to have students study and review vocabulary.

. The puzzles are such that students'.must have a,
-vocabulary of about 1,300 words to solve thern.
They progress in difficulty level from simple to
difficult. Solutions to some of the. puzzles"' are
presented at the back of the book. Students must
determine some words from definitions and.athers
from pictures.

LA-116 France. IGN, n.d. 2' x plastic relief
Map map. BegAnt.-Adv. (EL, 11-1, HS).

Different colOrs are' used to show eleva-
tions cik this rigid, thin-plastic relief map,x of
France:wit is suitable for use by individuals or
groups. Parts of Switzerland and Spain and the-
southern part of EnglInd are also shown.



. LA-,117 France. WV, 1969. Colored map, 82" x
MaP 80". Beg.-Int.-Adv.(N, JH, HS).

This huge colored maP\ of. France* also
includes southern England; northern Spain; Liech-
tenstein; and parts of Italy, Austria,-Germany, and
BelgiAk. It is especially appropriate for use ins
classrooms in which a highly visible map, is

LA-f18 .La France, WV, 1973. French text.
Map Colored map, 210 cm x 202 cm. Beg.-

Int.-Adv. (EL, JH, HS).

This large map of France is not spring-
mounted, and users` will therefore .have to roll it
onto the stick to which it is attached. Various
features are presented in different colors. The
names of cities are also given in different colors on
the basis of size.

LA-119 La France actuelli (Revised edition), by.
Rea. Camille Bauer., Houghton, 1971. 266p.

French text, hardback, illustrated. Adv.
(HS):
fn this book various aspects of French

culture are covered quite thoroughlyin.a delightful
and often humorous way. The intent of tlie author
is to help to eliminate some of the existing
stereotypes and prejudices about the French' way
of life. Each of the 30 chapters contains (1) an
essay on a particular aspect of French civilization;
(2) an article from a newspaper or magazine, a
review of a novel, or a selection from a novel; (3).(a
dialogue related' to the cultural- aspect described In
the essay; ancL(4) a series of exercises in which are
used certain constructions, phrases, and vocabulary
from ,the ,previous three items. This-book would be
uitable for use as -a supplementary text with

advanced students. of French.

LA-120 France et Benelux. HG, 1969. French
Map' text: Colored_m'ap,,62" x

Atli?. (EL, JH, HS). ,

On this map the names of cities are given
in different colors on the basis of popttlation?but
the names-of only d few cities ikelcrovided. Other
features are also presented itW..iff!iRent colors'. The
map is not spring-mounted and must 'be rolled up
manually.

LA-121 La France' Gcandes fieures' litter-
.

Ikea. . aires, by 4044itefor and others.
.See.-Item BP-21,
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LA-122 :France Puizle: Par departements. 114,
Game n.d. French text. Beg.-Inf.-Adv. (EL, JH;

HS): e
1 1

Edch piece . of this puzzle bears an
illustration of a typical view or product of a
specific departement. Each prefecture is repre-
sented.

LA-123 French Bilingual Dictionary: A., Begin-
Misc. . ner's Guide in Words and Matures, by

Gladys' C. Liptdn. Barron's, 1974. 85p.
Paperback, illustrated. Beg.-Int. i(JH,
HS).

This dictionary includes French-English
listings, English-French listings, and an English-
French "finder list." The selection of words in the
French-English section is based on the content of
Le Francais Yondainenial. The words included in
the English-French section and, in the Tinder list are
the 1,000 most frequently used words on the
Lorge-Thorndike Frequency List. The following
special features are also included:, a pronunciation
key; pictures to help clarify meanings; defipitions
Pri single words and in complete sentences, With
translations; full conjugations of regular verbS;
cross-references for irregular verbs; a section on
personal names; .a ist of useful classroom expres-
sidns; parts of speech; the numbers 1 through '100;
money, conversion tables; a table of. weights and
measures; the names, of the days and months; a-
French verb supplement; and a map of p4incipal
areas where French- is spoken.

LA-124 French: Cultural Understanding, -Level 1,
Rea. by Earl L. Walpole and others. Office of

the Alameda County Superintendent of
Schools, 1971. 92p. French and English
text, paperback, illustrated. Beg.-Int..

HS).

The "atithors of this book have stated
that their goal is td "provide the foreign language
teacher with a useful reference regarding cultural
information Which may be included in whole or in
part to aid in motivating students'especially during

29

the beginning phase of their study orFrench." The
cultural concepts presented 'are those most 'fre-
quently dealt with in the' following texts: Voix et
images (Chiltbn Book. Company); A-LM French
(First, and second editions). (Harcourt Brace lova-
novich, Inc); Ecouter et parler (Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc.); end Leaining French the Modern
Way (Second edition) (McGraiv-Hill Book Com-
pany).. A total of 38 aspects of French culture are
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covered. The authors recommend that teachers Cite
the material as much as possible at the beginning
level to ensure that the greatest nuniber of students
possible have the opportunity to benefit from it.

LA-125 French Dictionary The New College
Misc. French & English Dickiodary, by Roger

J. Steiner. Amsco, 1972. 721p. French
and English text, paperback, no illustfa-
tions. Int.-Adv. (HS).

This dictionary contains 70,000 entries.
It includes both French-English and English-French
divisions. The number of entries and additional
data make it more appiopriate for advanced
students than for beginning, or intermediate
students. The first few pages contain instructions
on how to use he dictionary. In the preface
inforniation is given about the presentation of
words, pronunciation, subentries, division . of
words, labels, and abbreviations-. Part one, the
English-French sectioh, includes material 9n
French pronunciation, a table of French regular
verbs, and information on grammar. A section on
English pronunciation is provided in the English-
French poition of the .dictionary. -Conversion
tables of U.S. measurements and metric units are
given near the end of the book.

4
LA-126 French for Oral,an. cl Written Review, LZy

Gra. Charles Carlut and Walter Meiden. Holt,
1968. 337p. French and English text,
paperback, no illustrations. Tapes avail -

.able.' Adv. (HS).

This 'complete grammar, review book alio.
deals with vocabulary problems. Included are eight
reading selections, each of which is one to two
Pages long. The readings, which are excerpts from
the works of well-known French authors, are
correlated to the grammar _lessons but may Lie
assigned independently. Each reading text is fcil-
lowed by notes and questions. A variety of
exercises is provided. A French-English vocabulary;
an English-French vocabulary, and verb conjuga-
tion charts are prOvided at the -back of the book.

LA-12/ French for Travellers. EBE, 1970. 193p..
Rea. French and English text, paperback,

illustrated., Record available: Beg. (JH,
HS).

the book contains helpful hints for travelgs,
including information on roulette; a list of what
one may take into Or out of France; and the,
general opening and closing hours for stores. Road
sign's are illustrated and explained. The book
contains a pronunciation guide, but the c*pmittee
recommends that teachers use the pronunciation
record designed for use with the book.

LA-I28 French Grammar, by Mary E. Coffman.
Gra. MCGraw, 1973. 262p. French and English

text, paperback, no illustrdlons. Int.
(HS).

This text contains a viethodical review.
of all basic French grammar. The format utilized is
one Of formation - usage - exercises. The answers for
all 394 exercises are given at the back of the book.
It could be useful in a library or resource center

.end would be suitable foruse as a review text to be
used in conjunction with a basic text.

. This small pocket guide contains 2,50')
phrases and 3,000 useful words. The edges 'of 'the
pages are .color coded for easy reference Co

sections. In addition to French. Words and phrases,

v.

a

LA-129 FRENCIL.PACKETTES SERIES. Pa-
Rea. quette, 1974. Eight Packets, 5p. each.

French text, illustrated. Teacher's guides
and answersheets included,Int. (JH, HS).

,

This series of intermediate-level reading
materials includes eight packets of 'three readings
each. They are se t to schools, ond subscription
basis, eight times arty, October' through -May.

Al

Each reading consist of a page of short reading
selections, two pates of imaginative exercises based
on tfie- readings', and- a page of cultural notes or
readingS. A teacher's guide is provided for use with
each reading selection. The guides include objec-
tives, which are rather general and somewhat
vague; answers to the exercises; and a variety of
strggested activities. Each packet- also contains 25
answer sheets.

The- series is new, and the committee
member; were able to, evaluate only two packets.
The titles of the selections that they reviewed are
"Salade NicOise," "Are You Curi'ous," ."Jazz in --
France," "The Eiffel Tower," "Your HoriMcope,"
and,-`!A Very Mysterious Woman." The evaluators
felt that this material could be adapted easily for
use in a program of individualized instruction,
especially with gifted students in junior , high,
school. The readings are interesting, and the
exercises are well construad and offer a good
review of essential grammar. Use- of the materials
cbuld aid 'students in building 'their working
vocabulary. . c-

_

, ....

-

a,
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LA-130 French Study-Aids, by Charles L. Henry.
Gra. Youth Education; 1971. 12p. French

and English text, paperback, no illustra-
tions. Beg.-Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

These 'materials are designed to be placed
in a loose-leaf notebook. The basic points of
French grammar are cover&LListsof-common-
idioms and a sl t section on civilizatiog are

ers and students can use the
ce items.

included. ,,Both ,t
materials as refere

LA-13 A French Vocabulary for Ordinary
Rea: Level, by I. C.. Thimann. HL, 1959. 69p:

French text, paperback, no illustratiOns.
Beg.-Int.-Adv. (EL, .tH, HS).

Thils a vocabulary list designed for use
vvith British students preparing' foVan examination
to enter advanced-French classes. The words are

ivided into 90 subject classifications. A total-of
,250 words ate included, but no example§ are

given to show word usage. To use the list effec-
tively, teachers would probably have to present the
Words or word groups in .sentences or drills.
Presentation of the words by means of some type
of audiovisual method.would be helpful.

,

LA-132 Getting Along in French, by Mario Pei
Rea. and `John Fisher: Harper, 1957. 211p.

French and English text, hardback, no
illustrations. Beg. (JH, HS).0

This is primarily a word and phrase book
for :travelers. Fairly- accurate English equivalent
spellings. are given to help users with French
pronunciations. Included also are a grammar out-

fine, a French-English vocabulary section, and an
English-French vocabulary section.

LA-131 The Gimmick, by Adrienne. FE, 1971.
Misr, f89P--. 'French and English text, paper-

back, no illustrations. Adv. (HS).

This is a reference book of idiomatic'
French:English expressions. The .expressions are

-presented on the basis of difficulty level. The book
was originally designed for use by French students
learning English. Self-tests are.included. The last
three pages "contain a section entitled "things Not
to 'Say," which readers will find some rather
"frank' language Used. As a result, teachers may

`find the bOok somewhat inappropriate for ige with
7 students. They might, however, find it useful as a

- personal reference work.
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LA-1301 The Golden English-French Dictionary,
Misc. bjt Ellen Wales Walpole and others:

Golden, 1961. 98p. French and English
text, hardback, illustrated. Beg. (PAL,

This child's dictionary contains ,1,500
full-color pictures and 1;000 words given in both
Fnglish and French. Sentences to illustrate the
meaning of words are also .givep: The pictures -

illustrate aspects of American culture only. The ..

alphabet isointed in the. margin of each.page. One
Page. contains material on pronunciation.

LA-13:15

Game Beg.-Int. (EL, .1-1, HS).

Thematerialsof this game include seven,';
wooden cubes, with a letter on each side, sealed in
a larger clear _plastic cube with a built-in One-
minute sand timer. Students try to form, the
greatest number of words from letters lying face:
up. This isan amusing, worthwhile, and entertain-
ing game.

r \
Got' 'a Minute (Scrbbled. SelchOw, 4973:

.

LX-136 La Grammiire a l'ouvre, by John *Barson.
Gra,. Holt, 1970. 251p, French text, paper-

back, no illustrations. Workbook avail-
able. Adv. (HS).

This review grammar, written entirely in
French, was designed for-use in second-year-French
classes at the college level; but it could be used in
high school classes, especially advanced placement.
classes. A systematic review of basic grammar i§
presented in a for_ mat that allows, a great. deal-of
oral and written creative expression. Each lesson'
has two parts, "Principles" and "ConstruCtions."
StrUettual problems, sentence formation,
expressions, and difficult words, are dealt with.
Exercises are provided after each chapter. They are
designed to provide drill work and to encourage
students to create their own sentences, paragraphs,
and compositions.

LA-137 'Les Grancles Etapes de la civilisation
Rea. francaise, by 'Jean Thoraval and others.

See Hein A-10.

LA-138' 'Grand jeu electii0e
Game

See Item A-11,

LA-139 Grand rois e. grandes figures. JEU DE
Game FAMILLES. NE, n.d. Beg.-Int. (EL, JH,

,HS).

la France. fit
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y

This ,game is similar in format to .the
popular game Fish.i' Game materials' consist of
twelve groups of fbur cards each. Each. group

. represents a four-menb r family. The object of the
% ' *game.is to acquire ai any families as possible by

,"uniting" the four embers of a family.

LA-140 "Guide de
Rea... , by Kristi

French
illustrate

The basi
to provide_ ipfor
people from Fran
tioh on such topic
hotel accommod
postal system, h
Approximately'
and expressiotA
the English (Bri
transliteration. G
final section of t

LA-14I Guign
Rea. Holt,

back, illustrated. Beg. (EL, JH).

This ,bOok consists of a delightful series
Of 14 very shoiiD:, ays. The plays are designed to
be acted out by an ,entire class. They were written
originally for preseAtation with hand puppets- but
can easily be perfoAped or read by students. The
appendix contains c),etailed instructions f or produc-
ing plays and making equipment, puppets, and a
theater. The binding of the book is unsatisfactory.

Conversation francais-anglais,
Cower. EGF, 1971. 174p.

d English -text, paperback,
(JH, HS).

P4rpose of this guide book is
atic4xabout Great Britain to
e. TINAhools contains informa-:
as tiling to England, traffic,

tions, *As, automobiles, ,the
uses, marlteting, and hunting.
0 categorid," included. Words
re given in Fktich, followed by
sh) translatioelnd the English
ammar points arelov red in-the
e book.

1 et ses am is, by Evelyn C. Green.
966. 11*6p. French. text, paper-

LA-142 Handbook Por French Composition, by
Rea. Donald Stone, Jr. Prentice, 1969.. 204p.

French and English text, paperback,
illustrated. Advil (HS).

This book was Mitten for use in a
third-year-french class at the. college level. How-
eyer.,,several items,.such as the reference dictionary
aid translation exercises, could be used with
advanced high school students. Many suggested
composition topics ave. included. The answers tb
the exercises are given, ti erebty enabling. students
to work at their' ,own paCe.The texts used for
explication de textes and the' topics forcomposi-
tion are appropriate for use with adianced place;
ment students. .

LA:143 L'Heritage francais, by Fr
Rea. Holt, 1966. 281p. Fren

text, hardback, illustrated. Four 7" reel
tapes and scripts available. Int.-Adv.
(HS). I

Highlights of French civilizatio n are pre-
sented in short selections in this book. The 18'
chapters are orgInilied into six divisions: the
origins of the French, the Middle Ages, the
Renaissance,, the seventeenth century, the eigh-
teenth, century, and the nineteenth century. Each
chapter contains (1)' introductory background

_information for better understanding of the selec-
tion; and (2) short bitgraphies. The meanings of
some words are given in the margins. A French-
Engliil vocabidary section and; a questionnaire
based on the readings are included at the back of
the book..

LA-144 Histoire: L'Histoire de France par
Rea. l'image et le recit, by David., Ferre, and

Poitevin. 1955. 9'6p. French text,
hardback, illustrated. Int.'(EL, JH, HS).
This material,. was designed for use by

students seven to nine years of age. However, the
interest and difficulty' levels are sufficiently high to
make, the materials, appropriate for use with the
more advanced American students beginning their.-
language study in' junior high or high school. The
illustrations are attractive. The rack of a vocabulary
,section would require that American students have
a dictionary availgble while reading this book.

LA-145 Histoires cilebres.- Adapted by R. de

e *Rea. , Roussy de Sales. LITERARY ADAPTA-
TIONS. National Textbook, 97-1. 40p.
French text, paperback', no illustrations.

'.. Adv. (HS).

Histoires celebres contains versions of
four famous .French short stories: Some long
passages and difficult constructions have been.

----omitted froth the original versions. In spite of the
deletions, the authors' styles have been maintained.
The four authors are Alphonse Daudet, Emile Zola,
Andre Theuriet; and Guy de Maupassant. Each
story is divided into two, three, or four sections,
with questions provided pt.the end of each section.

*A short biography of the authbr precedes each
story. French-Englishk.voCabulary items are printed,
in the Page rnatgins. . ,*

ncois Denoeu
h and
. ,

. .

LA-146 Histoires droks, by ..Jean E. Peyrazat.
Rea. Regents, 1972. 111p. French, and

English -text, paperback, illustrated.
Tapes available, Beg.-Int. (JH, HS):

3



'Twenty-five very short and funny stories
are offered in this reader. The language Used is
simple, and the variety of- subjects makes for
interesting. ,reading. -Following each story is a

number of exercises, including comprehension,
'exercises, word study exercises, substitution exer-
cises, exercises on basic points, of grammar, and
exercises based' On dialogues and oral composition.
A brief French - English vocabulary section follows
each story. Another French-English vocabulary at
the back of the book includes words from all the
stories. The tapes were not available for evaluation:

LA-147 The House That Jack Built,( La Maison
Rea. que Jacques a Mlle), by Antonio Fras-

coni. Harcourt, 1958. 28p. French and.
English text, paperback. Int. (EL, JH).
This is an English-French parallel presen-

tation, with attractive illustrations. Content-based
questions in English and,,responses 'in French are
included on the,last twb pages! Each response is
accompanie,d by a simple .illustration of the res-
ponse itself. This book is recommended for use in
the 'library rather than in the classroom.

L"A-148 How to Prepare for College Board
Gra. Achievement Tests: French, by Louis

Cabat, Jacob D. Godin, and Pearl M.
.NVarner.-, Barron's, 1971. 124p. French '-
and English text, paperback, illustrated.
Int.-Adv. (HS),
,Thig handbook on preparing for the

college entrance examination in Frenchis basically
a grammar review book. It includes a list of "false
Friends" and grammar pitfalls, idiom lists, vocabu-
lary list's, and ten sample nests. I
LA-149 Idefix se fait un' ami, by Goscinny and
Rea: 'Uderzo. DE, 1972. 12p. French texts

hardback, illustrated. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This is one of the adventures of Idefix,
the mascot of Asterix It is suitable for reading for
entertainment. The cartoon-type illustrations Can
aid readers' comprehensiOn of the content.

LA-150 L'Ile noire, by Herge. LES AVEN-
akea. `t-*T:UgES TINTIN, EC, 1947. 62p.

French text, hardback,sillustrated. Int.-
Adv. (JH, HS)

This is challenging; fast-moving, and
amusing comii-strip-type story. The illustrations
aid in the ,comprehension of the idioms and
vocabulary.

3 -88157
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LA-151. Image de la France, by Francois Denoeu.
Rea. 'Heath, 1963,. 381p. French and English

text, hardback,. illustra ted Adv. (HS).
This volume covers various aspects of the

Middle -Ages; the Renaissance; and the seventeenth,
eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentietlr:centuries.
Almost one-third of the content deals with the
twentieth century. All aspects of culture are
covered. A section on French geography, political
administration, and daily life precedes the text,
Discussion questions are provided for each chapter,
and some vocabulary explanations are 'given in
footnotes. An end vocabulary is, also included.

LA-152 Initiation a la culture francaise, by Clif-
Rea. ford S. Parker and Patti 'L. Grigaut:

Harper, 1969. 358p: French text,.hard-
badk, illustrated. Adv: (HS):

This -history of France, from prehistoric
times to the present, includes descriptions of
regions and of cultural achievements. General
movements are treated with a minimum of dates.
Readers would need knowledge of the structures of
the language, knowledge of idiomS, and a rather
extensive vocabulary. Fill-in questions, map work,
and reference research assignments are provided for
each chapter. Softie 'of the questions require
evaluation on- the part of-the reader°.

-

LA-153 Initia. Hon. a la paisie francaise. INITIA-
Rea. 'TION SERIES. Corson, 1973. 'French

text. Teacher's guides and record avail-..
able. Adv. (HS).
This book contains 12 poems and the

libretto from the opera Carmen. It is intended for
use by students who have completed Level II
French and who aye interested in poetic analysis
and 'creative writing Some notes directed to the
teacher are designed to aid in planning utilization
of the material. The complete opera. Carmen is
included on the accompanying record, but the
record was not available for evaluation. No record-
ing of the poetry selections ,is available. The
materials are most Suitable 'for' use in minicourses,
summer enrichment-courses, or adult courges;The
studen's book is punched for use in a three-ring
binder.

LA-154 Initiation au theatre, by Betty H. Corbin
: Rea. and Jaines - B. 'Hodson. ;INITIATION

SERIES. Corson, 1973. 74. French and
Engli'sh text, no illustrations. Int.-Adv.
(HS).
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This is self,contained minicourse that
involves all the aspects of Producing a short play in
French. Detailed suggestions and plans fOr staging a
nineteenth-century farce by Georges Courteline are
given in the teacher's guide. The suggestions and
plans could be adapted for presentation of other
plays. The student's booklet contains stage vocabu-
lary and \the text of the play. Some specific
vocabulary' should be learned prior to presentation
of the play. The material is designedso that French
will lie used at all times and so that a student
can assume full direction of the production.

LA-155 L'Interprete Larousse, by Jean Mergault.
Misc. LL, 1964. 163p. French and English

text, paperback, no -illustrations. Beg.-
(JH, HS).

This dictionary is a word-study guide in
English-French and French-English. \Voids are pre-,
sented by groups. Each section is preceded by an
explanation of the intent Of the author. The

"English-French section contains a section of
"Americanisms."

LA-156 Introduction a la phonetique corrective
TM (Second edition), by 'Pierre Leon acid

Monique Le6n. EXERCICES SYSTEMA-
TIQUES DE PRONONCIATION FL?4N-
CAISE LH/LL, n.d. 96p. French' text,
paperback, no illustrations.

This excellent handbook for teachers
deals with the principal pronunciation problents
thatstudents generally experience.

'LA-157, Je lv, to lis 3, by Marie-Anne Hameau.
Rea. JE LIS, TU LIS. LH, 1963. 122p.

French textajohardback, illustfated. Int.
(EL, JH).

This book contains simple selections
from the works of French authors. The selec4tions
are arranged in a..- specific sequence and tied
together- into a story, the theme of which is
vacation activities. The chafac,ters in the story are
the same as those in the second book of the series

lis, to lis. Illustrations and print in different
colors are used. as aids in yOcabulary study.
Included are French children's games and songs. -A
total of 320 new vocabulary, words are presented.

LA-158 Le feu de\a verite. EEIY n.d. Int.7Adv.
Game' (JH, HS).

This game consists o 8 rds, each One
5" by 13". The illustrations on ea ,h card depict
two opposite psychological traits. Students use the
illustrations to rate each other on a scale of I to
10. The gan)e could be used for vocabulary
-development. The cards are suitable fOr use in
bulletin board displays. The illustrations are
cartoon-type drawings. .

LA-159 Jeu de lecture et d'expression. NE, 1969.
Game French text. Int: (JH).

. This game was designed to be used with
a reading series entitleth.Danie/ et Valerie. It is
intended .to reinforce through play young students'
understanding of the readings and to teach them to
construct correct sentences. .T4 game consists of
precuttstrips orpaper.ofthrge colors. Each strip is
numbered to reflect one of 20 themes. Subjects are
represented by one color, verbs by a second, and
complements by a third. Students can arrange the
strips in sentences or word families. The compo-.
nents are attractive and durable. Students who
have' had . one- year of French at the junior high
school level couldplaY this game.

LA-160 felt ilectrique des petits.
Game

--See Item A-11.

LA-161 Jeu de grammaire, by R. de Roussy de
WB -Sales. National Textbook, 1967. 64p.

French text, paperback, no illustrations.
Int.-Adv. (HS).

This consumable workbook; comprised
of 30 crossword puizles, is designed primarily to
help students review the basic rules of French
grammar. It includes work on verb tenses, erb
forms, and forms cif pronouns. The format rd res
students to fill in blanks within the context of
given sentences. With the exception of 26 'words
given at the back of the book, all vocabulary used
is among the 1,000 most frequently 'used trench
words. A setarate four-page answer key is
included.

LA-162 Les Jeux sont faits, byJean Paul Sartje.
Rea. 11 Edited by Mary E. Storer. Appleton,

1952. 215p. 'French. and 'English text,
paperback,--no illustrations. Adv. (HS),
This novel provides the student with an,

introduction to the existentialist movement. Neces-
sary explanatioM are provided in English. An
extensive questionnaire arthe back of the book
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involves data recall and application and includes
some thought questions. A comprehensive vocabu-
lary section ii also provided.
. . . .

LA-163. La. Joie cre: lire. Edited by Edith Kern
Rea. and Agnes G. Raymond: Micmillan,

1966. 213P. French and English text,
paperback, no illustratiolis"...IntAdv.
(HS).

This book offers an introduction to
literature to students of French. Included are
simple poems, extracts from novels and plays, a
complete short story, and an entire play. The first
15 seleetions center aroufid practical situations,
such as telephone conversations and the ordering
of food!' The selections are preceded by a presenta-
tion- of basic vocabulary and 4akgroundinfornia-,
tion about the author in English. Additional
yocabulary words and expressions are annotated in .

the page margins: A comprehensive vocabulary, a
few exercises, and a chart of irregular verbs are
included at the back of the book.

LA-1(4 Kellogg's Raisin Bran. KCC, 1973.
Misc. French and English text. 'Beg.-Int.-Adv.

(EL, JH,HS).
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LL; 1969. 4.8p; French and English xt,
hardback, illustrated.-Beg.-Int. (EL, J ).

'This dictionary. contains, a French
English and an English:French section, each Orr-
taining approximately :1,700 :entries. It includes
more than 3,400 simple sentences and their transla-
tions and a section on prOnunciation,based on the
International Phonetic Alphabet.' Proverbs in
French are presented in eafh section. The illustra-
tions are both humorous and infoipative. Users
should note that the English equivalents for French

' words are British eqUivalents..

The Kellogg Company of Canada,
Ltd.., will provide free of charge one or more cereal
cartons printed in French and English. Offers of
free' items and coupons are printed in both

' languages. Students are generally attracted to. the
boxes, which can be used in vocabulary develop-
ment work.

LA-165 Langue et langage.
Misc.

See Item BP.-30.

ALA -166 66 Larous.ie de poche. IL, 1954. 55Ip.
Misc. French and English text, paperbaCk, no

illustrations. Adv. (HS).
. This is an abridged but cornplete dic-

tionary that parallels closely the ikloveau petit
Larousse.. It contains a parallel presentation, in
French and'English. It does not include an atlas, a
Latin and foreign word sdctialt, or a grammar '-

section and is therefore .more portable and less
expensive.

67 Larousse .Illustrated- French- English/
Misc. , nglish-din Dictionary for Young

'Readers. EdNEd by Marthe Fonteneau,
Claude Gauvin, and Margaret Melrose:

1,

LA-1.68 Larousse. Modern Dictionary: Englisk-
Misc. Frerthh; French-English, by Marguerite-

Marie Duboii and others. LL, 140.
1,520p. French and English text, hard-
back, illustrated. Beg.-Iiit.-Adv. (JH,
HS).

This is a comprehensive French-English,
English-French dictionary. it contains inforrhation
on the 'essentials of French grammar, a table of
phonetic symbols, a section on French sounds, the
Fjench alphabet, .a trektise on French verbs, data
on French currency; a table of weights and
measures, and a list of all illUstratierns presented.
The same types of information are included
respect to English: Data on both the British and
American systems of currency-are provided. The
few illustrations are detailed. The International -sPhonetic Alphabet is used.

LA-10 Lectures choisies pour les commencants,
Rea. .1' by David Steinhauer. Allyn, 1966..83p.

French text, -hardback, no;illustptions. -

e Int. (JH, HS). .

4. The short stories in th lection have
been simplified for. easier reads g 'by beginning
stndentskof French. Infinitives Of the verbs used are
rirovided in marginal annotations. Each story is
followed by a list of useful expressions and a series
of questions on the content. A complete French-
English vtocabulary section is included at the back.
of the book. The interest level of the content is
somewhat low.

LA-1'70 'Lectures francaisesBook One, by John
ea. B. Dale and Magdalene L. Dale. EC-

TURES FRANC.:AISES. Heath, 971.
239p, French text, hardback, illus ated.
Beg.-Int. (HS).

The story line Ofrethis reader centers
faw

around an American boy's two-month vacation in

I
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Paris and Normandie and his stay with a French
family. Each chapter is preceded by a presentation
of some new vocabulary words in sentences..*

. Extensive exercises are provided after each chapter.
A self-test and answer key are given after every
sixth chapter. At the -back of theook are ate._
grammar synopsis, a chart of irregular verbs, and a "
French-English vocabulary section. Cultural infor-%
Illation is provided within the context.

LA-171 Lectures francaises-Book iTwo, by John
Rea. B. Dale and Magdelene L. Dal; LEC-

TURES FRANCAISES. Heath, 1972.
289p. French text, hardback, illustrated.
Int.-Adv. (HS).

The 25 reading selections in this book
de- al with the lives of students in Paris and the
1968 student revolution. The title of each chapter
is a French proverb. As is done in boclk one, new
words are introduced in the context ofWenterices.
Extensive marginal annotations are provided. Each,
chapter is followed by a variety of exercises and a
questionnaire, Self-testing questions and a kej, are
included, at the back of the book. Gramm'ar notes,
a verb section,and a Fiench-English vocabulary ,are
also provided.

LA-172 -Lectures francaises-Book- Three, by ,
Rea. John B. Dale and ,Magdale'ne L. bale.

LECTURES FRANOISES. Heath,1973.
334p. French text, haldback, illustrated.
Adv. (HS).

contains'' adapted 'selections
frOm the novels of five twentieth-century writers:
Georges Duhdmel, Marcel Pagnol, Philippe Heriat,
Jean de la Varende, and Paul Guth. Each selection
deals with some aspect'of the lives of teenagerS,.,
including their problems and concern's: Each,seleC-
tion is divided into chapters; and each chapter is
followed by a vocabulary section with explanations
in.French; a, questionnaire; a word-study section;
written exercises; a grammar synopsis; and,oppora
tunities for oral work and composition.

'LA-113 Leopold Sedar ,Sxhor. POETES
Rec. D:AUJOURD'HUL DA, ns.d. French dia=

rogue. One 33 V3.rpm record. Adv. (HS).

This record,- featurigg the works of,
Senghor, is one of a series of 30 in which the works
of modern poets are read by well-knoym artists. '

Ae selections are movArh recited ,by Georgesl-
Aminelf a French acto e record' would be
particularly useful in a ,study of the poetry of

J Y, -
blacks aryl "the cqncept of negritude. It is recom.1
mended for inclUsiOn in-the library:

ILA-174 Une Lettre de Suisse.
Film

See Item BP-27.
.

-
LA-175 Lewes' de°Mazameti by Lawrence Shaw
Rea. and Elisabeth Combes, St. Martin's,
. 1968. 64p. French text, paperback, illus-

tratgd. In (JH, HS)..

This reader contains 15 letters written
by a sixteen-year-yld girl to her-Pen pal in England.
The' girl describei the area around ,Mazamet,
cultural' aspects, industry in Mazamet, weekend
activities, and; family ,life. Each letter is Jollowfd
by questions based on the content, The questiqns
can be useful for students' oral compre-
hension. Included also are a section of explications
and a vocabulary section at the back of the book.

.

LA-176 Lingua Games, Walch,,1958. 36p. Eng-
Game lish text, paperback,Illustrated. (EL, .111,

HS).

collectidn of 20 games that can
be played at any level' and in any language. They
are intended to 'add another dimen %ion to language
learning. /
LA-1774, Le Lion et la souris, by Dorothy Sword
Rea. Bis 'pi. FABLES BILINGUES SERIES.

National Textbook, 1972. 64p. French
and English text, paperback, illustrated:
Adcord and filmstrip availle. Big.-Int.
(EL, JH).

.

This book and' the other's in the series are
excellent foryeading to the class at;story time.
Students will enjoy reading there also-. The story i$
told first in En4ish, then \in,French.

LA-178 Lisons- (Level I French Reader), by
Rea,, Jean-Paul Valette' and Rebecca M. Va-

. Iette. McGraw; 1967. 120p. French text,
'hardback, illustrated. Beg.-Int. (JH; HS).
This book contains amusing stories

about French teenagers and their activities. The
maccopanying drawirigs can provide stimuli for
-

oral communication. Each.lection is foltalveil by a
variety ,of exer.cises,' and the ;answers to the
exercises are given at fhe back of the book, thereby
facilitating self-testing.' Fognotes are included.
the 'present and passe compose are the most
frequently used verb.tenSes. The vocabulary at the
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back of the book is presented. in two forms: a
grainmatical grouping of words and. a French- ,

English vocabulary. While this book could be usedt
for individual or supplementary reading toward the
end of first-year-French, it might also be used for a
transition and review work between the first and
second years.

LA-1.79 Locittions vivantes, by Gwendolen Fos-
ter, in collaboration with ViViane
ham. HL, 1969. 88p. French and English,
text, no illustrations. Int.-Adv. (J1f, HS).

, The vocabulary in this ten-chapter ,book
is presented on the basis of topics. Fashions,..
educaion, housing,,transporfation, entertainment,
and sports are among the tOpics. included. The final

. chapter is entitled "Colorful Phrases and Pro-
verbs." The vocabulary is generallY that used in
television, on radio,,and in newspapers. As a result
many of,,tke WO cannot be found ,,in a regular
dictionary. -Each apter is (Awed by an article
ii,om a French ne spaper. Teachers-Could use this
bookas reference work or as an Aid intonver
tional-Frenchvcilasses. It is recommended for inclu-
sion'tin..tk(alassroom library or department library.

LA-18Q L'oto de ma .maison. NE, n.d. Lotto
1Game' game, French text. Beg. (EL, JH).

t\ This lotto game can be played in several
_sways. The components include four/large playing

boards and 40 small cards bearing pictures of items
commonly found in the rooms represented on the
board. The game is a good aid for teaching
students the vocabulary of home furnishings.

LA -181 Loto des fleitrs. LOTOS DE LA, NA-
Game TURE. NE, 1970. Lotto game, French

text. BgInt. (EL, 3H, HS).
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Loto des proverbes is a card gamkpat
_students could use in learning French proverbs.
The. .components are durable and easy to use. The
student' randomly selects a.small card-)on which
half proverb is printed. He or'sle then reads
alou cordrnt.of the card. The student who has
the tit erhalf of *the proverb on his or her large
card read( the remaining portion of the proverb
and covers it with the small card. The student who
first covers his or her large card wins the game.

LEA -l83 j Lucky Luke: En remontant le Misils-
Misc. sippi, by Morris. EJD, 1972. 48p. French

text, Paperback; illustrated. Int. (JH).

. This -comic book' is ,One of a series of
such books in which the traditions of the "wild
West" are treated humorously through the adven-
tures of- Lucky Luke, a cowboy. The vocabulary is
colioqdial and familiar but always correct. This
book would be useful in a resource center or
lassroom library for use as supplementary reading

material.

LA-184 Lucky Luke: Le .Pied tendre, by dos-
Misc. cinny and Morris: DE, 1968. French

text,. hardback, illustrated. Int: OH, HS).
-e .

4 Loto fleurs is one of a series of lotto
games that can be 'used for vocabulary develop-
ment. Each of the games is played in the rime
The components include four to six illustrated
cards and small tabs matching the illustrations2Thet,
French name of each pictured itepi is printed on
the car& and tabs. The object, of the game is to
match the 'tabs with the cards. The player who
covers his or her cards first wins the game. As in
binge, tabi are called aloud. This is an attractive
and durable game suitable for use with small classes
or small groups:

LA-182 .40 fies proverbes. NE; 1972. Lotto
Game _ game, French text, Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This comic book on of a series of
such books in which the traditions of the "wild

. West"are treated humorously through the adven-
tures of Lucky Luke, a cowboy. The vocabulary is
colloquial and familiar but always correct. This
book would be useful in a resource center or
classroom library for' use as supplementary ,reading
material:.

.

LA -185 La Mctison %sur .by Claire A. Roe.-
Rea. LMG, -1967. 112p. FrenqAd .EnAlish

text, paperback, illustratedAifi.V-'4,4..
ktitS) ,

"La aison sur l'eau is a human interest
story about a rench family, living on a houseboat
in PariLafte aving been forced to leave Algeria
during the . Algerian crisis of 1954-62: Each

-Chapter is followed by questions ip French acrd
suggistions fdr projects. Some notes and a French-.
English vocabulary are included.

LA -186 Marketing: Un Grand feu d'affaires. NE,
Game n.d. French text. Adv. (HS).

This ganie, the subject of which is the
world of marketing, is similar to Monopoly. Players
must deal ""with such aspects of marketing as

-

0
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opportunities, hazards, planning, organiiation, and
epntrol. Players can learn new vocabulary, business
terms And expressions,' and some arithmetic. A
description of the origin, meaning, and mechanics
of marketing is provided in the rule book. The
components ate a playing board; gaper money; 2
die-; Markers; six ineri, who are the marketing
directors; and cards representing opportunities,
hazards, and products, From two to six persons
can play.

LA-187 Metropolitan: Jeu'de Paris. MOC,,1973.
'Game French text. Int. (JH, HS).

This game can help students learn about
pla ces of interest in Paris. Players mole from metro
station to metro station, change lines, and locate
famous monuments and areas. -They move the ,
number o stations indicated on the, dice they
throw and c Ilia penalties on others by usiligwe
"chance" card drawn froml a pile. The cards
include releva illustrations and historical and
cultural info mation. The instruitions are pre-
sented in French, German, Dutch, and English.

LA-188
Rea.

Le Meurtre ,d'un etudiant, by Georges
Simenon. Edited by Frederic Ernst.
Holt, 1971. 222p. French and English
text, paperback, no 'illustrations. -Adv.
(HS).

This mystery story reveals many aspects
of French society, including the different ways in
which people from differen(social conditions or
professions expreis themselves. The preface con-

. tips a thumbjbail sketch of the author. A section
entitled `,!Avis au -Lecteur" includes a discussion of
the style of the author, tax, the vocabulary,
and the general 1 nguage us thrdughout the
bolik.c.-Exptanation of the more difficult words
and expr e given in footnotes in French.

:Eich .the eight chapters is followed by a seof
que ions on the chapter. Some questions of a'
mor general nature areprovided in a dater section.°
A Ere ch-English vocabulary is included.

LA-189 tchel et le loup, by S H. Millerand C.
Rea. Jacob. AL, 1960. 32p.. French text,

hardback,,illustrated. Int. (HS).
Michel et le loup is a detective/police

story about a young English student visiting friend§
in France. The guthors have not included a
vocabulary, on the premise that the story should
be understood without translation. They believe

_that readers should be 'able" to discern the meaning

"

4

of new words from the context and "intelligent
guesswofk." An explanation of their concept- of
guesswork is included. Readers' comprehinsion is
facilitated by the use of drawings on each page.
Eacli of the ten chapters is intended to require one
week of work. Instructions to the teacher indicate
that the teaching of grammar and translation
should be done during actual course work and that
this reader. is not intended to overlap that work.
The foreword to the teacher and the foreword to
the student are,in English.

LA -190. Micro-Robert (Dictionnaire du francais
MEC. primordial), by Paul Robert and others.

DIC, 1971. 1,211p. French text, hard-
back, no illustrations. Int.-Adv. (JH,
HS).

This is a one-volume edition of the
six-volume dictionary Le Robert. It contains
approximately 30,000 words, most of which com-
prise the "living language." Each word is printed in.
red capital letters, followed by its spelling in the
International Phonetic Alphabet. Examples, syno-
nyms, and other useful information are given after
the definitions. The appendix contains a list of?
adjectives and nouns formed from proper ripuns, a
table of suffikes, the Greek alpha t, tables_oCrerb '

conjugations, and a table of it names numbers. '
4

LA-191 100Q, roues (Mille roues), by G. Zanini.
Rea. DE, 1970. 71p. French text, h rdback,

illustrated. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This humorous story, in which the char-
acters are animals with cars or bicycles;,is designed,
to be used for provkling instruction about interna-
tional traffic signs. Some plays-on-words and prob-
lem-solving situatidhs are included. Readers can
learn the names of automobile pails.

LA-192 Modern French-4'nglish
MisC. Marguerite-Marie Dubois

1960: '752p. French te;it,
trated. Adv:-(HS).

Dictronary,' by
and others. LL,
hardback, illusy

The English 'used in this French-Englishi
English - French` dictionary is that; iised in the
United States. French grammar is covered in the
introductjon.

LA-193 Mon eand dictionnaire francais-anglais,
Misc. by E. Walpole. EDD, 044. 94p. French

and English- text, hardback, illustrated.
Int. (EL,111, HS).

38.



In this French-English dictionary, draw-
ings are used to illustrate each word. Most of th7
words are'used in of least two sentences in French,
each followed by an English translation. A sum:
mary of English grammar is given in English. All
verbs are _given in the- first person singular of the
present indicative, Suture, and passé. compose. The
gender of French nouns is not indicated. .

-;;LA-194 Mon Larousse en images, by Marthe
Mist. Fonteneau and Helene LL, 1956.

97p. French text, hardback, illustrated.
Beg. (EL, JH).

s

This dictionary contains 2,000 v,ords
'and 887 color pictures; Although it is designed for
use by children three to seven years of age, older
children would also find it attractive. An illus-
tration is provided for most Words. Both the

--masculine and feminine forms are given for those
adjectives and nouns that have both forms. Stu-
dents who cannot read could describe the pictures
in French.

LA-195 ikon premier Larousse en couleurs, by
Misc. M. Fonteneau and S. Theureau. LL,

1953. 17Ip..French text, hardback, illus-
trated. Int.-Adv. (JH; HS).

This dictionary 1 the classic French
- picture dictionary for F nc children. All explana-

tions are in French_ A. list of the basic tenses is
included. This book is recommended for inclusion
in the library.

LA-196
Rea.*

Le Monstre dans le metro et d'autres
merveilles, by Joseph F.`Conroy. Amsco,
1974. 154p. French text; paperback,
illustrated. Beg.-Int. (11-1, HS).

. This book contains a '.collection of six
amusing fictional stories intended for students who
enjoy tales of werewolVes, vampires, and monsters.
Each, story is folloWed by a vocabulary section,
with words defined in French; a set of compreheri-

, sion exercises; and vocabulary and grammar drills,
with emphasis on conversation. The language is
simple. Students who have completed first-year
French should be able to 'read the stories.

LA-197 Mots crvise4 Nathan. NE, 1972. Word
Game- game, French text. Beg.-IntrA. (EL,

JH, HS). ' .

This game/ for four to six players, is
similar to Scrabble land Anagrams. It -could be
useful in vocabulary and spelling work. The playing

---
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Alikw.,

boards areof thin plastic thatirriot very durable.
The dice and markers are, of better quality. The
rules contain many word that will probably be
unfainiliar to -most teachers who are not native
speakers of French. An English version of the rules
would therefore be helpful. =

LA-198 Mystere a Champneige, by Marianne
Misc. Calmann; iri collboration with Henry

Rochemort. MGB, '1968. 15p. French
text, paperback, illustrated. Beg.-Int.
(JH, HS).

inThis reader is n comic-book format and
includes many blgck-ink drawings. Each sequence

9*.
contains both the dialogue of the characters and a
narrative/commentary about the action. The exer-
cises that follow' tale story include questions
requiringsingle-word' answers, multiple-choice
questions, scrambled-word exercises, exercises
requiring seection of best definitions, and exer----
cises on antonyms. The meanings given in the
vocabulary section include only .thole' meanings
.pertinent to the story.

LA-199 Le Mystere de Monzac, by 14 N. Allan. °

Rea. MC; 1968. 80p. French and English text,
paperback, illustrated. Int. (JH, HS). .

This reader contains 15 very short stories
(e.Infing with the four members of a family and

their dog. The, present, future, perfect, and imper-
fect tenses are used. Questions and texercises
requiring ltadents to formulate 'their own 'ques-
trons on thr text Are included at the end of each
story:

LA-200 Mystere sur la Cote d'Azur, by Marianne
Mist. Calmann. GB, 1968. 16p.. French text,

paperback, illustrated. Beg.-In
(JH, HS).

This is a comic-book-type reader in
which each is accompanied by the dialogue
of the. characters and a narrative/commentary

. about the action. A variety of exercises and a
rench-English vocabulary Fe... presented at the

back of the book.

LA-201 Nelefan tombe de veto, by Nitki:spE,
'Rea. 1974. 16p. French text, hardbael(iillus

trated. Beg. (EL, JH, HS).

111is very attractive pictfie-reading book
was originally published for use with young F ench
children. Young childrete, however, might have
difficulty appreciating the story because O the
'

3 9)
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. .

idiomatic language used. Older students might
enjoy the book.

t
LA-2'02 'Nouveau Larousse elementaire. LL,
Misc. '1967. 999p. French text, hardback, illus-

trated.Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).
"J'his is 'a French-French dictionary- com-

piled by the editors of Libtairie Larousse. The
content has been simplified to meet the needs Of
students.at the secondary level. It includes 44,100
entries and ;numerous black and white and color
illustrations. The illustrations ,ineltide drawings,
ptints, Charts, and photographs. Synonyms _and
antonyms are provided selectively, and phonetic
symbols are given only for foreign words. The
graphic representations_ enliven thiS reference and
encourage browsing.

LA-203 youveau. petit Larousse. LL, 1974.
Misc. 1,799p. French text,, hardback, illus-

trated. Adv. (HS).

This is an, abridged version of the Petit
Larousie dictionary. It contains many illustrations,
maps, charts, and photographs, many in excellent
color and sections dealing with foreign
words, Latin words, geography, and grammar are
also included. This book would be a useful tool for
advanced students.

LA-204 1001 Pitfalls in French, by James H.
Rea. ,` Grew and Daniel D. Oliver. Barron'sk,

1974. 196p. French text, paperback, no
illustrations. Int.-Ady. (JH, HS). .

The cpterit of this reference work is
based on responses to-a questionnaire submitted to
students and teachers. Included are tips onfach-
ing and on testing. Readers will find sections .on
abbreviations, hoinonyms, les faux amis,-arid words
that present- particula s. Humorous _anec-
dotes are' used to "de e the pitfalls of
French for English-speaking persons. The introduc-
tion is presented in French and English on faith
pages. "ThiS' book can lie very; useful in helping
studentslearn to use French without first translat-
ing from their native, language. ' ,

LA-205 '1,000 questions. NE2nd--Fren411- t t.
'Gathe Pinball game. jut.--A-dv. (HS). -

The components of this game are (11 a
,set of 100 'cards,:tach of which =contains ten
'questions and answers on various topics; and (2) a

\ small tilted table with a propelling device 'that
players use to shoot small steel balls ,around the

tr

table. The. balls eventually .fell intora channel aieq;
that is aligned with a queslion. Players must answer
the question correctly to score point/ The ques-
tions deal- with csimple vocabulary, arithmetic,
history;,civilization, and other.topics.

O

LA-206 On the 'Pldne. THE PATHESCOPE-'
FS BERLITZ AU,D1O-VISU4L LAN-

GUAGE SERIES. Patfiesc4e, 1959.
- French dialogue. Tapes and teacher's

guide included. Beg.-Int..(JH, HS).

On me Plahe is one of fiveessons that
make up Set 1 of the Pathescope-BerIC.language
series. Arrival; Luggage-and Clothing; Paris
Ride; and Time Days, Months are the other titles
in the set. Set 1 contains three tapes, five film-
strips, and a teacher's guide.,, The teacher's guide -

includes the dialogue printed in both-Piench and
English and-some helpful insictions to teachers
about using the itiateriall. The content is somewhat "'
daled, as evidenced 1:q the pictures of planes dating
from 1959.

LA-207 Open Door to French, by Margarita
WB Madrigal and Colette Dulac. Regents,

19§3. 82p. French and English4194,
paperback, illustrated. cl3eg. (EL, J1-1,
HS).

This beginning-level workbdOg 'contains
34 graduated lessons, each consisting of a vocabu-
lary and various; types of .exercises designed to
encourage students to expfess themselves orally..'
Specific points of grammar axe, presented' but are.
not stressed. A

LA-208 'Paris Match. UP. French text, paperback,
Per. illustrated. Beg.-Int.---Adv. (JH,

Paris Match is a weekly periodidal with
anvabUndance of illgstrations. Students at all levels
of French`-studyo can benefit from:ireading it. The
kleginnery,for,_example, can;learn vocabulary from
the-\partOons and advertisements. The more .acl-
van04,students cari,use it as material for.supplet,

Armiihentary reading am:Las a source 'of information for
oral- reports and -,clasS!discuSsions. The material has-'
good ihotiYationaL -value. ; Teachers can use the

activities designed - to reinforce stu--
lent&' learning of strticturfs.. ,

I ---
v

LA-209 La' Peinture Language Strips,
FS 1968. French dialogue. Thive filmstrips,

rape, student bOoklgt, and teacher's
iguide ncluded. Int. (JH, HS).

7-, \
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The content of these filmstrips and the
tape is reproduced in the student booklet..The
teacher's guide is helpful. The quality of ie tape is
gOOd.,The several speakers are native speakers of
French, and they speak at ar appropriate. rate.
Although the characters' on the filmstrips 'look
unhapp, the drawings are acceptable.' The student
ba-Oklet could be used -independently of the other,
components.

LA-210 Le Perroquet.- Sigma, 1966. Beg.-Int.
Film* (EL, HI, HS).

Le Perroquet is a delightful 11-minute,
animated cartoon about the adventures of Dago-

l pert, an errant parrot. An accompanying. synopsis
of the film" is packaged in the film container. It
includes a list of the key words used, suggested

, uses for the film, and suggested pattern practices.
The film is appropriate for use at any level. The

8 verbs and some of.tliOldiormatic expressions usea
are appropriate for %eiihning students of French.
The quality of the recording is excellent,. the
speakers are native speakers pf French; and the rate
of speech is appropriate.

1

LA-211
Rea:

Perspectives, , by Marie-Rose 'Myron and
Josette Smetana. Holt, .1974. 292p.
French text, paperback, illustrated. Adv.
(115).

This book . is. deSigned for use as an
intermediate-level reader in literature courses or as
a supplementary te/ptin composition anthco,gyersa-
tir courses in advanced igh school- classes. The
content, in three divisions, deals with social and
personal concerns of the French today; contempo-
rary issues. such as women's lib and ecology; and
the different life-styles and modes of expression of
today's youth. Each chapter includes (1) a presen-
tation of useful vocabulary, with explanations in
French, and exercises ,for application of the words;
and {2) from ..cirle-..ttfour generally short reading
selections, each Billowed by questions and topics
for dis'cus'sion and composition. Readers will also
find an interview with Francois Mauriac and a
section devoted to activities for a rainy day. The

,material is such that oral Communication and
various, activities,,,=such'as role playing, are encour2
aged.

1.1A:212 Le Petit Chaperone Rouge, by, Charles
Rea: - Perrault. Adapted by Lucienne Green.

Kenworthy, .18p. 'French text;
paperback, illustrated. Beg. (EL).
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This is a simplified and altered version of
Lit* Red Riding Hood. The changes have been
'made to avoid frightening/children. The illustra-
tions are amusing.

;.

LA-213 Le Petit Chaperone RoUge. Film AssO-
ciates, 1971. j3 min., color, French
dialogue. Beg. (EL).

This is an animated cartoon of ,the
popular Childrenri tale Little Red Riding *Hood.
The story is told once for listening purposes and is
then repeated to allow for student repetition. It is
most appropriate for : use in kinderdrieti and
grades one through ,four, This version is less
gruesome than the'oriiinal.

LA-214 Le Pe tit Chaperone Rouge. LES
Rec. CONTES DE' PERRAULT. ELA, n.d-.

One LP record and printed text: French'
text. Int.-Adv. (JH , HS).

This recorded version of Little Red
Riding Hood is delightfully done. The diction of
the speakers is excellent, and the quality of the
sound is good. The performance is rendered by
French actors, and the narration is my. Maxine
Dax. The printed text of the 'story and .some
colorful illustrations are included.

LA-215 La Petite Comedie francaise, by R. de
Rea. Roussy de Sales. National Textbook,

F969. 63p. French text, paperback; illus-
trated. Int. (Jff, HS). .

This volume contains nine plays, the
.longest of which is six pages. Each play centers
aroundibrne aspect of French life, and each scene
offers material for use in classroom conversation:
The content is more appropriate for dramatization
than for reading. Some of the liveliness and liumor
could be Jost in silent reading. A vocabulary
section is included at the back.

.
LA-216 La Petite Poule Rouge. Film Assotiates;
Firm 1961. 13 min., French dialogue. Beg.

(EL).

This is an animated cartoon.version of
, the popular children's tale. The Little Red Hen. The

§tOry is first narrated, for listening purposes .and
then for pupil repetition. It. is appropriate for use
in kindergarten and grades one through four.

4
LA-217 Petit Larousse illustre, 1974. LL, 19,74.
Miscue

-
. .1,8140. French text; Ithdback, 'illus-

trated. Int.-Adv. {HS). ,

'41"
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. This is the latest edition of the illus-
trated Petit Larousse dictionary. It is an encyclo-
pedia-like _publication, and it contains excellent
illustrations and maps.

LA -218
Rea.

_Le Petit Nieto las, by Senipe and Gos-
cinny.

'-
ED, 1960. 157p. French text,

paperbaekvilthstrated. Int.-Adv. (HS).

This publication is a collection of delight-
ful ,-stories about a small boy- The content has

. appeal for readers of all ages. This paperback
edition has no vocabulary section, but the, hard-
back version does. Teachers might find objection-'

-able an episode about boys secretly smoking cigars.

LA-219 Le Petit Robert, byaul Robert. SNL,
Misc. 1968. 1,970p. French text, hardback, no

ifhtstrations. Adv:

This dictionary is abridged but extensive.
The format is better than that'of most dictionaries,

LA-220 Pierre dans ,les A'lpes, by Robin Gilbert.
Rea. LA COLLECTION "ESCRIVAC." MC,

1968. 64p. French and English text,
paperback, illustrated. Adv. (HS).

This ten-chapter reader is about a
brother and sister from Paris who go to the Alps on;
a vacation. It is "written in the 'passé-simple and in
conversational forfn. Some rather technical vocabu2

lary (related to skiing and ,mountains is presented.
Each chapter is followed by,,aquestionnaire and by
a French-English vocabulary that includes many
idiomatic uses of words. Difficult expressions are

454.explaine,d in footnotes.
A

LA-221
Rea.

Pierre et les cambrioleurs, by Robin
Gilbert. LA COLLECTION "ESCRI-
VAC" MC; 196,9. 62p. French text,
paperback, illustrated. Beg. (EL, JH).. '

In this beginning reader each or the 12
short chapters-is followed by a co pletion-type
exercise and'a question-answer exer Ise. The book

. contains some drawings that a provided to
illustate-recabulary words. Only e preseht tense
is used, Although the story is so ewhat suspense-
ful, it is not very exciting. Pra vocabulary is
used. ,

LA-222 , Pierre qui ioule, b, H. 0. Emerson. MC,
Rea-. 1966. 48p, Frenc text, paperback, illus-

trated. Adv: (HS
4

In this story the author relates the
. experiences of, a young newspaper reporter in
France. .Diffieult passages are explained in foot-
notes, .and_ a. vocabulary section is 'placed at -the
back of .the book. The sentence structure and the
use of idioms make the story appropriate for
advanced students. A,,questionnaire for each chap-
ter is included in tile badc portion of-the #bok.

LA-223 Plan du centre Ode Paris 41 vOl d'oiseau.
Map BY, 1959. City .map, French text. Beg. -

Int. -Adv. (ELJH, HS).
This is a detailed map, of the city of

Paris. Users can find the names of streets, build-
ings, and bridges, Students should findthe map
easy-to read and easy to use.

LA-;24 Poil de carotte, by Jules Renard.
Rea. FRENC11 EASY READERS. EMC Cor-

poration, 1970. 53p. French text, paper-
back, illustrated. Beg.-Int. (HS).

This is one of a series of color-coded
graded readers. MI readers in the series are
abridged and simplified versions of French literary
masterpieces. Unusual and difficult vocabulary
words are explained'at the bottom of the pages by
means of illustrations.

LA-225 Un Poisiqn hors de l'eau, by Helen
'Rea. Palmer. Vanslated from English by Jean

alier. Beginner Books, 1967. 64p:
French and EPtglish text, hafdback, illus-

' trattd; Beg.-Int. (EL, J1-1).

This is a very literal translati of a
popular children's story. French and English are
Used . in a parallel presentation. Students could
enjoy the ,book as a library item for pleasure
reading, and teachers could use it for story time in
,the classroom. The book includes mpch repetitions
of structure and vocabulary. All basic conversation
tenses are used.

LA-226 Le Pont. EN FRANCAIS, DL, 1968.
Film French dialogue. Beg.-Int. (EL, JH, HS).

The complete En francais series consists
of three. series,of 13 films each. All films and the .
accompanying printed, irraterials were prbduced
during the years from 1968 through 1972. A
teaclrer's guide, a student's manual, a script book,
and a grammar .supplement with a key to the
exercises are included. All are in French.

42
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Le, Pont is a Well-done film in all
respects. It is designed to provide instruction in
grammar, and syntactical concepts. The film
includes A series of sketches about people ctossing
a small country bridge and others crossing a heavily
traveled modem btidge. Many of the incidentS are
humorous. Scenes intended to provide, review of
basic syntax and vocabulary follow the sketches.
Modern television techniques, such as the split
screen technique,, are'used. The film includes Much
'repetitcOn of items, reminiscent of the techniques
used on the television program Sesame Street.'

. .

LA:-227 La Porte ouverte by Mary L. Waters and
tea. Edwin A. Little.. Ginn, 1969. I 20p.

French text, paperback, illustrated. Int.
(JH, HS):

La Porte ouverte is a reader designed for
use in second-year-French classes. It could also be

, used as a supplementary reader in third-year
Masses. The book contains a number of short-1stories, poems, excerpts from longer works, a

legend, a play, and several historical anecdotes.
Some of the material has been simplified and
abridged. The vocabulary has been chosen from
that of the book Le Francais fondamental, ler
degre. Marginal annotations are in -French'. The
exercises that follow each selection fannto one of
three categories: (1) vocabulary development exer-
cises; (2) content -questions designed to check
students' reading comprehension; and (3) interpre-
tive questions to stimulate conversation and oral or
written compbsition. A Frenchnglish vocabulary
is included at the back of the hook.

LX-228 P.2ur puler.: Manuel de conversation
Rea. franOise, by Arne -Marie Bryan and' Jean

Duche. Prentice, 1970. 248p. French
text, hardback, illustrated: Adv. (HS).
This reader contains 42 short articles

from the magazine pie. The articles deal with
contemporary issues and should .be of interest to

...,mature, advanced students. The- articles are
grouped in 16. sections on the basis of content.

-Many imaginative exercises are included. The plat-
, ter ranges from the concrete and personal to the

abstract, and worldly. The reading selections could
be quite, useful as practice items for students
preparing to take the advanced placement examina-
tion

p

tioh in French:

LA-229 Porquoi 4as? , by Denise Trez'audVain
Rea. Trez. ECL, ,1971'.. 28p. French:" text,'

hardback, illustrated. hit. (EL, JF1,.HS).

t
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This reader confains delightful, imagina-
tive verse selections, with illustrations. All selec-
tions are based on the "What if . ? " motif.
Many idiomatic expeksions are presented. The
imaginative pictures could serve as the basis for
simple conversations. This work has beeh found to
have special appeal to young, children who have not
yet learned to read.

. :
LA-230 Précis de civilisation franc-aim,- by Louis

. Sorieri. Keystone, 1966. 116p. French
text, paperback, illustrated. Int. -Adv.
(HS).

Rea.

The -content of this book on French
civilization deals with the following: history, geog-
faphy, politics, education, the , family, the eco-
nomic system, literature, the arts, and government.
The eXercises presented after each topic are Inulti-
ple-choice exercises. A -10 question multiple-
choice test on the complete t t is included at the
conclusion of the text. The awings are rather
unappealing, and the relationship of' many of them
to the text is unclear. The preface to this work is ih
English.

LA-231 Premier dictionnaire en images, by Pierre
Misc. Pourr& Rand, 1962. 273p. French text,

hardback, illustrated. Record available.
Int.-.Adv. (JR, HS). -

,This dictionary contains 1,500 of pe,
most -frequently used French wordS, Each is
illustrated. Sequences of pictures or multiple pic-
tures are used to illustrate words that have abstract
or temporal meanings. Also included are a page of
abbreviations, a page of spelling rifles, and a section.
o-French pronunciation.-The pronunciation mate-
rial is available on a record, This material would be
a valuable...addition to the classroom library or
resource center.

LA-232 La, Presse: Newspaper, French text, illus-
,Per. trated. (JH, HS).

La Presse is a French-language newspaper
published in Montreal; Canada.,"The issue that was
evaluated contained' 60 pages. This newspaper
accurately conveys many aspe.cts of the French
Canadian culture. Some anglicisms can be found.
The' various sections could he attractive `to, and
appropriate for, students' at different levgIs and
with different interests. Teachers could use the
paper .with students on an individual basis. It is an

,

excellent example of everyday use'of the language.

.
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LA-233
Gra.

Progressive French Idioms, by R. De'
BlancJpud.FIL, 1969. 1 19p. FrenCh and
English text, hardback, no illustrations.
Adv. (HS).-

'The idioms in this book are *se ted,in
six sectiohs.Section A contains examples o areas
in which agreement betWeen French and English is
lackir)g; Section B contains idicitns and expressions
commonly used by the French. The idioms-in
Section C are of a more literary nature. The idioms
in Section D generally cause somelifficulty fdr
persons who are not native speakers of French, but
they are very familiar to the educated French.
Trite and stereotyped similes are found in Section
E, and, well-known.PrOverbs are given in Section F.
French and English are used in a parallel format.
This is a good reference work for teachers and
students with a desire to understand or blaster the
wealth of French idiomatic expressions.

,

LA-234 Promenades en France, by Rene Belle:
Rel. and Andree Fenelon Haas. Holt, 1972.

.253p: French text, paperback, illus-
. trated. Int. -Adv. (HS) .

.

English text, paperback, illustrated. Bed.-
Int.-Adv'OH, HS).
This' contains 35 black. and white

'photographs, each accompanied by a description in
French. The pictures and descriptions afe to be
used as the basis for oral work in French. A set,of
ten questions is also included-for each photograph.
Teachers and students are encouraged to create
their own questiOns. Each set of questions is
followed by a short glossary. Some of the pictures
are somewhat dated.

'

LA-238 ., Qui est ,la?, by Marguerite M. Miles2
Rea,- Harriet F. Friedlander, and Hazel B.

Tulecke. Prentice, 1966. 102p. French
text, hardback, tflustrated: Teacher's
manual available. lieg.;Iht. (EL, 11-1).

This elementary reader contains 16 short
selections on & variety of contemporary subjects; .

including astronauts and the, de France
bitycle race. Each story is followed by exercises on
proritm-c-iation and questions based on the reading
material. Teachers wishing to stimulate conversa-
tiontion an lest comprehension- conld develop otherThis bbok begins wit a simple version. typps of

It contains sketchef suggestio
from chefs d'oeuvre; draknatiz

ous locations or regions.
The vocabulary becomes increasingly difficult a§' ,,

LA-269the reader progresses. Each chapter is followed by,
Per.'a list of idiomatic expressions, a questionnaire, and

,....

-a true-false quiz The book contains an abundancg

of the early history of Franc
a.. famous persons, extras
and information about fa

.

of good illustrations. A French-English vocabulary
section is included at the back the book.

LA-235 Quartier Latin, by Gilbert Quenelle. Lf',
Rea. 1965. 80p. French text, paperback, Wills:,

trated. Int.-Adv. (HS).
, This reader contains authentic "episodes

about,the activities and milieu of students in the
Latin Quarter. The author has us, a 3;000-word
vocabulary. The introduction conffiins informatibn
about the educational system. The glossary coll.:.
stains the words that appear in the text and that are
beyond the basic 3,000-word vocabulary. Photos
graphs and maps'are used advantageously.

LA-236 Quebec la belle province.
Film

See Item BP-27.

LA-237 Qu'est-ce que- nous vojitYni, by J. D.:
Rea. &Currie: HL, '196,5. 77p, French and

exercises. The teacher's manual contains
s about the use of pictures and props,
fiscal, iiid the use of drills.

,
uinto Lingo. Rodale. French, Spanish,
errna.n, and English text, illustrated.
eg.-Int.-Adv.' HS).

Quinto Lingo is a monthly Periodical.
Stories 'are printed in four colunms, with each
colii.rnn devoted to presenting.the story in French,
S anish,',German, or English. The content includes
artic about language (in English4, lists of idioms,
anecdote fill-in items, and crossword and other
types of Puz

LA-240 Quinze
Gra, . Antoirie,Sour a

sin. Holt, 1972:
Englis text, paperback,
'Adv. (HS .

This is a gram
to provide intensive, But no
graminar. Each .of tire J 5, lesion
four parts., practiceoexercises, explicatio
a series of exercises for students to wri

.verb for, review, with accompanying exercise
verb, tablez and a French-Eiglish vocabulary are
included at the back of the book.

de francais, by Jean
William L. Hendrick-

2p. French and
illustrations.

review-book int ed
mPlete, review o

ivided into
in French,

and a

Vim

0 ' ,
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LA-241 Quoi de Neuf? Xerox. 8p. Magazine,
Per. French text, illuslrated. Four records

and teacher's _guide included. Int. (JH,
HS). ,
This magazine, which is a sequel ro.feu

Vert, is pUblished eight times per year. It contains'
galnes, jokes, cultural notes; dialogues; andV -eabu-
lary buildefs. A fine- illustrated French-F nch
glossary is included. Cultural aspects are ell
integrated. The narration on the records is by
students who aresnatives of France. ,

LA-242
Tape

Radio Spot Announcements. Joint Na-
-tional Gommittee, 1974. One , cassette
tape, English dialogue. Beg.-Int.-Adv. (J1-1,
HS).

. This casSette tape contains a series of
comments, in English, by' Americans prominent in .

the performing arts.',Each of the comments, deals
with the importante of foreign language study.' .

Among those heard on the tape are Kirk Douglas,
Liza Minnelli, Carol O'Connor, and Jack Lemmon.
The' recording was originally intended to be used
fore spat radio announcements to stimulate interest
in the study of foreign languages. Teachers could
use it in the classroom for the same purpose.

p'
LA-243' Rafle. EED, n.d, . French' text. card
Game game. Int.-Adv. (EL, JH, HS).

This is a detective card game in which
one, 3f the 'two to six players is the witness and the
others" are policiers who will question him or her,
Players can learn vocabulary related to professions,
occupations, and "physicaklescripti of people.
The evaluation. committee recom ends that the
cards be laminated to prOvide great r durability.,

.
LA-244 Regardez! Racontez!, by . Blackshaw
Rea. and J. Walker. I-IL, 1973. 71p. French

'text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv.
(JH, HS);

This booklet is designed to facilitate and
age oral and written practice by students.

Dialogues serve as the basis for work in chapters 1
through 12. . In chapters 13 through 25, the
emphasis is orfnarrative composition. Each chapter
is two pages Jong and includes six drawings,
questions pertiining to the drawings, some general
questions, and vocabulary with explanations in
French. The last five chapters are designed as tests,
with no drawings or vocabulary foi students to use
as aids.
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LA-245 La Renaissance, Partell: ELEVEN CEN-
FS TORIES OF FRENCH 'LITERATURE.

See,Itern

LA-246Rehdez:Pcus en France, by' FranciS
Tapes Grand-Clement and others. EMC Corpo-

ration, 1972. Eight cassette or reel tapes,
French dialogue.-Text of tapes, exercise
book, and teacher's guide included. Beg. -
Int. (JR, HS).
This tape program is designed for use in

beiinning-French classes at the high school level.
The eight tapes contain 54 episodes about various
aspects of life in France. The ..post office, the
market, an auction, and a wedding are among -the
topics' of the tapes. Some true -false items for
checking students' comprehension follow each

episode. The rate of speech is fairly consistent
throughout the lessons. The vocabulary and gram-
mar become increasingly difficult as students pro-
gress through.the lessons. The tapes are suitabfe for
use to reinforce students' learning of previbusljr
presented material. They could also be 'usesl_sepa-
rately as supplementary material.

tLA-24T Repassons le francais, by Laurie Fabbri-
.,

Cante and Theodore*Huebener. Oxford
Book, 1972. 316p. French and English,
text, paperback, illustrated. Teacher's
key included. Adv. (HS).

The author of this book presents a
review of those aspects of language and 'culture
`.`usually covered in three years Of the high school
French course," The book includes exercises on
grammar, syntax,, idjoms, and culture*. The section
on culture is-short. Readers will 'also find verb
charts,- a French-English vocabulary; an English-
French vocabutary, and a sample New York State
Regents Examination. ,

LA-;48 Reportages. EED, n:d. French text. Card
Game game. Beg.-1nt. (JH,,HS)..

This game about news reporting -is
designed for three to five .players. Participants
should be eight years of age or Older. The
components Consist of two packages of 27 cards
each and a box -of 95 tokens. The cards are divided
into three categories: reporters, news reports, and
documents. Players try to amass 20,000 points and
to be the first to publish news. The instructions
contain suggestions for other games to play with
the same cardi. . -
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LA-249 Reviens,'ShoOpy, by Charles M. Schulz.
Rea, "PEANUTS" I,N FR, ENCH. Holt; 1909..

124p. French text, paperback, illus-
trated. Int. (JH, HS).

This is a trarislation of Snoopy: Come
Home. The 'episodes reflei,t aspeCts of American

.culttire. The book' would. be suitable for use 'in a
TZiource cen ten

LA-25:0 Le Ijevolver de Maigret, by 'Georges-
Rea. Sine on. LA COLLECTION "ESCRI-

VAC." Edited by Herbert F. Collins.
MC, 1967. I79p. -French and .English'
'text, paperback, no illustrations. Adv.
(JH, HS).

This dstective story is written in modern;
colloquial Frenc and includes many idioms. A
vocabulary and a list, of idiofns translated into
English have been provided to aid the reader. No
exercises are included. The story should hold
reader's attention. ,

LA -251 Richesses du monde: NE, n.d. French
2 Game -text. lizt.-Adv, (HS).

The, intent of this game is to provide to
students instruction about the principal industries
of the world. PlaYers attempt to acquire more _

prodpcts than their oppone'nts. In ,the4inion of
those who. evaluated this naterial, thelame has

limited value for French-language classes.

1A-252 Le Rideau
O.

leve. A First French
ORea. Course, by . M. Fordham and V. L. R.

Lewis. HL, 1963. 78p. French dialogue.,
paperback, illustrated. Beg. (EL, JH).
This small book is designed to present

elementary French in its simplest patterns to
youngchildren. The 26 short stories, some of only

,,one page, focus on everyday activities. Following
each story are questions to be used for oral
exercises and some sh,ort fill-in questiOns based on
a simple vocabulary study. Sufficient repeXtion is
provided to ensure the learning of the vocabulary
and expressions' used. vocabulary section is
provided at the end oflhe book. Students may%
learn tp say :a -few. Simple sentences- on .such
subjects as the house, 'meals, and Father's Day.

Rions!, by k.' de Roussy de -Sales. -Na-
Rea. - tional Textbook, 19721f 47P. French

text, paperback;'no illustrations. Beg.-
Int.(.1H,H8).

4

The three plays in this boOk enable
students who have completed a year or slightly less
of French study to (j) enjoy and participate in an
amusing play; and (2) learn'something about the

. colloquial language and life of .a middle class
family. Each play is followed By a series of
questions on the content. Difficult words and
expressions are explained in footnotes, most in
French but'some in English.

z

LA-254' Rions encore,- .thy R: de Roussy de
Rea. Sales. National Textbook, 1972. 48p.

French text, paperback, no illustrations.
-Beg.-Int. (JH, HS).

The plays in this book enable studeigs
who have completed a year or slightly less of
French .study to (I) enjoy and participate in an
amusing play; and (2) learn something about the
colloquial language and life of a. middlp class
-family.- Each of the four plays is followed by 'a
series of questions based on the content. Difficult
vocabulary words and expressions are explained in
footnote's; some in French and some in English.
The book is a sequel to Rions (National textbook

-Company, 1972).

. LA7255 La Robe et le couteau. Edited, by Hugh
,Rea. Campbell .and Camille Bauer. PRO

GRAMMED' FRENCH READERS.
Houghton, 1966. '244p, French text,
paperback, illustrated. Adv. (HS)._

La Robe et le couteau,is the third book
in the Programmed French Readers series. It
contains six unabridged short stories. The stories
are presented in order , of difficulty. A. .brief
commentary in French about the author precedes
each story. Facing pages include the -text on one_
side and vocabulary; annotations,. and questions
about the content on the other. EacJ selection is
followed by exercises. A vocabulary section is
provided at the end of the book.

LA -256 Le Roi, les souri.et 7e frOmage, by
Rea. Nancy Gurney and Eric Gurney. Begfn-

. ner Books, 19677 63p.'French and Eng- -

lish text, hardback, illustrated. Beg.-1nt:
(EL, 111).

*his book is a very literal translation °1',a
fairy tale. It contains much repetition of vocabu-

-lary and structures. Teachers could use it' tp.
provide practice in the imperfect and passe defini
tenses and to provide work in vocabulary develop=
ment.
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LA-257- Le Roman de Renard,. Adapted by P. de
Rea. Beaumont. LH, 1964. 80P. French" text,

paperback, illustrated. Int. (JH, HS).
This simplified version of Le Roman de

Renard is based on a vocabul*ry of the Rio most
frequently used French. words. Each*Of the 30'
episodes is folloWed by a set of questions and
exercises, some of which could be used to.interest
students in doing small projects.

LA-258 Safari- Flash. Le Jeu du chassem. d'images.
Game , NE, n.d. Card game, French text. Beg.--

Int. (JH, HS).

This game may be played by two, three,
or four players ors by teams of- t)vo. The object of
the game is to accumulate 2501pointg. by .photo-
graphing animals while on a safari. Included are
"Hazard" and "O.K." cards that' add to the
excitement of the game and provide additional
opportunities for-practicing vocabulary related to
camping, wildlife, and photography. The game is
designed. for French childr,e4 ages nine to fourteen.
It is easy to learn. The accompanying pamphlet
includes brief ,deseriptions of various ,kinds of
animals.

LA=259 Series for Freich Conversation, by Min-
Rea. nie M. _Miller. Kansas State, n.d. 8p.

French anthEnglish text,no illustrations.
Beg. (EL, JH, HS):

These materials are mimeographed lists
of French vocabulary. Categories include the class-
room, school courses, the house and individual
rooms, the family, the body, clothing, food ,stores,
animals, flowers, trees, insects, birds, harvests,
weather,,travel, mail, jewelry, musical instruments,
and gebgrapby. Available from the same publisher
are bibliographies, realia sources, suggestions for

'equipping a languSgejaboratory, classroolnexpres-
sions, club ideas, and other items.

LA-260 Something for the gby.s. That Is French.
Tape 'Language Strips, 1970. Drench and Eng-

lish dialogue. Booklet included,. Int.-Adv.
(JH, HS).

tc This set of materials deals with the-parts
of a car, with emphasis on the motor and holv'it.
works. A French-English yocabulary and content-
based questts are included. The speaker' on the
taps speaks Clearly and at an acceptable rate. The
illustrations in the booklet are clear and of good
quality, -

.
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LA 26I Sons en rimes et chansons. NE, n.d. One
Rec. 6" record, French dialogue. Booklet in-

cluded. Beg.-Inr-Adv. HS)..
This record, packaged in an illustrated

booklet, inclUdes five musical selections. The text
ofehe selections is given in .the accompanying
booklet. The material is designed to be. used for
providing instruction in pronunciation. The con-
tent deals with the pronunciation of ten phonemes
that correspond to ten graphembs. The book is
appropriate for use at all Levels.

LA-262 La Souris de la Wile et la Souris de la
Rea. campagneFables bilingues, by Dorothy

Sword Biship. FABLES BILINGUES
SERIES. National Textbook, 1972. 74p,
French and English text, paperback,
illustrated. Record- and filmstrip avail-
able. Beg.-Int. (EL, JH).

This book-and the others in flieseriesare
excellent for `reading to the class at ,story time.
Students will enjoy reading them also. The story is

,told first in English, then in French.
4 '

LA-263 Souvenirs d'enfance, by Marcel Pagnol.
Rea. Edited by Pierre J. Caprett.°Houg,hton,,

1969. 374p. French toe, hardback, illus-
trated. Int. -Adv. (HS).

This cultural _text by the celebrated
playwright and filmmaker Marcel °Pagnol is based
on three of his previous works in which he
describos his 'earlier years in Marseilles. The chafm
of the region is cleverly depicted through goad
dialogues ancl,_pen-and-ink drawings in the page
margins. Infbrination about the author and the
format is presented in the introd ction. Vocabu-
lary notes and explanations are ided in the
margins. The vocabulary section. at the back of the
book contains spaces in which readers sari mark
the numbers of the pages on which terms are used.
The print in the final section is very small:

.

Successful Devices in Teaching ,French,
by Sister Georgian. Walch,1957..186p.
English tent, Paperback, no illustrations.

`Beg.-Int.-Adv. (EL, JH, HS).

LA -264
Rea.

This 12-chapter book is devoted to
-descriptions of, and information about, tested and
"proven practices for,teaching.F'rench. The content

"-includes methods of creating an appropriate atmo-
sPhere in the Classroom, suggestions for developing
fluency, ideas for charts, and gimmicks, to make
the learning of grammar easier and more fun. The
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last part of the book con tans sample. objective
tests, songs and skits, and a list of realia sources.
The majority of the e-xercises deal with advanced
grammar. Suggestions for all levels of instruction in
French are included.

LA-265 Suiv,fz la piste,' by Emile de Harven.
,Rea. EMC Corporation,. 1971. 224p. French

text, paperback, 'no illustrations.
Teacher's guide and seven tapes avail-.
able. Int.-Adv. (HS).

This book, an exciting mystery story,.
contains 25 episodes. If includes an abundance of
idioms:and expressions that persons who intend'to
travel in France should find useful. Exercises,
material on structures, and explanations are
included. Stage directions are given in English. A'
French-English vocabulary is provided.

LA-266 Suivez la piste. EMC Corporation, 1971.
Tapes Seven ?reel or, cassette tapes, French

. . dialogue. Teacher's guide and book avail-
able. Int. -Adv; (JH, HS).

Suivez la piste is an exciting mystery
Story.: The dialogiie is in French; and, the.narration,
in which each scene is set, is in English. The story is
presented in 25 episodes of approximately five
minutes each. 'The quality of the sound and the

,rate of speech are good. The speakers are native
speakers of French. Cultural aspects are presented
accurately. Thee accompanying paperbSck book
contains questions on each episode, expanded
dialogues, grammar explanations, structure drills,
and a glossary, The teacher's guide Contains true-
false listening comprehensiontests and suggestions
for using the -tapes and booklets. The materials
could be used in .programs of individualized
instruction. They could also, be used as supple-
mentary. materials in the classroom. .

LA-267
.ame

300 Word Games for Foreign Language'
Classes, by Edwin P.,.°Grobe. Walch,
1969. .1.83 words. Engligh text, paper-
back, nb llustrations.
(EL, JH; HS).

This is a collection of 300 word games
for use in foreign language classrooms. Most of
them require, little preparation and only'chalk or
pencil and paper. The games are arranged alphabet-
ically, by title. The vocabulary required is,equiva-
lent to that generally acquired by studenff who
have' completed' second-year French. Approxi-
-mately half of the games are to be played. orally.

LA-268 Tintin, by Herge. DE, n.d. French text_
Misc. paperback, -illustrated. Int.-Adv. (JH,

HS).

.Tintin is a monthly publication. Issues
may be purchased 9n a monthly basis or in bound
volumes of four issues each., The content includes
comic strips, articles on sports, articles on curre4t
events, games, and puzzles. Persons purchasing the
boulid volumes may find some of the content out
of date by the time they receive their orderi.'

LA-269 - Tintin 'et le lac .aux requins: rge.
Misc. EC, 1973. 44p. French text, ack,

illustrated. Int. (EL, JH, HS).
This comic book contains both narration

and dialogue. Students should find the illustrations
very helpful in determining the meanings of un-
known words. Readers will note much 'stereo-
typing.,

LAJ270
Rea.

Let Tortue et le lievre, bi Dorothy Sword
Biship. FABLES BILING\UES SERIES.
National .Textboolc, 1972. 72p. French
and English text, Vaperback, illustrated!
i3eg.-Int. (EL, JH).

- This book and the others in the series are
excellent for reading to the Class at story time.
Students will enjoy reading them also. The story" is
presented first in English, then in French.

J' I
LA-271 ; Tous les xerbes, Josere Caput. and
Gra. Jean-Pol Caput!-AL, 10%1. 206p. French

-text, paperliad, no illustrations. Beg. -
Int. -Adv. (JH, HS). ,

This reference work on French verbs is
divided into ,tvc pads. The first part contains, in
table format, the conjugations of 96 verbs. The
second part include's 7,957'verbs, each of which is
referenced to the conjugation tables. Instructions
on how to use the- book are included.

LA-272
Rea.

Tout est bien qui finit bien, by Morgan
Kenney. HEATH STRUCTURED
FRENCH READING SERIES, HTH,
1972. 62p. French text, paperback, illus-
trated. Beg.-Int. (JHMS).

. The text of this play is preceded by 11
Pages of directions for learning tt read french and
an explanation of the meaning of the word' farce:'
Vocabulary explanations are given in , English.
Comprehension exercises, on every other page,
include work on synonyms, antonyms, parts of

8
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speech, artd vocabulary. Subjects for discussion are
al§q provided. At the back of the-bookare reading
exercises; pronunciation exercises;, a quiz on Can-
ada-,-France, and Quebec; jokes; and a glossary.

JA-273 Le Tresor .de Rommel, by R. R 'L.
Rea.' Ledesert and D. M. Ledesert. HL, 1961.

74. French text, paperback, illustrated..
Int. (JH, HS). .

This. is- an interesting story of intrigue
and adventure. Eacfi page of- the- _narrative is
preceded by a drawing baSed on the content of the
narrative page. Items in the drawings are num-
bered;and the names of the itemsfare give below
the_ drawing in correspondingly n frbered entries.
This format should tend to le's en the need for
students to translate. Question in French are
given for each narrative page, and a' vocabulary of
approximately 700 words is proVided'a't the back
of the book. Readers will also find two pages of
notes on geographical references. The story is
presented primarily in the present tense; but the
perfect,, imfkifect, and _future tenses are used
occasionally.e:'

.

LA-274, L Tresor des pirates, by Pierre-Jean
Rea. Galembert. LES A VENTURES DE PI-

ERIE ET DE BERNARD. National Text-
,. ,book, 1970. 56p. French text, paper-
' back, illustrated. Int. (JH, HS). .

This is one of a series of adventure
Stories about two seventeen-yean.old French boys.
Marginal vocabulary notes and definitions are
mostly in French. Neither exercises nor a vocabu-
lary section is included. Students, seventeen years
of age or older may find the Content somewhat
superficial. The palogue and action are fast paced.
The characters 'move from Paris to Tangiers to
Casablanca to Britanny. Sunken treasure, pirates,
and sharks are some of the elements of the story.

- .

LA-275 201 French Verbs, by. Christopher Ken-
Gra. dris. Barron's, 1963. 219R. French and

English text, paperback, no illustrations.
Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).
This grammar reference book includes

the conjugations.of 201 verbs. Included.also are an,
English-French verb index and an index of irregular,
verbs, Verb; with spelling changesand Unusual verb
forms. Only one verb is conjugated per page, and
subject pronouns are not used.

,44,00t.

LA-276 The _United States, by Henri Passal. MS, '

Rea. 1968. 357p. English text. Beg.-Int. (JH,.-
HS).

This textbook .on American history is
designed for use by students of ?es classes ter- -
minales in French schools. The content includes
prbse a-nd poetry. Anecdotes, with notes on pho-
nftics and explanations of various expressions,in-
French, are included. After each reading selection

-readers will finda section on phonetics, in which'
the 'author has pr4vided in`formairen about the
pronunciation of words in both the. United States
and England:The- exercises, are, for the most part,'
questions for students to answer. Ines-section
students are asked to translate material from
'French to English. This book would be an interest-- in. g addition to a resource center.

LA 277 Varietes.
WB

LA-278
Rea.

See Item BP-9.

Vas-y, Charlie Brown, by Charles M.
Schulz. "PEANUTS" IN FRENCH. Holt,
1969., 124p. French' text, paperback
illustrated. Int. (JH, HS).
This is a-translation of You Can Do It,

.Charlie Brown (Holt, Rinehaft and Winston, Inc., ,
1963). The episodes necessarily relate to American
culture. Some idiomatic exptessions May cause
some difficulty for beginning students of French.

LA-279 Versaillii. SIGHTS' AND TREASURES,
LYS OF RANCE.* Haesdler, 1970. c French

and English dialogue. Cassette taQe in-
cluded, Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).
This filmstrip is one of six in an out- .

standing series on French culture. The commentary
ort the cassettes is excellent. It is presented in
French on one side and in ,English on the zother.
Because 'of the English narration, the material can

be used in other disciplines. The well-choseti
photographs and diagrams present historical and
artistic data:

La
.

Vie. Edited by Pierre-Jea..n Spierckel.
National .Textbook, n.d.,, French, text,
paperback, illustrated. Adv. (HS):

,-La Vie is a periodical published the first
If week of each month, October througff May. It

contains playl6ts; dialogues; and articles on
variety of topics of interest ,to teekagers, including
history, literatUre, and culture..

LA -280
Per.

4 9,
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LA-281
Rea. .

Vignettes de Mlle. Miss, by Kelsey
Flower. National TeR hook, 1966. 4'7p.
French: text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-

`Adv. (JH, HS).

: In this story two French children teach
French to an Eiiglish woman who is visiting in their
home, Good use is made of situations that develop
from .the problems of learning and using a new
larittiage." The problems encountered by ,language
learners are presented in a- delightfully humorous
Manner. The uses of connattre and savoir the use

' of yand the use of the verb faire are among the
problems dealt with. In each vignette attention is
given to some fundamental principle ,of French
grammar, pronfinciatioils that. cause difficulties,

. word usage, and idioms:
at,a,

LA -282 Le Vilain petit .canard, Boucles-&or et
Rea. te,s trots ours, La,PetifrPoule Rousse, by

Jean Lee Latham and Michele It Iverson. 4.
1962. 46p. French text, illustraTed. Adv.
(L, JH). -
This book contains tzanslativs of dile

The Ugly. Duckling,-*Coldlocks'atid, the Thiee
Bears, and :The Little Red Hen. The 'cofftent is
suitable for young children; but the reading level is -

advanced. . .; ,

LA-283 Vithh.la France! Neuf comedies or
Rea. nales;'by..R. de Rdussy.de Sales. Nati

Textbook, t 1973. *I French
Alardback, illustrated.' Tapes available.
Int.-Adv. (HS).-

, This is a 'collection of nine" original -

comedies- in modern French. Alsa available is a set -
of .three tape recordings, on, which each comedyis
presented by native speakers. The plays Could be°0a:
acted out in the classroom. Teenagers .should find

LA-285 Voici des devinettes, by, Ferrette. EAB,
Game 1965. 62p. French text, paperback, no

illustrations. Int. -4dv. (HS).

This book contains riddles,, pl4s-on-
words, and charades about plants, anima's, and
ineimate, Objects. The book could be used in a
resonrce center. Teachers could utilize it to'help...;.o,
increase students' vocabulary.

LA-286 Voici Henri, by Edith Vacheron and
4.ea., Virginia Kahl. $cribner's, 1959. 62p.

-- French text, hardbac , illustrated. Beg.
(EL).

This is a very si story about a
charatter named Henri, his fa l , and his pets. It
is designed to elicit simple vonversation between
the teacher and his. or .her pupils.. Numbers, the
family colors, and days of the week e presented.
A short vocabulary,section is include

LA-287 Voulez-vous rire (Histoire s gaie0,\.byi
Gra. Ferrette. EAB, 1969> 59p. French'teict,

paperback; no illustrations. Int.,Adv..
(JH, HS).

, ,

,

11 This, -is a cOjlection of humorous mate.
rial, including children's sayings, animal stories,;
and restaurant jokes. They can be Used for vocabu-
lary funding. ..
.

LA-2 Voyage a Paris, by githard V.eeson. St.
Rea. w Martin1.049672-78p. french and English

text, paperback, illustrated. Int. (HS).' 4

This ii a fictitiousiacconnf of an English-
man's( first tridto Paris. The illustrations are
particalarlY go9$ for their presentation of aspects
of culture. Questions 'and suggestions for projects.,

e i nc 1 ded:
.ar u

the plays interesting. .
10

LA-284 ,Vocabulaire fondathental illustre, by A.
Rea: Kropman, A. Sciarone, and A. Sister- A.

mans. .HL, 1972.. 122p. French text!,*
_paperback, no illustrations. Beg.zint.
(111,11S).

. .

t . This is an illustrated list of basic French
vocabulary, with definitions and_ explanations given

I in French. The words are listed alphabetically, and
each is used in- a sentence to` help clarify its

_ meaning. All words can be found in Le Francais
fondamental,- Premier degte. The words are
grouped into 19 categories. ,An alphabetical index

. of, the entries isincludedli fhe back of, the book.

. ,

LA-2.89, Un Voyage en bateau, by- Eleanor
Rea. Cynara Reev5else) Ginn, 1961. 40P: French

texf ,,h4dba illustrated. Beg. (EL).
.1. , ,

'his is 'a 'ffiort -arid, iriry.simple reader '
Aabout a character named, Andr,k, who takes a sea.

voyage t America with his'cat and' dog. The use of
simple .,tench and the situations provide the
teadlier with ample opportubity -to encourage
conversation at the beginning ley- eljeachers may
wish tO have the class develop one or more
subsequent chapters to describe what;halTpens to
Andrk when he arrives in America with a greatly
augmented menagerie. .

a



LA-290 Les Voyages du docteur Dolittle, by AF
Rea. Perkins. Translated by Jean Vallier.

Beginner Books, 1968.,65p. French and
'English text, hardback; illustrated. Beg.-
Int. (EL, JH).
.French and English are used in a parallel

-presentation in this tale of Dr. 'Dolittle. Basic
French structures, basic vocabulary, and much
repetition are used. Teachers could use this mate-
rial to provide practice in recognizing and under-_
standing the imperfect and passe defini tenses.

LA-291 Whitman Help Yourself . Flash Cards:
Misc. French 1.French 2. Western, n.d. 96

flash cards, 2" Z 31/2". French and
English texts Beg.-Int. (EL, JH, HS).

One side of each of these flash cards
includes a French word or expression, a picture to-----
illustrate its meaning, and the English,equivalent.

\The other side includes the same French word or

k
oexpression and suggestions for correct pronuncia-

n. The cards are packaged in two plastic
c ntainers of 43 cards each. Suggested teaching

.
te

\ hniq4s are included.

LA- 92 Why Study French? American Associa:
FS tion of Teachers, of French, in coopera-

'\ tion. with the Bureau of Foreign Lan-
guages, New York City, 1973. English
dialogue. Cassette tape included. Beg. -

1
"Int.-Adv. (EL, J11, HS).

JeaChers could use this filmstrip and
cassette tape to promote interest in the study of
French. The importance of French in the- contem-
porary world is-stressed. The materials are most
appropriate- for use with elementary school and
junior high school children.

LA -293. Workbook in Everyday French 1, by
WB Gerard Charbonneau and Hubert Sequin.

414W Regents, 197,1. 144p. French and Eng-
lish text, paperback, no illustrations.
Beg.-Int. (EL, JH, HS).

This workbook is designed to cover all
aspects of French grammar. xercises follow the
coverage _6f grammar points. A French - English
vocabulary is included. The book could be used in
conjunction with any basic text. The committee
members who reviewed the material found errors
and inaccuracies'in the content.
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LA-294. Workbooks-En avantStage 2: NUF-.
WB FIELD INTRODUCTORY FRENCH

COURSE.

See Item BP-9.

.LA -295 A Year in France.
FS

This selection is an adaptation of the-----
classic one-act play Pere Fouettard. It is
designed for classroorr\ use. A French-English
vocabulary section is included.

See Item SS-144.

Literature

LIT-1 Adieu, Pere Fouettard, by,.Helen-Adud-
Rea. dells National TextbOok, 1965. 31p.

French text, paperback, illustrated. Adv.

. '

Anthologie. Edited by . Alexander D.
Rea,_ Gibson.;.,Odyssey, 1967. 234p.- French.

text, Paperback, no illustrations. Adv.
(HS).

This collection of 24 short stories,
fables, and articles by writers of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries is entirely in French. Difficult
words are explained at the bottom of each'page.
Each unit is followed' by exercises for use in
reinforcing students', learning of the idiomatic
expressions contained .in the readings. Additional
exercises are'included at the back of the book.

LIT 3 Anthologie_ africaine et malgache. Pre -
Rea. face.and selections by Langston Hughes

and Christiane Reygnault, ES; 1962.
312p. French text, hardback, no illustra-
tions. Adv. (HS),

)The majority of the material inthis book
was iitibliihed first in English in 'An African
-Treasury: Articles; Essays, Stories, Poems by Black.
Africans '(Crown PubliShersi- Inc., 1960), an
anthology edited by Langston Hughes. The
tions, both prose and poetry works, are by black
authors. The ,bOok could be_psed most advan-
tageously in a fourth-year-French class. The con-
tent provides insight into the Customs, traditions,
and aspirations of African blacks. A study ',of
contemporary political trends and backkround
inforthation on African literature are also provided.

51
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LIT-4 Anthologie d'humour irancais, by Paul
Rea: Mankin and Alex Szogyi. Scott, 1971.

200p. French and English textliaper-
back, no illustrations. Adv. (HS).

This anthology spans -the time from
Rabelais to, that or Preyed. The works- of 20
French writers ar represented.included with each
selection are a biographipl sketch of the author
and a concise literary review, both , written .in
English. Footnotes are presented in French. Eich
seleCtion is followed by a series of questions and
several related topics for composition. Iniended for*P
advanced students only, this work covEri a wide
cross-section of important French miters.

LIT-5 An Anthology of French P try. Edited
Rea. by J mes R. Lawler. Oxfo University,

196 -181p. French an English text,
erback, no illustrat ons. Int.-Adv.

(JH, HS).

. The selections in this thology of more
than 106 poems range in diffic lty from elemen=
tap/ to advanced. The works of 26 poets, from the
Renaissance period to the twentieth century, are
iepresented. The book begins with an introduction
about French poetry and includes a biographical

f sketch of each poet, a brief explanation of each
poem, and footnotes to clarify the meaning of
difficult words. The book also contains an index of
the first lines of the,Roems: an index *the poets,
and an index of the selections, by autliOr. The final
section of the book is a French-English vocabulary
list.

LIT-for Arsene Lupin, Book Two, by Maurice
Rea, LeBlanc. Edited by Hugh Campbell

and Camille pauer. PROGRAMMED
FRENCH READERS. Houghton, 1965.

English preface,' french text,
paperback, rillistrated,'Four tapes av*

7 able. Int.:Adv. (JH, HS).

'This graded reader contains four stories
:.about Arsene Lupin. The format is an interesting

a- one; with the stories printed on right-hand pages
and definitions of difficult words and terms on the
left-hand pages. The definitiOnLprovided on the
left-hand pages -and those .given in the Vodibulary

. section at. the'enci of the book are in French. in
addition to definitions, the left-hand pages also
contain, question, about khe 'content of the facing
pages. ummaries of the plot are provided through-
out the book. Thit work, contains a large number
Of oral and written patternpractice exercises based

et

on the text. Some drills,_ indicated by-an "R,': are
recorded on the accompanying tapes.

*owe

LIT-7 Le Ballon rouge, by Albert E. Lamorisse.
Rea. ME, 1959. 46p. French text, paperback,

illustrated. Int.-Adv. (HS).

The content of this' reader will be
familiar to readers who have seen the film of the
same title. Teachers 'could use the `book separately
as an early reader, or they may, wish to use it in
conjunction with the film. The story is followed by
a list oLverbs used in the text, special speech units,
and a French-Engligh vocabularxi,

LIT -8
Rec.

Le Barbier de Seville., by Pierre Augustin
Caron de Beatimarchais.' EBD, n.d. Adv.
(HS).

. Selected scenes from the famous play of
,Beaumarchais are presented on this record.'The
quality of the rerotding and the performance, of
the actors. are both excellent. The commentary,
niusic, and sound effects give the 'selections, a/
smooth contfnuity."-T-he.--geeard_would be Illos
appropriate. if uied in conj nction with, and as a
complement, tiz-the full pri ted text. As an aid to
such utilization, the album j cket includes a list ofr-4-
the specific scenesincluded on the record.

LIT-9
Rea.

Le Barbier de Seville, by Pierre Augustin
Caron de Beaumarchais. LL, 1970. 172p.
French text, paperback, illustrated. Adv.
(HS).

This reader coptains the complete text
of Beaumarchais!s The Barber df Seville. It includes
extensive notes and important 'background data. At
the bottom of each page, -readers will find ques-
tions that are designed to aid their in understand-_,
ing the text. Thelqnestions can also be used to
foster discussion- of the play: An, analysis of the
play isjrovided at the back of thetooktr-

LIT-10 Becket, by Jean A3RJllilh. HL, 1962:
Rea. 160p. English introduction, Fren9h

hardback, illustrated. AdV. (HS).

In this -work avant-garde writer' feat)
Anouilh provides a 4nodern treatment of the
struggles between Thomas a Becket and King:
Henry II of England. This version is welt annota.ted
and is an excellent reader for use with high scliedi
students.

LIT-11 Le Bourgeois Gentilhomnie, by Moliere.
Rea. UNIVERS DES LETTRES AORDia,

52:



EBO, , 1973. 190p. French text, paper-
back,, illustrated. Int. -Adv. (HS).

'This is a presentation of Moliere's classic
comedy-ballet. Included are historical background
information,. an analysis, step-by-step.'comments,
and judgments. Like- all books in the series this
selection is unabridged.

LIT-12 Candide, by Voltaire. LE PRAKAIS
Rea. .UNIVERSEL. Adapted by Nicolas Bous-

, serain. Odyssey, 1968. 128p. French text,
paperback I it, rated. Int.-Adir.IHS).
This is a 3,0111;1, ord-vocabulary rewrite

of-Voltaire's classic wo Care has been taken to
maintain, the author's style. Difficult words and
expressions are listed alphabetically in the back of
the book and are explained in French. The work
could be useful for advanced placement students.

LIT 13 Le Capitaine Fracasse, by Theopliile
Rea, Gautier. 'LE FRANCA-LS UNIVERSEL.

Odyssey, 1968. 128p. French text,
paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv., (HS).

This novel about life in France in 1635
deals particularly with the life of actors during the
reign of Louis XIII. This version is based on a
vocabulary of 1,100 words. The preface contains
information about the authdr and his wqr,k and
information about the setting for the novel. Diffi-
cult French expressions are listed 1phabetically at
the back of the book, where tliWare explained in
simple French. The boolc,-,could be used benefi-
cially in individualized reading,programs.,

LIT-14 Le Capitaine, Fracasse,y Theophile
Rea. Gautier., Adapted by ,R. de Roussy 'de

Sales. --LITERAR ADAPTATIONS:
. National 'extbook, 1968. 64p. French
text, pape back, no illustrations. Adv.
(HS).
This is a simplified and condensed ver-

sion of the original romantic novel. The style of
the author, however, has been preserved. This
presentatit; is one of a series or 15 literary
adaptations. Difficult Words and ressions'ke
explained -in simple 'French or glish in the

,-,-,..1 .margins. Each chapter is
mi.

d_ by exercises.
Substitution; completion, matching,'.,
and transformation exercises are among the types
used. The preface, in French, includes biographical
informationabout Gautier. -.
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LIT-15 Les Cent Femmes de Jew Grandvil-
Rea Tiers, by Jean Sareil. .;Regents, 1972..

173p. French text, paperback, illus-
trated. Beg:-Int. (HS). *.

4-
This is a collection of 14 very short.

nouvelles. The stories, some of which are no longer
than a page and a half, are written in fairly simple
style; and a modern vocabulary with useful words
is used. Explanatory notes on vocabulary and Other
useful information are provided on pages.opposite
the text pages. .Each nouvelle is followed by
questions-and exercises- that -'re intended to famil-1

,iarize.the student.witli exPressions from.thelesson;
A French- English vocabulary is included at the 'end
of the book-. Even 'though the stories are written in
clear, simple French, they are sufficiently-sophiSti-°
cated .so that they should appeal to mature
students: The title o(/the book is derived from the
last story in the bo

LIT-16 Cent , tine anecdotes faciles, by J. R.'
Rea. NiltSon. HL, 1966. 125p._ French and

English text, paperback, no illustrations.
Tapes available. Beg.-int. (JH, HS).

The author states that the purpose. of
this work of 101 anecdotes is to -provide material
for oral work, comprehensidn ,work, and oral
reading.- Each anecdote is' followed by approxi-
mately six questions based on the text. The first
section of the book includes,151 anecdotes written,
entirely in the present tense. The vocabulary used
in those 51 selections is. from Le Francaisionda-
mental, Premiere degre. Vocabulary from LeXran-
cats fondamental, Deigieme degre is utilized in the
remaining anecdotes, in which the present, perfect,
and future' tenses are used. This book would be a
good: addition to the school library or. to the
teacher's personal library. Teachers should find it

useful for enrichment reading or for individualized -

programs. Recordings of the anecdotes by native
male and female speakers areavailable, on 5" tapes.
The, tapes were not reviewed, hoWever. .

LIT-17 C'est .de kprose, by Rebecca M. Valente
Rea. -. and Robert L. Morgenroth. Harcourt;

1968. 172p. French text, paperback",
illustrated. jopes, printed script,- and
teacher's '.manual available. Int-Adv.
(HS).

53

A good introduction to twentieth-
century French literature is offered in this delight-
411, reader. 'Presented .in an 'Order of increasing
structural difficulty, the- selections cover a variety-

---
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i ef areas: fables, fantasy, humor, and realism.
Students should be able to read some selections
before they have mastered all verb tenses.

Livi 8 Choix kfpoesies. Edited by Louise
Misc. Begue. Holt, 1962. 215p. French text,

hardback, no illustrations. Adv, (HS).

This poetry anthology includes words
rom the fifteenth century to the pfesent, from the
works of Charles. D'OrleanS tc3 -those of-Jacques
Prevert Included is some infOrmati8n on French.
versification. The materil is cdiikPleteiffin Fhlich
except for the French-Engiish vocabulary at the
back of the book. Vocabulary notes are provided
after each selection. tlie boOk4s suitable for use by
very advanced students. Teachers may find it useful
far, selecting, specific poems for students to studyt

LIT-19' - Cinq comedies du moyeti figia nos fours.
Rea. Edited by Frederick King Turgeon. Holt,

1964. 304p. French and English text,
hardback, illustrated. tapes available.
Ad-v. (HS).

Fe short farces and comedies chosen
from five centuries of French drama are presented
in this book. Included are La Farce de maitre
Pierre Patiglin, Moliere's L'Amour medecin, Pierre
Cadet de Marivaux's L'Epreuve, Alfred de Musset's
Fantasio,- and Eugene lOnesco's La Cantatrice

-chauve. Explanatory footnotes are included
throughout the text, and a vocabulary section is
provided at the end of the book. Each selection is
preceded 15y, an introduction in English. The,
exercise section at the back of the book provides
exercises dealing with each comedy as a whole and
questions on each scene. The editor has stated that
he has tried to avoid the kind of drill that is so,
satirized by Ionesco.in his play..

LIT-20
Rea.

Cinq petites comedies. Edited by R. dv
Rotissy de Sales. LITERARY ADAPTA-
TIONS. National Textbook, 1966. 62p.
French text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-
Adv. OH, HS).

These- 'adaptations off five French come-.
dies written by Moliere, Georges Courtelin,e, and
Tristan Bernard may easily '-be performed in the
classroom. The performing and rehearsing of these
one-act plays could reinforCe the student's,learning
of the vocabulary and the idioms: The rOle of the
playwright is discusSed in the preface, sand a
vocabulary is provided at the end of'the book. No
exercises or questions are included.

;,

Rea,

c.

.1
Colomba, by Prosper Merimee. DID,
1961. 232p. French text, paperback,
illustrated. Int. -Adv. (HS).

This condensed version of MOrimees
classic.novel is based on a 3,500-word vocabulary.
The introduction contains good background infor-
mation on the author, a summary- of the. plot, and
some remarks on the style and literatuit of the
time of Merimee. Difficult expresioris- are ex-
plained in simple French at the back of the book.
Questions, suggested topics for written composi-

-'tion, and character analyses are also given at the
end of the work. Suitable for the more capable
intermediate student or for the advanced student,
this book facilitates an in-deptk study of Colomba

Merimee.

LIT-22
Rea.

Colomba, by Prosper Wrimee. Adapted
by Pierre de Beaumont. LE. FRANCAIS
UNIVERSEL. MUB, 1967. 128p. French
'text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv..
(HS).

Verimee's classic novel about life in
Corsica in 1818-1819 has been .condensed ,in this
1,200-word-vocabulary adaptation: The 'preface
contains some background information to-- aid
readers in understanding the story. At the end of
the book, the more difficult expressions are
arranged in alphabetical order andare explained in
simple French. This book is suitable for use as a
supplementary reader at the intermediate and
advanced leiels. It would rfiake a good library] m,
and teachers could use. it in an_individualiz
reading program.

LIT-23
Rea.

.

Comedies celebres, by R. de Roussy de
Sales. LITERARY ADAPTATIONS.
National Textboo0, 1965. 128p. Frehch
text, hardbackv,illustrated, Int.-Adv. OH,
HS). '
Good photograpri' S' are used to illustrate

this collection of comic scent from the French
theater.: The iitiys can be adapted for class presen:
tation. The longer playS are most suitable for use at
the advanced level This collectidh could serve as a
good teacher reference book or as a supplementafy
reader for third-iielYz.French students..A French-'
English vocabulary is included at the:end of the
book.

-LIT-24 Le Comte de Monte-Cristo, by. Alex-
-Rea, andre Dumas. Adapted 'by Jean E.' Pey-

,

5



razat. CLASSICS IN FRENCH LITERA-
TURE,. Regents, 1969. 1 60p.; 'French
text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv.
(HS).

This is one of a series of French classics
that have been 'siinpliffed and adapted..It contains
qutstions on the content,conversation exercises,
and grarrirhar exercises. A French-English vocabu-
lary is included. QThis version is based on a
1,900-word vocabulary.

LIT-25 Contes de l'inattendu, by Richard
Rea. Parker. Heath, 1959. 207p. French and

_English text, hardback, illustrated. Adv.
(HS).

A total of eight authors are tep .resented
in the 20 shOrt stories included in this reader. Each

of the stories has an unusual or unexpected ending.
This is an old edition, but-it still may be of interest
to advanced students, particularly second- or third-
semester college' students, for whom it was origi-.
nally intended.'Exercises' based on each selection
are ,prOvided. They include questions, multiple-
choice items, translation exercises, and sentence
development exercises. A French-English vocabu-
lary. is included at the end of the book.

LIT-26 Contes et legendei d'afrique noire, by
_Rea. Gusmane Soca: NVL, 1962. 156p.,

French text,,paperback, illustrated: Adv.
(HS).

. .

These ten folktales and legends ema-
nating from black African culture can be useful for
exposirrg students to another area of the franco-
phone world and for developing cultural empathy.
The ,selections are interesting and useful for supple-
mentary reading in an individualized program for
advanced students.

LT 2?- Contes et nouvelle. (Reviseq, edition), by
Germaine_ Bree and Geofges Markow-
Totevy. Holt, 1970. 37815. French and
English text, paperback, no illustrations.
Ady. (HS).

This is an updated and*expanded version
of the 1961 edition of Contes et nouvelles. Two
African writers have been included and 12- new
stories have been added. Two stories that appeared
in the earlier edition .haVe been deleted. Each of
the 'Short, contemporary stories is preceded by
background information on the writer find his or

,her works., Each story is accompanied b notes and

*
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followed by questions. A French-English vocabp-
lary section is given at the conclusion of the bon._

LIT-28 amtes pour debut its, by Hugh Camp.
Rea. bell and Camille Bauer. PROGRAMMED

FRENCH READERS. Houghton, 1965.
134p. French text, paperback, illus-
trated. Three tape's available. Int.-Adi.
(HS).

This' reader contains nine short stories
and three histoirettes. The mood of the selections
runs from humorous to serious: A vocabulary of
1,300 basic words is utilized. Both the marginal
notes, and the glossary are French-Frenehi After /_
each selection Provision is made for oral and,
written practice to aid students in development of
self-expression. Some of the exercises are available,
on tape.

LIT-29 ,Contes romanesques. Edited 15y R. de
Rea. Roussy de Sales. LITERARY ADAPTA-

TIONS. National Textbook, 1970. 6lp.
French tent, paperback, illustrated..Adv.
(HS).

The seven stories in this work are ar-
ranged/in order of difficulty. The authors repre-
sented are Prosper M6rimee, 4ndre. Theuriq, Paul
Arene, Jacques Roland, R. de Roussy dd Sales,
Guy d9, Maupassalit, and Emile Zola. Tie stories
are interesting; and they are brief enough to be
read' in one or two sittings. Difficult words 'are
explained in marginal notep in simple French or, in
a few cases, in English. The passé simple and some
difficult syntax and idioms are used in the stories.

LIT -30 De la literature a la conversation, by
Rea, Alice Langellier and Paul Langellier.

American Book, 1965. 239p. French
text, _paperback, no illustrations. Adige
(HS).

Sixteen Well-knbwn authors are repre-
kf4Ftented by the selections in this anthology. Each

selection is preceded by au essay in French abottj
the author and his or her works. An exercise ,is
provided to help the teacher check- students'
comprehen -sio,n of the information in the essay.
Explanation( of difficult words and information
about aspectS of culture are provided in footnotes
in 'French. Various types of exercises, including'
comprehension and vocabulary exercises, folloe
each selection. Sections entitled "Sujets
Developper': are designed to aid in the -student
development of oral fluency. 'Another iecti
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teiy "compositi ns Ecrites ou Orales," requires stu-
dents 'to p form within prescribed guidelines. The

liVtal "sect n of the book is a French-English
vocabular

LIT-31
Rea.

De la revolution a nos fours, by ,Lydia
Palmer. FRENCH CULTURE SERIES.
National Textbook, 1974. 295p. French
and English text, hardback, illustrated,
Adv. (HS).

This is the second book of a series that
.'foc ses on civilization through a study of

Fr' nch literature. The content is divided into three
p: ts: France-and -the Revolution, France in the
n et&nth century, and France in the twentieth

ntury. Honor de BalZac,-Eniile Zola, Alphonse
audet, Eve" Curie, Francois Mauriac, Jean-Paul
artre, and Albert Camus are among the authors

whose woriks appear in this book. A bidgraphical
sketch Of the author, and some historical notes
precede each selection. Marginal notes in French
are provided. Questions and explanations of his-
torical references are provided in English at the
conclusion each story.

LIT-32 Dix edifies choilis. Edited by Marguerite
Rea. Fouiel. Allyn, 1967. 279p. French text,

hardback, no illustrations. Adv. (HS).

Soo.

The writers represented in, this' collection
of nineteenth-century shorS stories include Guy
de Maupassant, Alphonse .Daudet, Jules Lemaftre,
Prosper Meriinee. Anatole 'France, and Emile Zola.
Each story, is preceded by a short biographical
,.sketch of the atithol. Each selection has undeniable
literary or social valueibut the overall impression
left' by the stories is one of :glooni because the
thentes of several are war, ,death, or fright. The
numerous exercises after each selection are of
various types.

akal.

LIT-33 Douze contes de Maypassant.-.Edited by
Eli Bluine,.Amsco, 1973. 199p. French
text, paperback, no illustrations. Adv.
(HS).

The ,majori ty of the stories in this
unusual collection deal with fear, "illneis, halluci-
nations, 'Rand death. The literary and linguistic
values of the stories are beyond reproach, but
teachers should take into account their gerlerally
morbid themes when they ConsiderOsing this

"boos*. The stories are well edited for student's 'and
each, story is preceded by a short exaanation..of
the theme. Each of the 12 tales is fan-owed' by a

1

carefully constructed unit of various types of
exercises designed to stress basic vocabulary, stdi
build vocabulary, and to foster literary, analyses
and compositions. This bodk could be useful for
students' who are beginning their reading of the
classics: It is a good selection for inclusion in the.
library or resource center.

LIT-34
Rea.

L'Etranger, by Albert Camus. VMD,
1973. Paperback, no illustrations. Advp
(HS).

This 'hook, published in Germany; was
originally intende4fa use. by German students of
French.. The introduction contains( biographical
information about Camus and information about
his works. AnnotatiOns, dome in German, are
'placed at the back of the book. The text is
unabridged.

Rea.
Eugenie Grandet, by Clonore de Balzac.
CLASSICS IN FRENCH LITERATURE.
Regents, 1967. 153p. French and *Eri- '

glish text," paperback; illustrated.,
Adv. (HS),

This is the second book in a fiveLlisOok
series. Baliac's* classic,: work is simplified and
adapted in a vocabulary.df 1,350 words. Questiont
-on each chapter are provided. d preface includes
information about'Dalzac indils work and setsthe
scene for the novel. 4 French-English vocabulary is
included.at the back of the book. This work could
be used as a reader for students 39 intermediate or
advanced classes in French. 1

-
LIT-36 Eugenie Grandet, by Honore de \ Balzac:
Rea. Adapted' by Pierre de Bedumo t. LE

FR A N p UNI VERSE L. Odyssey;
1968. "128p. .4 French text, paperback,
illustrated. Int.-Adv. (HS).

< 'A vocabulary of 1,800- Words is utilized
in this -ad*tation of Baliac's classic work about
the -Grandet family. The lather amasses A tre-

' mendous fortune; and suitors pursue hisidaughter,
Eugenie, in hppes' of sharing his wealth. Eugenie,
meanwhile, is unaware of her-father's riches. The
preface includes an introduction to the novel,
information .about-4the author, and background
infctrmation 'about the work. Difficult terms are
listed alphabetically and .are explained in simple
French at the back of the book. The book is
cdp,sidered to be a good selettion for inclusion in
the school library. The bihding is unsatisfactory. .
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LIT-37 Fables di La. Fontaine, I, COLLECTION
. 'Rec. 'ENEANTINE LE PETIT POUCET.PRS

n.d. One 7" LP record. French dialogu
Int.-Adv. OH, HS).` 0.

This record is of excellent qualify. Iti

a presents interesting interpretations of eight fables
of Jean de La. Fontaine. Actors of La Compagnie
du ToUrne-Conte perform "La Cigale et la fourmi,"
"Le Corbeau et le renard," "Les Animaux malades
de la peste," "La Gienouille qui veutse faire aussi
grosse que le ,boeuf,'.'_"Le Loup et l'agneau," "Le
Lievre et la. tortue," Laitiere et le pot_au lait;"
and ."Le Cheneet le roseau." The record -can serve
to 'bring life and greater Meaning to the author's
poetry. It can be used beneficially. with students
studyinglableS as a literary form: Younger children
should find the tales amusing:

4
LIT-3$ Fantine, by Victo ? 1ugo. TEXTES EN
Rea. FRANCAIS FACILES. LH, 1964.

French text, paperback, illustrated. Int.
:

Fantine is one of three volumes' in which
Victor Hugo's world famous classic Les Miserables
is presented in easy French: Cosette and Gavroche
are the titles of the -second and third volutes;
respectively. The adaptation is well done and
peLmits the reader to appreciate the style of Hugo
an his great insight into human' natured and
society. Also, it enables students to become

. 'acquainted with some of the dramatic episodes in
Les Miserables before they' are, able to read the
original; total work. A brief glossary at the back
provides some help With word usage. Unusual or
difficult words, are explained in footnotes. A
section with.exercises and questions and some

/suggestions 'far, compositions are provided. The
text is based on a 1,000-word vocabulary.

LIT -39 La' Folle de. Chaillot,1;jr Jean Giraudoux.
Rea. Edited by Mary Elizabeth 'Storer. Harper

and Brothers, 1955. 155p: 'French and
English text, hardback, -no illustrations.
Adv. (HS). .

This is a two-act play. The preface-and.a
brief. biography, of the author are in English. Many
wordS and expressions are explained in ,English;
langtiage footnotes. Footnotes are also used to

,clarifY textual references to certain locations. The
-ins* front and back covers have maps showing
The kkations of the action the play. A French-
English vocabulary section is included at the back

-of the book. '
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LIT-40 La France., Les Grandes ,Heures litter
Rea. raires, by Andre Maman and others.

See Item BP-21.

LIT-41 Gdrard Philipe presente les fables de La
Rec. Fontaine. 41DM, n.d. One 7" LP- record,

French dialogue. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This) is an excellent recording of the
famous fables of La Fontaine. Each is recited
interestingly and flawlessly by the renowned.
'French actor _Girard Philipe. The eight fables that
are 'read are "Le Corbeau et le renard," "Le Petit
Poisson et le pecheur," "Le Couche et la mouche,":
t`Le Loup devenu Berger," "La Laitiere et le pot au

"L'Ane et le petit chien," "Le Lout, et
L'agneau,"and "Le ',Singe' et le dauphin:" The
diction and interpretation 'of the reader are excel -
lent, He reads at a speed that allows sufficient time
for the listener to understand each word and to
appreciate the theme. This delightful .presentation
shotild foster the interest of students involved in

-the study of fables.

. LIT-42 Graziella, by Alphonse de Lamartine.
Rea. Adapted by Pierre de Beaumont. LE

.FRANcAIS UNIVERSEL. Odyssey,
1968. 126p. French, text, paperback;
illustrated. Int.-Adv. (HS).

, This is an 1,800-word-vocabulary adapta-
. tion of Lamartine's classic romantk'novel about`a

beautiful young 'working girl. Information-about.
Lamartine and hirtovel is presented, in the brief

,prefaCe, ,At the e.4 of.the novel, the more difficult
French terms are listed alphabetically, with expla-
nations riven in simple French. This selection is
recommended for use as a supplementary reader at .
the intermediate and advanced levels and for use in
individualized programs. It is recommended for
inclusionin the school library.

LIT-43
Rea.

57

Le Hibou et la poussiquette, by Edward
Lear. Translated by Francis Steegmuller.
Little, 1961. 31p. French and English
text, illustrated.Int.-Adv. (EL; JH).

This is a free translation of. Edward
Lea?sqbe Owl and the Puss.kat. The illustrations
are charming. The. 'English version includes a
glossary. That the Englishand French versions do
not match 'Word for word is explained.. The reading
level is difficult, but the Content is apPr4priate for
younger thildrert. The evaluation committee there;
fore recommends that 'this book be made available
in the school library but that it not be used in,the
classroom.

. ;
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LIT-44 Hisioire d'une revanche. Edited by
Rea. Louise C. Seibert and Lester G. Crocker.

Scribneris, 1963. 196p. French text,
paperback; no illustrations. Adv. (HS). ".
1111.s beginning reader has been carefully

constructed with a vocabulary. of 850 words from
the Vander Beke list. Cognates are presented in one
of the appendixes. Attention is called in _each
"Chapter to .specific idioms and verbal forms. Each,
chapter includes a comprehension test. The format
permits use of this reader in a -program of
individualized instruction. Intended for fluent
reading, the story is .told in sfiort, simple.sentences.
A limited number of idioms and only the present,
past indefinite; and intmediate future tensed are
used. This adaptation of the adventure of the
Count of Monte Cristo should captule the ',stu-
dent's interest.. The committee members felt that
only The more advanced high school student would
be' alike to read "this boOk as fidently as. was
originally intended. However, they do recommend
it as a good supplementary reader.

LIT-4S
Rea.

.
Les Justes, by Albeit Camus. HL, 1960.
108p. English introduction, French text;
hardback, illustrated. Int.-Adv. (HS).

This publiettion ,includes' footnotes in
English and a list of all the boots written by
Camus. In Les Justes, Camus asks, ."Camthe action
we take in revolting against he injustices of this
world ever justifiably take the form of killing.

,another person? "

LIT-46 Lectures frcinfaisesBook Three, by
Rea. John B. 'Dale a d Magdalene L. 'Dale.,

LECTURES FRA 'RISES.

See Item LA-172.

LIT-47 La LittOrature americaine, by Jaques-
Rea. Fernand Calien. PRU, 1973. 128p.

French text, paperback, no illustrations.
Adv, (HS).

ThiS concise -work on -American- litera-
ture focuses on beginnings and controversies, the
renaisance ot American literature, first native
writers, the beginning of the modern period,and
the literature'of t1 twentieth century. Included in
this book are a bibliography and an alphabetical
listing of t1ie 132 authors Mentioned in the text.
Teachers may use this work as a reference volume.
oi as a source of .topics on which to assign- oral
presentations to students who are extremely profi-
cient in French. ,

LIT-48 La Litterature en France depuis 1945,
Rea. by Jacques Bersani and others. EBO,

',,1970. 863p. French text, hardback, illus-
trated. Adv. (HS):
In this volume the nfirroring of the

extreme diversity of the period under considera-
tion is eased for the reader ba skillful presenta7
tion of_ major philosophical currents, including
existentialism, communism, and Christianity.*The
first part of the book is a survey of the major
literary figures of the prewar era. "The Inventor's,"
"Domain of Discovery," and "The New, Novel,"
are sections included in the second pari. A selected
bibliographx,is given at the end of each chapter.

"LIT-49 Le Medicin malgre lui, by Moliere. EBO,
Rea. 1972. 127p. French text; paperback,

illustrated. Adv. (HS).

This is a complete text of Moliere's play
Also included are two of his shorter plays, L
Plain mire and Le Medecin volant. The prefa
contains a thorough introduction to the theater
the seventeenth century, facts about Moliere's life,
data about the. sources for Le Medecin ,malgre
and an analysis of the play. At, the bottom of many

;pages are questions on the text. The book contains
a more thorough study than would be appropriate
for all but very advance high school students.

LIT -SO Le Medecin malgre lui, by Moliere. EBO
Rec. 1972. French dialogue. One record. Adv."

(HS).
0,

This record presents selections- from
Moliere's Le Medecin ?naive lui. The scenes are
tied together by appropriate, commentary and
music. The quality of the sound' and the perfor-
mance of the actors are very good. The album
jacket contains a- list of the acts and scenes
included on the recording. This material is suitable
for use in advanced classes, kit students should
have copies of the play available while listening to
the record..

LIT-51 Les Mysteres de Par' is, by Eugene-Sue.
Rea. Adapted by Pierre de Beaumont. LE

FR A NcA IS UN I VER SEL. Odyssey,
1968. 128p. French -text, paperback,
illustrated., I nt.-Ady. (HS). '

This is an adaptation of a classic French
detective story about the "little petilstez-; of Paris at
the beginning of the industrial era. The characters
are presented in detail at the.beginning of the
book. At t5F,bick of the book,, difficult words and

58
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expressions are presented alphabetica and are
explained in simple French. The book co d be
used as a supplementary reader by students fini
ing their study of french at the intermediate level
or by those in adVanced classes. It is .recommended
for inclusion in the school' library.

LIT-52 Les "Nobel" francais de litterature, by
Rea, Michelansel..EAB, 1967. 212p. Frenolik_

text, hardback, no illustrations." Adv.
,(HS).

.
'This VOltime contains ,biographies and

portraits of 12 Frenchmen who have received the
Nobel Prize for. literature. Selections range in
length from 12 to 25 pages. Oiie chapter is devoted
to Jean-Paul Sartre, who .refused to accept the
prize. This book is suitable for advanced students.
It ,would be useful, as a reference book in the
library.

LIT-53
Rea.

Notre-Dame' de .Paris, by Victor Hugo.
Adapted by, Pierre de- Beaumont. LE
FRANCAIS UNIVERSEL. Odyssey,
1969. 127p. , French, text, paperback,
illustrated. Int.-Adv. (HS).

This .is a 3,000-Word-vocabulary adapta-
tion ot the classic novel Notre-Dame de Paris. The-
preface includes information about the setting foe
the story. At the end of the book, the more
diffictilt'words and expressions are listed alphabet-
ically, with explanations in simple French. This
boOk is stlitple for use as a supplementary reader
and for use' in an individualized program.

Nouvelles lectures.
Rea. Antoinette yotier.-

See Item BP-.2.

Edited by M'arie-

.`"

EIT-55 Pages 64'plaire, by Walter J. Cobb. Mc-
Rea. Graw, 1966. 154p. French text, hard-

- back, illustrated.

This is .a colledtion of short stories by
Andie Maurois, Jacques Prevert, Prosper Merimee,
_Marcel Ayme, Alphonse .Daudet, and Guy de
Maupassant. Each story .is followed by a petit
dictionnaire that includes tlefi, nitions of vocabulary
in French-,, 'discussion questions; and graMmar
exercises. Marginal notes, some. in English, are,used
to explain. she meaning _of difficult words. No
selection is lodger than '15 pages. Before assigning
them to.be read one after another, teachers might
want. to consider the fact that all the stories have a
tragic, ironic ending.

LI
Rea.
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Pages choisieS. Edited by R. de Roussi
Sales. LITERAR14 ADAPTATIONr%''
onal Textbook, 1969. 59p.. French

text, er-back, illustrated, Adv. (HS):

The nine s
ters as Paul-Lo

aupassant, He
phonse Dau

s are *say
than 15 pages.

an introduc
e-French stude

the complex
ble for use

such
Guy de

. Theuriet, an
vocabulary and
Selections are no Ion
the book was designed
French literature for internee
the difficulty of the idioms
sentence structures make it more

-by third- and fourth-year 'Students.

t dories in this work are by
Cottrier, P. 'Jean Noe,

r Berlioz, Andre
The marginal

nch-Frenc
thou

n to

a

LIT-57
Rea.

Pgnorama "de ..la litterature negr
africaine, 1921-1962, by Edouart Eliet
PRA,' 1965. 263p. French text, paper-
back, no illustrations. Adv. (HS).
This. anthology of francpphone selec-

tions from black Africa is divided into three
sections: poetry, the novel, and essays and criti-
cisms. Each section is preceded by a discussion of
the concept- of negritude. The 'introduction pro-
vides information about each author and 'a- com-
mentary on the text to help the reader understand

4'

its content.

LIT-58 Papilloti- Cligpot et 'Dodo, by Eugene
Rea. Field. Translated by Francis Steegrmiller

and Norbert . Guterman.. Ariel, 1964.
22p. French and English text, illustrated.
Int.-Adv. (EL, JH, HS).

This is Eugene Field's Wynken, Blynken
and Nod freely translated, into French. The illustra-
tions are amusing: The English version is included.

. The reading level is- difficult; bdt, the content is.
appropriate for very ;oung children.

LIT-59; Le4Passe vivant de la Frances by Lydia
Rea. Palmer: FRENCH .CULTURE SERIES.

National Textbook, 1971. 296p. French
text, hardback, illustrated. Irit.-Adv. (HS).

A series of desCriptive essays and:literary
selections dealing with French history and cultural
development up. to the, eighteenth century, are the
principal components of this readei. Among the
themes dealt with are France and the classical
world; France-and the church; Fiance at War; kings

and culture; and the Reformation- and religious
wars. Many of the photographs of stained-glass
Windows are,, unfortunately, in black and white.

)
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grammar exercises.

LIT-60
Rea.

Paul et Virginie, by Bernardin de Saint
Pierre. Simplified and adapted by Jan E.
Peyrazat. 'CLASSICS IN FRENCH LIT-
ERATURE1 Regents, 1970. 153p. Eng-
lish preface, French text, paperback,
illustrated. int-Adv. (HS).

This simplified version of Paul et Vir-
ginie,- with A basic vocabulary of 2,200 words, is
within the comprehension range of high. school
students. Neither the style nor the content of the
original work has been destroyed. The ,book is
divided into sections of several chapters each, and
each section is followed by conversation and

16

LIT-62 Pe by Antoine de Saint-
Rea. Ex ery. Heti n, 1970. 111p. French

text; h dbac , ill rated. Beg.-Int.-Adv.
(JH, HS).

LIT-61 Personnages' de la littetature fran-caise,
Rea, by Rene Belle and Andree Fenelon Haas.

.Holt, 1970.,_233.p. French text, hard-
back, illustrated.' Int.hdy. (HS).

-#7
Twelve r Well-known characters from

French literature, from Roland to J. Rieux, are
sented in the seledtionS of this reader. The text

is given on one page, and explanations based, on
synon s are ,presented on the facing pages.

° Followin each Chapter are questions and exercises
based on th use of synonyms and paraphrases. An
a le vbcabu -section'is presented at the back
of t book.

,
Some of the ilcisophic

work will be more readi enjoyed
mature student. Other stude will ap
book for the mere, pleasure ey deti
reading the delightful stogies, The original

/.. Presented unchanged, and the author illustrati ns
have been retained. A bibliography an a -Frenc

. English vocabulary section are provided.

aspects of this
y the mode

eciate the
from
xt is

ing of the various incidents. Still others will be able
to appreciate the lesSons on the value of giving and
the value of friendship. The text, and the author's
drawings remain analtered.

LIT-64 LesoPlui Belle Fables de La Fontaine, by
Rea. , Dielard Liibke. VMD, 1971. English

text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv.
(HS).

This is a selected collection of La Fon-
taine's fables,. with useful illustrations, a glossary
for each fable, and questions to test the.student's
comprehension of the 'allegories. Although the
material Is intended primarily for German students
of French, the book can be used with American,
students.

LIT-65 Poesie du monde noir. HT, 1973. 160g.
Rea. French text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-

41v. (HS).

This is a firlection of poems by blacks
frdcn around the world. In the first half works of
blacks ,from theUnited States are presented. In the
second half, the works are those of blacks -frtom
Guadalupe, iti, Madagascar, and other locations..
The selecti ns are well chosen ko give the reader
insight isrt the emotions, aspirations, tid despair
common to all poets: A short biography of each
poet is provided. Each selection includes explana-
tory footnotes and questions designed ,t6 stimulate
the reader to offer his or her understanding of the.
essence of the poems. A short bibliography is also
included.

LIT-63 Le Petit Prince, by. Antoine de S t-
Rea.- Exupery. Annotated by - Radolp

Strauch. SCA, n.d. 96p. Trencif..textv
paperback, illustrated. Vv. (ITS),.,
ThiS,edition of Le Petit 'Prince has been

prepared for use in the classroom. it includes an
introduction. about. the author and 20 pages, of
notes at the end of the book." The vocabulary is
French - French- German:, Some students will simply
enjoy reading of the wonderment and innocence of
childhood; others will enjoy reading,of the unravels

LIT-66, Pbt-pourri de litterature francais. Edited
Rea. by R. de aouss'y de Sales. LITERARY

ADAPTATIONS. National Textbook,
1970 . 248p. English introduction,
French text, hardback, illustrated. Int.-
Adv. (HS).

This is a collection of six famOusistories
adapted for students, of intermediatefrench. Diffi-
cult vocabulary is e*plained in French in the
margins.

,

LIT-67\ Quatre-vingt-treize, by Victor Hugo.
a. \Adapted' by Pierre de Beaumont. LE

FRA NcAIS UNIVE,RSEL. Odyssey,
1968. 126p: French text, paperback,
illustrated. Int.-Adv., (HS).

is is a 1,500-word-vocabulary adapta-
tion of 's novel. The preface contains a
description Of se eratin which.the story is set. The

60
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content' deals with the struggle between the repub-
licans- and the loyalists. The more difficult expres-
sions are explained in simple French at the back of
the book. This is a good volume for inclusion in
the library or for use in individualized programs.

LIT-68 Recueil de textes litteraires francais, by
Rea. A. Chassang and C. Senninger. LH, 1966

968p. French text, hardback, illustrated.
Adv. (HS).

This is a collection of literary texts from
the Middle Ages to tile, twentieth Icentury.It i§
organized chronologically. Marginal notes and deer
nitits are given in French. Lines of poetry that
differ in content from the origirialtre numbered to
indicate where they are found in the original,work.
Questions on the selections are included. A short
grammar.section is .provided to aid the student in
understanding the vocabulary and structures pecu-
liar to the sixteenth century. Contents are cross-
indexed by period, author, genre, aid date. This
work was .formerly published in a series of six
volumes,

LIT-69 Le Revolver 'de .Maigret, by Georges
.Rea.. Simenon. Edited by Herbert F. Collins

,COLLE:C.TNN "ESCRZVAC7

See Item 10-250.

LIT-70 Rhinoceros, by Eugene lonesco. Edited
Rea. by Reuben Y. Ellison and -Stpwell C.

Coding. --Holt, 1961. 274p. French and
English ext, hardback, illustrated. Int.-
Adv. (Hg)..

This three-act play is also available in
paperback. The Preface, written in French by the
authorOsidesigned. to .help the student understand
the play. The introduction, in Engli includeS
information about Ionesco, and his of r plays.
Vocabulary notes .are given at the bottom of each
page, and a 62-page vocabulary section p vided
at the back of the book. This bOok ca help
students cone to appreciate lonesco's rtal t and
comedy techniques. Rhinoceros is recommended
for advanced placement students.

LIT I Romahciers et cOnteiirs du 19eilecle, by.
Rea 'Jean SareiF and Jacque Sareil. Regents,

1974. 429p. French text, paperback,
illustrated. Adv. (HS).

This is
excerpts from the

0 'nineteenth century.
ti

a collection of unabridged
works of 16 .authors of the
Each excerpt is from 15 to 30

.
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pages long. A brief introduction to the author and
his or firer works and material to help prepare the
student to understand 'the content ,precede each
selection. Comprehension and explication de texte
questions follow each selection. At the end of each
chapter is a topic for conversation.

LIT-72 Le Rouge et le npir, by Stendhal.
Rea. Adapted by Pierre de Beaumont. LE

FRANcAIS UNIVERSEL, Odyssey,
1968. 127p. French text, paperback,
illustrated. Int.-Adv. (HS). l

This is a 2,500-word-vocabulary adapta-
tion of Stendahi's Le Rouge et le noir. Informaticin
about - the author, and background information
about the story are presented in the preface. The
content of the story deals' witha 'brilliant young
Frenchman and.his struggles to succeed during the
post-Napoleonic period. Anist of characters is given
at the beginning of the story. Difficult French
terms are listed alphabetically at the back of the
book, and each of the terms is explained in simple
French.

LIT-73 Salammbo, by Gustave Flaubert. Adapted
Rea. by. Pierre de Beaumont. LE' FRANcAIS

LINIVERSEL Odyssey, .196& 125p.
French &xt, paperback, illustrated. Int.-.
Adv. (HS).

This is a 1,900-word-vocabulary adapta-
tion of Flaubert's classic novel about the daughter
of the Carthaginian, chief Hamilcar. The preface
includes information about the setting of the story.
The more difficult words and ,expressions are
arranged in alphabetical order and are explained-in
simple French at the end, of the book. The book is
suitable for use as supplementary reader.

LIT-74.- Une Semaine avec . . . , by Marcel Berry.
Rea, LH, 1965. 314p. French text, hardback,

illustrated. Int. (HS).

Included in this book are 35 tales from a
number of authors, all with very different 'styles.
The subjects are such, that readers should be

istimulated to use their imaginations. The syntax
and vocabulary, in 'general, are somewhat difficult.

.,,Explanationt of difficult owordsp,are, provided in,
-Fre Ch on the pages-on which they are4sed-. Some
exer ises and questions based on story content are'

. provided aftereach selection.

LIT-75 contes, de Maupassant-by Guy de
Rea. Maupassani. Adapted_ by R. de Roussy
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go

de Sales. NationalTextbook, 072, 40p,
French text, paperback, no illustrations.
Adv. (HS).

The following stories by Guy de Maupas-
sant are included in this publication: "Le Vieux,"
."La Confeision," Une ,Page d'histoire inedite.". La
Parure," "Le Voleur," and "La Fieelle." Explana-
tions of difficult passages are provided in simple
French bi English in the margins of the -pages on
which they appear. The preface is in French and
English.

LIT-76 TeNtuellement, by John Barson and
Rea. Marc Chenetier. Holt, 1974. 345p.

French text, paperback, illustrated: Adv.
(HS).

Ait

This anthology consists of excerpts from
the works of well-known authors. Each selection
focuses oil one of The following themes: education,

,evasion, l'homme en saciete, l'angoisse, conflichet
guerre, l'homme politique, l'homme et Dieu, or
l'utopie. Selections are grouped on the basis of
content theme. Preceding each grouping are one
page of text about the grouping and.a facing page
of vocabulary explanations in French. Questions
for reflexion et discussion are provided. In cases in
whith a textual paSsage has. been omitted from a
selection, a resume of the 'missing Material is
proVided for the convenience of the reader..Sugges-
tiOns 'for student projects are also included. Oral
'reports,* research tasks, and written reports are
among the typh of projects listed. Each project is
intended to have students compare, and contrast
selections or to have them compare or contrast
familiar ideas_ and institutions with those Presented
in the selections. Brief biographical sketches of the
authors and vocabulary are 'included. in the
appendix.

LIT-77 Les Trois Alousquetaires, by Alexander
Reg.- Dumas. LITERARY ADAPTATIONS.

Adapted by R. de Roussey de Sales.
National Texfbook, 1968. 152p. French

.text, hardback, illustrated. Adv: (HS).

This is an abridged and simplified version
of the Dumas classic. Numerous notes are provided.
in the margins, and 'exercises for each chapter are
included at the back of the book. The exercises are

' brief and are designed to test the students' compre-
hension and to increase their vocabulary.

LIT-78 Les Trais,Mousquetaires: Au service du
,Red: roi, by Alexander btimast Adapted by H.

Remachel: LH, 1964. 80p. French text,
paperback, illustrated, Int. (HS).

This isa simplified version of the Dumas
classic. It is abased on the -700 to 800 most
frequently. used French words. Some wo4s are
defined in French on the same page on wh.021 they
are used. A section' on the historical background of
the novel and a vocabulary and grammar reference
section are provided at the back of the book.

Trois nouvellis, by Georges Simenon,
Rea. Edited , by Frank W, Lindsay and

'Anthony, M. Nazzaro. Aepleton, 1966.
228p. 'French text, paperback, illus-
trated. Int.-A6..(HS). -

This reader contains three susperiseful
short stories. The famous character Inspector
Maigret appears in each. The stories consist pri-
marily of dialogue, much use made of
common words and idioms. English footnotes
Containing explanations of expressions or sentences
are provided at thi bottom of each page. A
French-English vocabulary section and a section
with questions and grammar exercises are included
at the back of the book.

LIT-80 La Tulipe noire, by Alexqandre Dumas:
Rea, Adapted by Pierre de Beaumont. LE

rPR A NcAIS UN1VERSEL. Odysseyy,
1969. French text, paperback, illus-,
trated. Int.-Adv. (HS),

This is an 800-word-vocabulary!adapta-
tion of the classic French historical novel about
Holland in the seventeenth century. The preface
contains-information about the author and infor-

, melon abMit the topic of the novel. Included also
is a list of the characters in the stori, With a few
comments about each. The more difficult French

. expressions, are listed at the back of the book in
alphabetical order, with explanationg' provided in
simple French. This book would .be a useful
addition to the library. The quality of the binding
is poor.

7

LIT-81 .Varietes, by Roussy de Sales.
Rea. LITERARY ADAPTATIONS. National

Textbook, 1969:T! 143p. French text,
-hardback, illustrated. Adv,i(HS).;

This book contains. J6 stories, including
selections in their original form by Guy de Maupas-
sarit, Honore de Balzac, Emile Zola, Anatole ---
France, Alphonse Daudet, and Andre theuriet.
The other stories have Veen condensed and';_
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adapted. Marginal notes- iris French or English are
included throughout the text, but no vocabulary
section is provided. The print is quite small. The
final 25 pages of the book contain question's about
the stories. The illustrations. and photographs aye.
good.

LIT-82 XXe siecle, by Andre Lagarde and Lati-
Rea. rent 'Michard. EBO,, 1973. 704p. French

text, hardback, illustrated. Adv. (HS).

This is.a thorough survey of twentieth-
century literature. It includes literary history and

° a:it/cisme, excerpts, from significant works, and
comments and questions designed to increase the
reader's 'understanding of the text. This book
would be an excellent resource Work for use in the
library, classroom, or resource center. The binding
is poor.

LIT-83 Voix d'aujourd'hui, by Germaine Bree
Rea:, and Micheline Dufau. Harcourt, 1'964.

263p, French and English text, paper-
back, no illustrations. Tapes available.
Int.-Adv. (HS).

This is a reader written by college
professors and, intended,' for the most part, for
College students. It Is divided into. five major
sections: "Recits," "Conversations," "Soucis
Quotidiens," "Divertissements,". and "Theatre."
Thirteen French writers are - represented in .16
selections. Some of the selections are easy to read,'
while others are somewhat,difficult. Footnotes and
marginal glosses, both in English, are included.
"Sentences for Preliminary Study," in French, are
provided after each' selection and after some
sections. The English equivalent of each sentence
is also given. Audiolingual drills are available on
tapes intended to accompany the reader. The tapes
were not available for review, however. .my

LIT-84 Voix francais du monde noir. Edited by
Rea Keith Q. Warner. Holt, 1971. 138p.

French text,.paperback, itiustrated. Adv.
(HS, AD)..

This anthology includes selections by ten
h'ois fro Africa. It is intended for use by

college students.. The intioduction contains infor-
mation about the influence that French coloniza-
tion has:_had on the authors. Biographical sketches
of each author are provided at the back of the,
book. Topfc's for discussion after-each selec.tion,
exercises on language control, and numerous foot-
notes are also included.

MUSIC / 55

Music
MU-1 Belles chansons de France. Hart; 1956.
Misc. 47p. French text, hardback, illustrated.

Beg.-Int.-Adv? (EL, JH, HS).

This collection of songs includes many
well-known Children's songs and folk songs of
France. It alsd contains many songs that are not
usually included in the typical songbook. The
songs are illusteated with brightly colored and
amusing art work.

Les Belles Chansons. de Noel. EBI, 1972.
Misc. 20p. French tLext, hardback, illustrated.

Int. (EL, JH, HS).

. This colorful songbook contains the
words and music to 12 Christmas songs. It would
be useful primarily during the Christmas season.
Younger students, however, might enjoy using it
throughout the year.

MU-3 to, Blanche Neige ei les Sept nains. WDPF,
Rec. nA One 12" LP record, French dialogue.

Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

The story of Snow White is - told. in,
French in narrative and dialogue .form on this '

', record; which also includes songs. The voices are -
clear and understandable. The quality of "the .

musical performance is good. Attached to the
album is a booklet containing the story. The
booklet,.however, does not follow the dialogueof
the --record nor provide the text of the songs. This
record could be useful at the intermediate or
advanced level.

MU-4. Cadet Roizselle. NFB, n.d. Record
FS included. Beg. (EL, JH).

"Cadet Rousselle" is a nonsense song,
the theme of which can by traced..to the -early
sixteenth century. llie lyrics from the more
moderh (eighteenth century) version are unchanged
from-, thoie of the earlier version. The.eightee,nth--
century version was used as a rallying song by the,
royalists after the French' Revolution. Tile diction
of the singers is very clear. _

MU-5 .C.arthen. Edited by H. Wynn hickey and
Rea.' Margaret Shriven' National Textbook,

1966.. 1 14p. French text, hardback, illus-
trated. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).
This is the libretto for the famous and

popular _opera Carmen, by Georges Bizet. In thiS
opera-comique. version, recitatives replace the

N,
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spoken dialogue. The text is unabridged and intact
so that any recording of the opera might be used in
conjunction with the reading of the book.

MtJ -6 Carmen, by, Prosper Merninep Adapted
Rea. by Pierre de Beaumont. LE,FRANcAIS

:UNIVERSEL. Odyssey, 1969. 127p.
French text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-
Adv. (HS).

In this reader Merimee's classic drama
has been adapted in simple French in 1,650 words.
'he preface contains a biographical sketch Of the

author and background material about the novel.
Difficult terms are presented in alphabetical order
at the bacl of the "book and are explained in simple
French. This .text N suitable for use as a supple-
mentary reader at the third-year level. It could also
be used in individualized reading programs. The.
book is recominende'd fdr inclusion in the library:

MU-7 La Chanson francaise .aujourd hut, by
Misc. Louis-Jean Calvet., LH, 1974. 64p.

French text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-
Adv. (HS).
This book presents an introduction to,

and history of, 900 years of French songs. Political.
songs, Canadian songs (Quebec), poetic songs,
popular songs, and biographies, o
singers are included. The 'tex
French popular songs since 1930 a
book could be a valuable additio
resource center.

_

MU-8
Misc.

several pOpular
is entertaining.
e surveyed. This

10 a library_ or

Chansons de rage d'or. EC, 1957. 32p.
French text, hardback, illustrated. Adv.
(HS).

- -

This songbook contains l9 well-knoWn
songs. Amonv-khe selections included are "Il pleut,
bergerel and% "Monsieur de la Palisse." The attrac-
tive illustrations and the format Will appeal to
.yotnger children, but the songs are most suitable
focstudents,Nat the high school level.

Chansons derneN.' village, by Valentine
.tonone. McGraw,- 1967. 32p. French
text, paperback, illustrated. 'Beg., (EL).

M,U=9

Misc.

This is a book of French.children's songs
and folk songs. Instructions for somelaines are .
included.

MU-10 Chansons en francais:. Language Through
Misc. Songs,. Arranged and edited by Beatrice

Krone and Max Krone. Kjos, 1961. 40p.

5,, French text, paperback, illustrated.
Teacher's manual and record available.
Beg.-Int.-Adv. (EL, JR; HS). .

This songbook contains a collection of

AutaharP chords and guitar chords ars included. A(
some of the test known French. folk songs.

teacher's book that includes easy Piano accompani-
ment And Englisr translations is available. These
songs re -available on records also.

MU-.41
,TM

Chansons en francais: Teacher's Book.
Arranged and edited by Beatrice Krone
and Max Krone. Kjos, 1961.44p. French
text, 'paperback, -illustrated. ,Beg.-Int.-
Adv.. (EL, JH, HS).

This teacher's handbook provides Eng-
lish translations of the folk songs in the student's
songbook of the' same title. Easy piano accompani-
ments and some historical references are provided.

MU-12 Chansons gaiement, by Howard Beinhoff
Misc. an Karl-Heinz Farber. VMD, 1972. 91p.

Fre ch. and German text, paperback,
illu trated. Begt,-Int. (EL, JH, HS).

This collection Of songs was, .made
expressly for *German students, and all translations
are .therefore in German only,. A French-German
vocabulary is provided. The book is a concise
anthology of 72 French songs, including nursery
rhymes, folk songsimhistorical songs, and contempo-
rary songs.

MU-13
.

Les Crocodiles. GB, n.d. Ope '6" LP
Rec. . record, French lyrics. Beg.-Int.-;Adv. (EL,

.11-1, HS).

On this record eight children's songs and
folklongs are sung In French by *Mony Marc, a
young 'woman with an attractive voice and pleasant
delivery. The text of each. song is given on the
album jacket.

MU-414 Duden francais. Edited by the staff of
Misc. Bibliogaphisches Institut, Mannheim,

and the staffof Librairie Marcel Didier.
See Item 0-7.

MU-15 Ecguter et chanter,, by Jean Klinck and
Misc. George Klinck. Holt, 1964, 53p. French

text, n paperback, illusirated. Records
available. Beg.-(EL, J1-1).

.
Most- of the songs in this collection are

familiar children's songs .and folk songs. Each song



,

is illustritee with an amusing, drawing. The
teacher's tharkital that comes with the songbook
contains suggestions for practicing the songs, pat-
tern practices for use with each song, and transla-
tions. Short introductions are provided for some'

rvg.songs. The records that are available contain pauses
, to facilitate teaching of the songs} Printed scores

with chords for guitar and autoharp are also
.4**4, available..

MU-16 Ecouter et 'chanter. Holt, 1964. 13

-Rec. records. Teacher's text and student's
booklet included.

.'Both the teacher'S text and the student's
booklet contain the musical score and words of the
songs on the records. Pauses on the records permit
the listener to tic the singer. The teacher's' text
also contains he pful hints for introducing and
teaching the songs and a brief section on grammar
points included in the songs.

MU-I 7 Entrez .daps la dance. "EN FRANCAIS.
Film

-Re Item BP-10.,

MU-18 Getting to Know France, by Remunda
Reg. Cadoux:

See Item A-9.

MU-19 Les Grandes Etap'es de la civilisation
Rea. franfaise, by Jean Thoaval and others.

,
MU-20
Game

MU -21
Rea.-

MU-22
Game

See Item A-10.

Grand jeu-electrique la France.

See Item A-11.

Initiation a la poesie franfaise.

See Item LA-153.
I

Jeu electrique des petits.

See Item A-15.

MU-23 Mary Poppins. DIS, n:d. One record and
Rec. accompanying booklet. Adv. (JH, -HS).

ThiS material includes a high-fidelity
record and a text with charming illustrations from
XII, Walt -. Disney film Mary Poppins. The singing
and narration are provided.by a number' of native
French-speakers, all of whom have 'good voices.

MUSIC /

'The- rate of speech is somewhat rapid and May-,
cause difficulty in comprehenEion for students at
or below the intermediate levgl of French study.
However, with adequate preparation, teacher's
could use the material for motivational purposes
with- students below the advanced level. a

,

MU-24 Mon premier livre de chansons. LL,
Rec. 1972. Two 6". `records and a book

included. Beg.-Int.-Adv. -(EL, JH HS).

'Nese two 6" records are pocketed *the "7.4
beautiful hardbound book described in the ra0Z-..,-
ing entry. The records contain 33 'typical French
children's songs. 'The quality of the recordings is
excellent.

MU-25 Mon premier livre de chansons. LL,
1972. 61p. French text, hardback, "illus-
trated. Two 6" records included. Beg.-
Int.-Adv. CEL, M., HS),

This beautiful book contains the two 6"
records described in the preceding entry. The bdok-
inclu s the words and' music (or 33 common
French children's songs. -7
MU,-26- Mony Marc chant". GB,. 1.966. One 6"
Rec. LP' record with text, of songs. Beg.-Int.-

Adv. (EL, JH, HS).

This is a pleasantly presented colitction
'of-eight traTlitional-and Modern folk songs. e
jacket includes the text of the songs. The re rding
-artist, a native Frellh-speaker, has a ver pleasant'
voice. s.

MU-27 La..Musique. EN FIZAKAT
Film

See Item BP-10.,

M1J-28 Nou'veau Larousse elementaire.
Misc.

MU -29
Misc.

MU-30
Rea.

4

65

See Item LA-202.

Petit Larousse iluitre71974.

See Item L-,217.

Précis de civilisation franfaise, by Louis
Sorieri.

See Item LA-230.

4
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MU-31 Tableau de la Civilisation Fran_ caise, by
Rea. Remtiffda Cadoux.

Seewitem A-20.

MU-32 Tableaux culturels .de .la France, by J.
Rea. Suzanne Ravise.- FRENCH- CULTURE

SERIES.

See Item. A-21.

Science-Mat ematics.

SM-I Chimie magiqiie. NE, 1.974. Chemistry
Misc. . set. French text. Int. (JH, HS). 4

Thi; chemistry . set consists-of ten chemi-
c als and equipment for performing 40 experiments.
The directions for each experiment, are given on a
card. "Secret Message" and "The Devil's Bar-
tender" are two experiment titles. The game can be

'played, ely if students follow all directions
carefully Students are specifically insfructed not
to put ny chemicals in their mouths& _Teachers
would p obably experience some difficulty adapt-
ing this-material to classroom use, but they could
f ind it beneficial in etting students who like
science to -converse in Aench. The -chemicals are
common ones -for which the science departmdnt
should be able to provide refills. The set would
probably be most useful as a club activity.

- Teachers could also use it as an award or prize.

SM-2 amment. vive zt les Francais, By Roger
Rea. 'Girocl and Francis Grand-Clement. LH,

1972. 126p. French text; hardback, illus-
titled-. Adv. (HS).

This, reference book on contemporary
life in France deals with geography, religion, family
life, and Culture-. It is a good reference work for use
in finding facts and statistics. A French-French
vocabulary,..organized by page number, is included
at the end of the book.

SM-3 Duden francals. ,Edited' by the staff of
Misc. Bibliogitiihisches Institut, Mannheim;

and the staff of Librairie Marcel Didier.

See Item 0-7,

SM-4 L'Equilibre de^ la nature, by Morgan
Rea., Kenney. 11TH, 1971. 61p. French and

English' text, paperback, illu4trated,
s

(JH, HS).

O

Nature and ecorogy are the subjects of
the short reading selections in this reader. Some of
the selections are somewhat amusing, and all are

I- thought-provoking. Guidelines for building, and
improving reading skills are included in theintro-
duction. Each selection is followed by short
reading, vocabulary, and. pronunciation exercises.
A French-French vocabulary section is provided at
the back of the book.

SM-5 Les Exploitations agticoles en France.
Pos. DUF , 1968. French text. 24 'picturbs.

.Int.-Adv.'(JA, HS).

'This is a packet orbeautiful photographS
and plans (layouts) dealing with farm management
in France. The materials are part of a monthly
series. The packets include statistics and informa-
tion on types of farms, productidti methods, and
products. Explanations of the pictures are also
provided. The series inc'udes issues on science and
historical.topics also.

SM-6 Getting to Know France, by Remunda
Rea. Cadoux.

See Item A-9.

SW-7 Les Grandes Etapes de la civilisation
,Rea. francaise, by Jean Thoraval and others.

See Item A-10.

o SM-8 Grand jeu electrique la France.
Game

See Item A-11.

SM -9. feu ilectriquedes petits. .7

Game

See Item A-15.

SM-10 Jeux: Sept heures d'amusements, by. P.
Game Coutant. DE, 1970. 16p. French text,

papdback, illustrated. Int. (JH,
This is 'an amusing ,selection of short

games dealing with tracing, counting, and guessing:
The games are grouped around a specific topic.
Answers tb all puzzles'are-gixen at the back-of the
book.

SM-fl
'Misc.

66

Larousse de fache.

See Item LA-165.
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\, ,SM-.1 2 Mon, diet' nnaire des animaux, NE,

:°
Misc. 972. p.- French text, hardba(k, illus-

.. k, ; tratethint. (EL, JH).
\\

This small dictionary contains color
- drawings of 240 animals, some of them.prehistoric

. an,imals. The animals are shown in their natural
habitats. A .description of each animal and its
habitat is also included. An alphabetical index is
provided at the bacic of the book. The format
provides for four picture_per-pige.

\

SM-13 Mon encyclopedia en couieur4 1py Jean
_ Misc. Steen. NE, 1971. 119p. French text,

\ hardback, illustrated. In t H).

, The entries in- this dictio ary are pre-.

sented.by category. The earth( aldings, animals,
and the seashore are examples of categories used.
Brief histories of man, ships, ,railroads, automo-
biles, transpotation, and astronauts are included.
The color drawings are large and beautiful. The
vocabulary and structure are too difficult for the
beginning-student of French, but the interest level
is suitable for the- younger student. No index nor
pagination is included. The book could serve as a
reference work.

k

SM-14 Monsieur et madame Curie, by\ Yves
Rea. Igot. pip, , 1959. 84p. o French text,

paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv. (HS).
The interesting lives of Pierre and Marie

Curie, are presented in this book. Information
about their meeting, their.marriage, and their work
is provided in a 3,500-word vocabulary. Difficult
words:are explained insimple French at the back
of the book.

SM-I 5- Nouveau Larousse elementaire.
Misc.

See. Item LA-202. .

_

SM-16 Nouveau petit Larousse. °

See Item LA-203.
-4,,-

SM-17 Papa, maman et, 1es4bes
Game n.d..french Beg.-Int. (EL, JI4).

This game consists of 38
cards shbwing the animals that art most familiar to.'
children. A total of 19 pairs are included. One. card
of the pairs shows the male the species, and the

<, other shows the female With
the

French
names of the animals are on the backs,of'the cards. ,

0.

s
tt..)
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0

This game can be used to motivate, students to
learn vocabulary. Two or more persons can play.

SM-18 Passeport pour la nature. NE, 1973.
Game French text. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This is a well-constructed and durable
game for two players or two teams. A total of 32
photographs on light cardboard are included. Infor-
mation about the habitat, genre, and foods shown
in the photos is printedin French on the back. of
the photos. Players earn points by remembering
the information within a rime limit. After comple-
tion 'of a game, players or teams .exchange boards

- and "check' each other's work..A transparent red
screen is placed against the back of the photo to
reveal the correct answers.°This material could be'
used to foster the laming of vocabulary and .the
learnirig of facts about animals. ,It is attractive and
fun to play.

$M-19 Petit Larousse illustre.'
Misc.

See Item IiA-217.

SM-20 Prehistoire. EV, n. Ten slides and
Sli. tapes. French text. Adv. (HS). -

This set of teivhigh-quality slides comes
with a leaflet' containing the text of the taped
commentary. The taped commentary is very slowly
and carefully enunciated, perhaps boringly so. The
slides, show aspects of the development of pre -
historic man: grotto drawings, burial sites, menhirs,
and so forth:The slides are recommended for` use
with advanced students or,, with students patticu-
la/ly interested in, the subject matter. Teachers or
stUdents could makes their own commentary tapes.

SM-21
Per.

SM-,22
Game

R.erilites..

See Item A-18.
o

o

Le Sports. JEU DES FAMILLES. NE,
nn.d.and game, French text. I t.-Adv.

(JH, HS).
s°

This is a card game for two to five -
.players.' It can be used befiefinally to build
'StuderrtrlsiCabulary. The cards provide informa-
tion that is usually difficult to _locate., and the
groupings .(e,.gc sports de combat and sports
dtiventure) are conducive to conversation, Twelve
groupings of four cards each are included.°The
players ,`fish" for missing cardS in an effort 'to

o
0

-
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collect as many "families" of sports as possible. INlo
translations are provided. '

SM-23 Tableau de la civilisation francaise,
Rea. Remunda Cadoux.

See Item A-20.

SM-24 Tableaux culture's de la Fran ce, by J.,
Rea. 'Suzanne,igat R'avise. FRENCH CULTURE 11.

0

y

SERIES.

See Item A-21.

SM- 25 Vive les vac ces. E D, n.d. Card game,
Game French text. Mv. (JH, S).

Up to five persons can play this card
game. The rules are easy to understand.t14he
players use cards, markers, a playing board, and a
card tray as they attempt to-amass the quantity of
traveler's checks needed to reach Tahiti. The game
provides practice in adding large sums, in French,
but it involves only a limited amount of vocabu-'
Jary. Some references to vacation resorts in
Europe, Africa, and' Asia Minor are made: The
game is *pillar to, but simpler than, Mille bornes.

SM-26
Rea.

Voyage ci la lune, by Morgan Kenney.
HEATH' STRUCTURED FRENCH
READING" SERIEF.'11T1-1, 1972. 81p.
French and English text, paperback,
illustrated. Beg.-Int. (JH, HS).

This book consists of extracts, in
French, from the actual broadcastS betWeen Apollo

,'8 and the .bases at Houston and gape Kennedy 4:
durift-the ship's flight in °1968. Difficult expres-
.sions are translated into English in the margin or at.
the, bottom of each page: An excellentantroduc-
tion, directed to the -student, -includes' riches
how to develop reading skills. _Reading Ogles,
pronunciation exercises, and suliojects for discussion
are included for each seetiarr. The content has
motivational valueand pr6vides for reinforcement
'of-students' learning of vocabulary aryl structures.

Social Sciences

A, batons rompus, by Marianne Maurer,
. Red. LP, 1971.17.79p. French text, hardback,

no illustrations, Int.-Ady. (HS).

This,. (contains 250: anecdotes
tended for use as beginning lessons in French. They

. - provide entertaining-reading and opportunity for

1.

FRENCH

7..

random conversation for students of French at the
~intermediate level. Teachers can Use the anecdotes
for short leading assignments, listening and com-
prehension exercises, and dii.tees. His 'tori ;al and
geographical references are explained in .a small
index. No exercises are included. Tens ways to
utilize the text areVia in the preface..

SS-2 Anthotogie -afrieaMe et malgache. Pre-
Rea. face and selection by Langston Hughes

and Christiane Reygnault.

SS-3
Film

Sec, Item LIT-3.

Les Antiquites.
4

See Item BP-10.

t' .

SS-4 Architecture in France.: Harper & Row,
Sli. 1973. 80 slides, color, French dialogue.

Test included. Beg.-Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).
T1js group of color Odes provides an

excellent introduction to the many periods and
styles of French architecture afrom. prehistork
times to the present. The monuments of Paris and
picturesque? examples of contemporary architec-
ture are shown. Descriptions of the slides are
provided in 15Rth English and French. Testing
materials include fill-in, multiple-choice, and short-

.answer questions; topics for discussions or essays;
and an answer key. 4

SS-5 ; \AiTivee d'Elizabeth.JOUTE LA BAAIDE.
Film

N'tltSee Item"tA -1 I.

SS -6 , Arrive"iin France.-SEJOa ft EN FRANCE.
Film

See Item LA-12.

'4
L'Art et la vie.

See Item BP-27.
Film

SS-8
Film

SS-9
Rea.

Aux quatre coins de France.

See kern BP:27.

Bonjour la France, by Aurea 'Guirinard.
Odyssey, .1966. 269p. Pre4ch text, hard-
backillustrated. Adv. (115).

This is a Ereireh. civilization- text that
includes a grammar review. The book consists of
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30 chapters, -and'each one treats one, aspect Of
French civilization. Each chapter is followed by
questions on the text, comprehension or vocabu-
lary exercises, and grammar review exercises.. A
French-English vocabulary section and a topical
reference guide are included. t, ,

... - .
. ,.. .

Bonjour-Paris, by Aurea Guinnard. Odys-
sey, 1960. {81p.,:?French: and English
text, hardback, illustratfd. Test in-
cluded. Adv. (ft-1, HS).. : \
Each selection in this reader is a one-,,to

thfee-page vignette, of the experiences and reac-
t tions of American and FrenCh students in Paris.

The Photographs tend to be poorly reproduced,
and the clothing styles_ are outdate Some exer-
cises follow each 'chapter. They inc e questions
on the' text,. grammar exercises, and translation
exercises. This text:could be usethas a library or

raassroOm reference book.

SS-10
Rea.

SS-11 , , Bruges: A Belkian,Town..
Film Seelteni A-3.

0
,SS-12 dindide, by Voltaire. LE FRANCAIS

Rea. a .UIVIVERSEL.

'See Ran LIT-12.'

Ces gents gtii passent (7*Ifird 'edition), -by
Alice Lingellier and Paul Langellier.
Holt, 1969. 262p. English introductiori,-'.
French text, hardback, illustrated. Tapes
available. Int. (JH, HS).. f
This popular reader pfovides the student

with interesting reading material in colloquial
French while portraying .various types of French,
people, The stories are ,pteCeeleti by intrOductory
info ation in English. The exercises and lists of
vocabu words, expressions, and idioms are.
found at the back .of the:book. Recordings of the
stories and appropriate exercises are available on

SS-13
Rea.
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total of 1,500 of the most common French words
are presented to the reader. The readings appea; to
be graded in difficulty. The exercises prOided
after each reading are varied and stimulating and

,3-include t urhures, antonyms, true-false, items, and
topics fo discussion. This text should be excellent
for deve oping reading'skills, but students whd use
it must have mastered the grammar structures
presented in first-year French.

SS-15 Chartres. SIGHTS AND TREASURES
FS , OF, FRANCE.

See Item A -4.

tape.

SS-14'
.R4a.

,

,C'est la vie: Lectures d'aujourd'hui, by
Paul Pimsleur. Harcourt, 1970.,' 1.85p.
trench 'teict, -paperback, illustrated. Int: ,

(JH, HS):
The selections in this. book are shOrt

-articles, taken from current French newspapers and
magazines. Alt have been simplifed somewhat.
They, should generate interest among teenage
readers.. The bootc is divided into two sections. A

..

SS-46 ,Chez les Delarue. LH,.1973. 77p. FrenCh.
Rea. text, paperback, illustrated. Int.-Ak..

(HS).

The selections in this book have been
'excerpted from the- magazine Passe-Partout.. The
content focuses primarily on _aspects of Fitnch
family life and on the life-style of enc teen-
agers:

SS-17 La Civilisation franfaise, by Marc ijlanc-
paiii and Jean-P4ukCouChdud.

See Rein -

SS-18 Civilisation francaise conteniporaine by
Rea. . 'Michel Paoletti. HT, 1969. 192p. French

text, hardback, illustrated. Adv:
, .

This book on contemporary French civil-
ization offers-to the reader a most comprehensive
view of Frande as it is today. In the first chapter
the authori,treats the' country's natural environ-
ment, ethnicity and populatia,*the language?and.
the mentality of the French people. The se-cona
chapter is devotedel to religiiin and the third to
politics, In the latter the author examines political

:institutions, the administration,, the political
.societ and foreign policy. The Iourth chapter

,
deals with economics, planning, agriculture, Indus;
try, transportation and .coinmunication^services',
commerce, and foreign _trade. The focus of the
fifth; and-final, chapter is 'on social life: urbaniza-1
lion, eciucition, the artistic and literary World, and
the media Each chapter, contains Selectionbrom
the works. of important writers or articles by
experts on a partieLlar tdpie. An abundance of
Charts, graphs and sociopolitical cartoons are used.
The book is Considered to: be most useful for
teachers or for students with considerable ability in,
French.

0
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SS-19 La Conquele du petrole. NE, n.d. Board
'Game, gape, Fiencii text. Int.-Adv.(JH, ITS).

StudentS" who play this Monopoly -type
game will need to be familiar with some specific
technical,vo,cabulary, especially vocabulary related
to_oil iiioauction. The game is a board game with
many pieces, including derricks. Two to six players

'fan play,- and participants should_be ten years of
age or Alder. All rules and information on oil
production. are given French. English-ipeaking
student's below 'the age often, could probably enjoy
the gamecif the woreon the game board and the
game parts were explained to them. *

,

SS-20 Contes et legendes
'Rea. ..:Gusmane Soce.,

See Item LIT-26.,
-,

s ' .
. .

SS-21 Contes et legendei du pays Mph, ly
' Rea. :Jean Portail. NE,. 1966. 251 p. Fren

text, hardback, illustrated. Adv. (HS).

The 20 stories in this reader are based on
life in and around Nice. They take place in various
centurieS.'The themes of the stories'are varied and

. ...include some my,thology. A recipe for a soup from
the Midi, is given at the back of the book. The
zlossary and footnotes are `all in French,,,

vt :., c':--leaders must therefore have a good knowledge of
the language. Other similar books, on Frgnch
provinces, are available from the Same publisher

Ls.
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, ,

chapters and provide irtoverview of French history
from Vercingetorix to De Gaulle in he secondfpart
of the book. The contemns simplified thrpugh the
use of many cognates. Included are four pages of
notes'`in English; questions and exercises for each
chapter; and a French-English vocabulary 'sectiOn.

'This is a good supplementary reader.
-,

.

SS-24 Les Cioisades. DOCUMENTS.
Pos.

See Item LA-66.

'SS-25 D'autres mondes, by Charles Haas.
.

' Rea. Allyn, 1968. 340p. English preface,
French 'text, hardback, no', illustratidns.
Int.-Adv. (HS). ..d'Afrique noire, by .

- SS-22 , Cp,iileurs de l'histo-jre, by 'H. Carle and
Rea. - J. Dupaquier. DID, 1959. 611:1:- French

text, paperback,. illustrated. Slides in-

'fins book was ,.designed for. use by
French children the early grades. It could be'-
used for teaching a unit on French history, .in
French.,T.he content includes 60 short lessons on
French History, beginning Wth prehistoric'mara and
confirm icontinuing through "1949. The' text is very simple:
Each chapter'is stimMarizeii in one sentence. A set

-., of 04 slides accompanies the book.
ir - . .. .

SS-23 A Un Coup d'Oeil sit?. la' France, by Clau,
Rea. dine CoulangeS and hake. Daniel.

FRENCH CULTURE SERIES. National
_ : Text600k-, .1964.,148p.. French text,

' hardback, illustrated. Begilnt. (JH, HS), '
.

Thisis,a simple reader suitable for use at-
. --the beginnifkg of second -year French. The authors

treat the geography of... France -441n the first fbie
2'' \

, .

$

The content of this book deals with the
travels of an American college bey who is working
on a *Frenchiperchant ship traveling from Marseille
to an island toff the coast of Madagascar. From the
people he meets on the voyage, -he learns various
ideas and attitudes about life. Students are givenp
opportunities to praCtice vocabulary that would be
useful for tourists. Each ch.apter is folfowed by a
list .of words for students to study. The words to
be' studied are defined in French. Exercises for
conversation and memorisation are.also provided.
English is used only in the preface and in a, few of
the translation exercises. 4`

SS-26
Rea.

SS-27
Rea.

Decouverte de la France: by Bernard
Dezert and George Torres.

See Item LA.68.

De la revolution _à nos louts, by. Lydia
-Palmer. FRENCH ,CULTURE SERIES.

See Item LIT-31. ** .1

SS-28 Dialogue af thntemporain-Level I,
Rea. by Lee Sparkman, Philip D. Smithjr.,,

and ,David Wolfe. -Rand, 1972. 271p.
English appendix, French text, Paper-

= back, illustrated: - Filmstrips and tape
. included. Beg. (JH, HS): `i.

This book is designed primarily as a'basic
text for non-Africans wishing to learn French in
preparation for Hying and/or working in west and t.
central, Africa. It may also be used as a supple-
mentary book for cross-cultural studies .in.the
French language. T 14 units are Written in
elementary, pantemporary French and are based
orr situations and vocabulary that would be,founcl
in French-speaking Africa. Each unit is divided into

)
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two ,sections. The first includes a statement of
what will be taught in the unit. and a dialogue and
accompanying exercises,' with which filmstrips and
a tape are used. The second is a section of cultural
notes in English, and lectures in French. Some

,suggested activities are included for each unit. The,'
cultural notes are outstanding. Background infor:
illation on :the countries of west and central Africa.,
is provided In English in an appendix. The film-
Strips and tapes.were not available for examination.
The authors Mate that this book articulates very
well with the various levels of Voix et isimageS de

- -

France (Rand McNally and Company, 1974).1'

.SS-29

a7

SS-30
Misc.

Dix contes choisis. Edited by Marguerite
Fourel.

See Item LIT-32.

Dude francais. Edited by the-staff of
Bibliographischis Institiat, Mannheim;
and the staff of Librairie Marcel Didier.

See Item 0-'7.

SS-31 En auto. EN FRANCAIS. MD, 1968?
Film French dialogue; Beg.-Int. (EL, JH, HS).1

The content of this film deals with
motorcars. A variety pf ways And thematic devices
are used to present to the viewer adjective forms,
nouns; prepositions, and other grammatical forms.
In. this filnilthe generation ,gap is illustrated by
comparing old cars to modern sports'Models, both
of which are shown to be *subject to breakdowns.

SS-32 , En avant-Stage 2, by A Spicer, D. dtant,
Misc. And Hervouet. NUFFIELD INTRO-

D UCTOR k FR ENCH CO U.RSE.

See Item BP-9.

SS-33 En. thignt-Stage 4B. NUFFIELD
Rea.

-
DUCTOR Y Fi VCH C° URSE.:

See Item 13P-

SS-34 ' . En avant vers 1:ourSt, by' Jacques Chas-
Rea. tenet. t.AP; 1967. 1'18p. French text,

-hardback, illustrated./Adv. (HS).

The content of this book deals ;with the
westward, movement in the 'United SWes. The
book begins with the establishment or the 13*
colonies and covers succeeding years through 1890,
when the frontier disappeared'. The book is
intended for French students `and therefore
requires that sers have near-native- fluency in
c! .
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French. Teachers could use it, for example, as a
source of irifOrthation in teaching a unit in.French
on United. States histdry;,as a source of excerpts
for reading and comprehension exercises; and' as a
source of specific reading assignmenti for indi-
yidual students. Several maps are used't9illustrate
the westward movement, and 1.6 pages' of Photo-
graphs and draWings'are provided. A brief conclu-
sion is followed by a five-page categorized bibliog-
raphy, a glOssary of (lames that appear in the text,
and a detailed index. .

SS -35 EN FRANCAIS.
Films

See 'Item BP-10.

SS7.36 EN FRANCAIS.
FS

r

SS-37
Rea.

See Item A-6.

°
Les Etats-Uru, by Henry Peyret. rku,
1961: 284p. French text, hardback, illus-
trated. Int.-Adv. (HS).

The most effective use of this book
would. probably be in a history_ class taught in
Flinch. The history of the United States is
presented in a very interesting way in clear, simple
French. The author carefully avoids literal transla-
tions of English terms; and, in those cases in which'
confusion might arise, he includes the English term
hi parentheses. The book deals with the back;
ground of -Americanisth, the history of the United.
State, and international politics up to the begin-
ning of President John F. Kennedy's term of
office. The index . containsa :rather complete
bibliography' of books and'revievis, some in English
and some in Pre'nch.

b_.,.

SS-38 Les Exploitations agiicotes en France.
Pos.

. 71

'4
See Item SM-5.

SS-39 t es, Exploits de Ti-Jean dans l'ouest.
FS NFB, n.d. French dialogue. Record and

teacher's- guide included: 'Int. (JH, ,HS).
This filmstrip of the exploits of a Cana-

dian, folklorip superboY, Plit,Jean, a junior version
of Paul Bunyan,. is,an attractive production that
should giicit enthusiastic,response from students Of
all ages. Each frame 'of thevfilmstrip is subtitled
v7itk one French sentence, which is recited on the
aceompanying record. This one sentence is then

ti

4
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followed, on' the record, tiy 'aaditional sentences to
expand the narrative.

The teacher's-guide. contains the com-
plete text in French-, 'glossary; twoquestionnaires
in grench; and an exercise inwhich students must
translate, from English to French, idiomatic
expres;ions used in the dialogue. `Thi§ filmstrip
pr6vides, a pleasant way for teachers to teach'
idiomatic expressions. .

SS-4); Exploits sportifi, .1;11 Jacques Malzac.
Rea. LH, 1966. 80p.,French text, paperback,

illdstrated. Int.-Adv. (HS).

The content of this .reader includes eight
extracts, from The Bibliothequg Verte, on cyclisme,
alptnisme, athlitism. e, plongee sous-marine, avia-
tion, courses d'auto, 'natation; and navigation.
Readers 'must have a 1,300-word vocabulary to
read this book. The vocabulary' is explained in

French footnotes. The vocabulary section at the
end of the ,book is French-French. Some exercises
designed to develop better reading skills are
included.

. .

SS-41 Les Femmes connaiSsent mecanique.
Filar EN FRANcAIS.

See Item BP-10.

. _

designed for use after Histoire dune revanche.
(Charles Scribner' Sons, .1963). The vocabulary
from that book is reviewed in this work.

,

SS-44.- ;La Fin du moyen age -Le XVIe et XVII'
Reg. siecle-4e , 'by A. Alba. LH, 1965. 384p:

French text, hardback, black and white
o and color illuitrations. Adv. (HS).

This bOOk, intended for Frencli lyciens
in the fourth, fifth, and sixth classes, is suitable for,
advanced students who wish to read 'about French
history in French. The format is unusual. Short
literary extracts -are printed in the right-hand
columns,. and the history: text is .printed in the
left-hand columns, Many. pages ,Contain photo-
graphs, paintings, drawings, or -d'OcUments with
explanatory text.

SS-45 Les Francais, by .I.aurence, Wylie and
Rea. Armand_Begue. Prenlice, 1970. 444p.

English preface,. French text, hardback,
illustrated. Adv. (I-15).

The purpose of this book is to help
American students understand the French people
better. The authors present aspects of French
culture in four sections: "Points de Vue Francais," .

".,Structurei de la Famille," "Structure de la .

Societe:" and "Symbols." Each chapter is followed.-,7
by questioni for discussion. A French-English
vocabulary section is given at the end ()tithe book:
Because of .its human interest approach, this book
would- be good referenCe materialor advanced'
students Of Fre;riCh.

SS-46 Les Francais commeils sont 1.
ltFS

.SS-42 La Fete_ au village; by Ives Igot.'
Rea. 1962. 111p. French text, paperback, t

ilhistrated. Int.-Ady. (HS).

In this selection the author telIT about
fait day in va small village in Burgundy and gives
good cultural -background information about the

L typical French' village. The vocabulary is limited t
3,500 wpis, and the story is written-in simple
French. Although sojne students might find the
subject matter uninteresting, this text would be a
good library selection for individual reading. A
map of the village is included at the back of the

) . volume.' Difficult words area illustrated and are
explained in French'.

.
SS-43 Le Fils du fauconnier. Edited by Louise

Seibert and Lester G. Crocker. Scrib-
ner's, 1963. 241p: :French .anci English
text, paperback, no illustrations. Tests.,

. included. Int.-Adv. (HS).

, . . This very appealing reader includes a
comprehension lest for each chaptei. A list of
idiomatic expresSions and explanations of verb
fornse.ith which student's may not be familiar are
provided a(the conclusit; of the text. This book is

SS-47
FS

See Item LA-112.

Les Francais corizme ils sent 2.

See Item LA-113.

SS 448 Le Francais: Gontinuons,*
FS

See Item BP-1.5. ts:'

SS-49 France:9
Map

.
See Item Lik116.

SS -50 France.
Map--

See Item LA-117.

7
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SS::51. La Frante..
Map ..<

See Item LA-1118,

SS-52 La France. Edited by' Daniel Moreau.
Rea.. COLLECTION. MONDE ET VOYAGES.

LL, 1967. 157p. French text, hardback,
illustrated. Adv. (HS).

. .

This book is one of a series of readers
containing profiles of maim countries. It is more
than a tourist book. Information is'proviUed about
such topics as geography, history, traditions, art,
music, literature, and the daily life of the French
people. An index &principal namegand places is
included at' the.end of the book. This would be
useful addition to a resource library.

SS-53 La France actuelle (Revised edition); by
Rea. Camille Bauer.'

See Item LA -1 19:
\

SS-54 La France ,en couleur: Ses monuments.
FS temoins de son histoire.

Se\ltent A-7.

SS-55 Franceet Benelux.
Map,

See Item LA-120:

SS-56
Rea. Brodin and Fred&ic Ernst. Holt,- 1971.

310p. English preface, Friieh text, hard-

La France et les Flancais
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The various agriCultural and industrial
rregions of France are -highlighted in this filmstrip.
The importance of canals and the importance of
various forms of transportation are str,essed: Topics
include '"LaNie Ur8aine," "Les Cultures," "L'Ele;
vage," "La Peche," "Les Transport"L'Industrie
des Matieres Premieres," and "De Transforma-
tion." The accompanying pamphlet contains the
text of the taped narrative. The text is structurally
an4lexically -difficult, but the content is, excellent.

-. _ . -.-

SS-58 La France geographie regionale. BF, n.d.
FS Two filmstrips and one tape, French

dialogue. Printed text included. Adv.
. (HS).

. . ,
These filmstrips contain excellent photo:

graphs of the various regions, of France. An
accompanying o?klet includes the text Of the
tape. The sentence structure and vocabillarY are
too difficult for all but superior students to
comprehend chilitig, the initial listening experience.

SS-59 French: Cultural Understanding, Level I,
Reg.. ." by Earl L. Walpole and others.

See Item LA -124.
r.

SS-60 French Culture: Activity Book, by
Rea. ; Rosalie Rogersand Joseph F. Henley.

SeeItem.BP-2'!' - .

by Pierre,' SS-61

back, illustrated. Adv. (HS).

Life in contemporary France is por-
traye4 accurately in this book. Only those his-
fbrical figUres whp played a role in shaping the
destiny of France or Who influenced the character
of the people are dealt with in the first part. The
second part features aspects of present-day France., -
including, aspects of/industry, social laWS, educa-
don, religion, sports; and geography. Cominents.;
about all illustritiOns and a vocabulary' section are

tided at The end of the bOok. Questions follow.
e h chapter. Although the text has been updated,
certain material is naturally outdated. This book is
recommended for use as a supplementary referenc,e
book,

SS-57. . La France geographie economique. BF,'
. FS n.d. French dialogue. Tape and pamphlet

' included: Adv: -(HS),

French for Travellers; by thee staff of
Editions Berlitz.-
See Item LA-127. -

'S-62 The French Teen-Ager, by Jane M. Bour:.
Rea. 'que. University, 1973. 84p. French and

..:English text, paperback;_no illustrations.
peg.-Int.-Adv: (EL, Jib, HS).

The: author ..presenls in .book an
accurate, interesting, amusing, and eriliglening.
treatment of ,ifie 4fe-style, educatioh,,dress, and
leisure time activities of ,French teenagers, Some
areas are explored in depth. Comparisons are made
beiween American teenagers and those in.'rance.
The content includes six chapters, an introduction,
a conclusion, and a bibriographY. At the endiA
each chapter is a teacher's guide for that particulir.e
chapter,. questions for discussion, 'supplementary,,
readings,_ and ,suggested class assignments. Many
chapters include vocabulary-building activities.
TeaChers should find this n.i.blication Valhable for
developing and:enhancing 'cultural empathy.

C
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'SS-63 GOgraphiC, Cours moyen, by Louis
Rea. Fransois and Marcel Villin LH, 1951.

128p. French text, hardback, illustrated.
(JH, HS).

This boOk was originally intended for
use as a textbook in- French schools. TO use it 9

effectively', students must be familiar with the
'basic structures of French and -must have an
extensive vocabulary. The book deals' primarily
with maps and map' reading. Attention is given to
city maps, area plans, road, maps, political maps,
relief maps, and other types of maps and charts.
Teachers can use this book as a source of special-
ized .vocabulary .and as a source of informatibn
about the geography of 'francophone countries,
The content includes exercises and a, resume for
each lesson.

SS-64 Geogrqpizie .4e (Europe et Ots.s.), by
Rea. Andre- Blanc. LH, 1963. 240p. French

. text, hardback, illustrated. Adv. (HS)-.

This book is one of a series iutended for
trii.ench lyceens in fourth, fifth, and sixth classes.

This volume is suitable for advanced students who
wish to read about the geography of Europe and
Russia 'irr French. It covers both physical geog-
raphy and demography. The European community,
its characteristics, and its place in the _world are
dealt -with first. Included are chapters on areas and
specific cOuntries, each with a resume ,and ome
problem-solOirig-type exercises. The many illustra-,
bons and schematic maps should aid students in
understanding-the text. f

SS-65
ea.

SS-66

Getting to Know France, by lemunda
Cadou -x.

See Item A-9,.

Le ,Giand Luduche, by Cabu. DE, 19731
82P. French text, hardback, illustrated.

This mordant satire of the "pow" life of
a FienCh /y,ceen provides readers with a great deal
of relevant, current infortation and vocabulary
through the use of cartoons. The main character,

. Dudliehe, is portrayed at schoOljnteracting with
.administrators, students, and teachers. He makes
. fun of all aspects of the life of teenage students in

France.

SS-67 Les Grandes Eidpes de _la civilisation
Rea. francaise, by Jean Thoiaval and others.

See 'Item A-10.

SS-68
'Rea.

Les Grandes Hommes de la France, by
R. de Roussy *de .Sales. National Text-
book, 1971. 51p. -English preface,
-French text, paperback, blacand ,'vhite
Ilustrations. Int.-Adv. (HS).

People, rather than historical events, are
featured in this text. Information is provided about
nineteen great persons out of France's past, from
Vercingetorix .to Georges Pompidou. Each chapter
is,preceded by a French-English vocabulary section
base on the text of the chapter. Certain. French
words and some situations are explained, in. fzot-
notes. Questions following each selection require
data recall. The author uses only the present tense
in most of the seleotiohs. This Is a good reference
work at the intermediate or advanced level.

SS-69 Grand jeu electrique la France.
Ganie

See Item A-11.

La Guadeloupe et ses 'lies. LES -AN-
TILLES FRAM'AISES. Educational
Filmstrips, 1971. 'Cassette tapes and a
booklet included. Int.-Adv. (HS).
Each frame of the' filmstrip includes a'

caption in French. The captions are recorded on
the corresponding cassette tapes. The filmstrip. may
be shown initially without any sound to avoid
diStracting the student'from thefisual stimuli. The
accompanyingbooklet contains the ,exact text of
the captions. ,Oilier titles in the series are Introduc-
tion and La Martinique.

SS-71 Guide France, by 'Guy Michaud. LH,
Rea. 1972. 286p-. French text, hardback, illus-.

-SS-70
FS

'

trated. Int.-Adv. (FIS).
. This guide encompasses all aspects of

French civilization, both past and present. Excel:
lenCcross references-make it very easy. to use. The
many illustrations are very clear. The information
on some topics is superficial. Information is given
about many civic, literary, artistic, and scientific
areas: This".book is stiongly recommended for
inclusion 'in school libraries, resource centers, and.
'classroom reference. libraries.

`
L'Heritage frhncais, by Francois'Denoeu.SS-72

Rea.

SS-73*
Rea.

$ 74

See Item LA -143.
. ,

Histoire de France, by A. Bonifacio and
_P. Marechal. LH, 1954. I 60p: French
text, hardback, illustrated. Adv. (HS).

..`4
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This book was designed to serve-as a
history textbook for tours moyen' students I'.,
France, but it could be used an- the U.S. as a text
on culture and history, in advanced-French Classes.
The 601esSons cover the history of Francal;from'.
'prehiitoric time up to World Warn The left-hand
pages include illustrations, commentary ques-
tions; and' the right-hand pages include commen-
tary on the period under consideration. That
material 'is then followed by a résumé and quest
tions pertaining to each section of commen(ary.
Emphasis is on dates and events in French history. '-

A major review lesson isfrovided afteriaoverageof
each principal histOrical period: antiquity and the
Middle Ages; the modern era; and the contem'po-
rary period. The last'seotion of the book 'is a gen-
eral review that incly important histffical dates.

SS-74
Rea.

Histoire de France, by Pierre ..Gaxotte.
LH, 1960. 1"9".1p. French text; hardback,
illustrated. Adv. (HS).

Many beautiful, artistic ,-reproductions
and photographs have been used, to illustrate 'this
history book. The book is most suitable fouse by,
advanced students with. good,control of the lan-
guage and an extensive vocabulary. The author, a
member of the French Academy, emphasizes:the
salient historical forces and dismisses distracting
details. The style and presentation is superb. The
seven chapters of'die text 'cover France from its

, beginning up to the 1940s. No footnotes, vocabu-
lary, table) ofThontents,..index, or bibliography is
included. 4.

o '
SS-15 Histoire de France, by Henri Grimal and
Rea. . Lucien Moreau. Adapted.and simplified

by C. Johnson and.J. E. White. Regents,
1969. 64p. French-tekt, hardback, illus-`
tratedJnt. (JH, HS).
the period of hiiltory 'covered in this

text extends frorn-the time of early man through
the years Of World War II. Some important dates in
French history are listed on the final page. No
vocabulary is included. Interspersed with the read-....
ing. selections aro questions and exercises to help
ensure comprehension of the . material and to
provide ,opportunity for discussion. The book is
colorful and, because of its simple style, should
appeal even to students 'who have little interest in
the study of (history.

, .

'SS-76 .

Rea;
4
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t_

411p. -French and English text, Ifa'rd- \
back, illustrated. Adv. (HS). 4'

, This history . of the United States- is
widely used in French schools as a text on U.S.
histoirr..Fach chapter consists of a detailed descrip-
tion, in welch, ,of a specific era of American
history. FolloWiRg. the descriptions are items, in
English, relating tee.t1le content of the descriptions.
These items are mos4.,excerpts from letters and
articles by people, inVol;)ed with the particular
historical event.. At the encrof, each chapter is a
bibliography of lectures COMpliiiie.qairts, in both
Eng,lish and French. This is an- excellent book to
"give American students- an idea of the'Ands of
material available to the French concerninsgs, the
United States. rt Would, of course, be ideal for 'Use,
in any school with an AMerican history class,
taught in French. Many helpful appendixes and an
index are provided:.

SS-77 Histoire .et tradition. LE PAYS BASQUE.
PS Educational Filmstrips,. 1974. Cassette

tape and booklet included. Int.-Adv.
(HS).

The history and_tradition of the Basque
people are depicted in thiS filmstrip. Each frame
bears the ,printed text ofrthe parratiospresented
on the accompanying cassette taped. The tape was
not subniitted for evaluation. An accompanying
booklet also includes thee filmstrip captions. Mei'
titles in this interesting series are Environoent et
econdritie and 111a-ison et coMmulnaute.

SS -78
International Film, 1970. French dia-
logue.

Paris..SEJOUR EN FRANCA.
Film

logue. Int.-Adv7(JH,

This is ode of three' films in thiieries. In
this production-Penny White4egisters at a modest
hotel, in Paris and learns some of the differences

, between French and American customs., The 'dia-
logue7fidnarration 'are clear. The dialogue, which
isfsomewhat contrixed,.is utilized ,to (1) reinforce
lexical elements ts3 Which the intermediate student
is presumed to have been exposed; and (2) intro-
duce new-vocabulary that would be, relevant to a
tourist initiance. The other titles in the series are
Arrivee 4;n France (described- elsewhere in this
bibliography) and Ulf Repas chez'Francis..

SS-79 Images et episodes de 100 grande.i
Rea. .,figures franeaises; by Rene Poirier. LG,

Histoire des -Etats-Unis,. by:. Denise 1969. 574p. French text, hardback,, illus-
Artaud

..
and Andre Kaspi. LAR, 1969. trated. Adv. (S).

75
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This volume contains short episodes in
the lives Thf, 100 great figures of France, from
Jeatne d'Arc to Albert Schweitzer. Personal
remembrances from the figures and/ortheir con-
temporaries, the works of the subjects, and anec-
dotes serves as the basis for the episode's.

..,
SS-80 IMages et mots d'histoire de France:
Rea. Cours elementaire, y M. Chaulanges and

S. Chaulanges. L .1967. 96p. French
text, hardback, illus ated. Int. (HS).
' k .

This short history of France ,covers the
period from the first inhabitants through World
War II. Each of the 58 historical or biographical
sketchis limited to a maximum of two pages.
EachTicaUdes a résumé in bold type and exercises
that include questions and topics for discussion
and research. Three.review lessons and a one-page
summary of important dates are also provided. The
many illustrations are colorful. .

SS-81 Initiation a la clvilisation,francaise. INI-
Sli. TIATION SERIES. Colion, 1974. 60

slides, French. dialogue Teacher's guide'
included. Adv. (HS).

The materials in this program require
students to assume the identity of a fictitious
French'. person who lives .throu,gh all periods' of
history from the time of prehistoric man to 1974.
The student must keep a jogrnal of the events
covered. PrO ion . is inaa- for independent
research, oral -aui I exercises, and examinations.
The, course is comp tely" in Other titles in
the series are Art, Poet Theater, Civilization and
Conterriporary Life. This urse would be excellent
for-use in a fourth- or fifth- ar-French class.

The teacher's guide dudes a proposed
lesson plan for 59 days and is th only part of the
program in English. The, guide 'is a three-ring
binder.,

S02: Inioducing,France, by D..M. Ledesert.
Re" HL,1967. ri8p. English textishardback;

-,,,-ibstrated. (HS). .

..This concise introduction_ to France sur-
veys. geography, life-in France, holidays, educatiop;
historical evolution; and artistic and scientific
achievements. The information could become part
of an introductory language course in which the
student studies the,.great past .of France and'its
modern,. influential position in the world.A'...few
parallels are draWn between FienCh and Britiih
ways.

SS-83 Jew electrique des petits.
Game

SS-84
Misc.

See Item A-15.

Larousse de poche.

See Item LA-165.

SS-85 - La Legende cl N'zi: Le Grand (Guerrier
Rea. d A frique), by G. Kovadio-Tiacoh.

Adapted by Helene Gauvenet. DID;
1967, 101p. French text, 'paperback,
illustrated. Int.-Adv. (HS). .

The author tells of an African warrior
whose descendants inhabit the Ivory Coast. African .

tribes of the fifteenth century, are depicted. The
content is based on a 3,500-word vocabulary. At
the back of the book, unusual wordt 'are arranged
in alphabetical order, explained in French, and
,clarified with illustrations. The book could be
.useful as a reader in an individualized'program or
as a library'volume.

SS-86 Une, Lettre de Suisse. JE PARLE. .4A Ai-
Film (An

SS-87 .

Rea.

See Item BP -2'7.

Life in.a French Tovi)n, by D. L. Lewis:
HL, 1973. 96p. French and English text,
paperback, illustrated. Beg. (EL, JH).
This book on French Culture is.written.

mostly in English. It covers the basic components
of a French town, such as"the post office, railroad
station, and. schools. Essential vocabulary is pre-
sented ie bold type and is explained well: In many ,

cases illustrations are provided With the vocagulary
explanations.

SS-88 ia Litterature, en France despuis 1945,_
Rea.t by Jaques Bersani and others.

SS-89
Film

See Item LIT-48.

Loin de Paris.'

See item BP -27

'SS-90 Loto de l'histoire ,4e- France. NE, n.d.
`;Game French text. Adv. (HS).

Thg TS a lotto gamd.,in which players
must associate dates with historital events. It could
be used as a means

!yr.
of vi ing auditory compre-

.

4



hensin practice and as a source of information
about French history. It was designed for use with
French children, so a disparity exists.&tween the
simplicity of the game technique and the difficulty
of the language used.

SS-91 Loto des drapeaux et des pays. NE, ltd.
Game 'French text. Beg.-Int. (EL, JH, HS).*

In this lotto game players must find
countries on a lotto card on the basis of descrip-
tions that'that include size, location, population, and
capital. From four to six students may participate,
and the game is easr-to play. It could be adapted
fore use iith children at various age levels. The,
quality and attr4tiveneis. of the components are
satisfactory. Some small items could belost easily.

SS-92 Markets in France, by Michele Bate.
-Rea. 1974. 16p. French and English text,

perback, -illustrated. Beg.-Int.-Adv.
HS).

s booklet, written mostly in English,
presents in ormation on markets and special. fairs
14Prance Les Hanes, Le Marche aux Puces, and
piostinciay markets. It includes maps and sketches.
French .terms are explained, but explanations of
some -of the.British vocabulary "might be required.

.

The.116ok could be, useful as asreference work.

Mds-culin et feminin. EN FRAKAIS., ,
r

. - .See Hein BP

, _ SS-94._ La Merveilleuse Hisfoire de Paris: Des
prigines a la revolution.- ,Tome" I, by
Michetklenry and Guy Vidal: DE, 1970:

, 127p: Evneh text, hardback, illustrated.
Adv: (JH, HS).

This is,a detailed history of Paris from its
origin to the time of the- French 'Revolution. IT

..corttaim. an. abundance' of illustrations. The book.
Would be a addition to a Teache
and advanced 'students of French should find

-tndsthelPfullas a-resource work. .
.4.

SS-95: ,Lai Merieilleuse Historte de- Paris: ,De
Rea. revolution a la liberation: Tome II, b

Michel,tienry an Guy Vidal. DE; 1970.
144p.FrenCh text, hardback, illustrated:
Adv. (JH, HS) .

This volume -deals with the history of
-France from the time of the French lZvolution to
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its liberation -in 1944. The wealth of excellent
illustrations reinforces' the excellent balance be-
tireen historical facts and anecdotal details. The

..division into chapters, such as "Le Paris' de
L'Aigle" and ."Le Paris de 'Balzac," facilitates its
use for specific assignments. The book contains
much" detail and Could be useful to advanced
students and to teachers as a reference tool. It
would be a good addition to library or resource
center.

SS -96
Misc.

SS-97
Sli.

Mon encyclopedie en couleurs, by Jean
Steen.

See Rein SM-13.

Mu.i6 du Louvre. hIBLIOISIoN.

See Item A-16. .

SS-98 .Les,"Nobel" francais de litterature, by
Rea. Michel Dinsel.

See Item LIT-52.

SS:99 Nous, le peuple. United States Capitol
Rea. Historical' Society, in conjunction with

the 1___Ciat.ion.al Geographic, Society, 1968.
French text, paperback, illus-

trated. Int.p,Advi (JH, HS)..

/ :Ptils book, originally published in Eng-
lish, is now available in a number of languages. It is
basically a. history of Washington, D.C: The many
color photographs are excellent. Students might

,enjoy comparing the Englisp and Prench yersions;'
but only advanced students- woAild be able to read
and comprehend the French to

Nouveau Laroulk efeinentaire.SS-100
'Misc.

_ SS -I41
Misc.

TK

SS-102
Rea.\

t.

.

See Item LA-202.A.
Nouveau petit Larousse.

See Item LA-201.;
. .

'Panorama de la France moderne, by
Camille'Bauer. Holt, 1968. 406p., French
'And English text, hardback, illustrated.
Adv.-(HS).

This cultural reader is designed to
develop students' ultural perspectives through.
comparisons of the FierKh and American ways Qf
life. Theauthor,'who knoWs both cultures well, has

41
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drawn from French and. American_ periodicals;
textbooks and other books on etiquette; sod°.

.logical studies; and the works of such contenipo-.
nary authors as Albert Camus, Sean -Paul Sartre, and
Andre Maurois. 'Questions and exercises to pro- %-
mote discuSsion are provided at the conchiSion of
each chapter, and a vocabulary, ,section is included
at the end of the book:

SS-103 Paris et ses monuments. LA VIE
FS PARISIENNE. Moore, 1968, Filmstrip

and record. French dialogue. Teacher's
manual available. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS),

Paris et ses monuments is one of two sets
of filmstrips that comprise the La Vie parisiens.
series. The other set is entitled Parts et les parisiens.
The record that accompanies each filmstrip con-
tains pauses for student repetition. On one side of
the record, the material has 'been recorded specifi:
cally for use with automatic presentation of the
filmstrip., On the other side the material has been
recorded to accommodate manual operation of the
filmstrip projector, Tli,e 'photographs used in the
filmstrip are inconsistent with regard to quality.
The teach'er's Manual contains suggestions for the
teacher and a complete text Of the taped commen-

t tary. Contrary to its title, Paris4t les parisiens
showflittle of the people'of Paris. 4

SS-1'04 Le Passe vivant de la France, by Lydia
Rea. Palmer.

See Item-LIT-59.

SS-105
Misc.

r

SS-106
Map

Petit Larousse illustre, 1974:.

See Item LA-217.

Plan du centre de Paris a vol d'oiseau.

;.t

4

i See Item LA-223.

SS-107 Les Plus Belle Fables de La,Fontaine, by
Rea. Diethard

See Item LIT-64.
)_

SS-108 Poeile du monde'ncfr7
,Rea.

1 0

See Item,LIT-65.3
-

SS-109 Le Pont:'EN FRANc'AIS.
FIlm ,

`

0

SS-110 Po w', Parler. Manuel de conversation
Rea. francaise, by Anne-Marie Bryan and Jean

Duche:
See Item LA-228.

SS-111
Rea.

Pouvoir, societe, et politique aux Etats-
Unis, by Fiancois Masnata and Claire
Masnata. PBP,'1970. 344p. English foot-
note-s, French text, paperback, no illus-
trations. Adv. (HS).

This book is designed to give native
speakers of. French an understanding of the struc-
ture and w.orkipgs of the government of the united.
States. The body of the text covers the executive,
legislative, and fildicial branches. A commentary by
the author, a 20-page bibligraphy, and a'12-page
index are included.- s.c.

-1 1 2 Precis de civlsation francaise, by Louis
ea.' Sorieri. ¢-

See Item LA-230.

`SS-113 Prehistoire.

See Item SM-20.
-

SS -1 14
Per.

SS Tt5

La Presse.

See Item LA-232.

Les Pro duits seduisants-de la France:

See Item A-17.

SS -1 16. Promenade dans Par4', by Gilbert Mon-
Rea. trachet.,LE TOUR DE FRANCE SER-

IES. National TextbOok, 1971. 56p.
french text, paperback, illustrated. Int.
(HS).

The most hoteworthy monument's of
Paris are described in book. The content
includes approximately ten questions on each
monument. The,. questions' ,are to be answered
orally. Included with the material on each rifonu-

'ment is a topic for oral development. Fvootriotes, in
French, are used to clarify Manx word meanings.
At the back of the book, readers will find. two
Pages of alphabetized, vocabulary. A companion

'volume, Zigzag en__, France (National Textbook
Company; n.d.), is presented in the same format,.

A
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SS-117 . Promenades en &gnu, by Rene
Rea. and Andree Fenelon Haas.

See Item LA-234.

SS-118 Quebec la belle Orovince.
Film

See Item BP-27.

SS-119 Quinto Lingo.
Per.

. See Item LA-239.

SS-1.20
Tape

SS -121-
Per.

Radio Spot Announcements..

See-Item LA-242.

Realites.

See Item A-18.

SS-122 Une Recette d'Abidjan.
Film ,

-* 'See Item BP-27.
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The life 6t Armand Jean du Plessis de
Richelieu, cardinal and,counselor to Louis XIII, is
presented in this book, through narration and
reproductions pf famous paintings, drawings,, and
sculptures. It is recommended for use as a refer:
ence work for teachers and advanced -shidents of
French.

SS-127'.; Reyna nein et conteurs du 19e siecle,
Rea. by Jean Snell and Jacque Sareil.

See Item LIT-71.

SS-128 Rouen, by R. H. Eastman._ HL, 1-974.
Pam. 16p.' French and Englishttext, paper-

back, illustrated. Beg.-Int.-Adv. (JH,
HS).

This small pamphlet is rich in informa-
tion about the city of Rouen. It include maps; a
plan of the city; a history of the. city; and
descriptions of items of intereit,including schools,
the _p_ort, and industries. It is presented mostly in
English. Because this pamphlet was written origi-
nally for students rn- England, the,teacher will need
to explain the meaning of some ex essions. The

ry line focuses on the Moveme is 'throughSS -123. Recueil de textes litteraires fran ais, by
Rea. Rouen of a typical French family. So e projectsA. Chassang and C. Senninger.

for students to do are listed, on the last page.
See Item LIT-68.

SS-124 La Renaissance, Part II. t.'LEVEN CEN-
FS1 TURIES OF FRENCH LITERATURE.

See Item A-19.

.SS-125 Rencontres, iby Edward C. Knox. Har-
Rea. court, 1972. 241p. French text, paper-. back, illustrated. Adv. (HS).

The title of this work, Rencontres, refers
to encounters with the French language and with
differences. between the French and 'American
cultutes. The selections, by Frerieh authors, are'
rated as to level of difficulty. The selections cover
a variety of issues,__and the questions raised deal
mostly, with humanity anti society from a French -
point of view. The readings are intended to serve as
a basis for conversation and disctission. The car
toons and photographs ar not designed to be used
with specific selections. pptnotes and explana-'
tions are in Frenclink F :English vocabulaiy,is
prdvided at the back of k.

SS-129 Les Sportis.JEU DES FAMILLg
Game

-See Item SM-22.

SS-130 Switzerland ---La Suiise. Disney, 1955. 33
Film . min., French dialogue. Adv. ,(HS),

This film depicts life in,kvillage of '170
inhibitants-in the (Swiss Alps in 1955. The dailh
activities; customs, . nd festivals of the people are
prelented in depil.'711te film moves slowly, as, does
:the life; of the people shown: Beautiful photog-

7Ta, phy land good spoken commentary by a native
speaker with a pleasing voice help teoi make Ihis'an
enjoy-able film.

SS-126 Richelieu, 1;y Giardini, 'DE, 1972. 75P.
..Rea. French 'text, hardback, illustrated..10.-

Adv. (HS).

_ . .

SS-131
Rea.

Tableau de fa civilisation franfaise, bj,
Remunda Cadoux.

See Item A-n.
1 -

- SS-132 :,,,T:t;gleaux culturels de la France, by. J.
Rea. Suzanne Ravise. FRENCH CULTURE

SERIES.

See Item A-21.
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icor
5S-133 Ti-Jean et les bacherons. NFB, Jr.d.
Ps French dialogue: Record and teachbr's

guide included..Int. (JH, HS).
This filmstrip abOut the exploits of a

Canadian folkloric superboy, P'tit Jean, a junior
version of Paul Bunyan, is an attractive production
that should. elicit _enthusiastic response from stu-
dents of all ages. Each frame of the filmstrip is
spbtitled with one French sentence that is cec
on the accompanying:rekord. On the recor this
one sentence is their followed by additiona sen-
tences to expand the narrative. The fil strip
provides a. pleasant- way for teachers to tteach
idiomatic expressions.

The teacher's ,guide contains the .com-
plete text, in French; a glossary; twequestion-
naires, in French; and an exercise in which students
must translate (English to French) idiomatic
expressions used in the dialogue.

SS-134 The UnitedAVges, by Henri Passal.
Rea.

See ItenLA-276.

SS-135 U.S.A.France Cutture Capsules, by J.
Rea. Dale Miller and Maurice Loiseau. Culture

Contrasts, 1974. 103p. English, text,
paperback, illus trated.
(EL, JH, HS).

This book deals with the cultures of the
United States and France. Areas contrasted inclUde
table manners, mourning, and farmers. The aspects
of French culture are presented in more detail than
are those of the culture 'of the U.S. Coverage of
each theme is terthinattd by a section called "Let's
Relate It," in whi& activities to further emqhasize
the contrasts are provided. In the 'preface the
authors state, their

to
to avoidjUdgmental

statethents and to reflect , at all times a fair,
, middle-ground view of the two cultures. Teachers
at all levels could use this book effectively in a
study of the two cultures. It is a good reference
:book''

iSS-136 La Vie politiqUe en Pranw, by, Michele
Rea. Blond*, LH, 1974: 80p. French teat,

paperback, illustrated. Int.-Adv. (HS}.

This is a simplified and -Short work on
French political life, with a 'brief Introduction
about France 4rid its past. Lt includes a table of the
chronological political history or France froth
1789 to the time of the PifthIepublici The voting
system 'and political parties are dealt with also:

*

This book would be a useful 1 addition to a resource
center.

SS-197 Visages de France, by Robert W. Lowe.
Rea. Odyssey,11'964. 257p. French text, hard-

back, illu-Str ated. Adv..(1-1S).

This '33-chapter text covers various
aspects of French culture. Each chapter is followed

bysuggested topics for free composition and by
uestions op the content of the chapter. A

vocabulary section is included. The book could
serve as a supplementary reader for students in
their fourth year, or higher, of French study.

SS:138 Visites chez les Francais, by Muriel Reed:
Rea. Edited by Jeffrey J. Carre and Marie-

Rose Carre. Prentice, 1966. 233p.
French text, paperback, illustrated. Adv.
(HS)..
These selections from news ieports made

a former journalist of the Realites staff contain
descriptions ofvarious regions and social classes of
France. Some attention is :devoted also to the
theater and politics. The author's familiarity with
France, her -style of presentation, and the interest
level of the material make the text use both as a
reader and as text on civilization. Eac h. selection is
preceded by factual information for the student
and is amply footnoted with explanations in
French. The exercises after' each selectiOn provide
for oral and written discussion on the content and
for review of specific grammatical structures. A
French-English vocabulary is inatlidea.

SS-139 Visitons ensemble la France, by _R. J.
Rea: Harrison Church.' EBI, 1969. 64p.

French text, hardback, illustrated! Adv.
0417

well-illpstrated text is divided into
16 sections, most of which deal with variout
regions of France. Other tOpics are, history,
schools, 4nd sports. Readers will find back and
white maps 9f France on the inside front Cover and

h. inside back Cdvtr. One map shows cities, rivers; and
.cultural highlights, and the other depicts 'transport
,cation systems and mountains.,

SS-I40 Visitons la Belgique.
Film

See Item BP-27.

SS-141 Vivre mieu3c, demain.
Film' ,

-

See nein-BP-27.

8 0
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Voici la France! Holt, 1968: Four film-
FS strips and a reel tape. Int.-Adv: (JH, HS).

This is a set of four-filmstrips designed
to provide a view of-France to students who are
learning French..Each filmstrip has approximately
55 frames. The taped commentary, with music,
provides a delightful overview of France. The
photographs are of exceptional quality, and the
recordings, are of the highest quality and fidelity.
The language level and speed of the narration are
such that .internabdiatestudents might profit fioni
a previeW ofthe material or from some' othfr type
of special preparation. Advanced students could
also ,profit from exposure to these materials. The
titles of the individual filmstrips are: Introduction,
Bretagne et Bourgogne, Provence, and Paris.

.SS-143 Un Voyage en. France. HoLt, n.d. Ten
FS filmstrips and a reel tape. French dia-

logue.)) Printed text included. Int.-Adv.
(JH, HS). - $

Only the following filmstrips in this -set
were evaluated: Le Havre, Le lour de France et
no tre itineraire, Saint-Malo, and Paris. Attractive
scenes of various regions and monuments of France
are accompanied by a well-recorded narrative that
includes sound effects. The voice of the narrator is
pleasant. A. booklet with the, narration in both
English and French is provided. This material .could
be useful as supplementary material in a study of

re of France. The,
Ogne, Concarneau

e basqUe et les
e, La. Cote

the geography, history, and cul
'other titles in the set ge:- La B
et Quimper, Le Perigord, La
Pyrenees, La Provence et. la Can
d'Azur et la Haute-Provence; La Bourgogne, and
BourgeS.

,SS-144. A year in' France. Holt, 1964. 15 flint'
. FS strips, French and English dialogue.

Tapes and teacher's rifanual irtudetl.
dv, (JH, 1.18)f "

, .

France, pastnd piesent, is beautifully.
illustrated in these filinstrips..The commentary oh
,the accompanying tapes is given first in French and

-- 'then in English. Unfortunately,'the narrator speaks
too fagt, and the- fidelity or th 1-tas is poor,
thereby limiting th(use of the French version to -

9

/a° legs than advanced classes. if shown withoutthe
tdpes, or with the English narration, the filmstrips
could be utilized in beginpipg and intermediate
-classes, .where the use f 'English many be more
acceptable. The teach manual' inclifdes -the
complete toRtntentary f m the tapes in both

1... ,, . .
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languages, suggested techniques for posing ques-
tMns, and sample questions.

4. ., .

SS-145 Zigzags en France& 'byby Gilbert Mon-
Rea. trachet., LE TOUR DE FRANCE SEfi-

IES. National Textbook, n.d. 58p.
French' text, paperback, illustrated. iint,
(HS). .

.This is a stimulating composition and
conversation .workbook that deals with geography
and history. It is intended for use at ;the second-
and third-year levels. A photograph oflone of 26
geographical areas or cities (Floulogne ,rhartres,
`Camac, and the like), is the focal point t o ach
lesspn. The photographs are placed on e left-
hand pages. On the right-hand pageg is a short
parairaph about the interesting featiires shown 'in
the .illustration. ,The paragraph is followed by
questions that are related to the content of .the
text and That are designed to stimulate conversa-
tion., At the.end of each section, new words, place
names, or names of geographical or historical,
interest are explai e51 in French'''. Readers 'will find
a short French-En vocabulary section at the
back of the book. This book could be an excellent
supplementary selection for the study of. French
culture. Teachers might want to consider using it
for work with small grou i. .

.

Other Ma erials
* '

b-I -- Le Bonne Cuisine c ez soi, by C. Wein-'
Misc. ,, ock-Noël. NE, 09 o, 319p. Frerich .1

.(Home. t fit, hardback, Must < Int.-Adv.
c.)-E . ( Si. .

This book contains an extensive. selec-
tion 'of recipe5 and information on many aspecti of

- entertaining,iincludix information about dinners,
receptions; and- teat No detail of importance is
neglected. All an)ounts listed in the recipes -are,

iten in metric tthits...Th*_.book could. serve. as a ;.
add for a,minicoulse,in-Freneli cooking.

C2 .. -0.
Comment' de Merveilleux cadeaux,

Misc: by GoleTie Lamarque. NE, 1968. 32p.
(Crafts) 'French text, hardback, illustrated: 13817-770

, . Int. (EL;' JH, HS). ,
......

This' work contains suggestions' and -iii-
structions on how to make, gifts with very inexpen-
sive items folind around the hoilse° or in the
_classroom. It "could be tf great value for planning
'aftd. implementing cliss 'or club projects. The
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layopt is attractive, with clever uses of type faces
and colors. The book is intended primarily for

French children, but' it should have con-
s' s erable appeal also for American teenagers who.
are 'interested in crafts. This book would be an

. exc ent tool for use in development of students'
pra ti al..vocabulary.It would be agood addition
to a o ign-language library orresouice center.

0-3 Commelt faire de merveilleux decors
Misc. dans ma maison, hf,Colette Lamarque.
(Crafts)' NE, 1972. 34p-. text, hardback,

- -illustrated. Int. (EL; JH, HS).

. Suggestions and instructions for making°
-miany humorous and whimsical decorative items

are featured in this book. The layout is very
attractive, The use of many colors and different
sizes of types are indicative, of the publisher's
knowledge about what appeals to children. The
book is especially suitable for use in special-activity
classed' at the elementary and juniOr high school
levels. . Teachers ,should find it quite useful for
developing students' practical vocabulary. When
the book. is used for thiS purpose, teachers will

7have to develop their own vocabulary-exercises.

0:4. La Cuisine familiale et pratique, by H. P.
Misc... Pellaprat. FE, 1955. 208p. French .text,

i(Home hardback, illustrated. Int.-Adv.(HS).

Ec) Many beautiful color photographs of
foods 'highlight this attractive- Cookbook. All mea-
surements are.given in liters, kilograms, and grams.
The book contains 500 recipes and provides good
reference Jnaterial. Nine special diets are included.
No advice is given on how onshould present or
serve the dishes. This book would be a good library
orresciurce center item.

fi

.
0-5_ La Cu>pinelizerveilleuse et amusante, by

3 Misc. ,' Lise yarin: NE, 1971*:.32p. Frehdi text,
(Home hardback, illustrated.
Ec.,

This' book contains 100 easy-to-prepare,.
attractively illustrated recipes. Me format is

designed to delight children and to motivate them
tto eook..Siniple and practical vocabulary is used
hroughout, and all directions are given in the

imperative mood: The book could therefore die an
exellent aid ,for, teaching the imperative forins.
Sevegal dishes dd not require the use of a kitchen
or itOve, and, stnaents. could prepare thenlin the

_classroom. This book was originally intended for
younger tidents, but .evert the more sophisticated

°

older students might be captivated by'the charm of
v t.

the dratings. ..-. i. .
.

0-6- Dictionnaires des termer d'affaires;s by
Misc. Rene MacQuinghen. DU, 1953. 204p.'
(Bus. French and English text, paperback, no
Ed.) illustrations. InC-Adv. (HS).

This book could be helpful to students
who wish to concentrate on. business or commer- ,
cial French. The emphasis of the content is on'

rtminess terms. Banking, finance, accounting,
toms, goods, and transportation are among the

- topics coffered, The book is dividedinto French:
English and English-French sections. At thend of
each section is a table of abbreviations commonly -

used in business transactions. The book would be a .

'good reference work.

0-7 Duden francais. Edited, by staff from
Mist. Bibliographisches Institut,- Mannheim;
(Voc. and the Librairie Marcel Didier. BIM,
Ed.) 1962. French text, hardback, illustrated. '

Intl-AdvyHy HS).
Duden francais is a ,dictionary that'con-

tains illustrationi rather than written explinations 14.
for/each entry. A total, of 25,000 words and °

illustrations are included.,The entries are; divided
-. into 368 categories. A Iist of the entries, including

the number of the page on which each can be -
found, is provided in the second section of the
book. This dictionary would be, especially useful .
for students and .specialists in need of information
about technical terms, traile words, words peculiar
to various crafts, and sciegific wordi.

0-8f 'Fiseibt. Favourites, by Nattalie Le Fall.
Misc. 7--7Determined, ,1965L 67p. English text,
(Home hardback, ill Grated. Beg.-lutl- (EL;-
Ec.)

This- is an- English-language cOokboo..4,

book would be suitable for use in a special club, or

that '43 simple recipes for French dishes.
Each recipe is humorously illustrated. This cook-.

fo!). use ins resource center. Anyone wholikes to
cook should enjoy using it.

0-9 Le Parfait Secretaire-:Correspondence
Rea. usuelle eommerriale et d'affaires,..,by
(Bus. Louis Chaffurin and Francoise de'Quer-

1(1;1968. French text, paperback,
no illtistrations. Adv. (HS).

' - "this boOk' is an excellent guide' to"
writing personae, busineseand of letters in '

. .
47.
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French. It *includes sample letters. It could be
useful as a text for a miniunit on writing letters in
French, especially 'if The miniunit is designed for
individualized instruction.The book would also be
useful as a library reference work.
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. . ,

tening, reading, and writing; and it includes activi-
4.. ties related to culture studies. The pages care

punched for use in a three-ring binder.

BP-1 - la francajse.' NEW HOLT FRENCH
. AvOr ebrire des. iettres, by Bernie (Cont.) 1 SERIES. 25 'tapes. Int. (JH,,HS).

'kea: EGL, .1968. 31,6p. French text, Tapes ,
(Bus. hardback, no illustrations. Adv. (HS).
Ed.) t \ <>

: - This is a concise compilation of every-
thing 'one needs to know to write correct letters in

French. The book is divided into six, chapters, and
each chapter is indexed with tabs containing the
sectionititles. Included are many examples of-real
letters, both business and personal, covering a.
variety of situations. This book would be an.
important addition to the classroom, library, or

`resource center.

Basic Programs.

'BP-1 A 41 francaisk by Katharine M. Clarke
Gra. and the Holt eaitorial staff. NEW HOLT'

'FRENCH SERIES. Holt, 1974. 486p.
. French and English text, hardback, illus-
trated. Mgerials for use with text
include teacher's manual, workbook,
individualized study packets, transpar-
encies, tests, tapes; retords, and flash
cards. Beg.-Int., HS).

s is a difficult basis textbook for high
school stud ts. Ix Could, however, be used by
Students at the beginning college level. A great deal'
of grammar and vocabulary is presen'ted in the 20
chapters. Each chapter beginS with brief dialogue,
followed by a short section on language and
culture: Explanation? of grammar pointS. and cul-
tures information are provided in English. The
topics &Ong, with culture and civilization are
varied. Gcl'od, English equivalents of the dialogues'
are included.

BP-I Cdhier d'execcices: 4.12 francaise.
(Cont.) pared' by Phyllis kobinove- BloCk. NEW
WB HOLT FRENCH. SERIES. Holt, 1974.

'164. French, text, ,paperback,_, illus.
.trated. Beg. (HS). ,

4

This'woltbook is ,de'signed to tie used
with the tektbook,A la francdfse, bet it could be
used alone.. The workbookventains .variety off,

kt illustrated. exercises for additional prlictice
. '

,

4111.

-p

These Japes are designed to be used with
the ok and ,workbook A la frarIcaise. The
content Inc des standard-type exercises, such as
substitution, transformation, and comprehension
exercises, iizes and tests are provided. The
quality of the ,tapes is excellent.

BP-1 Individualized Study Packets for A 'la
(Cont.) francaise, by June K. Phillips, Gilbert A.
Misc. Jarvis, and the Holt editorial staff. NEW

HOLT FRENCH SERIES. Holt, 1975.
French and English text, loose leaf, no
illustrations. Beg.-Int. HS).

This rwterial consists- of 18 packets, one
each for use withlhapters 3=20 of-the textbook A
la francgise. The packets are divided into a series of
five to nine steps. Objectives are 'provided for each
packet, and, the packets are designed, to enable
students 'to work at their own pace: Detailed -
instructions /G. each step include directions on
howtto use the recorded materialnd references to
appropriate, sections of the basic textbook: Steps,
are divided into a series of activities that lead to in,
evaluation of whether learners, have achieved the
objectives'.. The packet's provide for flexibility_ in
appioach and are compatible with various learving
strategiei. One should note -that;pit chapter tests in
the basic text are based on the obje6tives'iri the
packets.

BP-I vel One French Projectuali. 'NEW
(Cont.) HOLT FRENCH' SERIES. Milt, 19.75.
Trans. 78' overhead transparencies. Beg. (EL,

.114, HS).

.,,,rThese- transparencies, many of which are
;humorous, are designed for use withtlie textbook
A la 'franfaise. Teachers, can use them with the
other level -one materials to stimulate_conyersation.
They are accompanied by408-page teacher's guide .
to,facilitate uieilith A .1dfrancaise. The prOjectual;
rnay.'be , used with other first-year ptograms to
teach.wocabulary; to provide cultural information,
to provide praoicin language strNctures, and to ,
test students' mastery, of those 'structures.

.r

0

e
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BP -1 . Level 'One French Flaikards, by Kath-
(Conti arine M. Clarke and the Holt editorial
Pos. staff. NEW HOLT FRENCH SERIES,_NL_

Holt, __1975. 50 cards, ,color. Beg.-Int.
. (EL, ill, RSA.

These flail 'cards Ware bright, colorful
,drawings that , are designed generally to reinforce:
students' learning of the material in A la francaise.
The people shown are. of various social back-
grounds. Th6 street scenes depict Paris, but they
could represent any. town: in France. The cards
cod be of use in any French-language classroom.

BP -1 . A la francaise, by Katharine M. Clarke
(Cont.) and the Holt editorial staff. NEW HOLT
Tests FRENCH SERIES. 'Holt, 1974, Nine

tests and nine quizzes. Beg. (JH, HS);

These tests are designed to. measure'
listening-comprehenion abilities; speaking, read-
ing, and writing skills; 'knowledge of language
structures; and knowledge of culture. They are
printed and are recorded orf tape. The tests should
be given atleacempletion of even-numbered chap7
ters, and' tIE -quizzes should be adminiitered
following comPletion° of odd-ntimbered chapters.
Pretest exercises are provided in the teacher's
manualThe script for the audio portion of the
tests and quizzes was not provided to the evalna-
tion committee. ObjeCtives are stated in the. .
teachers manual. No objective criteria for profi -.
ciehdy are given. The testing program mVst there-
fore be considered a norm-referenced 'program, and
norms must be developed by each teacher.. The
individualized study packet program describe
preytodsly provides sufficient systematic practi
to enable Students to assirpilate the material
sampled ire the testing'program. Student pronuncia-
tion is evaluated through sentence imitation. .

BP -l'
(Cant:)
TM

Teacher's Manual for 4 la fraricaise by
Katharine M: Clarke and the Holt edi-
torial staff. NEW HOLT FRENCH SE-
RIES:-LHolt,_ 197,4. 283p. French and
English text, paperback, no illustrations.

t This teacher's Manual contains instruc-
tions, objectives, comprehension checks, oral exer-

',Cises, ansmier keys, and pronunciation exercises for)
each Chap:fel-of the textbook A la fiancaise. Also ,

included. is a statement of the philosophic oriente-
tion of the textbbOk..

-
Nous les jeunes, by Alice Lingellier and

(Cont.) ,Katharine M. 'Clarke." NEW HOLT
Rea. '.-FRENCH -SERIES. Holt, '1974. 432p.
. .

-

V

, Ask French and English text, hardback, illus-
_trated. Materials for use with text also

include teacher's manual, workboOk
individualized study /jackets, tests, film-
strips, tapes, and records. Adv. (HS).

. 'Thii is basically a second-level reader to.,
be used after A la francaise. It includes numbers,
lectures, and review exercises. The many, passages
for liStening and reading are based on the results of
questionnaires sent to French- speaking students
throughout the world. o

BP-' cahier d'exercices for Nous les jeunes. .

(Cont.) ,Prepared by Phyllis R. BloCk, NEW
WB HOLT FRENCH SERIES. Hblt, 1974.

t41p.0 French text, paperback, billus-
.trated. Int'. (HS).

at

This workbook contains review exer-
cises; short readings ,and a glossary; and questions
on-the readings, to check' comprehension. At the
end of each chapter are suggestions for developing
assigned compositions. The workbook is punched
to fit S three-ring binder.

. .

Individualized Study Packets for Nous.
(Cont.) les jeunes, by June K. Phillips and
M.isc. Gilbert h.-Jarvis:NEW HOLr FRENCH

. SERIES. Holt, 1975..287p. French arid
English text-Moose leaf, no illustrations.
Int. (JH, HS)..

,,This material consists of individualized
study packetS'for use with each of the 15 units in

° the secondjlevei reader Nous les jeunes. Diagnostic -
,exe.rCises at the bgginning of each chapter are
designed to enable teachers to discover the.areas in
which students need remedial work. Each packet
includes separate sections on listening, reading,
'grammar, 'and communication. Each section is
'divided into 'steps that students may do at; their
own paces. Review exercises are also providedvat the
beginnineof each .chapter, and answers are.given at cf
the end of the chapter. Teachers and students mlist.!'.
determine their own criteria for.determining stu-
diint progress. The packets are structured in,such
way as to provide systematic ,practice in the major
skillS'covered in the publisher'i tests.

. ;

BP-1 Nous-4'es jeunes, by Alice Langellier and
(Cont.) Katharine M.. Clarke. NEW -110LT,
Tests FRENCH SERIES Holt, 1974. ,- ,

.

Thisilesting ,program consists
. .
of tests 'Pt;

.
use,affer each of chapters 1-14 of the text Nous''.
les jeunes. Only a review follows Chapter I5.. The

fe.
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tests, include, grammatical transformations; giies-
lions on vocabulary and word .farnilies;,listening
and readings comprehension items; and. questions
on the culture of the- French-speaking world.
Practice in the specific types of , questiOnS pre-
'sented in the chapt r tests is provided in Cahier
d'exercicei tdescribe above) and in the oercises
included in each oh pter of the test. Jhe4tests are
'not Criterion=referenCed

,
-

'BP-2 T, A' -LM French: Level Oner(Secong edi-
Gra. don), by Marilynn Ray and Katia Brillie

Lutz. A -LM TRENCH. Harcolirt,1-969.
349p. French and "Engli;11 text,' hard-
back, illustrated. Level-onematerials also,
include 'teacher's edition,' :tapes, cue '-'s
cards, culture activity book, filmstrips,
and. cassette tapes. Beg. (JH, HS).

Each lesson in this textbook begins with
a two-part dialogue ,containing the. new grammar
points and vocabulary dfsthe lesson. The dialogue
isifollowed by supplementary section in which
the authod present .!ariations of 4the dialogue -

sentences and expressions. New vocabulary is also
given in the supplementary' section. A variety, of
vocabulary exercises is used to reinforce studeras"
learning and comprehension of vocabulary. After
the teacher presents new points of grammar, the
student uses explanations andsurinnarY charts in
the !text to reinforce his .or her -"learning. The',
grammar exPlanations, are followed by .numerous
exercises of many types, both oral' and written,
designed to reinforce students' -learning of- the

*grammar points. Recombinatiolidialogue's,',.letter-
sound correspondences, andwritirig and dictation
exercises follow: A full-p*age color photograph
precedes each pew basic dialogue and illustrates the
theme ofthe lesson.

a 7 The answers to_ all exercises are over-
printed in the, teacher's edition. The evaluators felt
that the authors have anticipated every qUestio9 or
doubtthat teachers or students could have.

. The set of cue cards contains the presen4
tation materials, the dialogues, and the ekercises,l,
By using the cue cards, teachers can avoid having
to., carry the textbook as,=t6ey 'move about . the
Classroom.

4 BP-2 - Teacher's Test Manual: .-4-LM French:
(Cal h) Level One. 4-LM FRENCH. rcourt,
TM, 1973. 982. -French and'Efiglishltialogue,

-1

BASIC PROGRAMS /

'sr?,

This manual contains the complete script
of the recorded listen0g-corhprehension exercises.
Each page of the student test booklet, with correct
answers printed in italics, isalso included. The
pages of the student test-answer form boctklet are
perforated for easy. tear-out. The listening tests are
coordinated with the test stapes.

, .
, .

BP-2 French Culture: Activity Book, b.y

(Cont.) Rdsalie Rogers and Joseph F. Herney.
Rea. A-LM :FRENCH. Harcourt, 1974. *124p.

French . and En ish text, paperback,
illustrated, Casset tapes and filmstrips
available. BegAnt. RI, HS).

designedThis activity book 'is designed to supple-
merit the culture program presented. in the text
A-LM french., Level One (Second edition). The
activity bOok :contains the following items to be
used with each "Cigtute Supplement page in the
textbook: (.1) background notes, in English; (2)
black and white reproductions, of each full-color
"Culture Supplement" ,photograph; inclUding
annotations in trench in the margins; and (3) two
pages of-Exercises in French, based on each picture.
Recordings of the picture captions and descriptions
of the pictures are available on cassettes. The
illustrations are also _available in a -set of fly&
filmstrins, entitled French Culture: Filmstrips With
Cassettes.

. .
.4...

BP-2- A-LM French: Level Two (Second edi-
(Cont) bon), by Marilynn Ra51 and *He--

- Gra. Antoinette Liotier. A-LM FRENCH:
Harcourt,- 1974, 464p. French and Eng-
lists text,hardbaCk; illustrated. Level-two
materials also include' filmstrips, tapes,
tests, workbook, . reader, and teacher's
edition. Int. (JH, HS):

paperback, no illustrationi... Beg.-Int.
As)..

-40 ' This second-level textbook begins with a
review, (reprint) of the 'final three units from the. .
level -one textbook. The format of this , book is
similar to that used ill A-LM French: Level One.
Eadh unit contains basic and supplementary infor-
;elation, brief explanations of grammar points, a
variety of oral and written exereises,.,.conversation

e reference list of new lexical material, and '
a iealites .section.. In addition the cultural
content' of the -regular lessons; th e'w second,
edition et.' this' text includes a cultur ection of
color prhotovaphs at ttie end of the book. '

Tee teacher's martualii divided into two
parts. The first contains the .text of he taped
exercises .and suggestions to the teacher for plan,

P
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ning lessons and presenting explanations of grani-
mar points. The second part is a repi-ifit- of tht

,student book, with ,overprinting iri 'blue. The
overprirlted material includes suggestions, for the
teacher, explanations, and answers to all exercises

BP-2 . Exercthe Book A-LM French: Level
, (Cont.) Two A-LM FRENCH. Harcourt, 1971.

WB 136P. French and English text, paper-
back,inO illustrations. Int. (JH, HS).,

Thisieorkbook is 'designe 75 be used-
with the ,textbook;, A-LM firene -Level* Two
(Second edition). The extrcik4s of r fur r prac-

. tice son ,the material covered in each um of that.
text. Part one of the exercise book shout be used
in conjunction 'with the tapes to giYe pr ice in
listening, pronunciaii)p, and- reading -skills. Part
two provides.practicie in -structure and c.omprehen-
sion in a variety of ways; many of them similar to
the.ways in which sithlents,,are tested at the end of_
the units. Many of the exercises are deSigne'd to
teach students how to do a particular type of
exercise that will appear in the unit test. An answer
key is included at the end of the book.

BP-2 -A-LM French. 4evel 714o (SecOid edi-
(Cont.) tion). A-LM FRENCH. Harcourt,. 1971.
Tests Six tapes and printed Materials. French

text. Int. (JH,'HS).
Although specific\-- objective's are not

stated fqk each u-hit. these-tests are desig#ed to test
students on those items on' which they have, been
workirigin the second-level text. Each test d'ontains
listening and reading/writing sections. Test content

'covers comprehension and structure. The stude,nt
test forms,sripted in a pad -format, are an integral..
part of the .testing piograni. A speaking test,
suitable, for use in the clasirobin' or language
laboratory, is -included for each unit, .The` com-
inittee was unable to determine the reliability or
validity of the,tegs.

. ,

BP-2 Lisons ,et discutons LM 2: Edited by

-

: (Cont.) Mary 1). Aulieino. AIilll FRENCH Har-
i' Rea. court, 1973, 184p. Prencii"wi Engli*h

text, paperback, illustrated. Int. (HS).
°- This reader was designed to be used in,

conjunction with the text A-LM French: .Level
Two (Second edition). Ali selections have been
adapted fro the works of contemporary French
authors and are accompanied by photographs
showing scenes of conterriporary life in France.
Clarifications and explanations of diffiCult words_

. : . , ..,
0 ,

) :

are' presented in English in the page margins..
Structure and vocabulary are controlled. Each
selec,tion is followed by a series of questions on the
text and a series.of questions-designed to make the
student compare the French culture, with hiS or her ,
'own. A French-English vocabulary is provided at
the end of each chapter.

B1312 A-LM French: Level-Three (Second edi-
(Cont.) tiop), by Marilynn Ray, Marie--Antoi-
Gra. -. nette Libtier, and Pierre J. Capretz.s.,,

A-LM FRENCH. Hafcourt; 1971.'455p.
French and English text,' hardback, illus-
trated. Level-thr* materials also include'

. -

teacher's manual, workbook, records;
test tapes, classroom/laboratory tales,
teacher's test manual, and reader; Adv.
(HS). , .

This third bOdk, in the A-LM French
,series begins with the la,st three lessons -of the
second-level text. The format is similar to that of
the first two texts. The reading selections are from
modern authors and include both fiction sand
nonfiction. Short stories, poetry, magazine articles,,
and excerpts from movies and plays are -included.

The teacher's manual for level thi-ee is a
1

separate paperback book that proyides repfints, of
the basic material from . the student textbook,
notes, andteaching.suggestions, o contains the
text of all-taped- exercises' an 'the answers tck. the
textbook exercises.

_ ,
BP-2 *. Exercise Book. A-LM French: Level

- (font.)` Three. A-LM FRENCH. Harcourt, 1972.
WB 132p. French aid English text, paper--

- back, no illubtrations. Adv: (HS).
A,

This 'workbook is intended for use with
the tektbdok A-LM French: Level Three (Second
edition). Part' one must be used with tapes.
DictationS, 'sound discrimination practice, and
"memory stretchers" *e includeci.' Part two con-.
tains written exercises for each unit. All answers to
exercises are provided at the,end of the book,

, ",

BP-2 lloupelles lectures. Edited. by Marie=
(Cont. Y Antoinette - Liotier, A.-LM FRENCH.
Rea. Harcourt, 1974. 305p. French' text,

*?.12ffirtiack, illustraated. fit. (
.

This is a collectibn of hori-; reading
selections, 1)&1( 'prose and poetry. The 'selectipqi
are mostly -tiorn the twentieth century, but some
`are frail the fourteenth through the nineteenth
centuries.. The ibook is designed fotuge, with the

,

. 8
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A--1M 'French: Level Three (Second edition) text-,
bOok. The 'selections are kroupetl.into six levels.
Most Of the selectionsare followed by dvariety of

BASIC PROGRAMS / 79

gramtnaterials also . include. texts for
.levels frand II, reader, filmstripS,. and

. tapes: Adv.. (HS). .-
.exercises that are consistent with the system, of This text includes ideas for teaching, but

Al,

. controlled structure anti vocabulary used through- , no supplementary materials are available. The print
out -.the series. Vocabulary notes are provided is small but clear. The illustrations, in black and
where necessa
section is incl

n the page margins. A vocabulary , white, accurately convey, aspects of, French culture.
ed at the back of the book. No English is used in the book:The- reader is

G' .. "taken" on-a tour" Of Paris and its suburbs. Each
BP-2 A-LM French:ievel Fair (Second edi lesson contains a concise grammar review and a
(Cont.) .ti,pn),. by Marie-Antoinette Liotier, and variety of gOod exercises.
Rea. Esther L. Kiniiimonth. A-LM FRENCH: ,

, Mastery of basic structures is emphasized
Harcourt; a 19'p.. '439p. French texl, 7in the first two books `of the seriel. The tapes for
hardback, illustrated: bevel-lbw mate- '-, 'Use- with .ihose books provide for comprehension
rials alsb include teacher's manual and work-and grammar,exercises_and drills. The settings
classroomilabpratory tapes. AdV. (HS). of 'the /arious le-sScrns ase:stiown in the accompan-yr

... This is the lagt of a series of audiolingual .ing filmstrips. 'Paris and Parisians are highlighted in
texts. Level four begins with\Jnit 36 and contains book three. ,In'the fourth voltime-- the French

* nine units, each of which is built around a . .people are shown through the liter-ature of France.
contemporary philosophical or literary theme:, .

Contemporary authors,, such as Ehuon, Sartre, - BP-4 La France et ses ecrivains, by G. Mauker.

Camus, and Supervielle; are represented in extensive (Cant.) COURS DE LANGUE ET DE CIVIL1-

reading solectionsthat are accompanied by black Rea. SATION FRAKAISES. LH, 1957.

and white photographs: Grammatical anclzvocabil-
lary exercises are. supplemenfed by structure drills
and topics for guided discussion. Sections on

. student independence may appeal to 'students in
their late teens. _ .05

BP -3. Berlitz Self-Teaching Ldnguage Course:
Tapes 'French. Beilitz, 967\ Six cassette'assette/or

101 tapes. Basic "Tr aiSOgrammaterials iy

include ffver VpokletI and... verb-. wheel.
Beg.-Int.-Adv. (HS): e ,

This set of materials is .excellent for
vocabulary building hn4, pronunciation practice.
The booklets -contain the..complete script's. of the .
tapes plus many explan-atioA of grammatical prin-
Ciples, yetb conjugations, and idiomatic . expres-
sions. . One of the tapes contains exercises: that
correspond to the various lesson. Although this is

'ostensibly .a self-teaching course, the_ materials
-could be very well Utilized ih a langUage labora-. 5

w
.

torys They would also be :useful In a resource
cenTer for use by students on an individual
The content :0-based on situations that a traveler
might encounter in eiatice.

522p. French text, hardback, illustrated.
Adv. (HS).

This two-part book is written pompletely
in French. Part I is entitled "La France et les'
Francais"; Part II,. `La Tradition intellectuelle de
la France." The bOok 'contains' good black and .
yvhite photographs and a fold-out map. The text is
designed for use with'very advanced saidenti and
with persons interested in gobd French literature.

r.

BIf Adapjatiori raole pra-.. p'ra-
(CQnt:) ague de Francaise, 'COUR$
FS.... DE LANGUE ET DE CIVILISATION

FRANCAISES. LH, 1965. 25 filmstrips
and 14 titipes. '(EL: JE1).,

. The phonetic lessOns in this material are
somewhat -misleading with to intkiation
anti articulation. The instruCtions fdr use.k.the

-filth trip on phonetics, however', are;.'cleai,7the.
hlinstrips for-:,the text cfosely follow the presenta-
tion of each lesson. orne of the/ content is

,s6mevIlt dated; for example, a ocean liner trip '

across' the ;Atlantic Ocean. Vora Wary: graMm_ar,
and aspecttsof culture are integrate into the

lr

Lours de langue et de civilisation fran
caises; III, by G. 'Ma,uger. COURS .DE'
L'A'N GUE -DE , CI VkLISA TION '

FR-AA'AISES. CH, 1957. 3(54p.'french.
text; hardback, illustrated:. Basic- prb-

'
r.

-

BI3i5
, Cburi preparatoire de francaii, ..attnler

cycle, by John.B.'Dateand Magdalene I,:
Dap. COURS DE kR,i,KAIS.

R . 19158. 2450. french 'andi,English
hardbacic illustrated., First- level: 'nate-

0
r

1
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rials also include teacher's manual and
key, projectuals, records: tapes, testing
program, projectuals for feSting, and
testing tapes. Beg.- (JH). .

This is a beginning language course in-
tended for use with studertts in grade seven. The
content includes. 25 lessons; 5 reviews; a variety of

.games, songs, and poems.; an a 'French-English
vocabulary section. Committee members found
this work to be a rather uninspiring textbook for
use with julior high school students.

BP-5 Cours preparatoire de francais, Deu.*ieMe..
(Cont.) cycle, by John B. Dale' and Magdalene
Gra. r Dale. COURt3 DE FRAN(AIS. Heath,

1968. 272p. French and English text,
.hardback, illustrated. Second-level niate-
- hats also include teacher's manual and
key, projectuals, _records, tapes, testing
program with, key, projectuals for test-
ing, and test tapes. Beg. (JH).

,. The vocabulary and constructions of the
last ten lessons of Cours preparatoire de francais:
Premier cycle are reintroduced in a different' form
in this book. The 26 lessons are based on a
continued narrative. Vocabulary is'.emphasized in
the. visual material: Some of-the test are on tape.
The -appendix includes nut-fibers, the alphabet,
punctuation marks, an adj6ctive chart,Verb charts,
and a French-English ,vocabulary list. Committee
members found the text tote thorough but rather
dull-with-respect to presentation.

BP-6 . Cours preparatoire de francais, TroiSieme
(Cont.) cycle, by,John B. Dale and Magdalene L.
Gra. Dale. COURS DE FRAKAIS: 4eath;

1969. 339p. French and"English
hgrdback,iiillustrated. Third-level mate-

, rials also ,inclutle- teacher's manual and
'icy, recordS, tapes, testing pi-6gram. and

akey, and test tapes. (3H, HS). ,r

r's : ( This is the third tiOok.of the COuts de
- francais series. It is intended 'foripse. -with "students

in grade. nine. Thebook is Made .4 of 2.6 lessons
and `5%reviev7 chapters, one after every fifth le,sson:

...;:llaughout the book readings follow the adven-
tures...of an unfprtunare lad who is orphaned it1 the

-early chapters. Grammar points are presented
uctively, with some exp1anatiron given in English.

Mete is, a reyeitiple Jack of emplia§ig ori
structures and iNons,A,VhictCix.iight.hamPer
lion-, of vocabulary -and 'granimar =knowledge. The

,
(

last foul- lessons of the second-level book are
reintroduedd in this book. Listening and speaking .

Skills are stressed, and reading skills are emphasized-.
more than in levels one and two.

BP-5
(Cont.)
Gra.

Cours eMmentaire de francais; by John
B.. Dale and Magdalene L, Dale. COURS
DE PRAN(AIS. Heath, 1970. 461p.
French text, hardback, illustrated. Mate-
rials for this level also include teacher's
r&nual and key; workbook.; tapes;

, records; testing prdgram, with key-; aria
test tapes. Beg. (JH, HS).

This textbook contains 38 lessons; seven
review lessons; a variety. of reading materi4 poems,:
and songs; a referenciippendix; and a vocabu-
lary section. It included sufficient material for one
and one-half to two years of study at the 'high
'school leVet. Teachers will need, to provide for
additional supplementary drill work. Some com-
mittee members': considered the book to be Aow
paced. It lacIscontrasting examples in Etiglish.

.BP -5

'(Cont.)
TM

Teacher's Manual and Key: Cours ele-
mentaire de francais, by John B. Dale
and Magdalene, L. Dale, COURS DE
FRAN(AIS. Heath 1970. 95p. French
and English text, paperback, no illustra-
tions. Beg. (JH, HS).

This teacher's manual contains a short
pNlosophic orientation and very Aneral and lim-4
On directions about how to use the material in the
textbook .,Cours elementaire de francais: The
manual does include some supplementary exercises'
to be usediiith. each lesson. The majority of V
manual consists of answers to the exercises in /he
textbook.

BP-5. ,

(Conti)

11
.

tours moyen de francais, by John B.
Dale andMagdalene L. Dale". COURS DE
FRANCAIS.. Heath, 1970. 522P. French .

. text, hardback, illutrated..Materials for.
this level also include - teacher's manual
and key ; _work ok; tapes; 'testing pro-
gram, with key.; and test tapes. Int. (HS):
This inaterial is4 designed for ,use after

completion of COurs elementaire de fmncais. The
textbook includes.35 lessons, seven review lessons,
and suipleMentaryy readings. A small anthology of
selected -readings by twentieth-century authors,
such as Cousteau,' Schweitzer, and Custeret, is
included. The stoty the used throughout the
textbook: focuses on ;speleology'. This bdok

_"
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be used for the second half of second-year-French
classes and for third-year-French classes:.

BP-5 Teacher's Manual and Key: Cours moyen
(Cont.)_ de francais, by John B. Dale and Mag-
TM 'dalene L. Dale. COURS DE FRAWAIS.

Heath, 1970. .109P. French .and English
text, paperback, no illustrations., Int.
(HS)
The first 14 pages of this manual' are

directed to the teacher. They include explanations
about the philosophy behind the patter drills,
suggeitions for utilizing conversation, andf upple-,
mentery pattern drills and exercises. A key to the
exercises is included. The manual piovides limited
directions to the teacher with regard to presenta-
tion of the materials.

BP-3
(Cont.)
Gra.,

6

Cours moyen-superieur' de francais, by
John tr. Dale and Magdalene L -.. Dale.
COURS DE FRANcAlS. Hekh, 1966.
498p. French texiohardback, illustrated.
Materials for this level also include teach-
er's manual and key and tapes. Adv. (HS).

This book includ s pattern drills, many
types of exercises, and a s ort section on idiomaticb.
expressions. The. text cusps on Paris, he pro-,
vinces, French life, lit racy biographies, and read-
ing selections. Thisis interesting and challenging
book:

P:6
Rea.

'OP,'

'DAMSONS L.4 CAPUCINE, by Annick
14 Marchand.. 1973. 27 booklets,
approximately 36p. each, French text,
paperbacks,-.- illustrated. Bagic ;'program
materials also incltide teacher's guide and
cassette' tape:Beg:();

i4a Three levels of 'difficulty are represented
in the 27 booklets in .this program. The,program is

j,intended for use in the teaching of French as a
. second language, to children between five and ten

years of age.
, The, teacher's guide contains detailed

information on the presentation Of the first three
4..years of French through games,.. songs, skits,

stories; and beginning reading activitieS..Included
are drawings jja,4explicit directions for makipg
necessary vigil.* materials. Cultural references are
to life in Carlida. .

BP:6 Dansons la capiwine. CIC, '1973., Cassette
(Cont.) tape. Beg. (EL).
Tape

BASIC PROGRAMS / 81

O ,

This cassette includes French folk songs
and rhymes andis of high fidelity..The voices on
the tape are- pleasant to listen to. The individuals
heard are native speakers of French, and they
speak at an apprOptiate rate and with correct
intonation.

- BP-7 Debuts, by John G. Boucher and Robert.
Gra. "L. Paris. THE ALLYN AND BACON

FR.INCH PROGRAM. Allyn, 1975.
348p. French and English text, hard-
back, illustrated. Materials for this level
also include teacher's guide,' workbook,
and cassette tapes. Beg. (JH, HS).

This textbook is designed to give teach--
ers a choice of instructional approaches. The
immediate use, of French is.emphasiied, with. all.
explanations given in that language. English expla-
nations are provided in lessons one through eight
for those teachers who do net wish to use French
extensively until a later stage of instruction. Basic
idioms and structures are presented in expressions
de base. Drill work on the content of the, expres-
sions de base is provided for,..111 exercices; de
controle, whiCh call for verbal. interchange bdtween
teacher and student. The illustrations are particu-
larly attractive and imaginative.

.BP -7 Workbook for Debuts, by Wolin G.

(Cont.) Boucher and Robert L. Paris. THE
WA ALLYN AND BACON FRENCH PRO-

GRAM. Allyn, 1.975. 142p, French text,
paperback, °no illusttglions. Beg. (JH,
HS). or

;This consumable workbook: Contains
exercises to develop writing skills connected with
the structures presented in the level -one' book,

,'Debuts. The exercises are .not 'especially appealing,
but the atithofs'rcio utilize a variety of techniques

' to promote writing skills,. The grammar exercises
are mostly of thetranspositional type. ,

BP:7 <, Reprise, by John Boucher, RobeilitL.
(Cont.) *Paris, and Andre ,. 0. Hurfgen. THE
Gra. ALLYN AND BACON. FRENCH PRO ; -

GRAM. Allyn, 195. 365p: French text;
.4 hardbaCk, illustrated. Materials for

levfl also include teacher's guide, work-
boOk, and cassette tapes. Int.-A6. (HS),

S.

This is, the second level textbook in the
Allyn and. Bacon -program. Reprise contains- fewer
and less attractive, illuStrations than does Debuts.
The grammatical content Sams overly ,advanced

. .

I , e'
,

',' 4.:
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for a second-year student of French at the high
school level. As in Debuts, the emphasis in thiS text
is on total use of French by the student. All
explanations and directions are in French. The
reading' selectigns, which vary considerably in
length and type, serve as the basis for oral and
written questibris, vocabulary exercises, and com-
position work. The latter be prepared Orally
or in written form. Thy ear er's guide coitains
good background materi on the reading sele

.
BP-7 Workbook r Reprise, -by. John G.
(Cont.) Boucher, Robert L. Paris, and Andre 0.
WB Hurtgen. THE. ALLYN AND BACON

FRENCH PROGRAM. Allyn, 1975..47- 105p. French and English tekt, paper-
back, no illustrkions. (Bin

HS).

This workbook'is designed to be use
with the second-level textbook Reprise. The cut-

, rises are structured to help the student continue
development of the writing skill covered in De4uts.
All exercises arejbased on the reading sele4pns
and structures f.reserited in the basic text. They Ore
varied in fortnat to provide motivation fOr stu-. dents.

. BP-7 Conirastes, I by John 'G. Boucher and
(Cont.) Robert L. Paris. THE A LLYN AND
Rea. BACON FRENCH PROGRAM.

1972. 371p. French text, hardback, illus-
trared MaterialS for use with readei-
include teacher'sguide, woricbook, and
answer book, Adv. (HS).

Contrastes is a .very ec$tic and stimula-
ting s ection of prose works, coptemporary
poems, a d selections from Eugene lonesco!s The

.Bald Soprano. The topics are of current interest,
and many of the selections are humorous. The text
is designed for use in advanced grid advanced-

placement language classes.The bOok may also be
Useful as an enrichrnent reader in a respurce center.

BP-7 '-ieacilier's,Guide for Contrastes, by Jan
(cont.) G. Boucher and Robert L. Paris. THE
TM /ILL AND BACON FRENCH PRO-

. GRAM Allyn, 1972. 39p:. French 'and,
Englith text, paperback, no illustrations.
Adv. (HS). S

in the introdUctory section of tlis
teacher's guide, the,authors .addres, both the
student and the teacher in describing the 'I:Antos-

'. ophy;Iformat, and specific. co"ntents off' the IPA.

,

.

The suggestion's provided with regard to method-
ology allow for the individuality of the teacher.The book incliadescises
tbund, in the ten 'units and grammar sectionof the
text. A bibliegzaphy that covers the following areas
is included: opportunities and means for travel and
study abroad; service bureaus; audiovisual mate-
rials; foreign books films; foreign penodicals,; maps

-and wall charts; names of. professional journals and
addresses ofle publishers; and sources of informa:
tion about instructiorial television.

BP-7 Wqrkbook for Contrastes, by John G.
(Cont.) Boucher, Robert L. Paris, and Gene- .

WB viave Lambelin. THE AeLYN AND.
4,BACON' FRENCH PROGRAM. Ally-n,

1972. 87p. French tgit, paperback, no
illustrations.. Answer key available,. Adv..
(HS).

The content- of this consumable work-
book is designed, td parallel that of the textbook
Coptrastes. A variety of AerCises are provided. The
exercises could' be used as tests to measure stu-
dent's' knowledge of subject matter and grammar.

BP-$ Ecouter et parler, by liominiqkie .G.
4Text COte, 'Sylvia N. Levy, and Patricia

O'Connor. HOLT FRENCH PROGRAM.
Holt, 1968. 346p. French and English

Jost, hardback, illustrated. Materials for
this leVel also include teacher's edition,.
flash -cards; projectuals, workbook, unit
quizzes, tests, final exam and key,
records, and tapes.' Beg. (111.- HS)' I
If students are to begin studying-Frenth

grade seven, teacher houlduse Premiere. .etape
and Deuxthri e etppe ii ad of his text. Ecouter
et' parler consists prin./au asic dialogues and
drills. exercises are monotonouslyt'epetitious.
/Students can co the exercises, andcan answer the ,

.questions correctly without really underStandmg
what they are 'doing. Included at the end of the
book are supplementary conversationS', seven
French son s, English translations_of the dialogues,
and errenc -English vocabulary section. The book
doe's not i elude many oral ,or, written exercises.
Teachers wl o uSe'"the 'mss must use the accorn- :
Panying student workboqk or must prepare it great
deal Of material themselves.

. '

BP:8 ,Cahier iil'exercices (Revised edition), by
(Cont.) . _Dominique G. ,,,cote, Sylvia N. Levy,'and
WB : ., Patricia .Q'Conii,br. HOLT. FRENCH

* .. ... ir . . . - .....

0



PROGRAM. bolt, 1968. 124. French
and :English text, papjrback, illustrated.
Beg Ant. (JH, 1-IS).

.771he content' of-.'this workbook is keyed
f special of the textbook Etcouter et .

BP,8 'Chez les-Fransais'.'HOLT FRENCH PRO-
Directions are given, in English. Exercises (Cont.) GRAM. .Holt, n.d. Materials for use with

include directqd dialogues, des-Criptions of ins- Twct - text -include teaoliefs edition, work-
trations-; simple computatio'ns, and multiple-choice

BASIC PROGRAMS / 83

students at one time. TIte projectuals include the
English equivalents of the dialogues in the text, the .,
apswers to homework exercises, and color pictures
for use'in vocabilaiTwork..

items The-last fotir pages contain outline maps*
'France. The pages of the book are perforated.

ABP -8 Ecduter et parler (Revised editi by
(Cont.) -_-llominiq.ue G. Cote,. Sylvia L

Tests Patricia O'Connor.. HOLT
-PROGRAM:' Holt, 1969. Berg. -.Int.

did These tests are based o.n the, content of-
the textbook Ecduter et parlei They are designed
to test students' aural comprehension, -reading
comprehension, knowledge' of structure; command its unique format, this book
of vocabulary, and writing testing_ -2-: Becaus

shauld-appeld st ongly to- students. TWo groups of
materials are an integral part -of the proiraniT-their oreign ex_cflangee_studentip; French boys and girls
use provides the teacherwah

book. display photographs, .tests,
recordt, and, tapes. The materials were
not reviewed. '

13P-8 . Ce nio4'cles Francais, by Allee-
-(0:mt.) - tier,- Sylvia N. Levy, and- the Holt

staff. HOLT FRENCH PRO-
GRAM. Holt, J970. 328p. French and

ditio ErigliMi text, hardback, illustrated. Mate-
iials for use with reader include teacher's
manual; w'Orkbook, test's, and tapesr'Int.-
Adv. (HS). ,

_whoiave returned to France from a stay in
the students' achievement. , .

_ 7 Ani-eriCrican students who are-spending- ..- - -year irrPrance, dc-eidefo publih a 'monthly
.., . BP-8 - En promenade HOLT- FRENCH PRO-

, e-.- Th
dialOgU

magaline magaZine will contain articls .on
...:_-_ CC:mt.) GP.-1.11 Holt, 1969.- "Frent14 e.:

Film Beg.-Int 011,-1-1-S4-.-&- - '.
. ,. , ---. : -- - ''' -- -torjr,-literature-,_art&the sciences. The students also ,.

_ .

Thil film is'_one of a series 01---fiVe- that ..dreide- to inc,14-ds stories, essays-, and poems. The
___

accompany and complement the:gcouter _et Panel.: ,,...,ibi okf.coii-tains exercises to foster oral ei(pre4sion
, _

' basic text... The situations depicted should ty:--,;-"-- and discus-sion. Ashort gramMar summary,'a list of- , interesting to stulkegii:lit the junior high and senior regular,, and irregular, verbs, and a French-English_ .

. high school levels. All films iri thefseries_giv-e an . _Vocabulary-section are presented, at the back of the
. accurate _portrayal of^l ench cultufal.institutions.: book. _ - -

'4 i
i .

. . as.a supplement to anotl1er bask text, since they BP -8 Lire, parler e't ecrire,, biceaMille Bauer
,give good coverage to high-frequency lexical items (Cont.) and Margaret Barton. &Pi, 7' FRENCH
and idiomatic expressions:The vaabularis rithefr , Rea. ',PROGRAM. Holt; 19"k43,5p. French'
simpl and students shorild be able to "Master it and English text, hardback. illustrated.
quite .easily. her films in the series ate A I Materials_ for- use _With reader< inchide,

% campagne; A Paris. -our defete,;.A- la- Plage,;d lea'clier's -manual _and tayes. int.-Adv... .

--eEn vace.anctes
. ..,

... .
_ " . -. - The reatfin in this book are grouped a;

BP-8 rrOjectdals,-Tcouter el parlq CRevised ' ...
_ . . . _. - . tuough each_ grct were the contents. of a

ont.)-__ eglitionY. HOLT FRENCH PROGRAM. -___, ..._, , __, magazine. --Each 'grokiiing 10,cludes a variety of
Trans. ,Holt, 19'68 61. trans*parencies. 1-rench - -

. _articles ,abo_ut French" Peopi, and life in France.
text. Beg:Irit..(EL,14-1, HS). .

,--- : Aspects of _contemporary life and attitudes of

The films could -also be

their personal---elcperieices and articles about his-.

ed ifs a-baSic pi ogram or

.... . - This package ofitrangParegcies_fot use . youpi French people are emphasized. Also c a

withIan overfieSd-projedlor is intended to aCcorn"; . inctude'd are many cartoons, advertisements,
.13any:-the..text -Router e .parrer.,Ttey provide an pOems; jokes, -and. interviews. The.di'fficulty of the
'excellent- ineans4uof vi g the Meaning of new _readings requires that tegcbers provide considers

-_-_,_vOblilary'and cli0ogue aterial to studtnt§.tTheir : i guidance and_ ction t=o all btfr very le,

--- ;--..i-Use-inaltles- the teacher to involve a nuIliber, Of I athanced stude ts. .-.
. .-- . .., - -.--.. ../` , . ".-

. . .
..,- ,-..,
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BP-9
TM

4

411

En 'avant-Stage IA, by A Spicer and
others. NUFFIELD INTRODUCTORY
FRENCH COURSE. ASL, 1966. Distr.:
Newbury -House.,202p. French and Eng-
lish text,' hardback. Materials for this
stage also include teacher's book, tapes,
flannelgraph backetoth, flash cards, and
song tape. Beg. (EL, JH)..

Env-avant of the Nuffield introductory
French Course is composed of .a series of stages
(I A, 1B, 2, 3, 4A, and 4B). The stages are designed
to lead into 'use of A votre avis (stage's 5 and 6). En
avant covers approximately four to five years of
study, .beginning in the middle elementary grades.
Use of A viltre avis allows the program- to be
continued at the secondary- school level.. .

En avant - age IA is &elusively oral in
approach. It is 'a first -year. program deigned for
beginning students between eight and 'thirteen
years of aage. Theogreatest emphasis is on listening
comprehension and' Speaking. The situatiorK. and
dialogues are realistic. Constant reentry of lexical
items aids in vocabulary development. Control Of
simple questions, colors, time, numbers, preposi-
tions, hre, avoir, faire, and some regular verbs are
dalt with. The dialogues can easily-be dramatized.

The teacher's book)covers lessons 1-20
and includes a variety of suggested activities. These
are generally .motivating and appealing activities,
such as tongue twisters. New structures, vocabu-
lary, di4ibgues,. activities, presentations, and exer-
cises are printed in the teacher's bdokand recorded
on tape. Each unit is preceded by a " 4aagrOund
Information" section in. English. Each of these

'sections is of some cultural' significance. The
authors make cultural comparisonsibetween France
and England, but teachers co4IdoteaSily make
similar,eopiparisons between the cultures of France
and the .United States. a . ,

Of the 22 sheets of cutout figures, only
18 are to be used with Stage 1A; the, other four
sheets are for use with Stage 1 B.

BPJ9 En avant-Stage' IA, NUFFIELD
liITIe0DUCTORY FRENCH COURSE.

. ,

,(Cont.)
114i'sC... ASL, 1966. Distr.: Newbury House.

-, . 'Audit yisual materials. Beg. (EL).
. ' , .. The audiovisual materials to be bused

,..,,,,,,, .

' 'with En avant-Stage IA include. 12 tiko-teack-
reePto-reel tapes (3341), a flandlil board, 22 sheets.of
figures' to be' cut out,' and,22 flash cards. All visual:

6/cortiPonents are colorful, attractive, andweasy tO
-.use.- ....

Twelve, of thellash cards depict animals.
They are also numbered froM 1 through 72. ActiOn
verbs are the subject 4 the other flash cardS.' Thp
\eardstaebe used.for playing games. ' .... ,.

-,...._

'7

DP -9 En avant-Stake IB. NUFFIELD
(Cont.) 'INTRODUCTORY FR4NCH- COURSE.
Tapes ASL, 1966. 11 tk.es and figures. Mate-

' rials for Als stage also include teacher's
book, tapes, flannelgraph materials, -

weather flash cards, adjective flash cards,
and wall..chatts. Beg-. (EL).
MuCh of the Material frOmIEn avant-

Stage IA is reviewed throughout Stage 1 B, thereby
enhancing the voipbulary development phase of
the program. Topics include. new Concepts of time,.
new numbers, days of the week, dates; and
Weather. In the area of language- structure, the'
-following are presented: possessive adjectives; pos-
session With nouns; direct objects; prepositional.
phrases; expressions of quantity (combien de, en,
and pas de); negatives; pli4titives a,nd nouns; pput

. wi h infinitive; and the irregular verbs aller ind
potivoir used with infinitives. Some. games and
some comprehen(ion pasiagiirOr review are
included.

The cutout figures used in-Stage IA are
used again iii- Stage 1B. In addition, the four sheets
of figures included in, but not used with', Stage 1 A
are used-for this second stage.

BP-9 En avant-Stage 1B, by A. Spicer and
tCon t.) others. NUFFIE INTRODUCTORY
TM 'FRENCH COUR . ASL, 1966. Distr.:

Newbury House. 1 6p. Beg. (EL).

En,avant-Stage IB is a continuation of.
En avant-Stage IA. Lessons 21,-40 are:includ,ed in!
this stage. The teacher's manuals essential' for '
tpacherS utilizing thi4rogram: ,

'4313-9 En avant-Stage 2, by A. Spicer, D.
(Cont.) Grant`,.; and Y. Hervouet NUFFIELD
TM INTRODUCTORY FRENCH: COURSE.
; ASL, 1967. Distr.: Newilury House.

20'5p. Miteriats_itor this stage al.So.
include teacher's book, readerTwork-
bo'oks,'Ajosters, poster display board, -

sentence tapes, and supplementary
readers. Beg.-Tnt. (EL).

The teacher's manual for En avant
-Stage 2 is similar in lortiat to thoie of stages 1 A
and 1B: The authorsairst present' in theiaratodue-
tion the. philosophy.and prineiples upon whiph the

.
course is based.,--The material is divided kto 20

. .
units, withra revie unit following.every fi unit:

. .

. .

0

I
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. Each unit includes the following: a "13ackirolind
formation" se9tion, which deals with soMe

.aspect of French culture; a synopsis-ef--the-situa7
: "tion upon which the ensuing diplogue is based; the

dialogue; developpements, or t'atterned structural
practice; presentation of 'vocabulary items and
accompanying developpernents, or patterned-struc-
tural practice (optional depending on the particular
c 1 a .s,s ); sentences for reading, on reading slips;

' activities, such as games, songs;th:yrne,s, and jingles;
and two: sets bf. exercises,. All the mpteriat is
included on the tape.. -.CariPlete explanations and
suggested techniques: are" 4ioAded for. the teaCher,

BP-9 En avant-Sta02. NUFFIELD INTRO-
(Cont.) DUCTORY FRENCH ;COURSE.- ASL,'
Mist. 1967. Distr: NeWbury'House: Ten tapes,

135 posters, map,"132reading strips,, and
postefholder included. Beg.,(EL):

. The ten' tapes fat.tage 2 are two-track
reel tapes '(33/4!). They inelude. all the material
presented in the teacher's manual. -

Of the 135 posters,-.125. are in cOlor-iind
-;=teryare in black and white. ,The color poiters.are

printed back to back.,A,The Sack and whitt!Posters.
pm-tide cultural background information,'"

-, 4 dii1Ogues or situations occur..
The 132 reading strips contain,- 2.64

sentekes. The' strip's art- numbered' sequentially
and .packed separately. Between ten -and 14 sen-
tences are provided for each-unit. They are printed
in bold. black print on heavy white cardboard:

The-largernap is of theTty the

BP-9, Workbooks! En avari1:74tage3 by A.

(Cent.) Spicer, D. Grant: NUT-
WB READ INTRODUCTOgY*4 FRENCH

CO URSE. ASL,, 196% ktfrk istewbury---
/ Houle. Four, books, eacitzim French

text, paperbacks% illustraQq:N.' ().
These, four books are ,actuMieider/

workbooks. They are to be used with unOs5, ;,./
15; a9d 20 to review the Material Coveted in" the, ;`,

preeed.ing four units. They are consuipAle. Stu-,;
dent activities inchide reeding, drawing-;#1 colotcA .

Ong. Foityl copies of each book are proViiiedin the
kit. The illustrations are black and white-retiplibc-
tions of the posters used with units 1-20.

BP49 En ,,avant-Stage by-Dil:rant and
(Cont.) 'others. NUFFIELD INTRObUCTORY
TM' FRENCH- COURSE ASL, 181'p.-

. French text. Materials for this)eale also
include teacher's book'rea4eisl'
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ppsters, wall chart, maps, flannelgraph
materials, reading sheets, games, assign-
ment cards, and workbooks. Int. (JH).
En avant-Stage 3 is .a continuation of

the work begun in stages 1 A, 1B, and 2. The
-material includes a cumulative listing of vocabulary
and e'xpressions front the preceding stages. The
authors continue to devote aittention to the devel-
opment of the student's aural-oral setbuAn'this
stage they emphasize reading and b ocusing on
development of writing 'skills. They also.Provide
the student with additional knowledge of France:
its history, culture, peopleand 'neighbors.

mThe teacher's manual contains a lengthy
explanation as to ha( the material should be used.

. The format of the guide is similar to that .of the
guides for the previous stages. All taped Material,
suggestions with regard to methodology, activities,
and exercises are incliided. The units in this stage
contain dialogues, reading text, general remarks, a
iection_on the use of 'tlit accompanying Work -

oks, and special:activities for review of particular
atical structures, The last three -units ip -this
eal with historical informatioll only. Eachstag

reading section is reproduced on a large chart for
class reading. '

- 13P-9 ---.

.(Cont.).
En avant -Stage 3. NUFFIELD INTRO-

.

.QUCTORY- FRENCH COURSE. ASL,
1968. Distt.: Newbirry Houge, 15 books;,
3p. e,ach. Frendh text? paperbacks,
trated. Int.AJH).
The committee members reviewed only-

three of the rfaderS: Juste a temps, Le CoUreur
Uwe, and Le Plillageabandonne. Each selection i,n
the series is based do a real -life situation: a fire at
the school and the rescue of a cat from thetroOf;
the arrival. in Paris' of the riders: of the Tofu de
France; with all the resulting excitement; a darn
breaking and the wing rescue of, villagers by ,
Iteli4opter;4and so foith. The readers are to be used;
for, introduction of reading activities ino4the pro-

.
gram. They seenr at.first glance to be more difficult
than one would expect beginning readers to be, but
students should be able-to handle them because of
the controlled situation in Aiich they are pre-

al taped- feproductions of the readings) and
charts for viewing by- entip class

4
_because some of the readings present material and
situations already familiar to the students. The
readings are full of idioms and useful. vocabulary.
Ht seven, of the readers, only lexical items already
familiar to the learner are used. '.,

e
r
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BP-9. . En avant Stage 3. !VUFFIELD TgTRO-
(cont.) DtiCTORY PRENCH COURSE. ASL,
Misc. 1968. Dis y House. French

dialogue. Posters, map, and ...games
included. Int. (EL, JH). ,

0

various types. of _exercises, ga es, and activities.
The guide aisTr contains an ind x of the vOcabulary
items and ph s -stages 1-4A. The
index 'includes inforthatittit as to where ch itein
is initially presented in the program. r

The tapes to. be used with Enivcint- ' .
1313-9 En avant-Stage 4B. NUFFIEAJN-Stage-3-a. re an integral part of each unit. The v6i s

included the of thee

(Cont.) TRODUCTORY FRENCH-,COTISE.
was evaluated. It inuded t
on the tapes are clear. Only the tape for Unit 11 M

Text ASL, 1971. Distr.: NewburyAlgouse.

dialogue situation, with sound effec ts;-repetition of --II- 155p. French text, hardback, illustrated.

the reading text in short passages,- with timq
allowed for student response; ;and . a song abo'u
fire fighters (pertinent to , the subject matter),
which student should enjoy singihg. The tape for
Unite% whicl is oetional, includes several French
carols. . \, .

, The posters in the kit include two types.
those used to present the reing ..7i.14,1}nd those
used to illustrate the SittMori in which the
dialogue, takes place. . ,ais I sons are interspersed throughout the:book, They

n nded to check the...student vocabulary
velopme14and readhig co' preheris n. Lists of
--rifial words are given, in'eaeli-lessop. 'Tlield'st
o pages oftAtitext contain the past, present, and

*
- , . Two games. and a wall5'..ar4-4 interna- 4 fu ure tenses of 54 verbs. The 'sdtting for the events

. tional road signs are also instned in the kit.
4 , " 4 t -

'71Y,TaTeliarsTo-rthis --stage---.also include
teacher's eict filmstrips, tapes, group

1 card's, pupilekook, and readers. Int.
(EL, JA).

This student textbook is made up of ten
lessons. Each letsOn includes graminar exercises;
cultural aspects; cart-tels; and dr0\41ngs and photo-
graphs gut. reflect Melia..France of the past and
present.-Short quizzes based on the content of thee

De. wan 'mat is made of flannel. It is., a

151)intended for uSe in the'stu ent's initial !ear iigiof d

tie names of rivers and ci les in France an in iii"---es.
or her later study ,of,geogril Meal areas. 41Q-- s

('oi' Stage 4B-is Pak.

BP-9 En avant-Stage 4A, b M. Buckly and BP-9 / En avtInt-tStag &JB. .NUFKIELI2 IN-
(Cont.) Y. Hervouet. NUFFIELD INTRODUC- (e9VJ TRODUCTORY FRENCH CURSE.
Rea; TORY FRENCH OURSE.

Distr.: Newbury House.
text, hardbatlit, illustrate
this stage 'also includ

SL, i 970. .'E.38 ASL, 1972. Distr.: ewbbry House,. Rye
tapes, -eight filmstrips, 'FienchiialogUe,.

.

p French
Materials for (JH, HS).

teacler'i book The five tapes for En avantStage 4B
"pupil's book, filnistrips,' tap s, and °cOhtain the audio. trlitscription. of' the student,,-
readers" hit. OH). - 1 teetbook. Also included are the narrative and

. %, s

' . A tale of smuggling between Spain and .. diaTo-be to accompany .a jeolor fitmsOip, in which-

France , is 'interwoven throughall of,En avant-4 both akawingi and photographs are used, Ttie rate

Stage 4A. The cultufal emphasis in this siage, is on of speech is rather slow on,thd first fey:, takes. A
nuniber of spotters perfoim on _tM tapes, and theaspects of the._13asque country, including customs,
nfonation of each isigctod.; .4

songs, holidays, int uStries,and-the everydayilife of . - . --1

,

the Basque people. I% theourseof study, students
do not work page by page through the text; they.; '13P-9
use the different components of the. program at (Cont.)'

various times.
The teacher's guide contains all material

, xecOrded on -tape' and, as withpreceding stages,
i Id d It also provides
many helpful suggestions with regard to use of the
material, The teach'er's guide is Correlated with all
components, listing vocabulary for each unif,
-suggesled questions to aid ineeomprehension, and
numeroUs techniques for introducing and teaching
grammatical-structures. These techniques include

_ Rea.

nc u es suggested schedule. a s p es

En avant -Stage 4B. NUFFIELD,IN-
TRODUC7VRY FRENCH COURSA
ASL, 1971. Distr.: -Newbury HOuse.
Eight booklets, ,8 to 16p. 'each. French
text, paperback, illustrated. Int: (EL,
J H).

The eight booklets that comprise En
avant=Stage 4B 'contain information on a variety
of topips including movies, sports events, rock
music, mountain climbing, akd automobile racing.
Advertisements and =a mystel/ story are among the
formats- used to present information. _Both the

9q
a



*variety of content and /the accompitiying illus-
trations - make, for an interesting asideetTent of
useful, educational,_ and interesting infbrmation.
Four double sets of card contain information used
for setting scenes,' roles for sfhlents to and
questions that students may ask of a partner.
Exact hOw tbe cards are to be used, ho,lier,
not made clear. A notation on the cards )does
indicate that th re to be used with-lessons 1., 21,

.3, and6.
411

4

BP-9 r A votre avisStage 5. NUFFIELD IN-
. (Cont.) ,TROD1JCTORY WMCH CDURS,E.

Misc. 1972: Distr.: Newbury House.
Three filmstrips, two reel tapes,, eight
'flash cards. , Materials for this ,stage
include teacher's book, magazines', gram-/ mar books, filmstrips, tapes, flash cards,
and a reader. Int. (JH, HS). .," '

The A votre. pisStage 5 plogram is
designed to be used' after completion : of En
avant Stage 4B, but it could also -be
compleliOn-of -other programs. Studen usiig thii
matetial should be prepared for work French at
the intermediate level arid should be tween
thirteen and-six-teen years of age. The Oa' ty and
quantity of the materials and the instruc ns for
use are geared to average, abo've, average, and
superiotstudents of French.

The tapes for A votre avis -Stage 5 are of
good quality and include th-eyoices of asnumber of
speakers TheiapeS are structured to pro.vide
students with' practiCe in the ,folloing .t.pes
listening: intensive listening, extensive listening
,directed listening, and undirected listening. Inten:
sive listening practice calls for total comprehension
of :short selections. _E,xtensive listening practice
calls fol understanding of the essence of longer
selections. In directed, listening' stu,dents, answer
questions, knowing in advance something of then
content of the questions. Iniindirected listening
students . must ,determine :answers to questions
without having any priOr knowledge of the ques-
tions to beasked. The filmstrips ankfiapes could:she
uSed'independently. The cultural content of the
tapes and filmstrips is excellent, and their interest
level is high. . .

The flash,cards,include pictures thaLare,
to be used in'the study of 16 reflexive Verbs.

V
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and English text, hardimek, illustrated.
Int. (JH, HS).

a reader designed- to improye
itudents' skills in,irttentiVe silent reading, extensive
silent reading, 'directed reading, and undirected'
reading. A glossary of vocabulary and verbs s

./Pincluded. This book is part Of the A vot e
avisStage,5,4naterials. . .

BP-9) , Self-Seivice.' INIFFIELD INTI5ODUC-
(Cont.) TORY FRENCH COURSE. ASL, 1972.
era. N

English te
(JH, HS). \ -*

ury House. 92p. Frencli_andz--,.:44
erbacl, illustrated. Int.

The matearial in this k deals almost
entirely with.y.krbs. The -b*Neontains extgaila-

' tions and exercips designed; so that students can
work at their own Pace. Students are, encOuraged
to consult with the leach,4, as they proceed. This
book is part of A votre avisStage 5 materials.

(CPBP-9:, vous plat. UFF(ELDINITRODUC:
(Coni.) 'TORY FR.EN COURSE ASLt 1972.
WB Dist °use,. French and

En ish text, pape ack, illustrated., Int.
(JH, HS).

.Y

BE-9 Dans le vent. NUFFIELD INTRODUC-
(Cont.) TORY FRENCH COURSE. ASL-, 1972.
Rea. Distr.: Newbury U.ett*e. 10(fip. French.

e

The theme of this w rkbook is cafes and
shopping. Students can work through-it A their
own pace. Some exercises are uitable for use with
the entire class, however. Explanations and exer-
cises accompany the lessons on lui, leur, me, m', te,
t', nous, and vous. This workbook is part of the A

tvotre
avis*Stage 5 materials. t .

BP-9 What D'o I Say,.NoWt? NUFFIELD IN-
(COL ) TRODUCTQRY FRENCH 4COUVE.,
-Rea. ASL, 1972: Distr.: Newbury House. 93p.

Frerkh and English text, paperback,
illustrated. Int. (JH, US).

These are optional materials presentedwin

four parts: (1) "What Do You Know? "; (2) "Vous
Etes en France" (information about life in France);
0) "Les Phrases Essentielles" '(useful
anti (4) "A Vous Maintenent" (opportunities for
students to-show their speaking, ability). The book
is of trie.otri7Otre avisStage S materials.

0. .
'BP-9 Ton nes i;acances!. A Programmed Guide
(Cont.) to Letter Writing. NUFFIELD INTRO.-
Pam. DUCTORY FRENCH COURSE. ASL,

1973. Distr.: Newbury HOuse.
Fiench and English text, paperb'ack;'-
iflustfated. Int. -Adv. (JH, HS).

11)
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This pamphlet is divided into four sec-
ons: addresses and dates; (2) requests for like a programmed text. The priniary emphasis -of

rtformation; (3). requests f'Or hotel or campsite ,the book is' on the imperfect, perfect, .i.nd-laistor-.

This an illustrated workbook designed

seservations; And (41botel replies hnd confirms-____ ical p t tenses,. For some exercises the answer's
tiohs. The Material is structured as a piop,rammed
text, thus allowing the student to progress at his or
her own pace. In the text a-format is 'resented,
the student is asked a questidn, E..14then the
_

correct response is given. The exercis require tfie
student to Write letters, which he, or slie,c14s
with the teacher. This book is' considered..to-be
especi/Ily useful for providing instruction in letter

Iwriting. t would klean excellent, classrobriii 'refer-

.enee,book. . , .
P

0

.,
,

.
;,

BP-9 It Is Alt Yo-urS: Possessive Adjectives.'
4C?nt.) RIIFFIELD INTRODUCTORT
WB YRENCH COURSE., ASL, 193'. Distr.:

, Newbury 'Home.' 2'7p. French and: ling-
e , lish'. fe xt, paperback, illustrated. Int.-

' Adv. (JH, HS). .

*--:------ This workbook, specific ly fot teaCiting
possessive adjectives; is. amusingly llustrated with of topic4kradroads, space exploration, cooking, .

1.. cartoons. The t xerdises.are sirup e:" nswers aNte and old cars, for examples . ,

often given upside down. Topics are explained in .

It- English at the beginning of each lesion: The book,
is useful for review work and for individualized
study. It can also be used as a classroom referen'ce.

have been printed upside' down. Other exepises
. require- that students check thekr answers with the

teacher. The. differnces between the tenses are
explained quite creatively through the use 6f old

. cartoons, photographs, and drawings. The material.
can be used M a-program'of individualized instruc-
tioh, for remedial work, andior4ieview work.

BP-9 ,Varietes. NUFFIELD INTRODUCTORY
(Cont.)' FRENCH, COURSE. ASL, 1972. Distr.:
V4/13 Newbury- House. 91p. French. and Eng-

. lish text, hardback, illustrated. Int. (JH,
HS)..

,This workbootk, for interrnediatelstudents
Contains oAtional materials suitable for use by
superior students in developing extensive 'silent ' . .

reading abilities. Students may do the work at their. -
own pace.lhe readings are ha,sed on a wide variety 4,

X

BP-9 Verbs, Verbs,-fr erbs. NUFFIELE5
(Cont.)' TRODUC ARY FRENCH COURSE,
WB ASL, 1,973. istr.: Newbury House. 62p.

4F d i b k, French an 41 t ex t, paper ac ,
.

BP-9 . The Never Not Nothing No More Book.'
(Cont.) N.UFFIB(LD ,INTRODUCTO,RY
WB FRENCH COURSElASL; 1.973. Distr.:

Newbury Hotise. 46p. French and Eng:.
lish text; paperback, illustrated. Int.-6
Adv21.1H, HS). .
This workbook deals w the. nega,tifk

words in French. Humorous draW; and photo-
griphs,,ate utiliied to illustrate t points being
taught. The concept of negatives is,.Thorotighfy

. . reviewed in English at iihe beginning of sve book. It,
is also clarified with drawings and examples. .

sunupary, Section allows students toqssess, ;their
progress by means of queitions andPexerdi,ses. The
answers to these are provided at thA back o(`the
book. The format enables teachers to use the book
fbr individualized instruction,_ remedial work, and
review),work. - . `55.

. -

BP-9 Regards sur le passe. NUFFIELt IN-
,(Cont.) TRODUC7'ORY FREW*, COURSE.
WB AS t N wbur se 381.,;>1 . s r.: e y u p

illustrated. Int:Adv. (JH, HS): 5°

, This workbook pr6epts a review of
French regular -Verbs in four tenses and an initial.-
study' of 17 of the most seful irrtgular. verbs.'
Illustratio and assorted cre We exercises, such as

of, cro.sswor4p z.zles and fill-in items, are tcf
.p,roV.ide rein orcetirent. _ The ir4ular, verbs ; are

...presented in fiye, tensesInand;eadeof tiie verbs is
accomp4d by-a list of useful, soinetiniesdionia-.

? tic, expressions.-The pluperfeci,tense is treatedrin a
. separate chapter afteckudy of the auxiliary verei
etre an akairr. Ari .alphabetical 'lauded:
Thisbook could be useful for independent .study,
or review work, or both". -' ,)

, A

. .

liP19 A votre avisLStage 6. NUFFIELD IN-
.

(cont) TRODUCTORY,' FRENCH COURSE.
-' Misc. 'ASI5, n.d4latepials for this stage include

teaater's1 book, magAnes, .granimar-
books,44ders, filmstrips, and tapes: The' materials were iiot reviewed; -%

Prenc4 and ° English c text, paprbabk, BP-L4 En fraricais, Premthe pattie,,t;y Roger
illustrated Int.--Adv. (JH; HS). -,Text Leenhardt others. .:ERA,N\co

.5 ?

0
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PAR LA TELEVISION .DL, 1'968.
253p. French text, paperback illus-
,trated.- Materials for this part also
include films and script text. Beg. (.H,'
HS).

. This sttldent's manual is the first of a
series of three such books that are to be used with
a television course. The manual contains the text
of the films, vocabulary, pictures, and grammar
exercises. The pace is fast. Topics covered in the
first telecast include it y a, voila, oui /si; and the
present tense of Etre, voiloir, pouvoir, sortir,
Passer, and' littendre. The evaluation 'committee
highly recommends the complete program.

BP -10 En. francais, Premiere partie, by M. Sci-
(Oont.) pion and others. LE FR.4NCAIS PAR
Rea. LA TELEVISION. DL, 4968. 179p.

French text, paperback, no illustrations:
Beg.-Int. (J11, 'HS).

This book is designed to be used with
the films for En francais, Premiere partie. It
contains the scripts for 13 films and includes
descriptions of the activities shown on the films.
This book could also be used is a source of
material for dramatizations.

;

BP-10 . En francais,-Deuxieme partie, by Roger
(Cont.) Leenhardt and others. LE FRANCAIS
Rea. PAR LA TELEVISION. DL, 1969.

287p. French text, paperback, illus-
trated. Materials for this, part also. include films and script text. Int. (JH,
HS).

. This
format as the
Premiere partie.

student's manual has the same..
student manual for En francais,

BP-10 . En francais, Deuxieme partie, by M.
(Cont.) SciPitm and others. LE FRANCAIS PAR
Rea. LA TELEVISION. DL, 1969. 175p.

French text, paperback, no illustrations.
Int.-Adv. (HS), -

This second reader in the Le Francais par-
la television series' contains the scripts for the
second group of films: The book could serve as a
source of material for dramatization by students.

'BP-1.0 En francais, Troisierne partie. LE FI AN-
.

(Cont.) CAIS PAR' LA TELEVISION. DL, n.d.
Rea. "Materials for this part also include films

and script text. The materials were not
- reviewed. ,
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BR-l0 EN FRANCAIS. Perennial, 1972. 39
(Cont.) films. Film program materials also
Films include filmstrips, classroom tapes,

laboratory tapes, teacher's guide, script
text, and key to exercises. Beg.-Int.-Adv.
(JH, HS).

This'series of 39 films is designed for use
With the series LE FRANcliAIS PAR LA TELEVI-

,SION. The film series includes 13 productions for
each level of the French-language course
beginning, .intermediate, and advanced. Fach film
covers a limited number of grammar points. The
first part of each film is a dramatization containing
some suspenseful elenients. In the second part
xiewers see a cultural presentation by a school-age

. boy. The boy m*es his presenCation with the aid
of revolving panels on which are illustrated regional
customs and costumes; foods; sports; art items;
famo s figures in literature and history; and so
forth. ally,-viewers see another dramatization
designed to force the;ir learning of the concepts
presented in the initial dramatization. This- second
diamatization contains variations on the original
presentation and additional cultural information. A
short, liumorous review of the grammar points
concludes the presentation. Split-screen techniques
are employed in this review. All productions are up
to date and polished. Their interest level is very
high.

Only five of the 39 films were reviewed,
and comments on thosg five films are included in
the bibliography. The following is a complete list,
of the films in the series: Le Pont; Le Noir et le
blanc; Le Vin rose; La Tete et les jambes: Les
Femmes connaissent la mecanique;. Ne bougeons
plus; Qui a casse; A louer; Voici des fruits; En auto;
En avion; Ecriie et parler; Apres la pluie, le bed
temps;. Les' Animaux; Les A ntiquites; Un Petit
Navire; La Mu.sique; Masai/in et. ferninin; Les
Lunettes astronomiques; C'est en forgeant; Boules
et balks; Les Parfurns; Le Partage des eaux; Avis au
publique; .Sur le toit; Entrez dans la' dance; De
Mont-Maitre au Mont Blahc; A.cheval et en bateau;
Au seeours; Le Ski; Que d'eau; Est pris qui croyait

s'prendre; Tant pis et tant mieux; Plus op moins,'
Taut manger pour vivre; L.:Habit de fait' pas le

Conter et raconter; Voir et sntendre; and
.,Tel valet; tel maitre.

BP-10- Les Aneiquites, EN FRANCAIS. Perm=
(Cont.) nial, 1972. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).
Film

This film is one of a series of 39:French
tourists at a Roman ruin are deceived .by the
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natives, of the region. In another sequence a school,--BP-10 La Musique. EN FRANcAlS. Perennial,
boy presents pictures of temples and theaters ,of
'Indochina. A third scone takes place in an antique
shop. Use of the imperfect tense is covered in the
grammar presentation. '

BP-I0 Entrez dans la dance. EN FRANcAlS.
(Cont.) Perenn1:11,72. InttAdv. (JH, HS).
Film

-, In part one of this film,°a count changes
places with his valet when a dance company wishes
to use. the courtyard of .his .chateau to film a
television program. The second part includes a
presentation about the Basque people and their
dances. In the next part viewers see an actor
barraged' with suggestions for,- seeming more
authentic in his role. The grammar study in this
Min' focuses on the use of the subjunctive.

BP -10-
(Cont.)
Film

Les Femmes connaissent le mecanique.
FRAN4A1S. Perennial, 1972. Beg.-

Int. (JH, HS):
This film portrays a husband who re-

peatedly assures his wife that women are natural
cooks and that 'men are natural mechanics. The
wife calmly repairs both the car and the vacuum
cleaner, mischievously letting her husband think
that he was the one who fixed them. In a cultural
segment a young boy discusses a painting of
machines from the early I 900s. A second sketch
features a man waiting to meet a chief engineer,.
only to be surmised to learn that the engineer is a
woman. In the final segment a housewife and a
woman engineer compare approaches to home
repairs. The firm could be beneficial in a study of
women's liberation.

'BP-I0 Masculip et feminin. EN FRANcAlS.
(Cont:) Perennial, 1972. h&-Adv (JH, HS).
Film

In this film a man and wife, both named'
after St.Jean, plan independently to prepare a

_meal in honor of each other on their name day.
The second segment is a presentation of aspects of
life in Brittany. In, the third segment a clerk_in,.a.---;
matrimonial agency methodically eliminates' Candi-
dates for a handsoine yobrit 'man until she; the
clerk, is t,he only one left' The fourth segment is
used to illustrate the confusion that can result
unless one recognizes clues to gender in the French

,language. In the area of.'grammar, attention is

devoted to the gender of nouns, to adjectives, and
to past participls..Some reflexive verbs are also
covered.

(Cont.) 1972. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).
Film

In this film the adults of a small village
decide to compete with a younger rock music"
group at a local dance_ A recording session is
shown in a later segment. Much of the vocabulary
used in the film is tephriical vocabulary and
vocabulary related to the fiele1 of music. Temporal
,adverbs, are among the grammar points covered.

BP-I1 En France comme si vous y etiez. LH,
Films 1964. Basic program materials also

include student handbook, tapes, and
teacher's guide. Beg.-Int.-Adv. (HS).

_ This course considered to be excellent.
The suggestions as to methodology and the exer-
cises in the teacher's, guide are easy to follow.
Program content iricities information on French
culture and language principles. The material can
be presented on closed-circuit television. All films
are humorous and are extremely well done. The
.acting is good. Each film includes a short operetta-
like scene that allows studfnts to hear a simple text
sung in French.

° BP -I I
(Cont.)
Rea,

En France comme sivous y etiez, by P.
Amado, L. L.. Grateloup, and F. Mar-
zelle. LH, 1964. I 55p. French 'text,
paperback, illustrated.
(JH, HS).

The student handbook for this .program
is in magazine form and contains a Variety of visual
stimuli, including reproductions of filmstrip
frames, cartoons, and drawings. The text is a
succession of dialogues. The committee members
believe that a Strong need exists for exercises
designed to assimilate the material presented in the
dialogues.

BP- I 2 r'Essentiel de lagramrnaire frdnfaise, by
Gra. Le on -F rancoiS Hoffman. Scribner's,

_..1.964-.203p. French text, hardback, no
illustrations. Basic program materials,
also include a workbook) Adv. (1-IS).

This is , a college-level textbook that
could be used as a reference grammar by advanced
placement high' school students. The content is
entirely in -French, and all explanations are concise
and clearly stated. Two appendixes are included.
One deals with the use of a and de, and the other
deals with irregular verbs. and verbs used as auxil-
iary verbs with avoir andr'etre. The second appendix
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also includes a long list of y,erb4 conjugated in a

number of ,tenses. At the back of the book is aft
index that the reader can use to find the locations
of textual treatment's of grammar points,

BP-134 Travaux pratiques, by Leon-Francois
(COn t.) Hoffman. Scribner's, 1964. 160p.
WB French and English text, paperback, no

illustrations. Adv. (fIS, AD).

This consumable workbook is designed
to ' accompany L'Essentiel de la grammaire
francaise, bS, the same author. The pages are
perforated, The exercises in this boa provide

`-? practice on all points treated in the grammar book.
-- .7/ BP-13 First S#eps in _Fench, by Margarita

Gra. Madrigal and Colette Dula'c. Regents,
1964. 412p. French and English text; .
paperback; illustrated. Beg. (EL): ,
This book could be used .with very`

yoyng elementary school children. The material is
very simple and repetitive. Junior high- school
students till& enjoy working with this took as a
supplementary text but certainly not as a basic
text. There iS little variety in the material, which is
presented in a translatiOn-type approach'.

BP-14 Le Francais it cicouvrir, by Jo Helstrom
Gra. and Mary S. Metz. LEA RNING.FRENCH

TilE MODERN WAY. MX.kriaw, 1972.
420p. French and English text, hardback,
illustrated. Materials for this level also
include records, tapes,, teacher's guide,
films4ips; tests, and workbook. Beg.-Int.
(JH, HS).

,. This is a basic te*t, for' use at the
beginning 'level of Frerich instruction., It contains
16 chapters. Each chapter begins vIrth a dialogue
composed of new vocabulary. A particular gram-
mar point is stressed in each dialogue. Following
the' basic dialogue is a picture illustrating the
dialogue situation. The pictures' also serve to
reinforce the students' learning of the feii'icalsand
grammatical content of the lesson.

Le Francais a vivre (Third' edition); by
Mary S. Metz and Jo Helstrom. LEARN
ING FRENCH THE MODERN WAY.
McGraw, 1972. 388p.. French and
English text, hardback, illustrated. Mate-
rials for this level also include.' tapes,
teacher's guide., tests, filmstrips, and
workbook. Int. (HS).

BP-14
(Cont.)
Gra.

1
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This second -year text (formerly Learning
Preizeh the Modern Way, Level 2) contains 12
chapters, each of which consists of two sequences
of vocabulary presented' in sentences; a reading
selection incorporating the main grammatical point
of the lesson; structure drills designed to facilitate
the learning of grammar inductively; written exer-
cises; and a dialogue based on everyday situations.
Color and black and white photographs and draw-
ings are used to illustrate aspects of the civilization
and culture of all sections of the French-speaking
world. The use of English limited to incidental
vocabulary. glosses in the reading selections and to
short suminary sentences in t the grammatical notes
for each chapter. A short vt5b conjugation section
and a French-English v9cabulary section are
included at the end of the bpok.

BP-14
(Cont.)
FS

Learning French the Modern Way.

LEARNING FRENCH THE MODERN
WAY. McGraw-, ' 1967. 10 filmstrips,
color, approximately 40 frames Well.
Beg. (JH, HS). ,

These ten color filmstrips are correlated
wits the ten chapters of the basic text Learning
French he Modern Way, Lvel 2 (Second edition),
by James A. Evans and Marie Baldwin (McGraw-
Bill Book Company, 1967)r Suggestions for titeir
use are provided in that text. The first half of each
filmstrip includes a prese tation of, a grammar'
principle. In'tkjecond hal the illustrations from
the first ,half are repeated ith explanatory text.
The explanatory text is gene ally a quotation from.
the\basic textbook. The photographsographs are of Ameri-
can students, and such things as signs are in

English.

BP -14 Tests for Learning French the Modern
(Cont.) . Way, by James A. Evans, Marie Baldwin,
Tests/ and Leo L. Kelly. LEARNING FR NCH

' THE MODERN WAY. McGraw, 1967,
Three reel tapes and duplicating masters.
Beg. (JH, HS).
These tapes contain a series of listeiiing-'

comprehension tests and speak ng tests. Two tapes
are included for Learning Fren h the Modern Way

a d one tape is provided f r Learning French
the Modern WI), ,27-,The test ;sheets are, on the
duplicating masters. The, pauses on the tapes are
too long,'providing more time than is necessary for
students.te answer the qu,istions.

BP-1 j5 Le Francais: Comniencodi (Revised edi-
Text tion),, by Josee Tildt-Debienne °kin, and

,
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Conrad _ J. Schmitt. McGraw, 1975.
French and English text, hardback, illust
trated. Materials for this level also
include filmstrips, Workbook, and
teacher's edition. Beg. (JH, HS).

,-
This is the, first book- of a two-book

series., The second book is entitled Le Francais:
Continuons. The complete program is designed for
students beginning the. Study of French in grade
seven. The student text serves as the core of the
program,-but it allows for flexibilitt on the part of
the teacher. EaCh chapter .is divided into several\ parts. Pictures and zsentences to be used for oral
practice and vocabulary development are presented

", first Questions relating to those pictures follow.
ch chapter also includes a reading'section and
stions; grammar br structural development

exe cases that require repetitio4a written-exercise
secti n, which usually includes an "oral summary"
(pictures with no writing), and a pronunciation
section. The 7evaluat4on committee felt that the
material was excessively repetitious in some areas.

This edition, much improved over the
1970 edition, is similar in format to that earlier
edition. In Issons I I I, vocabulary.development
receives less emphasis. Oral work is now stressed in
all sections. Th student's text now includes more
visual cues and hotographs, and the photographs
are more conte porary in content. The new'
edition also contai new activities, such as cross -
word puzzles and various types of games.

The new te'acher's edition includes the
same material as the t xtbook, plus some addi-
tional features. A 32- ge orientation section
includes discussions about ethods and pacinz. and
a section on behavioral obje Ives, including Tiafor-
mation about practical applic ion of such objec-

. ayes, perfOrmance criteria, a d individualized
instruction. Other new features are a reference
listing of performance objectives or the new
vocabulary section and a list of beha ioral objec-
tives for speaking *I/writing for lessons 1-12..
This list is'followed by a_complete lexical listing by
individual chapters. The body of the teacher'sr.
edition is printed in black, and teaching aids' for -
the teacher are printed in purple.

1

used pritnaiily for presenting new vocabulary and
for reinforcing previous learning of vocabulary.
The pauses for student responses are somewhat
long. The tapes include, questions to be Used with
the filmstrips.

BP -I5 Calder d'exercices: Le Francais: com-
(Cont.) mencons, by Josee Pilot-Debienne Okin

\ and Conrad J. Schmitt. McGraw, 1975.
96p. French and English text, paper-
back, no'illustrations. Beg. (JH, HS).

The exercises suggested in this workbook
are short and varied. They are most suitab,le for use
with young beginning-French students with a short
interest span. Writing is introduced step by step.
The subject matter of the exercises is closely
related to that of the corresponding lessons in the
textbook; but redundancy is,avoided.

BP -I5 Le Francais. Continuons, by Josee Pilot-
(Cont.) Debienne Okin and Conrad J. Schmitt.
Text McGraw, 1910. 278p. French and

English text, hardback, illustrated. ate-
ridls for this Ivel also include film ips,
workbook, and teacher's guide. Int. (J,H,
HS).

This book is designed to be used alter le
Commencons. Oral work is heavily. -

stressed. Each lesson is divided into two sectiops.
Part one contains work on vocabulary .and qqes-

. 'tions; readings and questions; and structure. Part
two includes vocabulary, readings, questionss
ture work, and written exercises. NeW voc ulary
is presented through pictures, which. are fo iowed
by a list of the new words, French explanations,
and a list of cognates. Both the eneW and old
vocabulary words are used in the reading selec-
tions. New/ entries are listed in the left-hand
margin. Structuie work is done through pattern
drills. New grammar points'are presented in boxes
for easy recognition and are followed by pattern
drills. ,Exercises are both written and oral. Picture,
identification serves It foster vocabulary develop-
ment and speaking practice. The teacher's guide
lacks', specific, drills or remedies for pronunciation
problems.'

BP-15 Le Francais' ' Continuons. .McGraW,
(Cont.) 1970. Four filmstrips color; 26 tapes:
FS

Francais:

BP- 15
(Cont.)
FS,

Le Francais: Commencons. McQraw,'
1970. Four filmstrips,. color; 25 tapes.
French dialogue. Beg. (JH, HS).

.

These filmstrips consist of color draW-.

ings similar to those in the student text Le
Francais: Commencons. They are intended to be

.

is series !of 12lessons on filmstrips
and tapes eals. withcultural aspects of France.
The s are colodrawings: Teachers can use

1 ik
'-^
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them to teach vocabulary and elicit oral responses.
Vocabulary, grainmar, and questions based on the
text and the filmstrips are Nesented on the tapes.
A. few vocabulary definitions are inadequate or
misleading; the instructions to the students are
somewhat unrealistic; and the materials lack suffi-
cient teaching suggestions. .

Eq3-15 Cahier d'exercices: Le Francais: Contin-
(Cont.) uons, by ,Josee Pilot-Debienne Okin and
WB Conrad J. Schmitt. McGraw, 1975. 92p.

French and English text; paperback, no
illustrations. Int. (JH, HS).

Many types of exercises are used in this
workbook. They are designed to lead the student
toward self-expression. Instructions are given in
English, and examples, are provided for each type-
of exercise.

BP-16
Gra.

Le Francais courant 1, by James Etmek-
jian, Raymond J. Caefer, and Frances J.
Q'Brien. LE FRANcAIS COURANT
Allyn, 1969. 513p. French and English
tent, hardback, illustrated. Level-one
materials also include a teacher's guide,
tapes, and a laboratory manuak
workbook. Beg. (JH, HS).

Le Francais courant' 1 contains 38
lessons, each followed by a lecture on French
ci9ization or culture. A review lesson follows
every fifth lesson. Following the last lesson are
nine well-known folk' songs, with words and music.
The appendix consists of four sectionsverbs;
categorical. vocabulary (food, clothing, family, and
so. forth); French-English vocabulary; and English-
French vocabulary. The theme followed by the
dialogues is that of an American high school
student spending a year living with a French family
in Paris and attending a iycee. The exercises are
well written and include English to French transla-
tionexemises at the conclusion of each lesson. This
text would be very difficult for students to,
complete in one year. It could be much better
utilized for' a cprogram of one 'and a half, to two
years, depending on the abilities of the students.
The material is well organized and clearly pre-'
sented,-and it should-holcl the student's interest.

BP-1,6 Le,Francais-cou ant 2, by James Etmek-
(Cont.) jian and Ray and J. Caefer. LE
Gra. FRANcAIS CO ANT. Allyn, 1965.

5'16p. French an English text, hard-
back, illustrated. Vel-two materials,

_
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also include teacher's 'guide, tapes, and
laboratory manual-workbook. Int. (111,
HS).

This is the second book of the two-
level Le Francais courant series.' It contains 30
.with a review lesson provided after every fifth
lesson. The dialogues concern the members of,a
French, family and their friends. The appendix is
divided into four sections: (1) verbs; (21 categorical

' vocabulary (school, family, home, and so forth);
(3.) French-English v9cabulary; and (4) English-
French vocabulary.42This book is designed to be
used after Le Francais courant 1,,, but it covers
much of the' same material presented in that
level-one book. For example, in the tirSt ten
lessons, the material includes present tense, agree-
ment of adjectives, definite articles, passé compose,
the imperfect tense, and possessive adjectives
material covered in the first book. Students who
have attained even a moderate level of proficient
in the level-one material will probably be bored
during their study' of the. material in lessons 1-10
of book two. However, since students must have a
good grasp of th new, more advanced vocabulary
presented in le ns 1-10 to handle the material in
succeeding c apters, teachers should not 'eliminate
or skim the first ten lessons. Many of the pattern-

, type exercises are too long and tedious. The
exercises calling for English to French translation
and the suggestions for compositions at 'the conclu-
sion of each lesson are good. The committee
cannot wholeheartedly recommend this bOok for
use after .4e Francais courant '1, because of its

-overly repetitious nature.

BP-17 Le Francais et la vie2, by G. Mauger;
Text Maurice Brueziere, and Rene Geffroy.

LH, 19/2. 254p. French .text, paper-
. back, illustrated. Int. (JH, HS).

Each lesson in this textbook is composed`
of two pages of dialogue and six to eight cartoon -
type drawings. The dialogues .are followed by a
double page of tableaux struisturau.Z, one page of
grammaire, and one page of exercices' orazix ou
&tits. The last two pages of each chapter contain a
photographic essay that is to be discussed, or they.
contain a new dialogue or reading based on
material from the chapter. The book 'is publiihed
under the patronage of the Alliance Francaise.

BP-18 Le Francais international 1, by Pierre
text Calve and others LE FRAIKAIS

INTERNATIONAL. CEC, 1972. 88p.
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Fr nch text, hardback, illustrated. Level-.
oa materials also _include workbook,
reel tapes, cassette tapes, posters, slides,
and teacher's guide. Beg. (JH, HS)..

This series is a highly integrated audio;
visual reading/writing course. Book one contains
lessons 1 through,5-, and book two includes lessons
6 through 10. Vocabulary and structures are all
illustrated and explained wt11. Each lesson is
divided into five parts: (1)' dialogues containing
new structure and vocabulary, (2) review dialogues;
() sentence construction exercises, both oral and
written; (4) laboratory work for use after class-
room presentations', and `(5) conversation work..
Many clever ideas for the teaching of vocabulary
and structures are presented in the teacher's guide.'
Cultural material deals with the milture of.Canada.

Sanadianisms are used, but the standard French
forms are also given. The grammar rules of stan-
dard French are rigorously adhered to.

The teacher's guide for each book in the
series contains a _full explanation of the authors'
'philosophy, teaching suggestions, a -discussion of
the difficulties teachers may encounter, and
answers 'to the exercises in the student's, book. The
teacher'sguide is a softboUnd publication. The
complete student's book is reproduced in the
teacher's edition. All material expressly for the,
teacher is printed in red.

BP-18 Le Francais international. Cahier d'exer- .

(Cont.) cites 1, by Pierre Calve and ,others. LE
WB FRANCAIS iNTERNATIDNAL. CEC,

1973. 64p. French text, paperback, illus-,
trate.d. Beg. (.11-1,-HS).

This workbook includes notes to the
teacherablut goals, methodolOgy, and the types of
exercises presented. Each lesson "consists of readirjg
exercises in the form of dialogues and writing
exerqses. The reading passages are generally fol-
lowed by questiOns to 'check the student's cornpre-

.

'hension. The writing exercises include composition
and dictation and deal with structure. All exercises
are 'presehted in creative ways, including _word
games, brain teasers, crossword puzzles, and

. 'searches for hidden words. A.-French-English vocab-. .
ulary sectioris included. The illustrations'are black
line drawings. The interest level -of ..We material is
high. It _could be used as 5,upplementarY material in
thg Fiench-language claSS. ,

°BP-18 . Le-Francais international 2, by Pierre
' (Cont.) . 'Calve and otherS. LE, FRANCAIS

Text* INTERNATIONA L CEC, 1972. 19 I p.

\-4

French texts hardback, illustrated. Level-
two materials. also include workbook,
reel tapes, cassette tapes, posters, slide's,
filmstrips, and teacher's guide. Int. (JH,
HS). .

The grmat used in 4,e Francais interim-
.

2
interna-

tiona is the same as that used in Le Francais
4international 1. Vocabulary and structures are.

illustrated and explained well. Each lesson is
divided into five parts: (1) dialogues containing
new structures and vocabulary; (2) review _dia-
logues, (3) sentenc' construction exercises, bdth
oral and written; (4) laboratory work for use after
classroom presentations;" and (5) conversation
work. May

and
ideas for the teaching of

vocabular}f and struttures are presented in 'the
teacher's guide. Cultural material deals with aspects
of the culture of Canada. Canadiarifsins are used,
but the standard French forms are also giveji, The
#ammar rules of standard French are strictly
adhered to.

teacher's guide contains a full expla-
nation of the authors' philoiophy; teaching sugges-
tions; a discussion of the,difficulties teachers may
encounter and answers to the exercises in the
student's book. The teacher's guide is a softbound
publicatio,n. The complete, student's bbok is repro-
duced in the teacher's edition.. Ali. material
expresSly for tile teacher is printed in red.

BP- I 8 Ee. Francais international Cahier d'exer-
(Cont.) cites 2,'by Pierre Calve and others. LE
WB FRANCAIS INTERNATIONAL. CEC,

1973. .I36p. French text, paperback,
illustrated. Beg. (JH, FrS).

This workbook is very similar in format
to Le Francais international. ,Cahier d'exercices 1
Goals, methodology, and the types of exercises are
discussed in. notes to the teacher. The content

.includes reading exercises,(dialogues), writing exer-'
cises, and supplementary reading exercises. Word
games, brain .t.easers, crossword puzzles, and,
hidden-word searches are among the activities
provided. The supplementary reading section,

.entitled "Dans le Journal," contains the types of
items commonly found' in a riewspaper: articles,
adveirsements, classified ads, weather retorts, and
the' like. These provide the student With the
opportunity to work with linguistic patterns not
commonly encountered in the classroom. A
French-English vocabulary section is included. The
i

-sti-
flustrations,'are black line drawings. The interest

',level of the material is high. This book could be

4
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used as supplementary material in any French-
language class.

BP-18 Le Francais international 3, by ?iarre:
(Cont.) Calve and others. LE .FRANcAIS IN-
Text TERNATION,AL. CEC, 197,3. I72p.

French text, hardback, illustrated. Level-
three materials also include workbook;
tapes, slides, filmstrips, flash cards, and
teacher's guide. Int. (JH, HS).
Book three, after an introductory review

chapter, includes chapters I I throsugh 15 of the Le
Francais international program. Interestin&illustra-
tions are used in the presentation and practice of
new vocabulary and structure. They are also

,utilized to promote conversation. Many, interesting
exercises are included in the book. These are
expanded in the _accompanying workbook, which
also includes a variety of activities: The authors
cover all areas of grammar and develop each paint
through a series of oral and written exercises.
Conversations and reading selections are an integral
part of this book.

The teacher's guide includes reeor'n-
mended teaching techniques'and some suggestions
for enlivening the study of French.

BP-18 Le Francais international 4, by Pierre
(Cont.) Calve, Claude Germain and Raymond
"text LA7Banc. LE-- FRANCAIS _INTERNA-

TIONAL. CEC, 1974. .208p. French
text, hardback, illustrated. 'Level-four
materials also include workbook, tapes,
flash cards, slides, filmstyips, and
teacher's guide. Int. (HS).

Book four of the Le Francais interna-
tional series is a continuation of the work begun in
books one through three. It begins witlf a review
lesson.- The greatest emphasis is on grainmar, and
the reading selections are longer .than those in the'
preceding books. Vocabulary and new structures
are illustrated as much as possible through cartoon-
type drawings. Grammar points are outlined in
colbred areas for easy recognition.

The teachers, manual contains the com-
plete student textbook, with all notes, "questions,
and suggestions for the teacher printed in orange.

BP-I9
Text

Le 'Franc s vivant /2by Louise COuture.
MERRIL FRENCH SERIES. Merrill,
1970. 310p. French text, hardback, illus-
trated. Levyl-one materials also include
teacher's ,guide., workbook, answer key,

1.03
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tapes, script of the tapes, recordsand
visuals. Int. (JH, HS).

. This text is written entirely in French,
with the exception of a "Tableau de Grammaire",
and a French-English vocabulary, both include at
the end of the book. The text cons' f 20
lessons, with a, review lesson after. the .sixth,
twelfth, sixteenth, and twentieth lessons. The book
is a .direct method text', although English may .:`be
used sparingly." Audiolingual drill techniques are
incorporated into the exercise material, and all
grammar explanations ale given in French in the
lessons themselves. Each lesson includes, dialogues
and short grammar, pattern, and conversation
exercises designed to develop the students.' reading,
writing, speaking, and listening skills. Supplemen-
tary materials include ,tapes, records, dialogue
posters, and a workbook. The content includes
some poems, songs, and proverbs. Some use is

made of vocabulary peculiar to the space age.

BP-I9
(Cont.)
WB

Pour pratiquer 1, by Josephine Marie
Galli. moRILL FRENCH SERIES.'
Merrill, 1967. 72p. French text, paper-
back,-illustrated.. Beg.-Int. (JH, HS). .

This is a consams ablIt. workbook with
perforated' sheets. It is designed to be used in
conjunction with the Le Francais vivant 1 text-
book. It includes-a variety of exercises; a cumula-
tive test at the end of every three less,ons, and a
midketm and final examination. The questions'in
the cumulative tests can be answered in writing or
orally. All,exercises are adaptable for oral work.

BP-I9 !Le Francais vivant 2, by Louise Couture.
(Cont.). MERRILL FRENCH SERIES. Merrill,
Text '1970. 390p. French text, hardback, illus.!

trated. Level-two materials also include
teacher's guide, workbook, answer key,
and tapes. Int. (JH, HS).

This is the second-level test of the
Merrill series. Like the first-level book, it is

designed to develop the students' skills in reading,
writing, listening,.anS speaking. Increased emphasis
is placed on the reading and _Awning
language learning. 'Le author continue
the use of English, although The ackn
"the tea'cher will .sometim.es find i

pects of
to exclude

wledges that
necessary to

give an explanation in English.",Each of the 250
lessons, includes a .narrative setion; a question

-section ;- dialogue; grarrimar And verb exercises;
and 'cultural and anecdotal material.
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BP-19 Pour pratiquer 2, by -Normand C. Dube.
(Cont.) MERRILL FRENCH SERIES. Merrill,
WB' 1970: .I26p. French and English text, .

paperback, illustrated. Int. (JH', I(S).

This workbook, designed to.acconwany
the textbook Le Francais vivant 2, is written
almost entirely in French. Some translation exer-
cises require English-to-French translation. The
author has provided a good balance among the dif-
ferent -types of excreisegrammarancl vocabulary,
oral comprehension, written composition, poem
comprehension, and crossword, puzzle exercises.

BP-19 Pour pratiquer 2 (Tests), by Normand C..
(Cont.) Dube. MERRILL FRENCH SERIES.
Tests Merrill, 1967. Tape and answer key.

included.Int. (HS).

This booklet contains 24 lessons (tests).
These correspond to the 24 les'sons in the textbook
Le Francais vivant 2. Generally, the first page of
each lesson is devoted to oral, testing, while the
second page requires written work. A 'tape, with
oral .instructions "recorded by native speakers, is
included but was not evaluated. A separate answer
key contains the answers for the tests. Occasional
drawings provide visual stimuli that are to be
identified by the student. Lessons 6, 12, 18, and
22, which require no oral work, could betused as
cumulative tests. All pages are perforated so that
the book may be used as a consumable item.

V

BP-20 La France en direct 1, by Jpnine Capelle
Text and , Guy Capelle. LA FRANCE EN

1)1R,ECT. 1970. 224p. French -text, bards
back, illustrated. Level-one materials also
include teacher's manual, visuals ,book-
let, workbook, teacher's edition of work-
book, tests,. records, filmstrips, cutout
figures, and tapes. Beg. (HS).

This textbook is diVided into 20 units
called dossiers. Each unit consists of a pronuncia-
tion exercise; oral exercises; illustrated "variations"
(depicting new words or situations); and structure
drills. F2l4'owing the main body of the text are
additional sections containing poems and songs and
a French-English vocabulary based on the songs. A
vocabulary of classroom expressions (in French

*only) is follovied by a French-English vocabulary
based'op the content of the text.

BP-20 La France en direct 1 (Callier d'images),
(Cont.) by Janine Capelle and Guy Capelle.
MisC. FRANCE EN DIRECT. Ginn, 1976.

2Qp. -Pa,pbrback, illustrated. Beg. (JH,
HS)..

This picture book.is intended:to be used
once students, have mastered a basic -vocabulary.
No instructions-or dialogues are to be found in'the
book; therefore, students must use theiimagina-
tion-and must improvise in discussing the pictures.
The book may be Used with or without the
textbook. It could be very useful in the deVelop-
ment of speaking skills.

- BP-20 La Frjnce en. direct 1 (Exercise Book)
(Cont.) by Janine Capelle and Guy Capelle. L4
WB FRANCE EN DIRECT. Ginn, -1970.

96p. Paperback, illustrated. Teacher's',
edition ayailable:13eg. (JH, H§).,

This consumable workbook contains a
series- of question-and-answer exercises based on
the lessons and reviews in the textbook La France
en direct 1. A series of phonetic exercises is also
included. Students can provide their answers orally
or-in writing.

The. teacher's edition includes the
answers to the exercise questions.

BP.t20 La France en direct 2, by Janine Capelle
(Cant.) and Guy Capelle: LA FRANCE EN
Text DIRECT Ginn, '1970. 288/31 French

text, hardback, illustrated. Level-tw6
materials also include teacher's manual,
workbook, teacher's 'edition of work-
book, tests, recoids, jilmitrips; cutout
figures, and tapes. Int. (HS).
This textbook contains 18 lessons, each

of which includes the following elements: a dia-Pi
logue, with illustrations;an exercise entitled-"Varia-
tions,':, in which students must choose from among
several illustrations and captions; a section on
grammar; a section entitled "Orthographe 5.t Pro-
nonciation,v which- includes explanations of spel-
ling rules; exercises that are designed to improve_
students' language skills and that ae based on the
content of the various lessons; and a section
entitled "Situations," for which students are
required to choose e solution from among a
number of options. The final phase of each unit is
a reading selection irr which information about
'aspects of culture are occasionally presented. The

-,followitigitems,are found after the last unit in the
book:.a section'. of poems and songs; a vocabulary
section based on the vocabulary used in the songs;
a four-page verb conjugation tam; a list of
irregular verbs; and a French-English vocabulary'
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with notations as fo where in the text each entry
can be fbund.

BP-20 La France en direct 2 (Exercise Book),::
(Cont.) by Janine Capelle and Guy Capelle. LA
Wa .*, 'FRANCE, EN DIRECT Ginn,".,1970.p';

92p. Papetbacjc,iliustrated. Int. (HS).

This workbook can be used without the
corresponding textbook. Students must answer
completion questions, must make- up questions,
and' lust write compositions. Seven cc eight
exercises are provided for each of; the 17 unit's;, The
f011owing iS a typical. sequence of `exercises: a

situation is given in an opening sitemerft that the
-, student is tei Complete' on ,the basis of given

information, a problem situation is described, and
the student must indicate what he'or she wbujd do.
to, resolve it, the student is given an answer; for
which he or she must make up` a question, after -a
capsule statement and an, infinitive al-e given, the
student must use a form' of the infinitive in
composirig a sentence, and a printed date and year
of birth are given, and the student must verbalize
the data.

BP-20 La France en direct 3, by Janine Capelle
(Cont.). and others. LA FRANCE EN DIRECT.
Text , Ginn, 1972. 380p. Fiench text, hard-

back, illustrated. 'Level-three ruaterials'
also include teacher's manual, phonetic
exercises, tests, and tapes. Adv. (HS).

This text:is comprised of 18 unitq, each
followed by a reading selection .based on
L'Etranger, by Albert Camus. An extensive section
dedicated to a comprehensive review pof Frei-1dt
grammar follows the reading selection, The test
concludes with a French-French dictionary. This
text, the third in the series, requires more reading

-and more writing by the student than do the first
two volumes. Sipe articles are brief, while otlie
contain much de ail. J.
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main themes are edification, cofitestation, accepta-
tion. and evasion. Each of th se is further divided
into subtitles,,such as "La Falmille Contestee," "La

Societe Contestee," "Medecins Contestes et Con-
testatairs," and ~La Condition Ilumain-e. Con -
testee."

BP-20
(Cont.)
TM

La France en' 4irect; Fichier d'utilisation
4, by Janine Capelle and others. .LA
FRANCE EN DIRECT. Ginn, 1972.
64p. French text, tiaperbacicno illustra-.
tions. Level-four materials also include
teacher's manual a'hd tapes. Adv. (HS).
This, is one of the three elements a level

f our of La .France en direct, the pthers being the
Student's book and the tapes. This`teacher's hand-
book is designed to provide specific comments for
each. of the selections in the student's book-,The

1 0 5

BP-2.1- La France: Les Gravies Heures., lit-
Re4. . teraires, by Andre Maman and otheM

McGraw, 1968. 474p. Prenclitext, hard-
baek,7illustraled. Materials for use with
reader include tape, teacher's manual,
and workbook. Adv. (HS).

Included in this anthology are examples
of literature from the fifteenth through th*
twentieth centuries. The selections are arranged by
genre to allow for in-depth study of each literary
type. The following are included. short stories -,
poems, scenes from plays, excerpB from novels,
letters, essays, and maxims. The technique of
programmed reading is used. A general introduc-
tion to each literary- genre is provided. Also
included, are a brief biographical sketch of each
author; footnotes for cultural, and historical ,refer-
ences; and notes and .definitions, rrn French, for
vocabulary words and difficult expressions.

BP-2.1 La France Une Tapisserie, by Robert
(Cont.) Politzer and others. McGraw, 1973,
Rea. 460p. French text, hardback, illustrated.

Materials for use with text include film,
tape, teacher's manual, and test. Adv.
(HS).

This is a reader and grammar text thai-is
more suitable for use at the university level than at
the secondary level. HoweVer, high schOot teachers
could use it with very talented and advanced
students. The content includes poems, short
stories,. articles, and ,excerpts from novels and
plays. With each selection users of this material will.
find a -lexique,. with 'vocabulary definitions in
French; vocabulary exercises; a questionnaire; sub-
jects for discussion; and written composition exer-
cises. The grammar.sections include explanations in
Freneli and oral and written exercises., A verb
reference section and an English-French vocabulary
section are provided at the back of the book.

BP-.1 La France en marche. by Genevieve
(Cont:)" Prevost and Karen Dunlop. Merrill, 1971.
Text 405p. French and English text, hardback,

illustrated. Materials fol. use with text
include teacher's manual. Adv. (HS).
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This third-level textbook consists of nine
units dealing with various aspects of life in France
today. Topics include housing;, education, and
industry. The direct-method approach is utilized
with five_ units, each of which .is devoted to a
particular geographical region of northern France.
Si?c supplementary readings from Maupassant and
contemporary authors complete the. text. No test-
ing program is available, although suggestions for
categories of evaluation items are included in he
teacher's manual. Contrasts between English and
French are dealt with in special. translation sec-

. tions. A French-English vocabulary and anappen-
dix and index dealinik with grammar points are
included. The teacher'§manual'contains answers to
'the exercises in the student text.'

BP-22 French: A Creative Approach 1, %by,
Text Robert L. Politzer and Amelie Diamant

Holmstrom. FRENCH: A CREATIVE
APPROACH. American Book, 1970.
399p. French text, hardback, illustrated.
Level -one materials also include teacher's
annotated edition, workbook, test book-
let, teacher's manual and key, and tapes.
Beg. (HS).

This is a beginning-level textbook
designed for use with students who learn at a very
rapid rate. It is most appropriate for 'high school
juniors and, seniors who have a background in
another language.

BP-22 French: A Creative Approach 2, by
(Cont.) Robert' L. Politzer and Amelie Diamant
Text Holmstrom. FRENCH: A CREATIVE

APPROACH. American Book, 1970.
368p: French text, hardbaCk, illustrated.
Level-two materials also -include
teacher's edition; workbooks; test book-
let; teacher's manual and key; tapes; and
overhead transparencies. Int.-Adv. (HS).,
This textbook is designed' to be used

'after,French: A Creative ,Approach 1. It is intended
f or use with students who learn at a rapid rate.°It is

, most appropriate for.high school juniors or seniors-
who have a background in another language.

-
BP-23 -French I, by Kathryn L: O'Bribn and
Text others. GINN FRENCH SERIES. Ginn,

1965. 448p. FrenCh and English text,
hardback, illustrated. Level-one materials
also include teacher's manual and key,
objective tests, teacher's guide and key

for tests, tapes, records, andwall charts.
Beg. (3H, HS).

French _1 of the four-level Ginn Series
consists of 30 regular lessons, six review lessons,
and five informative cultural essays called
causeries, which are used to present information
'about the geography of France. -Each lesson
/inclu"des a dialogue or narrative; questions based on
the text of the lesson, followed by "personalized"
questions on the same /topic; a section on gram-
matical structures; a group of review exercises; and
a section on pronunciation and intonation, with
drills.

13P-23
(Cont.)
Text

,French 2. GINN FRENCH SERIES.
Level-two materials also include' teacher's
manual and key; objective tests; teacher's
guide and. key for tests; tapes; and
records. These materials were not re-.
viewed.

BP-23 French 3. GINN FRENCH SERIES.
(Cont.) Level-three materials also include tapes,
Text text for tapes, and teacher's guide. Only

the teacher's guide was reviewed.

BP-23
(Cont.)
TM

Teacher's Key, French 3, by Kathryn L.
O'Brien and others. GINN FRENCH
SERIES. Ginn, 1967. 73p. Paperback.
Adv. (HS).

This teacher's manual includes 4the
answers to the grammar exercises as well as to the
questions based og the literary selections in' the
text French 3.- The answers are keyed to each
literary selection, by title. References to the ques-
tions in the student's manual are by page number.
No methodological instructions or explanations are
given. .

BP-23
(Cont.)
Text

'

French 4, by Kathryn L. O'Brien and
others. GINN FRENCH SERIES. 'Ginn,
1970. 353p. French and English text,

'hardback, illustrated.: Level-four mate-
rials also include recordings of literary'
selections. Adv. (HS).

This book is divided into two parts'
literature units and grammar units. Each of the 15
literature units contains t/wo selections by writers
from the thirteenth century to the present. These
15 units contain word -study sections; lists of
idiomatic expressions; defined in French; and exer-
cises. The last exercise in each section requires
translation from English to French. Also included
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are sections called "Sujets a Developper," which
require oral work. The last part of the textbook
contains 12 units dealing with selected grammatical
structures and Verb tenses. Some exercices de
.recapitulation. follow each of the grammatical
points. They_are designed to reinforce students'
learling of the grammar material. .

. K:

BP-24 French for Mastery 1 Salut, les aims!. by
Text Jean-Paul Valefte and Rebecca Valette.

'FRENCH F0.13 AMSTER Y. Heath,
1975. 464p. French and Ehglish text,
hardback, illustrated. Level-one materials

< also include teacher's 'editi9n, workbook,
, and tapes. Beg. (HS).

Each cliaOter'in this beginning-French
text is divided into five modules. The formats of
the modules include narratives, pays, inteuiews,
and questionnaires. Readings, questions, and tests
are presented after each module. Attention is given
to both the French 'language and the cultures of
Fsench-speaking peoples.

The teacher's guide inapdes a descrip-
tion of the program, suggested teaching techniques,
and sample lesson plans. The 'answers to questions
and references to workbook and taped material are
overlaid in blue print.' Cultural information,
optional activities, and summaries of the objectives
flor the grammar studies in each chapter arealso
provided.'

BP-24 French for Mastery 1: Salut, les amis!
(Cont.) FRENCH, POR MASTERY. , Heath;
Tapes 1975. Beg; (J11, HS). A

Each tape is divided into six parts and\is
designed to correlate with a specific chapter of

\Frenchifor Mastery I. Salut' les anus! Ixercises in
pronunciation, listening, speaking, and grammar
are included. The grammar- exercises are designed
t2. be used with the workbook, and answers. are
providedon the tape. The exercises are varied, and
the sound quality is good. The several spealers are
native speakers of French, and each speaks at an
appropriate rate. All directionsare gKren in English.

BP-24 Wor7 book for Fretich fp;%Mastery-/, by
(Cont.) Jean-Paul, Valette and Rebecca Valette.
WB FRENCH FOR MASTERY, Heath,'

1975. 158p. French and English text,
paperback, illustrated. Beg. (HS).

Each chapter of this workbook consists
oHour-jpartS: (1) an introduction, which is a
summary of what students are expected to learn,

1
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(2).five modules of exercises, with a short copposi-
tion at the ehd of each .module, (3) a ctltural
section containing -various types of games and
exercises; and (4) listening-comprehension exer-
cises to bet used in conjunctiOn with the tape
program. The answers to the exercises are give at
the back of the book.'

BP-24
(Copt.)
Text

French for Mastery 2. Tous ensemble,'
by Jean;Paul Valette 'and Rebec6a: M.
Valette. FRENCH FOR MASTERY.
Heath, 1975. 460p. French and Ehglish
text, hardback, illustrated. Level-two

.materials also include teachers edition;
workbook, and tapes.'Int. (HS).
This book covers the more complex

structures of basic French. The cultural flie,ines
presented in the first-level book are expanded in
this text. The book is divided into ten chapters,
each of which is devoted to a central, theme. Each
chapter is divided into five modules. All anpwer
key for each of the tests is provided at the back of
the book. The first three chapters provide a review
of the material covered in French for Mastery I.
Salut, les amis! In chapters 4 through 9, the
.authors4repent:pew and basic structures, using the
format of liook %one. Chapter 10 is develop4d
around in exciting,detective story. -

BP-24
(Cont.)
WB

Workbook for French for Mastery 2, by
Jean-Paul Valette and Rebecca M.

Valette. FRENCH FOR MASTERY.
.1-leath, 1975. 158p. Fren'cli and English
text;paperback; illustrated. Int. (HS.
Each chapter of this workbook consists

of (Our parts: .(1) an introduction, which' is a
summary of what students are exPected to learn;
(2) five modules of exercises, with a short composi-
tion at the :end of each module; (3) a cultural
section containing various types of games and
exercises; °arid (4) listening-comprehension. exer-
cises to be used in conjunction with the tape
program. Answers to the exercises are given at the
back 'of the book.-4, 41#6.

BP-25 Frere Jacques:,Exercices. de lecture 1, by
WB J. Bertrand, J..Frerott 'and G. Rom'ary.

FRERE JACQUES. LH, 1967. 58p.
French text, paperback, illustralec10-evel-
one materials also include teacher's edi-
tion, tapes, and display figures. Beg. (EL).
All material in t11is series is in Fenclt.

The workbook is entitled Lecoils de lecture 1, and
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the teacher's edition is entitled Methode -de la
languc I. The display figures have felt backing. The
Material is designed for use with children ages
seven through eleven. The general difficulty level, is
high. Teachers desiringQto use the material should
be very proficient in French.

BP-25
.- (Cont.)

WB

Frere Jaiques: Exercices de lecoture 2, by
J. Bertrand, J. Frerot, and G. Romary.
FRERE JACQUES. L1-1, 1968. 63p.
French text, paperback, illustrated.
Level-two materials also include

(teacher's edition and tapes. Int. (EL).
This workbook is designed for use after

Frere Jacques Exercices de lecture I. The display
figures from level, one can be used with the
level-two materials. The language level is fairly
advanced for older elementary-school pupils. Pupils
working with the level-two materials should love a
good background in the language and a high level
of comprehension. They also should have coin-

, pleted level oneof the series. Teachers must have a
.0 high degree of proficiency in French to utilize

these materials.

Individualized Instruction-Secoud Year
. Misc. French-Cours moyen, by Barbara- Jane

Houser. Glendale, 1973. Approximately
125p. French and, English .text,, paper-
back, no illUstfations.-Int. (HS).

This Material was deyelOpedfor use with -
the text fours moyen de fraricsais, by, John B. Dale
and Magdalene L. Dale (D. C. Heath and Conipany,
1970) Several assignments are provided for each
lesson. Each assignment is based on a specified,
objective. A list of activities and an explanation of
how the students' performance will be evaluated
are also given.

p

BP -26. Individualized Instruction-Third Year
(Con French -fours moyen superieur, by
Misc. Robert Hirsch. Glendale, 1973. Approxi-

mately 125p. French and E,nglish text,
paperback, no illustrations. Int. (HS}.

This material was developed for use with
Cours moyen superieur dejrancais, by John B.
Dale and Magdalene L. Dale D. C. Heath and
Company, 19661: Each lesson includes several
assignments. For each assignment the author has
provided a specified objective, ajjat of activities for
the student, and an explanation abOrtire.-manner
in which the students' performance will be eval-
uated.

/

BP-26
(Cont.)
Misc.

Individualized Instruction-Z-1,M'
French-Level Four, by Marion Packer.
Glendals1973. Approximately 125p.
French and English text-,paperback; no
illustrations. Adv. (HS).

This is a student guide for individualized
work in conjunction with 'units 34--:-48 of the ,

A-LitiFrench: Level Four text. Several assignments -
are provided for each unit. For each assignment
the author has provided a spe.cified objective, a list ,
of 'activities for the student,and-an explanation
about the manner in which The students' perfor-
mance will bekValuated. .
BY-27 Je parle francais, Premier degre-, by
Text Lavelle Rosselot and others. ,IE PARLE

FRANCAIS. Britannita,. 1974. 326p.'
French and English te..tjartlback, illus-
trated. Additional materials for this level
include films, -filmstrips± tapes, and
teacher's manual.' Beg.-Int. (11S).

This i9 an audiolingual-audidvisual pro-
gram in' which instruction and learning are based
on the use`of' audiovisual,Components in 'a variety
of classroom situations and activities. Each of the-,
15 lessons includes a film. A complete story is
,presented in. each series of three films. The
characters and situations are different in .each of
the fivstories. In the cultural lessons students can
learn about five countries in 'which French-
spoken.- The bonic contains an extraordinary
amount.of vocabulary, cultural information, and

,material on grammar. The committee members felt
that the material could be used over a two-year

,period. The appenex.contains no standard vocabu-
lary, aids; but it does include a lexical index; an
index to notes de grammaire, And four songs about
la Bretagne, l'Auvergne, and le Pays Basque:

BP-27 Aux quatre coins de France. Britannica, .

(Cont..) 4974. Teacher's manual available. Beg. -
Films Inf. (EL, JH, HS). .

4.

Aux quatre co.iits de France is one of five
films designed to be used 'with the level-one,
materials of Britannica.'s Je parle francais series.
The films are structured for use after chapters 4, 8,
12, 16, and 20 of Je p'arle franrais,. Premier degre.
Ara 9a-tre -coins de France should be used after.
students complete Chapter 4. These films are
available .separately, and teachers should find them
useful as independent instructional materials. All
narrators and speakers are native speakers. They
speak at an appropriate rate, and the sound quality
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. is good. The films are generally of high quality.
Cultural and historical details are Asentedt
accurately.

AuX quatre coins de France, the first
film in the set, focuses od four regions of France:
la Bretagne, l'Auvergne, le Pays Basque, and
rAltace. In front of backdrop pictures, twq young
people sing, dance, and talk, demonstrating songs,
folk dances, and costumes. The committee mem-
bers felt that .sgorne poorly synchtonized dubbing
was distracting and. that the postcardilike baek
grounds are contrived to a degree that may cause
students to view ,the.. film as amusing rather' than
educational and informatiOnal."With the exception
of this particulaiftrm, the series is excellent--

BP-27
(Cont.)
Film

Une etire de Suisse: Brjtannica, 1974.
Teacher's manual available. Beg.-Int.-
Adv.. (EL,-JH, HS).

'T'his is the second of five films designed
for-Use with the text Je parle franfais, Premier
degre. (See the listing above for Aux quatre coins
de France for, a general description of the film
series.) It,,should be used after students complete

.chapter 8. In this progction a French boy,
approximately' sixteen Or seventeen years of age,
goes to Switzerland to study the art of making
cheese. He visits a cheese factory; a factory in
which precision engines are. readied for racing cars;
a farm in the Alps, where he does some climbing;
and a chalet, Where he shares a Swiss fondue with a
Swiss family. The accent of the by from France is
in contrast to that of the other actors, who are
native Swiss.

V
BP-27 Quebec la belle province. Britannica,
taint.) ;1974. Teacher's manual available. Int.-
Pilm 'Adv. (JH, HS)., '

This is the third of five films designed
for use with the text) Je park franfais, Premier
degre. (See the listing above for Aux quatre coins
'de France for ,a general description of the film
series.) It should be used after completion of
Chapter 12. Four teenagers are. shown on vacation
in the province of Quebef, Canada. The two girls
travel by.car, the two boys by Motorcycle. They
take different routes to meet at the city of Quebec.
The viewer is shown scenes of Montreal, the Gaspe
Peninsula, the Riviere du Loup, and other f.oints of
.interest. The Canadian accent of the speakers is
clearly distinguishable. The photOgraphy is excel-
lent, and some of the content is amusing.'

10
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.13P-27 Visiton"s la Belgique. Britannica, 1974.
(Cont.) Teacher's manual available. int.-Adv.
Film (IH, HS). .

This is the fourth of, a five-film series
designed' to be used ,with the text Je parle franfais,
Premier degre. (See the listing above for Aux
quat(e coins de France for a general description of
the film series.) It should be tied after students
complete Chapter 16. Two yOung7erls.trOm France
travel to various partl of Belgium with two young
Belgians, one of whom speaks. French, the other
!Flemish and Fiench with a typical Belgian accent.
'Viewers see scenes of- Antwerp, Namur, Brussels,
and the chateau of Bouillon. As they tour, the
young 'people see die home of Reubens, _folk
festivals,' harbors, beaches, and a contest' of stilt-
walkers. The preientation includes interesting

`historical informatioric about Belgium, including
information about the' historical, religious; and
sociological origins and implications involved in the
division of Belgium into die Flemish and Wallobn
sections. The language level is appropriate for
students who are nearing completion of their
second year of French study. The actors speak
rapidly, and their diction is of a lesser quality than
that exhibited by the actors in Une Lettre de
Suisse and Quebec la belle provi

r
BP-27 Une Recette d'Abidian.' 13ritannica,
(Cont.) 1974, Teacher's manual available. Int.-
Film Ady. (JH, HS).

This film is the fifth of five designed.for
use with theltext-fe-parte-francaremier degre
1:See the listing above, for Aux quatre coins de
Fiance for a general dekription of the fijm series.)
It should be used after students 'complete Chapter
20.. The actors speak at a very rapid rate. The
content is entertainini and should hold the
viewers'Interest. In this presentation scenes of the
Ivory coast are presented through the technique of
using viilm within a -film. A group of Students.,in,
Paris (some French, some African) and a Frendt-

. man who formerly taught in, Abidjan, the capital of
the Republic of the Ivory Coast, meet in one of the
students' apartment to enjoy an African. meal.
They discuss the main dish; foiitou, and another
called fa ufou. The teacher -is able to resolve the
misundeistanding by showing a film-he made in
Abidjan. His film shows aspects of life in Abidjan,
including costumes, schools, and the full preparasi
tion of foutou. In the meantime their meal burn ;
and the, Frenchman, who lost awager as the result
of the film, takes the group out to enjoy an
African meal in a restaurant.

' I
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V-27 Je parle francais, Deuxieme degre, by.,
(Cont) Lavelle Rosselot and others. JE PeIRLE

A
Tekt FRANCAIS. Britannica, 1971. 429p. -

French and English text; hardback, illvs-
trated. Additional materials for this level

(include films, filmstrips, tapes, and
teacher's manual. Int.-Adv. (HS).

,4s This the second book of the Je'parle
-,froFais series, but the committee members suggest
that teachers use it for third-year, work. The text

: consists of audiovisual components (films and
filmstrips) covering material for 15 basic lessons
and. five lessons on Attire. Bart one g each lesson
includes th'e dialogue Arf the accomi)anyirig film,
numerous black and. white stills from the film, :I
vocabulary section, and questions about the film.
Part two of each lesson is an etrjrle de mots, which
is an in-depth vocabulary study. Exercises are
provided after the word study section. The authors'
then present grammar points and written exercises.
The final part of each lesson ,includes a short
reading selection and a- variety of exercises to test
stutklents' comprehension.'

The teacher's eilition contains approxi-
matelPtwice as many ageles the student's text.
Pale yellow pages containing drills and exercises
follow each regular page.of the teacher's edition.

BP-27
(Con t.)
Film

0.

Rythmes de Paris. Britannica, 1970.
Teacher's manual available. Beg.-Int.
(JH, HS),

Rythmes de Paris is one of five .films
designed to be used with the level-two materials of
Britannica's Je parle francais, series. The films are
structured fqr use after chapters 4; 8, 12, 16, and
20 of the text Je parle francais, Deuxieme degre.
Rythmes de Paris should be used after students
complete Chapter, 4. Tlitse films are available
separately, and -teachers shouldfind them useful as
independent instructional materials.. All narrators
and speakers are native speakers. They speak at an

*4- ! appropriate rate, and the sound quality is gdod. All
films in the series ale generally of high quality. The
films for chapters 8, .12, 16, and 20 contain
narration only.

Rythmes de 'Paris presents various facets... -
of cultural life in Paris.. It is suitable for use as
enrichment material,in intermediate, advanced

F.
classes.

BP -27 Loisirs et vacances. Britannica, 1970.
(Cont.) Teacher's manual available. Int.-Adv.
Film t' HS4..,

This is, the second of five films-desiglied
for use with the text Je parle franfais, Deuxieme
degre.' (See the listing above for Rythmes de Paris
for a general description of the film sieries..) It
should be used after students complete Chapter 8.
This film deals with broader topics than those
-found in the text and depicts various recreational
activities and places. It is suitable for use as
enrichment material for intermediate and advanced
classes.

BP-27. Vivre niieux, demain. Britannica, 1970.
(Cont.) Teacher's manual available. Int.-Adv.
FllIil (HS).

This is the third film in a five-film series
designed for..use with the -text Je park francais,
Deuxieme degre. (See the listing above for
Rythmes de Paris for a general description of the
film series.) It should be used after Chapter 12. In
this film the France of tradition and folklore is
contrasted with the modern France of highly
developed 'technology and advancing industry.
Attention is given to related socioeconomic prob-
lems 'of today. Some conclusions are reached,and
some questions regarding the country's future
needs 'are raised. The need for, and importance of,
the creative artisan versus the technician in the
society of today is one of the issues that provide a
basis for debate. Included in the film are scenes of
Orly airport, sources of hydroelectric power, foe-
tories,,and. the Concorde supersonic jet plane. The
vocabulary is advanced, but the speed at which the
narrators speak makes this film suitable for use
with intermediate as well as advanced classes: The
film has excellent cultural value.

BP-27 Loin de Paris. Britannica, 1970.
(Cont.) Teacher's manual available. Int.-Adv.
Film (JH, HS).

This is the foOrth of five films designed
for use with the ,text Je parle frbncais, Deuxieme
degre. (See the listing above for Rythmes de Paris

. for a general description of the series.) It should be
used after.students have completed Chapter "16.

This film does much to dispel the notion that
""Eonce is Paris, and Paris is France." AttentiOn is
given to the fishermen of Brittany and the impor-
tance of the extensive seacoasts; the residents of,
and vacationers on, the.Riviera; the Mediterranean
shores; wine-gr\wi4 in Provence;" ski slopes and
resWs of the Alps; small towns altd their public
Markets; and open price bidding, differing agricul-
tural styles, and peasants in Auvergne. The film can

zti
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h'elp students to understand better the economic
importance of the contributions of French people
who live' loin de Paris. The film is of excellent
quality and. should hold Viewers' interest. The
haherent contrasts shown could be used to elicit
discussions.

BP-27 L'Art et la vie. thitannicd, 1970.
(Cont.) Teacher's manual available. Adv. (HS).
Film This is the fifth film in a five-film series
designed for use with the text Je-parle francais,
Deuxieme degre. (See the . listing above for
Rythmes de,Pari's for a general description of the
series.) It should be used after Chapter10. In this
last film the proposal is made that art can, and
does, take many forms in the life and culture of a.
people. It shows the efforitOf the French govern-
ment to make all forms of art an integral part of
national life through the Maisons de Culture
erected in many communities throughout the
country. The viewer is shown examples of virtually
all art forms from the eighteenth, nineteenth, and
twentieth centuries. Living artists and their works
are among those represented. Scenes include views
of small art shops on the Left Bank and luxurious
galleries. This film is of a more esoteric nature than
the others in the series and would probably appeal
to a more limited audience. It lacks the thrust of
the others,- and it would be most suitable for.
viewing by advanced students with a special
interestl'in French art.

BP-28 Jeunes voix, Jeunes visages, by Yvone
Text Lenard, VERBAL - ACTIVE FRENCH

SERIES. Harper, 1970. 276p. French
- and English text, hardback, illustrated.

Miterials for use with text include
teacher's edition, stvly prints; tapes,

,workbOok;and tests. Begs (JH,

The authOr of this textbook describes it
as an :`application Of the Verbal Active Method, -

-whose primary ,purpose is to establish rapid and
effective communication in French.",- For each
lesson the author has provided a plan, specifying al
the beginning of the lesson the subject matter to be
Coveted and specific performance and proficiency
objectives:for the student. Each lesson includes une
histoire, in which old and new material are
integrated. This format allows for ;continuous.
practice and review of material. All lessons cent in
intereking cultural information. The teachers edi-
tion includes a great deal of informitioir on
culture, linguistics,and grammar.
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BP-28
(Cont.)
Tapes'

Jeunes voix, je
Lenard. VERB
SERIES, Harper
Beg.-Int. (EL, J

This set of 24
with the, textbook Jeunes
exercises are given at
repetition or answers b
include a dictation based
included in the student's
presented to the student
given. The text of the dict
teacher's edition.
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nes visages, by Yvone
L-ACTIVE FRENCH
1970. 24 5" reel tapes.

, HS).

apes is designed for use
voix, Jeunes visages. The

rate that allows for
students. The tapes

on material that is not
text but that. is to be
efore the dictation is
tion is included in the

BP-2t Jeunes voix, jeune visages: Study Prints.
'(Cont.) VERBAL-ACTIVE FRENCH SERIES.
Pos. Harper, 1970.12 col r prints, 18" X 24".

Beg.-Int. (JH, HS).

Each print in this set is intended for use
with a specific lesson in the text Jeunes voix,
jeunes visages. Teachers will find the prints very
useful for question-and-answer \sessions on the
subject matter of the histoires in the textbook.
They .can use them also for presentation of new
material and for review work-. An illustration is
included on 1?oth sides of each sheet.

BP-28 Tests; Jeunes jeunes visages, by
(Cont.) Yvone Lenard and Pierrette Spetz. VER-
Tests BAL-ACTIVE FRENCH SERIES. Har:.

per,:1970. Beg. (JH, 1:IS)t

Most of the perforniance objectives given
in the text Jeunes voix, jeunes visages are stated in
terms of oral work to be 'done by the students. In
taking these. tests, 'however, students must gener-
ally read and write. Little oral work or litening-
comprehension testing is called, for: Many ques-
tions. allow for subjective .responses, and teachers
will have to determine their own guidelines for
evaluating such- answers, Not all the stated objet,
tives aredealt with in the tests.

BPi28 Workbook, Jeunes voix, ,jeunes visages,
(Copt.) by Yvone Lenard. VERBAL-ACTIVE
WB FRENCH SERIES. Harper, 1970. 178p.

French text, paperback, no illustrations.
(JH, HS).

This workbook consists almost entirely
of exercises' reprinted from the textbook Jiunes
voix, jeunes. visages. Only the questions on the
readings have been modified. Manof the exercises
are available on tape. The content-incrudes spelling
work, dictees, questions, structure manipulation,
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and ,directed composition exercises. The pages o
the workbook are perforated. .

BP-28 Fenetres sur la France, by Yvone
(Cont.) Lenard. VERBAL-ACTIVE FRENCH
Text., SERIES. Harper, 1.971. 347p. Fnch.,

. and English text, hardback, illustrated.
Materials for use with this text include
teacher's edition*, tapes, workbook, and
tests. Int. (JH, HS).
Fenetres sur la France is the sequel to

Jeunes uoix, jeunes visages. Apt the beginning of
each progres, the author has indicated the basic
subject matter to be covered and has listed
performance and proficiency objectives for the
student. Each progres includes a reading selection,
exercises, and a section on culture. The' cultural
inforinatiOn is generally of great interest to students.

BP:28 Fenetres sur la .France. VERBAL-
(Cont.) ACTIVE FRENCH SERIES. Harper,
Tapes , 1971. Ten cassette tapes. Int. (HS).

Each of the ten cassette tapes in this set
has the same format. .A series of oral exercises, a
reading, :and a dictation are provided on one Side;
and cultural information and accompanying exer-
cises are provided on the other. Those' Who
reviewed the tapes felt that the pace is excessively
slow .and That students might become bored and
inattentive While listening to them.

BP-28,
(Cont.)
TM

Fenetres sur la France, by Yvone
Lenard. VERBAL-ACTIVE FRENCZI
SERIES. Harper, 1971. 484p. French
and English text.

In this teacher's edition all exercises are
followed by the answers or, if a number of answers
may be correct, by suggested_ answers., The
teacher's edition also contains poems in French,
with English translations.

BP-28 Cahier de travail: Fenetres sur la France,
(Cont.) by Yvone Lenard. VERBAL-ACTIVE
WB FRENCH SERIES. Harper, 1971. 11:4p.

French text, paperback, no illustrations.
Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This workbook is divided into two'sec-
tiOns. One, suitable for laboratory work, is to be
Used in conjunction with tapes. The other, which
contains reprints of exercises from the text
Fesitry sur la France, is to be used for homework
alsignments. Vocabulary drills and questions on

-the cultural material in the text are also included.

'1

BP -28-
(Cont.)
Tests

Tests, Fenetres sur
Lenard and Pierret
ACTIVE FRENCH
1971. Int. (dH, HS).

.These tests require
writing on the part of the stud
English. Many or the test item
responses.

France, by Yvone
Speti. VERB A L-
VRIES.' Harper,

only reading and
nt and contain no
call for subjective

. -BP-28 Tresors du temps, b
.(Cont.) ,' VERBAL- ACTIVE; F
Text Harper, 1972. -Frenc

illustrated. Mate Is

include teacher's ide.

This third-level. textbo
heavi ly on'the history andJiteratu
text consists of 12 lessons; And ea
parts: (1) "Un Peu d'etlistoire
Littei.ature"; (3, "Perf ctionne
maire"; and (4) `Bavargez avec le
main text of the book is foil
appendixes: (1) "Weights and
"Some Principles of French Spelli
ciation"; and (33 "The Conjuga
French Verbs."

Yvone- Lenard.
ENCH SERIES...
text, hardback,
r- use with tet
Adv. (HS).

k focuses mot
e of France. The

lesson has four
'; (2) "Vie et

Votre Gram,
Francais." The
wed by three

easures"; (2)
g and Pronun-
on System of

BP-28
(Cont.)
TM

Teacher's Guide' and R
Tresors du temps, by
and Pierrette Spetz. VE
FRENCH SERIES. Harp
French text, paperback,-
Adv. (HS).
This teacher'g manual con

and answers on each lesson of the t
temps; suggested topics for compo
mentary questions and exercises; s
logues; and test's for each section of e
the text. A vmidterm examination
examination are also included.

source 'Boo'
Yvone Lenard
BA LACTIVE
r, 197. 243p.
o illus rations.

ains qiLiestions
xt Tresors du
tion supple-
gge ted dia-
ch jesson of
n a Mal

BP-28 4'Art de _la__conversation, Yvone
(Cont., )" Lenard, and- Ralph Hester. RBAL-
Text ACT/VE FRENCH ARIES. Harper,

' 1967. 2 2p. French text, hard ac illus-
trated. Materials for use wi t xt in-
clude t acher's manual and' t pes. Adv.
(HS).

This is n. interesting book f r students
of advanced French. It provides ample portunity
for students Ad improve their conve ation skills
while dealing with a Variety of topics. The use of
old movie stills should tend to intere t students.
Each lesson deals with a particular a pect of life
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and includes several pages of vocabulary words.
., The words are,used in context, and explanations

are provided in French. Exercises and reading
selections provide ample opportunity for students
tcruse the materialpresehted in the lessons.,

BP-28 L'Art de la conversation. VERBAL-
(Cont.) ACTIVE FRENCH SERIES. Harper,
Tapes 1967. 12 tapes: Adv'. (HS).

Thisb Set of 12 tapes is, designed to be
used with the lessons. hithe text,of-the same title.
They are intended to help strengthen the student's
conversation skills. Each tape contains a number of
exercises on points of grammar and a fine rendition
of a convers'ation7 Questions on the conversation
and a dictee are also included. These tapes.could be
used for testing students' prdgress in Oral language
development.

BP -28 L'Art de. la conversation: Textes des
,(Cont.) bands sonores, by Yvone Lenard and
,TM Ralph Hester. VERBAL-ACTIVE

Y. FRENCH SERIES. Harper, 1967. 55p.
French text, paperback, no illustrations.

iThis is the teacher's book to accompany
othe set tapes entitled L'Art de la conversation. It

contains the printed version of,the taped material
and some additional-material that the teacher may
give to students at hisor her discretion. This book
does not include the 'conversations that are part of,
the student's text, 'b1ik..it does include exercises
that should be used pnor to their use. In these
exercises vocabulary' is presented through defini-
tions, idiomatic structures are pres'ented through
structure drills, comprehensioilmwork is, provided
through multiple-choice items, k d py6per intona:
tion is practiced through repetition of material.
The vocabulary and idiomatic expressions have
been well chosen for theft colloquial value.

BP-9 Langue et langage, by Oreste F. Pucciani
Gra. and Jacqueline Hamel. Holt, 1974: 460p.

French text, hardback, illustrated. Basic,
lirogram materials also include a teacher's

-3-,,,guide arta 4, laboratory manual. Beg.
(HS).

This textbook is intended for use at the
college level. Every other lesson is a reading that,
would be of little interest to younger, students.
However, the grammar lessons and the laboratory

A manual'have been used successfully in junior, high
and high school classes. No English is used in .the
grammar presentationS:

.
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BP-29 Langue et langage, b I Oreste F. Pucciani
(Cont.) and Jacnueline Hame . Holt, 1967. 280p.
TM French and English ext",` paperback, no

illustrations.
The first 42 page of this teacher's

(manual contain a description f the evolution of
the authors' philosophy of la guage learning. The,
Specific pedagogical analyses 4.4 at follow that sea
,ion are helpful but not binding: Sample tests are
provided at the end of thp book. .

BP 30 Langue 'et litterature: A Second Course
Re in French, by Thomas H. Brown.

McGraw, 1967. 473p. French text, hard-
back, illustrated." MaterialS for use with
reader include tape , tests, workbook,
and teacher's manual gail:1(t*,

. This book is based pon unedited selec-
lion by seven major twentieth-certury authors.
Solt ices of the selections include Le Silence de la

e, Le petit prince, L'Etranger, La Symphonic.-
,

as ral, and Le Desert de l'amour The reading,.
ele tions include marginal vocabulary notes,

. mos ly in French. Comprehension vOcabulary,',
conversation, and gramma; exercises are provided. ,

Th appendixes include verb referees and an
En tsh-French vocabulary.,

-

13P 30 Ca,hier d'exereices; Langue litterature,
(Ci nt.) . by Thomas H. Brown. McGraw, 1967.

French text, paperback, no iustrations.
Adv. (HS).

This workbook contains lariety of
exercises, including vocabulary exerciSaes, structure
dril , substitutiOn -exercises, and guided cdmposi-
tion. exercises. The answers to the exercises, are
given in the right-hand margin, Which, can be
cover d by the "mask" that is provided.
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BP-30 Tests for Langu; et litterature, by
'(Cont.) _Thomas H., Brovin. Mc.Graw: 1967.'Adv.
Tests (HS).

This `set of tests consists of a speaking
test, a listening-comprehension test, a reading test,
and a writing test. They may be'used as diagnostic
pretests, post- tests, or both. _Ali tests can tie
administeredin the classroom except the speaking
test,, which requires recording facilities or indi-
vidual administration by the teacher. Scoring keys
are provided for the listening a,rid reading-
comprehension tests: Detailed directions for'scor-
,ing the speaking and writing tests are provided. The
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keading and listening tests are multiple-choice tests,
and the writing test is a fill-in and composition
test. The speaking test consists of ten short
questions, six' questions about pictures, and six
items requiring descriptions of pictures.

BP-31
Rea.

Let's Speak French, Lectures, by Josee
Pilot-Debienne Okin and Conrad J.
Schmitt. LET'S SPEAK FRENCH.
McGraw, 1967. 234p. French text, hard-
back, illustrated. Basic program materials
also include three textbooks, teacher's
guides, cue cards, cassette tapes, and
records. Int. (EL, JH).

This is the fourth book in the Let's
Speak French series. Each of the eight units is to
be pres nted orall), first. New vocabulary is pre-
sented i sentences at the beginning each lesson.
VoCabulary exercises for reinfore ent pre de
the reading selections. Some str ture drills arAl -
exercises are included.

BP132 Parole et pensee, by Yvone Lenard.
Text Harper, ,1971. 5A4p. French text,

hardback, illustrated. Basic progiam nta-
_

terials also include. tapes, records, and,
workbook. Beg.-Int.-Adv. (HS).

Although this boOk is intended for use
with college students, it could be used at the high
school level. It is the forerunner of the author's
Vitbal-Active French Series, Mirth is designed for
use in high school classes. Grammar points are
introduced one at, a time, and the multiple-skills
approach (listening,. speaking, reading, and writing)
is employed. The material is §fructured in such a
way that French should be used at all times in,the
classroom.

BP-32 Parole et pensee: Disques d'etude orate.
(Cont.) Harper. Four records. Adv. (HS). ;
Rec, ;

b r
These records are to be used with the

-, textbook Parole et' pensee. They. provide exercises
on the points of grammar introduced in that
textbook. The pace of the recordings seemed
excessively slow to the Members of the evaluation
committee. The committee reviewed only the third
record of the°series.

IT-32 Cahier de travail etde laboratoire: Parole
(Cont.) et pensee, by Yvone Lenard, Harper,
WB s 1971. French text, paperback, no iglus -,

trations. Beg.-Irit.-Adv. (HS).

This workbook is designed for use in the
language kboratory or in the classroOm., Its pur-
pose is to reinforce students' lean-ling Qf the
material covered in the- oral and written exercises
in the textbook Parole et pensee.

BP-33 ParlonN francais: 'Premier livre: Text 1,
Text by Valentin V. Kamenew. PARLONS

FRANOIS.`,Institute Of Modern Lan-
guages, 1971.-191p. French text, paper-
back, illustrated. Level-,one materials also
include tapes, tape books and - reader.
Beg. (HS).

- Each of the 20 chapters of this textbook
is divided into four parts. Part one includes work
on conversational, patterns. For example, students
must tell Their name and address; aSk for the time
or for directions, and explain how to buy clothing.
Part two incluks classroom activities designed to
hell!) students understand the basic structures of
the French language: Part three includes ,pictures
that students are, to describe andiscuss.-The same
spictuies are included in a/ceparate section of
illustrations on pages 151-171. Part foureontains
a brief feading selection. At the end of the book,
the author pro-vides a summary of the grammar
points,'covered; a section entitled "-Expressions
Utiles, "j with questions; and a .French - English
glOssa'ryst. The past tense is used in the first lesson,
and the imperfect and future tenses are used in
later lessons. No directions are provided as tohow
the teacher should introduce (he various tenses.

*
BP-33 Parlons ftancais: Premier livre, French
(Cont.) Reader I, bx Francoise Citot Delehanty.
Rea. PARLONS FRANCAIS. Institute of

Modein Languages, 1971. 85p. French
text, paperback, illustrated. 'Beg.-Int.,
(JH, HS). . `

This reader care be used alone or as a
supplement to other textbooks. Each of the first
five lessons includes an illustration, a short reading
selection, and comprehension questions on the
reading selection, In lessons 6 through 20, the
reading selections' are followed by two sets of
questions: comprehensive questions and personal
questions. New and difficult vocabulary words are
defined after each selection. A vocabulary listing is
provided at the end of the books.

BP-33 Parlons francais: Premier livre, Tapebook
(Cont.) I, by Francoise Citot Delehanty. PAR-
WB LONS FRANCAIS. Institute of Modern
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Languages, 1971. 104p. French text,
paperback, illustrated. Tapes 'available.
Beg. (JH, HS).

Each of the 20 lessons in the workbook
contAins from nine to 14 ,pictures relating to the
conversations on the tapes. The conversations
consist of questions and answers, but the book
contains only the questions. An answer key is
provided at the back of the book. A 15-minute
tape accompanies each lesson. The student must
listen to, repeat, and then answer a question. The
past tense is introduced in the first lesson, and 'the
imperfect and future tenses are introduced in later
lessons. No directions are provided for the teacher.
The teacher must develop exercises to introduce
the various -tenses..

BP-33 Parlons frapcais: Deuxieme livre, Text 2,
(Cont.) by Valentin V. Kamenew. PARLONS
Text FRANcAlS. Institute of Modern Lan:

guages, 1971. 179.p. French text, paper-
back, illustrated. Level-two materials al-
so" include tapes, tape book, and reader:
,Adv. (HS).

This second book of the Parlons francais
seritsoniains 20 lessons and a grammar summary.
Listening and comprehension exercises, question-
and-answer exercises, and exercises on'fundamental
structures are included. The exercises are corre-
lated with tapes. Because of the difficulty of the
structures, tenses, and idioms, the book is most
suitable for use with students in third-year-French.
The book contains no table of contents or index...

T

BP-31 Parlons francais: Deuxieme livre, French
(Cont.) Reader 2, by'Francoise Citot Delehanty.
Rea: PARLONS FRANcAlS. Institute of

Modern Languages, 1971. 121p. French
text, paperback, illustrated. Adv, (HS).
This reader is designed to provide prac-

tice in reading and writing and to reinforce
students' learning of the structural, lexical, and
cultural material in the text. The reader may be
used alone or as a supplement to other textbooks.
Each lesson is divided into three parts. The first
part includes an illustration, followed by a reading
selection. New and difficult words are defined after
each selection.' The second part of- each lesson
includes questions requiring written answers. The
third part of each lesson includes an illustration,
followed by blank lines to allow the learner to
de4cribe what he or she sees in the picture.
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BP-33 , Parlons francais: Deuxieme livre, Tape-
(Cont.) book 2, by Francoise Citot Delehanty.
WB PARLONS FRAKAIS. Institute of

Modern Languages, 1971. 94p. French
text, paperback, illustrated.. Adv. (HS).
For each lesson in this book, the student

rust look at a picture and must follow the printed
text as it is read. The text iv ,reread, with pauses
adequate for the student to repeat each §egment
twice; and then the segments are recombined into
sentences. Five to seven questions are then given
on the tape and in the text. The student hears two
possihke answers and then marks ,his or her choice
in the book. Part three consists of five situational
pictures and three statements, which are also heard
on the tape. The student is to circle the correct
answer..A key is located at the back of the book.

'BP-33 Parlons frapcais: Troisieine livre, Text 3,
(Cont.) by Valentin V. Kamenew. PARLONS
Text FRAKAIS. Institute of Modern Lan-

guages,4972. French text, paperback,
illustrated. Adv. (HS).
This third textbook of the Parlons Fran-

cais series is designed to increase the students'
knowledge and understanding of French'-speaking
cultures' and to improve their conversational skills.
Each of the ten Chapters is divided into two parts:
a reading selection and an illustration followed by
questions. At the end of each chapter are notes and
questions about the subject matter of the chapter.

BP -34 Un Peu de tout, by E. B. de Sauze,
Rea./ Eugene 'K. Dawson, and D. June Gilliam.
Text Holt, 1970. French text, hardback, illus-

trated. Basic program materials also in-
clude tent, teacher's manual, tapes, and
script of tapes. Adv. (HS).
This text should be used after comple-

tion of Nouveau-cours pratique de francais, which
is basically a ,grammar textbook= = The.basic gram-
mar material not covered ,,in. the first book is
covered in seven lessons of Un Peu de tout The
remainder of the book includes medallion portraits
of several historical figures, short stories, and a
version of Around the World in Eighty Days. The
authors of this book have included an abundance
of exercises and explanations. Those whreviewed
this work noted a somewhat illogical order with
respect to the presentation of some material.

BP-35 Programmed French: Reading and Writ-
Text ing, Book One, by Eliane Burroughs.
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PROGRAMMED FRENCH. Behavioral
Research, 1964. 413p. French and En-

, glish text, paperback.: illustrated.':Basic
program materials also include a teach-
er's manual. Beg..(JH,"HS)`
This prdgrammed text can be used with

individuals, small grojips, or entire classes. Reading
and writing are emphasized, but directions for oral
work are prov,ided in the teacher's manual. The
exercises could prove to be excessively 'repetitive
and ...monlitonbul for the more talented student".

BP.-36 Read, Write, Speak French, by Mendor'
Text Brunetti. Bantam, 1963. 383p. French

and English text, paperback, no illystra-
tioa Beg. (JH, HS).
This is a grammar book designAd for use

self-teaching text. The book is divided into
three parts: (1)' a complete French course in 24
lessons, each dealing with a different topic; (2)
conversational phrases designed to build vocabu-
lary; and (3) a total of 17 graduated dual:language
reading seleclions containing the complete text of
Guy de Maupassant's La Parure and adaptations

' from works of 0..Henry and Alphonse Daudet. A
separate vocabutary section for each reading selec-
tion ,is included. An extensive index contains
French phrases common in English usage, proverbs;

. idioms, and verbs.

as a

BP-37
Xext

, .
Reflets du monde francais, by ,Mary S.
Metz. McGraw, 1971. 545p. French text,
hardback; illustrated. basic program,
materials aiso!inclilide teachers' manual;
tests, workbook, and tapes.. Int.-Adv.
(Hp). .

Mo of the ten nits in this third -level
audiolingu textbook focu on a reading\selection,'
by .ajnodern or contempor ry author. Eachselec-
don is preceded by vocabulary exercises in which
synonyms are substituted in diverse contexts. ,A
short dialogue precedes each selection, and another
follows it for review work. Grammar coverage
includes sever?l types of exercises. Verb, forms and
classes are presented in both oral and written
paradigms. Explanations of grammar points are' in
English, and the directions for the exercises are in
French. The large number and variety of exercises
permit teachers to select those suitable, for their
class.. Different sets of questions are included for

.2, oral and guided compositions.

BP-38 Review Text in French, First Year (Prs4
Gra. mier Livre), by Eli Blume. REVIEW

TEXT IN FRENCH. Amsco, 1967.
264p. French text, paperback' illus-
trated. First-year materials also include
workbook.

This is a traditional-type grammar and
reference book covering the work that is usually
completed in the first year of high school French...
The content covers verbs, grammatical structures,
idioms, vocabulary, and civilization'.; Explanations
are provided in English. Drills for auditory and
reading comprehension, a French-English vocabu-
lary, and an English-Frerich vocabulary a
included. .Exercises are of the completion an
trakeation type. This book could, be used as
supplemental material in first-year French or as a
source of review ,work for the second-Year'course.

BP-38 Workbook in Frnch, First Year, by Eli
(Cont.) Blume. REVIEW TEXT IN' FRENCH.
WB Amsco, 1967. 252p. Parallel French and

English text:paperback, illuStrated. Beg.
(JH, HS).

This is a workbook,,with tear-out pages.
The grammar references pafallel the material in
Review Text in Ranch, First Year (Premier (lyre).
The exercise are mostly translation exercises.
Some transpo'sition and completion exercises are
provided, - however. Sections on civilization, reading
comprehension, and vocabulary are also included.

BP -38 Review Text in French, Tivo rears; by
(Cont.) Eli Blume. REVIEW TE F NCH.
Gra. Amsco, 1966: 381p. rench Text, pa'per-

back, illustrated. Second-year materials
also include workbook. Int. (HS).

This is a traditional-type grammar refer-
ence book intended fdr use by second-year stu-
dents. Included are sections on'grammatical struc-
ture, , idioms, vocabulary, and civilization. The
author ha's provided many exercises of various
types, but a large proportion of them are, transla-
tion exercises. A summary of irregular verbs, and
their conjugation', optional lessons on the basic
Uses of the subjunctive, an English-French vocabu-
lary, and 'a French-English vocabulary 'are given.
Provision, is made for practice in composition and
auditory and reading comprehension. The. book
could be used concurrently with any second-year
text; depending upon the level of class achieve-
ment; or if'could be utillied as a source of review
work in third-year-FrenCh classes.
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BP-38
(Cont.)
'WB

Workbook in I:rerwh, 'Two ''Years
(Second* edition), by. Eli Blume. RE-
VIEW TEXT IN FRENCH. Amko,
1966. 365p. Parallel French and English
text, paperback, . illustrated. Int. (JH,
HS).

This workbook: is a reproduction of
Review Text in French,*.Two Years, the only
differences being that itjs larger and includes space
for the student to do the exercises directly in the
book. Because each topic is treated independently,

'.the book can be used for both reference and
remedial Work.;

BP-38 Review Text in Fiench, Three Years, by
(Cont..) . EliBlume. REVIEW TEXT IN FRENCH.
Gra.; Eli Blume: Amsco, 1970. 377p. French

text, no illustVions,. Third-year mate-
rials also include workbook. Int.-Adv.

.1.J11, HS).
' '

T-hig text is divided into s4ctions on the
-f011owing: verbs, grammar, idioms, composition,
civilization, and reading comprehehsion. A variety
of exercises is provided at' the end of each lesson.
In the middle of the text are several grammar

. review quizzes and mastery structure drills. The
appendix contains the following: a guide to.prepar-

. ing for the College Boalrd Achievement Test in
French; a section on irregular verbs;-material on
patterns of orthographic - changing verbs; auditory
coraprehengion materials; information about Re-
gents examinations; a French- English vocabulary;

',and -an English-French vocabulary.
1 The workbook that is airailable is iden-

iical to the tekt big is larger in size. The pages are
perforated for easy removal, and They are punched
for use in a three-ring binder.

Cours superieur , de franfais, by di
(Cont.) Blume. Arnsco, 1970. 372p. French and
Gra: English text, Paperback, no ilipstratio,n0,-

Materials for the course .also incriite
workbbok. Adv. (HS). ,

The appendix could be very helpful to
students who may need to recall verb forms, review
'elementary idioms'.'or find common geographic
names. A French-English vocabulary is included at
the end of the book.

BP-38 Cours superieur)de franfais, by Eli
(Cont.) -° Blume. Amsco, 1971. 305p., French and
W13' English text, paperback, no illustrations.

Adv. (HS).
:,,
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e e This workbook has tear-out pages that
are three -hole punched for in'serlion in Students'
notebooks or binders. It an_exact duplication of
the text CoUrS superieur de franfais but is smaller
in size. TO workbook is organized into five units:
(1) "Structure et Usage"; (2) "Etude de Vocabu-
lairs"; (3) "Locations Idiomatiques"; (4) "Esquisse
de la Liiterature FNicais"; and (5) "Compre-
hension Auditive." French is used throughout
except in di-explanations of structure and usage.
Model sentences in French are used to illustrate
anct &iffy principles.

. -
BP-39 See It and Say It in French, by Margarita
Text. Math al arid Colette Dulac. New Ameri-

ea , 1.962, ,,254p. French text, paper-
ack, illustrated. Beg. (JH, HS).

This is :a self-teachiligs book based "oh
familia cognates gnd simple illustrations... It has
great appeal foiCstudents. It could btsed also as a,
supplementary text. Each new wor phrase, or
sentence is attompanied by a line drawing to help
clarify keaning. The abundant use of cognates is
beneficial in providing explanations of words.

BP-40 Son et sefillopLevel One, by'Albert Vald-
Text man, Simon Belasco, and Ftbrence

Steiner SCOTT, FORESMAN'S NEW
FRENCH PROGRAM. Scott, 1972.

40. 45,6p. French and Enlish. text, hard-
back, illustrated: L1evel -one materials also
include exercise book, tests, testing tape,
teacher;s edition, tapes,arid posters. Beg:

HS). gar
This book is part' of a comprehensive

basic program designed to extend ovet. one and
one-half years at the senior high school level or two _

years at the junior high school level:-The content is
presented 'through dialogue situations set in
France. Objectives and Warner verification data are
-not included in the teacher's annotated edition. 1

Systematic listening-comprehension and writing
exercises are included in both the student's text-
book 'and the workbook. QfAmmatical explana-
tions are in English. Extensive ,ruse is made of
personalized questions. .

. BP-40 Son etserks, Level One. SCOTT, FORES-
(Cont.)' MAN'S NEW- FRENCH PROGRAM.

,Tapes Scott, 1972. 20- tapes, French dialogue.
Beg.-Int. (JH, HS). '

These tapes includetan excellent presen-
tation of the dialogues from the text of thesame

e
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\
title; pronunciation ' exeiciSes, and `listening-,'
coniprehension exerciSes. The tapes need -'not be
used with the tekt,1 but ther-slo provide -an,
excellent model for teachers who are not native'
speakers oFrench, The qualy,of the recordings is
excellent. The speakers are native speakers of
French, and they iteak at an appropriate rate.

, BP-40 Son et sens; Listening Comprehension
(Cont.) and .Writing Exercis_eg by Albert Vald-
WB man, Sirnorr--Belasco, and Florence

Steiner. SCOTT, FORESMAN'S_ NEW
FRENCH PROGRAM. Scott, 1972.
138p. French and English text, paper-
back, no illustratiogs. Beg. (JH, HS-)!,

.This workbook contains , listening-
- comprehension arid writing exercises identical to

those in the textbook Son et sens, Level One.

BP-40 Scenes et' se)ours, by Albert Valdnian,
(Cont.) Simon Belisco, and. Florence Steiner.
Text SCOTT, FORESMAN'S NEW FRENCH

_PROGRAM. Scott, 1.973. 429p. French
,and English text, hardback, illustrated.
Materials for use with text include exer-
cise book, test*, testing tape, teacher's-
edition, and tapes. Int.-Adv. (JH, HS).

This ,book con,tains 15 lesson's based on
the contemporary:view of the adolescent in French-

' speaking countries. French geography and the
characteristics of daily life are featured. Many
structure drills and written exercises are provided
to help reinforce students' learning of the grammar
points. A special section, of listening exercises is
included for each lesson. French-English and
English-French vocabularies are also provided.

BP-41 Spoken and Written" French in Review
(Cock.) (Laboratory Manual), by James Etmek-
WB jian Raymond 7. Caefer. Odyssey,

1.972. 124 p.French text, paperback, no
illustrations. Tapes available. Int. (HS).
Thif is a* laboratory manual to accom-

pany and supplement the grammar review book
Sppken and Written French' in ReviieW. The ler-
cises are designed to provide ihibstiident with rill
work on the point's covered in the lessons in that
book. The instructions argipresented in French,
and samples. are given to orient the student to each

The,,tapes that accompany the manual con-
tain good suPplerrientary exereises.

,
BP-42 La,Voix et la vie de France, Leveld, by
TM Petar Guberina, Paul Riverrc, and P.

Neveu.,a, VUIX ET IMAGES DE LA
4 "IP FRANCE. 'Rand, 1969. French text,

hardback, illustrated LeVel-one materials

J

.

'BP241 Spoken and Written French in Reyiew,
Gra. by James Etmekjian and Raymond J.'

Caefer.- Odyssey, 1972. 33Ip. FrenCh
and English text, hardback, no illustra-
tions. Basic program materials also
include workbook ^and tape -Adv. (HS).
This book is a review grammar designed

fOr use by students in their third or ,fourth
semester of college French. The vocabulary
reviewed has been judiciously chosen for its useful-
ness. The exercises are plentiful,with frost being
designed for oral practice. The extensive use of
English throughout the presentation sections, and
the translation exercises does not seem necessary..
An appendix dealing with irregular verbs, a vocabu-
lary section, and a thorough index are provided.

also include filmstrips, tapes, student's
text, workbook, 'and: study guide. .Beg.

1,

o , The, basic program Under consideration
was..aevefopecfby the Centre de Recherche et
D'Ettidepour la-Diffusion du Francais,Anstruction
in the program involves direct association ,between
the visual images of the filmstrips andi.the content
of the tapes. ,(captions on the filmstrips). The
materials- for the first level can be used For
instruction in the first two or three years of French
study. .; N

The detailed teacher14 manual inckilles
special techniqueS for presenting and practicing'
material, The%techniques have been adapted to the
basic 'ffeedsof American studentS7buto. teachers will
have to providepractice that` allows for checking of
.students' comprehensions.

BP-42 , .4La Voix et Id vie du monde francais,
(Cont.) , Level II. VOIX ET. IMAGES DE LA
TM FRANCE. n.d. Level-two mate-

riali also include filmstrips;tapes; work-
' bdok; 'tests and scoring booklets; and

readers. Thp materials were not reviewed.
.

BP-43 Voix et visages de la France, Level I.
Text- OIX ET VISAGES DE.LA FRANCE.

Rand, 1974. 540p. French' and English
text, hardback. illustrated.. Level-one
materials also include filmstrips, games
packet; tests, tapes, and workbook. ,Beg.
(JH', HS).

(JI, HS).

s
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This program has beendapted frorri the
.publisher's filmstrip-based prqgram Voix et images
de la France. The filmstrips from the earlier
program may be used as a supplementary com-
ponent with this material.

, Each of the 1,4 units in,this text is
composed of apPeoximately ten types cf activities.
Grammar points are explained in Ei4,ish. The

4,objectives to be achieved in the study of grammar
and cultural material are presented in Engliih at
the begiiming of each unit. Reinforcemework on,s,
comprehension of the basic sentences inthe text is
provided in the student's workbook. -

The teach'er's edition contains the stu-
dent's text; with the answers to the exercises
overprinted. It also includes a supplementary sec-
tion that includes rationale and suggestions for
teaching communications skills, suggestions for
individualizing instruction, - teaching strategies,
notes, sample lesson plans, gaMes, and tape scripts.

Level 2' of this prOgrarn was' being
developed at the time that the committee members'
were evaluating materials for this bibliography.,
BP-43 Voix et, visages de la France, Level I.
(Cont.) VOIX ET VISAGES DE LA FRANCE.
WB gaaci, 1974. 14 booklets, each 20 to 40

pages. French text, paperback, no illus-
trations. Beg. (JH, as), .

Each pf the 14 study booklets contains
approximately ten lessobs. Each is designed as an
individualized study guide. Objectives are included
with the instructions. Precise, step-by-step instruc-
tions are provided to lead the student through
various exercises. The workbook can be used with
an entire class, with a small group, or with
individual. students for self-instfuction.

,
Voix et visages de la Fkance, Level 1.

(tora-.)- VOIX ET VISAGES DE LA FRANCE.,
Tapes Rand, 1974. 30 cassette rapes. French.

' dialogue. Beg.-Int. (JH, HS).

This set of cassette tapes includes 14
tapes for classroomuse, 14 tapes of structural
exercises, and two test tapes. The comprehension
eXercises "-are self-correct(ng. The delivery., is
measured and somewhat academic. The voices on
the tapes are pleasing to listen to_but_are such that
they may require considerable concentration on
the,part of the listener.
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BP-43 Voix et visages de la France: Unit Tests,
Cont.) Lei;e/ 1, by Sandra J. Savignon. 1/0/X

Tests ET VISAGES DE LA FRANCE. Rand,
074. Beg. (JH).

-These materials provide for measuring
reading, writing; listening, and oral communication
skills. The testing of students' creative oral com-
munication ability requires, approximately 20
minutes per student. The purpose of the tests and
the. mechanics of their administration are clearly
outlined.

. (Cont.)
WB,

Sounds of French, by Patricia A.
Johansen and Norman A. Poulin. VOIX
ET VISAGES DE LA FRANCE. "Rand,
1974. 173p; Parallel French and English
text, paperback,' illustrated. Beg. -(HS;
AD).

Till§ workbook is part of a program for
self-instruction and self-improvement inmcoarersa-
tionai French. The approach taken in the course is
explained- in detail in the workbook. Because of
the degree- of aural discrimination required stu-,
dents will-need patience and dedication, qualities
-more often .found in the older or mature student.

BP-43
(Cont.)
Tapes

41NN}Imir

Sounds of French: VOIX ET 'VISAGES
DE LA FRA1VCE. Rand, 1974 21 cas-
sette. or reel tapes, 10 minuteeaCh. Beg.,
(JH, HS).

V.-

These 21 tapes are an integral part of the
Rand -McNally self-teachineprogram in pronuncia-

-
tign of French. The course includes 20 instruc- .
tiOnal modules, each between 15 and 20 minutes in,.
length. The procedure for the student to follow is
clearly_ outlined in an introductory module. The
cluality of the recordings is good. The individuals
heard on the tapes speak at an appropriate rate.

Voix
1
et visages du monde franfais; Level

2. VOIX ET VISAGES DE LA. FRANC.
Rand,- n.d. Level -two materials also in-
cludd teacher's .edition, filmstrips, tapes,
unit test package, study guide:and-work-,

book. These materials were-rlOt evaluated.

, BP-43
-(Cont,)
Text

BP-44
Text

Vous. et moi, by Remunda4Cadoux.
INVITATION AU -F.RAKAIS. Macmil-
lan, 1970. 528p, French text, hardback,
illustrated. Materials for use with text
include teacher's edition; tape manual
and workbook; tests; tapes; records;
overhead. transparencies; and duplicating
masters.

Ve
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This . is a w &11- Structured program in
which the audiolingual metRod is employed, The
text inclddes many attraVve and well-chosen
illustrations. Cultural aspects are covered well in
the teachksedition,

.,BP-44 Vous et moi. INVITATION AU FRAN
(Cont.) cAIS. Macmillan, 1970.;40 tapes, Beg.
Tares HS)..

The stories recorded on these20-minute
tapei -are the same ones found in the textbook
Vous et moi. Each story is presented twice, the
first time at conversatiosal speed and then more
slowly.Trills on the grarhmar content of the story
follow the second: presentation. The audio quality
bf the tapes -is.yery..good:slr'nly one of the two
speakers on the tam is a native speaker of French.
The tapes are alsocorrelated with a workbOok, the
use of whicti requires students to do some writing.
The slower-paced presentation of the_stories could
'be used effectively for dictation exercises.

BP-44 Tape Alanual and Workbook for Vous et
(Conti) moi, by Remunda Cadoux and Dorothy
WB I.,dader Reid. INVITATION AU FRAN-

Macmillan, r971. 283p. French
text, paperback, no illustrations. Beg.
(HS).

This manual contains structure explana;
tions, exercises, and free-response questions. Some
Punch expressions are also 'provided. Included,
too, are, instructions for listening to the tapes and
the text of the tapes. Some opportunities are
provided for students to speak and record.

BP-44.
(Cont.)
Text

Nbtre monde; by Renclunda 4adoux.
INVITATION AU FRANCAIS. Macmil-
lan, 197,1. 525p. French text, hardback,
ilfusteated. Materials for use Avail- text
include. teacher's edition, tapmanual
and workbo6k, tapes, and tests. Int.
(HS).

This book is intended for use after Vous
et mot. The first 14 lessons are short review
lessons. Lessons 22 through 26 of Vous et moi are
repeated in their entirety, which makes for a
smooth transition from the first book to this one.
New material is presented with the -help of visual
aids. The content contains many cultural items.
The' audiolingual method is recommended for use
with this_materig .

BP-44.
(Cont.)

. Tapes

.0*

Notre monde. INVITATION AU FRAN:
(A's. Macmillan, 1971. 26 tapes. Int.
(HS).

. These are. review tapes of five to 20 ,

minutes in length, each Of which corresponds to a
review lesson in the text Notre monde. They are to
be used in conjunction with a workbook (described
below) so that the stUdent writes the, exercises
while. hearing them. The exercises generally involve
repetition, `substitution, and transformation. $:ne
expansion and response drills are also provided.
The sound quality of the tapes is very. good. The
speakers' of the tapes are, natiVe :speakers of
french, and their timing and ;ate of speech are
good.

.

BP-44 Tape. Manual and Workbook for Notre
(Cant.) monde, 'by Remunda Cadoux and
WB Dorothy Leader Reid. INVITATION AU

FRANcAIS. Macmillan, 1971. 229p.
Rrench and English text, paperback, no
illustrations. Int. (HS).
The first 39 pages of tills manual are to

-

be used in conjunction, with the review lessons in
the text Notre monde. The manual contains a
variety of exercises. French expressions used On
the tapes are listed at the back of themanual,
alons with their English translations. Some supple-
mentary exercises for further review work are
include sin the manual but ,are not contained on
the t es. Material that is required for the oral
phase of the accompanying tests is also included. .

BP-44 L'Envolge, by Remunda Cadouk. HyVi-
(Cont.) TATION AU. FRANcAIS. Macmillan,
ext 1972. 491,p_ French and English text,

hardback, illustrated. Materials for use
with text also, include teachers edition,
tape manual and Workbook, tapes, and
tests.

k'Envolge, the third text in the Invita-
tion au francais series, preserits aspects of contem-
porary French life and literary readings in a most
attractive format. Excellent photographs and clear
illikstrations are outstanding matures of the mate-
rial. The book is designed to encourage free
expression. Included are frequent reviews of the
eaterial covered in earlier lessons. Explanations Of
grammar points are given in English.
BP-44 Tape Manual and Workbook for ElEn-
(Cont.) voiee, by Remunda Cadoux. INVITA-
WB TION AU FRANcAlS. Macmillan, 1973.
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.232p. French and English tea, paper-
backiillustrated. AdV. (HS).

. -

A substantial number of exercises and
French oplessions are included in this book. The.
tapes with which the workbook is to be used
consist of the following: (1) conversation taped,
which include free"-response questions; (2) four
testing tapes; (3) literature tapes; and (4) two
music tapes. A. number of activities require stu-
dents to act out parts.

.

,
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BP-44 Tests for L'Enwilee, by Remunda
(Cont.) dpux. INVITATION AU FRANcAlS.,
Tests Mdcmillan, 1973. Duplicating masters,

110p. Adv. (HS).

The tests for use with the text L'Envolee
are bound in 4 paperback volume. Information on
the iniide front and back covers includes a descrip-
tion of the tests and an e4lanation,as to how to
use them. The tests contain matching questions,
multiple- choice items, completion que4tic.is, and.
essay-type qtestions. The masters contain the
answers to the questions, but the answers will not
reproduce on)the copies.
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Appendix A

Index to-TitIes, by Series
, -

ALLYN ANP BACON FRENCH PROGRAM (Allyn)
Debuts, Gra. (BP-7) (Teacher's guide, -Workbook, and
. cassette tapes available.)
Reprise, Gra. (BP7) ' (Teacher's guide, workbook, and
. ssette tapes available.)
Co trastes, Rea. (BP-7) (Teacher's guide, workbook,

,.
, and answer book available.)

A-LM 'FRENCH (Harcourt)
A-LM French: Level One (Skond-edition), Gra. (BP-2)

(Teacher's. ulition-, activity .book, filmstrips, class-
, room/laboratory tapes, and teacher's test manual

available.)
A-LM French: Lei,el Two (Second edition), Gra. (BP-2)

(Teacher's edition; exercise book; tapes; t stg; reader;
and filmstrips, tapes, and teacher's manual vailabl yti

A-LM Frensh: Level Three (Secohd edition) Gra.
(BP-2) (Exercise book, practice, record set, is,tiatit
test booklet, reader, expanded teacher's anuala,
teacher's test manual, testing tapes, and classroom/
laboratory tapes available.) -

A -LM French: Level Four (Second edition) Rea. (BP-2)
(Teacher's manual and classroom/laboratory -tapes

LESS ANTILLES FRANCAISES (Educational Filmstrips)
La Guadeloupe et ses iles, FS (SS-70)(Cassette tape and

booklet included.)

Not reviewed:
Introduction, Filmstrip and cassette tape
La Martinique, Filmstrip and cassette tape

A booklet containing the text of the tapes is available!

UNE A VENTURE D'ASTERIX (DE)
Asterix chez les Bretons., Misc. (Comic book) (LA-15)
AsterWriGaulois, Misc. (Comic bopk)(LA:11??

Not reviewed:

Tour deGaule, Misc. (Comic book)
La ,Zizanie, Misc. (Comic book)

ILES A VENTURES DE LA FAAHLLE CARRE (HF)
L'Anniveriaire de monsieur Carri, Film (LA -23) (Tape

inducted.)
La Bdignade involontaire, Film (LA-23) (Tape included.),

. Un Petit Incident dans le metro, Film (LA-23) (Tape
included.)

Nat reviewed:
L'Augmentationde salaire, Film and tape
Cesar le caniche, Film and tape
La Course au bureau, Film and tape
LDejeimer sur !'herbe, Film and tape
En retard au bureau, Film and tape
Monsieur Carre chez le boucher, Film and tape
Monsieur Carreest presse, Film and tape
La Promenade dans le parc, Film and tape
Le Sommeil interompu; Film-and tape

LES A VENTWRES DE PIERRE ET DE BERNARD
SERIES (National Tektbook)

Le Collier africain, Rea. (LA-56)
Lis Contrebandierl, Rea. (LA-61)
Le Tresor des pirates: Rea. (LA-274)

Itt
Asterix aux Jeux Olympiques, Misc. (Comic book)
Asterix chez Hetvetes, Misc. (Comic book)
Astirix en Corse, Misc. (Comic book)
Astir& en Hispanie,.Misc. (Comic book)
Astirix et Clicipetre, Misc. (Comic book)
Astirix t le chaudron, Misc. (Comic book)
Asterix: Le Devin, Misc. (Comic book)
Asti et les Goths, Misc. (Comic book)
As erix et lerNormands, Misc. (Comic book).
Asterix: Glyrliateur, Misc. (Comic book) ,-,

Astirix: Legionnaire, Misc.. (Comic book)
, Le Bouclier Arverne, Misc. (Comic:book)
Le Coinbat defehefs, Misc. (Comic book)
La Serpe d'or, Misc. (comic book),

115

122

Not,revieWeth
Le errand Prix, fie*,

LES AVeNTURES DE TINTIN (EC)
L'Ile noire, Rea. (LA -150)

Not reviewed:
L'Affaire tournesol, Rea.
Bijoux 1e la Castafiore, Rea.

'Cigares de Pharaon Rea.
*Coke en stock, Rea.
Crabe attx pieces d'or, Rea.
Et6il# mystedeuse, :Rea.
Le Lotus bleu, Rea."
Objeciif lune, Rea.
On a Marche sur la lune, Rea.
L'Oreille cassee,'Rea.
Sceptre d!Ottolcar, Rea.
Secret de la licorne, Rea.
Sept boules de cristal; Rea.
Temple du soleil, Rea.
Tintin au Congo, Rea.
Main au pays de l'ormoir, Rea. :
Tintin au Tibet, Rea.
Tintin-en Amerique, Rea.
Trisor de Rackham le rouge, Rea.
Vol 714 pour Sydney, Rea.
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BIBLIOVISION (ER)
Musee du Louvre, S1i.`(A-16)

Not reviewed:
Abbaye de Fonevraud, Sli.
Cathediale de Chartres, Sli.
Cathedrale de Reims, Sli.
Chateau d'Ankers,
LeChtiteau d'Azay-le-Ridedu, Sli.
Le Chatedzilde Chambord,:Sli.
Le Chateau de Chaumdht, Sli.
Chateau de Chenonceau, Sli
Chateau de Fontainebleai4, Sli.
Chateaude Versailles,
Le Grand Trianon de Versailles,
LeMont Sairit-Michel,
Notre-Dame de Paris, Sli.
Paris: Sainte Otappelle, Sli.

CLASSICS IN FRENCH LITERATURE (Regents)
Le,Comte de Monte-Cristo, Rea. (LIT-24)
Eugenie Grandet, (LIT-35)

.Paul et Virginie, Rea. (LIT-60)

Not reviewed:
.Contes choisis, Rea.

t

Les Miserables, Rea.
COLLECTION CADET-RAMA (EC)

Au jardin, Rea. (LA-19) '

Not reviewed:
L'AutomObile, Rea..
Les Avions, Rea.
L'Electricite, Rea.
En route, Rea.
La Ferme, Rea.
La Forel, Rea.
fro Mer, Rea.
La Montagne, Rea.
Les Navires, Rea.
Petit atlas, Rea.
Le Petrole, Rea.
La Riviere, Rea.
Sou.srocean, Rea.
La Television, Rea.
Lesarains, Rea.
La Ville, Rea,

COLLECTION ENFANTINE LE PETIT POUCET (PRS)
Fables de La Fontaine, I, Rec. (LIT-37) .

Not reviewed:
Aladin et la lath pe mervet euse, Rec.
Ali Baba et les 40 voleurs, Rec.
Blance Neigi et les Sept hairs, Rec.
Cerldrillon, Rec.'
Le Chat Botte; Les Fees, Rec.
Le Joueur de flt2te; ke Briquet, Rec.
Le Petit Chaperon Rouge; Le Petit Puceratti.
Rondes a chansons enfantines, Numero 1, Rec.
Rondes et chansons enfantines, Numero 2, Rec.

LA COLLECTION "ESCRIVAC" (MC)
Pierre et les cambrioleurt, Rea. (LA-221)
Le Revolver de Maigret, Rea. (LA-250)

,

f

v

Not reviewed:
Captifs dan la montagne, Rea.
Le Chevalier Pierrot, Rea:
Conseils a un jeune franca's, Rea.
Conteurs francaik Rea.
La Formule, Rea.
Maigrewitzspecteur Malgracieux, Rea.
Maigret et le pendu de Saint-Pholien, Rea.
On ne,tue pas les pauVrps types, Rea.,
Passeport,au franca's, Rea.

4 Pierre en danger, Rea.
La Pipe de Maigret, Rea.
Le Silence de la mer, Rea.
Surreat3000, Rea.

COLLECTION MONDE ET VOYAGES (LL)
La France, Rea. (SS-52)

Not reviewed:
L'Allemagne, Rea. ,
L'Angleterre, Rea.
L'Espagne,' Rea.
Les Etats-Unis, Rea.
La Grace, Rea.
L'Italie, Rea.
Le Mexique, Rea.
La Russe, Rea.
La Suisse, Rea.

CONVERSATIONS FRANCAISES (Oxfoicl)
Conversations fnincaises: Premielivre, Rea. (LA-62)
,Conversations .francaises: Detixieme livre, Rea. (LA -63)

COURS DE FRAM AIS (Heath)
Couis preparatoire francais, Premier cycle, Gra.
' (BP-5) (Teacher's manual and icy, 20 trans-

parencies, ten records, 30 tapes, test* program and
accompanying trawarencies, and test tapes avail-
able.)

Cours prepatiztoire de' francais, Deuxieme cycle, Gra.
(BP-5) (Teacher's manual add key, 20 trans-
parencies, 12 records, 33 tapes, testing program with
key, trifispatenciesfor testing pibgram, and test tapes

-

Court preparatoire de franca's, Troisieme cycle, Gra.
(BP.-5) (Teacher's manual and key; 12 records; 32
tapes, testing program and key, and test tapes
available.)

Cours elementaire de franca's, Gra. > (BP-5) (Teacher's
manual and key, workbook, ten records, 45 tapes,
testing program and key, and test tapes available.).

Cow's moyen de francais, Gra. (BP -5) (Teacher's*
manual and key, workbook, 42 tapet, testing- program
and key, ,ana test tapes available.)

Cours moyen-superieur de francais, -Gra. (BP-5) (Teach-
er's manuarand key and 11 tapes available.)

COUPS DE LANGUE ET DE CIVILISATION
FRANcAISESs(LH)

Adaptation aMdio- visuelle de 'People de l'alltance_ fran:
raise, ES (BP-4) (Tapes included.)

Cours de langue et de .civilisation franCaises, III, Gra.
(i1P4) (Filmstrips and tapes included.)

La France et ses ecrivaink Rea.,(BP-4,)

to
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Not reviewed:
Lours de langue et de civilisation francaises, I
Lours de langue et de civilisation francaises, II

DANSONS LA CAPUCINE (BP-6) (Teacher's guide
and cassette tape included.) (CIC)

Green.Serie_s(rest4evel)
Les Astronautes, Rea.
C'est le roi Dagbbert, Rea.
'Le Chat et la souris, Rea.
Les Cousines, Rea.
Dame Coccinelle, Rea.
La Nuit de Noel, Rea.
La Symphonic du papillon, Rea.
Quandilpleut! pleut! pleut!, Rea.

4
Red Series (second level)
Bigoudi? Bigouda2 , Rea.
Chant du printemPs, Rea.
La Cigale e,t la fourini, Rea.
Lafleur magique, Rea.
Halloween, Rea: '
La Mdison du Chat Bottce, Rea.
Lei Patins magiques, Rea.
Le Renard de Pdques, Rea.
La Vache me donne, Rea.

Blue Series (third level)
Le Flocon magique, Rea.

Goutee de sirop.d'erable, Rea.
Hansel et Gretel, Rea.
-Oh! La Bonne Tire! , Rea.
Les Mois de l'anncee, Rea.
La Petite Chcevre de M. Seguin, Rea.
La Petite Sirene,- Rea.
Le Petit acipeterMouge, Rea.
Qui a vole la Coupe Stanley ?, Rea.
Tip Top l'ecureuil, Rea.

DE LA LANGUE A 14 CIVILISATION
FRANCAISE (DL)

.Culture et civilisation francaises, Rea. (LA:67)

I

Not reviewed:
A Paris: Premiere partie, Rea.

aris; Deuxieme partie, Rea.
n France, Rea.

Veri la France, Rea.
DIRECT FRENCH 'CONVERSATION (Regents)

Direct French Conversation, Book 1, Rea. (LA-79)
Direct French Conversation, Book 2, Rea..(LA-80)

DOCUMENTS (DED)-
Les Croisades, Pos. (LA-66)

Not reviewed:
Austerlitz,'Pos.
Charlemagne, Pos.
La Commune, Pos.
La Conquete ,deff 'ouest, Pos.
Les Corsaires, Pos:
La Decouverte de l'Amerique, Pos.
FranfOiS 1dr, Vos.
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Les Guerres cie religion, Pos.
Leonard de Vinci, Pos.
Moliere, Pos.
Mozart, Pos.
Racine, Pos.
Le Systeme solaire, Pos.
Versailles, Pos.
Victor Hugo, Pos.

1a Vision, Pos.
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LA DROLE D'EQUIPE SERIES (National Textbook)

La Drole d'equipe, Rea. (LA-81)(Reel and cassette tapes
available.)

Not reviewed: \
L'Invasion de la Normandie, Rea. (Reel and cassette

tapes,available.)
Joyeux Noel, Rea.
Les' Pique-niqueurs, Rea. (Reel and cassette tapes avail-

able.)
ELEVEN CENTURIES OF FRENCH LITERATURE

(Educational Filmstrips)
- La Renaissance, Part If, PS (A-19) (Cassette' tape

included.)

Not reviewed: ..
L'Age de la raison, FS and cassette tape
Le Classicisme, FS and cassette tape
Du romantisme au symbolismeFS and cassette tape
L'Epoque contemporaine, FS and cassette tape
Le Moyen Age, PS and cassette tape
La Renaissance, Part I, FS and cassette tape

EN FRANCAIS (DL)
Le Pont, Film (LA-226)

Not reviewed'.
38 films ,

EN FRANCAIS, FS (A-6) (Records included) (Schloat)
Set 1:
Les Portes de l'enfer
Le Siecle des lumieres
Set 2:
Vincent van GoghSa vie et son oeuvre
Set 3:
La Cathedrale de Chartres
L'Olympia de Menet
La Tapisserie de Bayeux

EST-CE A OU DE? (PA)
Est-ce pu de?, I, Repertoke, Gra. (LA93)
Est-cLA ou de? Exercices, WB (LA-94)

EXERCICES EN FRANCAIS FACILE pp
Exercices en francais facile, No. 1, WB (LA-

' Exercices en francais. facile, No. 2, WB (L -98)
Exercices infrancais facile, No, 3, WB (LA-99)

EXERCICES SYSTEMATIQUES DE PRONONCIATION
.PRANcAISE (LH/LL)

Exeteices systematiques de prononciation francaise,
1, WB (LA-100) (Record available.)

Intrpduction a la phdnetique corrective, TM (LA-156)

A
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No revieived:
rtices ,systematique de prononciation francaise,

.2, WB ,
LES EXPLOITS DE MY HEL VAILLANT (DE)

Le Fantipme des 24 heurei, Rea. (LA-106)

Not reviewed:
Les aSSe-COU, Rea.
Les-Chevaliers de Konigsfeld, Rea.

dan ta course, Rea.
Le &Cult de la peur, Rea.
Le Cirque infernal, Rea.
Concerto pour pilotes, Rea:
De Thuile sur la piste, Rea.
Le Grand Deft, Rea.
L'Honneur du samourai, Rea.
Le 8e Pilote, Rea.
KM 357, Rea.
Mach 1 pour Steve Warson, Rea.
Massacre poUr un moteur, Rea.,
Le Pilote sans visage, Rea.
Le Retour de Steve_ Warson, Rea.
Rodeo sur 2 roues, Rea.
Route de null, Rea.
Suspense a Indianapolis, Rea.
La Trahison de Steve Warsbn, Rea.
Le 13 est audepart, Rea.

FABLES BILINGUES SERIES (National Textbook)
Le Lion et la souris, Rea. (LA-177) (Record and

filmstrip available.)
La Souris de la Wile et la souris de la campagne, Rea.

'(LA-262) (Record and filmstrip available.)

Not reviewed:
La Lievre et la tortue, Rea. (Record and filmstrip

available.)
LE FRANCAIS COURANT (Allyn)

Le Francais courant 1, Gra. (BP-16) ( Teacher's guide,
laboratory manual-woikbook, teacher's edition, and
tapes available.)

Le Francais courant 2, Gra. (BP-16) (Teacher's guide,
laboratory manual-workbdok, and tapes available.)

ISM FliAlircALS INTERNATIONAL (CEC)
Le Francais international 1, Text (BP-18) (Workbook, ,

reel and cassette tapes, posters, and slides available.)
Le Francais international 2, Text (BP -18) (Workbook,

reel and cassette tapes, posters; slides, and filmstrips
available.)

Le Francais international 3, Text (BP-18) (Workbook,
tapei, slides, filmstrips, and flash cards available.)

Le Francais international, 4 Text (BP-18),(Workbook,
tapes, filmstrips, slides, andlash cards available.)

LE FRANCAIS PAR LA TELEVISION ,(1311
En francais, Prethiere partie, (BP-10) (Sc4t-tekt and

films available.)
En francais, Deuxiime partie, SM (BP-10) (Script text

and, films available.): 3,
En fraricaise, Troisiemi partie, SM (BP-10) ( Script text

and films available.)

1

5' 4

LE FRANCAIS UNIVERSEL (Odyssey)
Candide,, Rea. (LIT-12)
Li Capitaine Fracasse, Rea. (LIjk-1 3)
Carmen, Rea. (MU-6)
Colomba, Rea. (LIT-22)
Eugenie Grandet, Rea. (LIT -3&)
Graziella, Rea. (LIT-42)
Les Mysteres de Paris, Rea. (f,IT-51)
Notre-Damede Paris, Rea. (LIT-53)
Quatre-vingt-treize, Rea. (LIT457)
Le Rouge et le noir, Rea. (LIT-72)
Salammba, Rea. (LIT-73)
La Tulipe noire, Rea. (LIT-80)

LA FRANCE EN DIRECT (Ginn)
La France en direct 1, Text (BP-20) (Teacher's manual,

student's booklet of visuals, workbook, teacher's
edition of workbook, tests, records, filmstrips, cutout
figures, and tapes available.)

La France en direct 2, Text (BP-20) (Teacher's manual,
workbook, teacher's, editiOn of workbook, exercise
book, tests, records, filmstrips, cutout figures, and
tapes available.)

La France en direct 3, Text (Bp-20) (Teacher's manual,
phonetic exercises, tests, and tapes available.)

Not revieoed:
La France en direct 4, Text (Teacher's manual and tapes

available.)
FRENCH: A CREATIVE APPROACH (American Book)

French: A Creative Approach 14Text (BP-22) (Teacher's
editidn, workbook, test booklet, teacher's manual
and key, and tapes available.)

French: A Creative Approach 2, Text (BP-22) (Teacher's
edition, workbook,' test booklet, teacher's manual
and key, and tapei availabl)

FRENCH CULTURE SERIES (National Textbook)
Uri Coup d'oeil sur la France, Rea: (SS-23)
De 1;2' revolytion'a nos fours, Rea. (LIT-31)
Le Passé vivant de la France, Rea. (LIT-59)
Tableaux culturels de la France, Rea. (A-21)

FRENCH EASY READERS (EMC Corporation)
Poll de casotte, Rea. (LA-224)

Not reviewed: .

a Chateau de ma mere
De .la terre a la lune
Le Diable au corps .
Enigmes
Le Grand Meaulnes
Le Lion
Maigret et le clochard
Mon (Acle Jules
Le Pere ion'ot
Le Voleur d'enfants

FRENCH FOR. MASTERY (Heath)
French for ,Mastery 1: Salut, les amis! Text (BP-24)

(Teacher's edition, workbook, and tapes available.)
French' for Mastery '2: Tous ensemble, Text (BP-24)

(Teacher's editioh, workbook, and tapes available.)
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FRERE JACQUES (LH) far

Frere Jacques: Exerdces de lecture 1, WB (BP25)
(Teacher's. edition, cutout figures; and tapes avail-
able.)

Frere Jacques: Exercices de lecture 2, WB (BP-25")
(Teacher'kedition and tapes available.)

GINN FRENCH SERIES (Ginn).
French 1, Text (BP-23) (Teacher's manual and key,

objective tests, teacher's guide and key for tests,
tapes, records, and wall charts available.)

French 4, Text (BP-23) (Recordings of literary selections
available.)

Not reviewed:
-

French 2, Text (Teacher's- manual and key, olijective
tests, teacher's guide and key for tapes,' tapes, and.
records available.)

French 3, Text (Tapes, text for tapes, and teacher's
guide available.)

HEATH STRUCTURED FRENCH READING SERIES
(HTH)

Tout est bien que finit bien, Rea. (LA-222)
Voyage a la lun'e, Rea. (SM-26)

Not reviewed:
L'Equilibre de la nature
Une Grande Surprise
L'Homme sur la lune
Le Jardin de la mort
La Maison hantee
Le Nouveau Monde I
Le Nouveau Monde II
La Pollution

HOLT FRENCH PROGRAM (Holt)
Ce monde des francais, Rea. (BP-8) (Teacher's Manual,

exercise manual, tests, and tapes available.)
&outer et parler, Text (BP-8) (Teacher's edition ,flash

cards, transparencies, exercise manual, unit quizzes
tests, final examination and key, and records and
tapes available.)

Lire, parler et ecrire, Rea. (BP-8) (Teacher's manual
and tapes available.)

4

Not reviewed:
Chez les Francais, Text (TeaAteri_edition,-workberokT

displar-photOgraPhi, tests, recores; and tapes avail-
able.)

THE INITIATION SERIES (Corson)
la civilisation francaise, Sli. (SS-81) (Teach-

er's guide and student's booklet available.)
Initiation a la podsie franfaise, Rec. (LA -153) (Teacher's

guide and student's booklet available.)
Initiation a tart franfais, Sli. (A-14) (Teacher's guide

and student's booklet available.)
Initiation au theatre, Rea. (LA-154) (Teacher's- guide,

tapes, and student booklet available.)
INVITATION AU FRAIKAIS (Macmillan)

L'Envolie, Rea. (BP-44) (Teacher's edition; tapes, tape
manual, and workbook; and test available.) ;

Notre, monde, Text (BP-44) (Teacher's /edition; tests,
tapes, and tape manual; and' workbook available.)

a
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Vous ei moi, Text (BP-44) (Teacher's edition-; t'1/4apes,
tape manual, and workbook; tests, records; trans-
parencies; and duplicatfong masters available.) ,

JE LIS, TU LIS (LH)
Je lis, tu lis 3, Rea. (LA-157)

Not reviewed:
Je lis,, tu lis 1
Je lis, tu lis 2 ,

J,E PARLE FRAXAIS (Britannica)
Je parle francais, Premier degre, Text (BP-27) (Films,

filmstrips, tapes, and teacher's manual available.)
Je parle francais, Deuxiente degre, Text (BP-27) (Films,

filmstrips, tapes, and teacher's manual available.)
JEU DES FAMILLES .(NE) ,- it;

Papa, maman et bibe animaux, Game (SM-17):
Les Sports, Game (SM-22)

LEARNING FRENCH THE MODERN WAY w)
Le Francais cl decouvrir, Text (BP-14) (Teacher's edition,

workbook, tapes, filmstrips, and reCordwailable.)
Le Francais a vivre, Text (BP-14) (Teacher's edition,

workbook, tests, tapes, and filmstrips available.)
LECTURES FRANc-AISES (Heath)

Lectures francaises-Book ,One, Rea. (EA-170)"
Lectures franCaises-Book Two, Rea. (LA-171)
Lectures francaises-Book Three, Rea. (LA-172)

LET'S SPEAK FRENCH (McGraw)
Let's- Speak French, Lectures, Rea: (BP-31) (Teacher's

guide and records available,)

Not reviewed:
Let's Speak-French 1, Text (Teacher's guide, cue cards,

and casseite tapes available.),
Let's Speak French 2, Text (Teacher's guide, cue cards,

and records available.)
Let's Speak French 3, Text (Teachers guide, cue cards,-

and records available.),
LITERARY ABAPTATIONS (National Textbook)

Le Capitaine epac.asse, Rea. (LIT-14)
Cinq petites comedies, Rea. (LIT-20)
Comedies celebres, Rea. (LIT-23)
Contes romanesques, Rea. (LIT -29)

.

Histoires celebres, Rea. (LA-145)
Pages_choisies,-Rea-.--(L1-T -56)
Pot-pourri de litterature franfaise, Rea. (LIT-66)
Six comes de Maupassant, Rea. (LIT-75)
Les Trois Mousquetaires, Re/. (LIT-77)
Vadites, Rea.(LIT-81)

Not reviewed:
Candide ou l'optimisme, Rea.
Carmen, Rea.
Le ,Comte de Monte-Cristo, Rea.
Tartarin de Tarascon, Rea.
Trois comedies de Courtelifie, Rea.

LOTOS DE LA NATURE (NE)
Loto des "'curs, Game (LA-181).

Not reviewed: "

Loto des animaux famihers, Game
Loto des animaux sauvages, Game,
Loto des Bois et cle4.thamps, Game
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Loto des fruits, Game
Loto des insects, Game

,Loto des oiseaux, Game
Loto des pays chauds, Game

LUCKY LUKE (DO
Luekj, Luke: En remontant le Mississippi, Misc. (Comic

book) (LA-183)
Lucky Luke; Le Red_ -tendre,. _Misc. _(Conic

.(LA.184)

Not reviewed:
Lucky Luke: Canyon ApacheMisc. (Comic book)
Lucky Luke; Dalton City. Misc. ( Comic book)
Lucky Luke: Jessie James, Misc. (Comic book)
Lucky Luke: La Diligence, ,Misc. (Comic book)
Lucky Luke: Ma Dalton, Misc. (Comic book)
Lucky Luke: Western Guide, Misc. (Comic book)

MERRILL FRENCH SERIES (Merrill)
Le Francais vivant 1, Text (BP-19) (Teacher's guide;

workbook and answer key; tapes and transcripts;
,records; and visuals available.)

Le Francais vivant 2, Text (BP-19) (Teacher's guide,
workbook and answer key, and tapes available.)

NEW HOLT FRENCH SERIES (Holt)
A la francaise, Gra. (BP-1)" (Teacher's manual, work-

book, transparencies,. individualized study. pickets,
' tests, tapes, records, and flash cards available.)

Nous les jeunes, Rea. (BP-1) (Teacher's manual, work -
book, tests, filmstrips, tapes, individualized study
packets, and records available.)

NUFFIELD INTRODUCTORY. FRENCH COURSE
(ASL) .
En avant--Stage 1A, TM (BP-9) (Song tape, 12 reel

takes, flannel board, cutout figures, and. 22 ffash
cards included.)

En avantStake 1B, TM (BP-9) (Five wall charts, 12
reel tapes, flannel board materials, and flash cards
included.) .

EnavantStage 2, TM (BP-9). (Reader/Workbook,
posters, sentence cards, poster display board, ten

, tapes, and supplementary readers included.)
En avantLStage 3, TM {BP-9) (Readers, nine tapes, 100

posters, wall chart, map, flannel board'inaterials, 14
reading sheets, games, assignment cards, and work-

" books included.)
En avantStage 4A, Text (BP-9) (Teacher's edition;

seven filmstrips, three; tapes, and .readers included.)
En avantStage 4k; Text (BP-9) (Teacher's edition,

eight' filmstrips, five tapes, group cards, and eight-
readers included.) t

A votre' avisStage 5, FS (BP-9) (Teacher's guide,
magazines, two grammar books, two filmstrips, three
tapes, flash cards, and reader included.) '

Not reviewed:
A votre avisStage 6; Misc'. (Teacher's guide, magazines,

seven grammar ,books, readers, filmtrips, ancl tapes
cluded.)

PARL S FRAKAIS (Institute of Modern Languages)
Parldns ncais: Premier livr4,,Text41, Text (BP-33)

(Tapes; W. .00k, and reader available.)

Parlop francais: Deuxieme livre, Text 2, Text (BP-33)
(Tapes, workbook, and reader available.)

Parlons fi-ancais: Troisieme livre, Text 3, Text (BP-33)
THE PATHESCOPE-BERLI7'Z AUDIO-VISUAL

LANGUAGE SERIES (Pathestope)
Set 1:

/, On the Plane, FS (LA-206)

Not reviewed:
Arrival
Luggage and Clothing
Paris Taxie Rid"
Tithe, Days, Months ;

Not reviewed:

Set 2:
At the Florist's
At the Hotel
At the Restaurant
Cotors, Foods, Flowers
In the Hotel Room
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set :
A Letter
At the Races
Jeweler and Bookstore
Marriage Proposal
Military Life

Set 8:
At the Art Museum
At the Bank
On the Boat
Renting a House
The. Wedding

LE PAYS BASQUE (Educational Filmitrips) .
Histoire et tradition, FS (SS-77) (Tape included.)

Not reviewed:
Environnement et economie, FS and tape
Maison et communauti, FS and tape,

, :;.`

A bookfet containing the text of the tapes is available.

"PEANUTS*" IN FRENCH (Holt)
Reviens; Snoopy,Rea.(LA-249)
Vol', Charlie Brown, Rea. (LA-278)

Not reviewed:
Ca ne va pas; CharliesBrown, Rea.
L'Increvable; Charlie Brown, Rea.
Tu es clans le vent, Charlie Brown, Rea.,
Tu n'en reviendras pas, Charlie Brown, Rea,

POETES D'AUJOURD'HUI (DA)
Leopold Sedar Senghor, Rec.

Not reviewed:
29 other records

PRbGRAMMED FRENCH (Behavioral Research) Pro-,
grammed French: -Reading and Writing, Book One.
(BP-35)(Teacher's manual available.)

.
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PROGRAMMED FRENCH READERS (Houghton) '
Arlene LuPin, Book. 7\vb, Rea. (LIT-6), (Four tapes

available.). .

Contes pour debutana, Rea. (LIT-28) (Three tapes
available.)

La Dynamite, Rea. -83) (Four lanes available.)
1.2 Robe et le cout au, Rea. (LA-255)

REVIEW TEXT IN NCH (Amsco)
Review Text in French, First Year (Premier livre),.Gra.

(BP-38) (Workbook available.)
Review Text in French, Two Years, Gra. (BP-38)
' (Workbook available.)
Review Text in French, Three Years, Gra. (BP-38)

(Workbook available ;)
Tours superieur cle francais, Gra. (BP-38) (Workbook

airailable)
SCOTT, FORESMAN'S NEW FRENCH PROGRAM

(Scott)
' Sons et.sans, Level One, Text (BP-40) (Workbook, tests,-

testing tape, teacher's edition, tapes, and posters
available.),,

Scenes et sejoers, Text (BP40) (Workbook, tests, testing
tape, teacher's 'edition, and tapes available.)

SEJOUR EN FRANCE (International Film)
Arrivee en France, Film (LA-12)
Un Hotel a Paris, Film (SS-78)

Not reviewed:.
Un Repas chez Francis; Film

SIGHTS AND TREASURES OF FRANCE (Haeseler)
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Michel Strogoff, Rea.
LesMiserables; Fantine, Rea.
Le Petit Chose, Rea.
Quartier Latin, Rea.
Recits pour les jeunes, Rea.

LE TOUR DE FRANCE SERIES (National Textbook)
Promenade dans Paris, Rea. (SS-116)
Zigzags en France, Rea. (SS -148)

TOUTE LA BANDE (Scholastic Magazines)
Arrivee d'Elisabeth, Film, (LA-11)

Versailles, FS (LA-279

Not 'reviewed:
`Chartres Cathedral, FS
Chateaux of the Loire-Medieval, FS
Cha teaux of the\Loire-Renaissance, FS
On the Pilgramage Aoute, FS
Vawc-le- Vicomte-Chantilly, FS

TEXTES EN FRANCAIS FAC1LES (LH)
tantiri e, Rea. (LIT-38)

Not reviewed:
Aladin, Ria.
Candide, Rea.
Le Capitaine Fracasse, Rea.
La Chartreuse de Parme, Rea.
Cinq canter de Maupassant, Rea.
Cinq heros francais, Rea.
Le Cub des cinq au bord de la ?per, Rea.
Colomba, Rea. -

'Ciiserte, Rea. -,
Enquetes et aventtires, Rea.
Eugenie Grandet, Rea.
Explts sportifs, Rea!'
Gargantua, Rea,.
Gavroche, Rea.
Joyce et les nouveaux'mousquelaires, Rea.

*.%

9

4.

Not reviewed:
Aventure en mer, Film
A Versailles, Film
Bon anniversaire, Film
Bricolage, film
Depart en vacances, Film
Feu vert,
Jeudi,, Film
Panne d'essence, Film

$ La Rentree, Film
Sur la Tour Eiffel, Film
Vacances en Bretagne, Film
Le Vieux Paris, Film -

UNIVERS DES LE77'RES BORDAS (MO)
Le BourgeOis Gentilhomme, Rea. (LIT41)

Not reviewed:
More than 150 otheE readers

VERBAL-ACTIVE FRENCH SERVS (frarper)
Jeunes voix, jeunes visages, Text (BP-28) (Teacher's

edition, study prints, tapes, workbook, and tests
.

available.)
Fenetres sur la France, Text (1218) (Teacher's edition,

tapes, workbook, and tests a able.)
Tresors du temps, Text . (BP-28) (Teachers edition ,:

available.)
L'Art de la conversation, Text (BP-28) (Teacher's man-

ual and tapes available.)
VOIX ET IMAGES DE LA FRANCE (Rand)

La Voix et la vie de France, Level 4,TM, (BP-42)
JFilmstrips, tapes, student's text, study guide, and
workbook available.) z

Not reviewed:
La Voix et la vie du monde francais, Level II, TM

(Filmstrips; tapek"Workbook; tests and scoring book-.
lets; and readers available.)

VOIX 'ET VISAGES DE LA FRANCE (Rand)
Voix et visages de la France, Level 1, FS (BP-43) (Tapes,

structural-exercise tapes, student's text', games, and
testing program avai(Ole.)
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Not reviewed:
Voix et. visages du monde francais, Level 2, Misc..

(Teacher's edition, filmstrips, tapes, structural-
t,iiicise tapes, unit test?;, s,tuant's text, study guide,
and workbook available')

4 .
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Appendix B

Directory of Distributors and Publishers

Distributors

The following list of diStributors includes only those
who actually submitted materials for evaluation. The
majority of these distributors are able to supply most
imported materials. Teachers and school 'districts are
encouraged to purchase materials from the company of
their choice.

Ediane Associates, 2310 Franklin Ave., Santa Rosa, CA
95404

The European, Book Company, 929 Larkin St., San
Francisco, CA 94109

French Book Corporation of America (Division of French
and European Publications, Inc.), Rockefeller Center
Promenade, 610 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10020

French Book Guild, 101 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10003
Gessler Publishing Company, Inc., 220 E. 23rd St., New

York, NY 10010
Goldsmith's Music Shop, Inc., A/V and Language Depart-

ment, 301 East Shore Rd., Great Neck, NY 11023
faconi Book Imports, 300 Pennsylvania Ave., San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107
The Kiosk, 19223 De Havilland Dr., Saratoga, CA 95070
Listening Library, Inc:, 1 Park Ave., Ohl Greenwich, CT

.. 06870
Stanbow Productiohs, Valhalla, NY 10595
Wible Language Institute, 24 'S. 8th St., P.O. Box 870,

Allentown, PA 18105

Publishers United States

Materials published in the United States may be
obtained by ordering directly from the publisher. Many
publishers have regional representatives who may be con-
tacte for more direct service within the appropriate
geographical areas.

In some, instances information about a publisher or
publishers was not available. The entries in such cases,
-include the phrase. No information available. Persons
interested in materials produced by these publishers should
attempt to review and/or obtain them through a dis-
tributor.

. .

Allin and Bacon, Inc., Ralston Park, Belmont, CA 94002
Ameficah Association of Teachers of French, Frank W.

Nachtmann, Executive 'Secretary, 59 E. Armory Ave.,
T Champaign, IL 61820
American Book Company (Division of Litton Educational

Publishing, Inc.), 399 Adrian R&, Millbrae, CA 94030
Antic* School Publications,Inc., 315 Hudson St., New

'York, NY 10013 ; .

Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. (Educational 'Division of
Meredith Corporation), 440 Park Ave.,. S., New York,
NY 10016

Ariel Books,. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Inc., 19 Union
"Square, W., New'York, NY 10003

Audio Lingual Educational Press, Inc., 45 W. Park Ave.,
P.O. Box 390, Long peach, NY 11561

Bantam Books, Inc. (A National General Company), 666
Fifth Ave., New.York, NY 10019

Barron's Educational Series, Inc., 113 Crossl.yairs Park Dr.,
Woodbury, NY 11797

Beginner Books (Division of Random House, Inc.), 457
Hahn Rd, Westrriinister, MD 21157

Behavioral Research Laboratories, P. 0. Box. 577, Palo
Alto, CA 94302

Berlitz Publications, Inc. (Subsidiary of Macmillan, Inc.),
866 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022 "

BFA Educational Media (Division of Columbia Broad-
casting System, Inc.), 2211 Michigan Ave., Santa
Monica, CA 90404 -

-Books of the Worlds (Division. of Roxbury Press, Inc.),
goxbury ttuilding2 Sweet Springs, MO 65361'

Borg-Warner Educational Systeins., 3762 Martina, Ct.,
Auburn, CA 95603

Bureau of Foreign languages, New York City", 131 Living-
ston St., New York, NY 11201

Chilton Book Company, Chilton Way, Radnor, PA 19089
Continental Book Company, 11-03 46th Ave., Long Islarld

City, NY 11101
Corson Associates, Inc., Box 3288, Alexandria, VA 22302
Coward, McCann and Geoghegan, Inc., 200 Madison Ave.,

. New York, NY 10016
Culture Contrasts Company, 2550 E. 3370 S., Salt Lake

City, UT 84109 -
Denoyer-Geppert Company (Subsidiary of Times, Mirror

Company), c/o Times Mirror, 220 W. First St., Los
Angeles, CA 90053

Determined Productions, Inc., P.O. Box '2150, San. Fran-
cisco, CA 94126

Walt Disney Educational Media CoMpany, 800 Sonora
Ave., Glendale, CA 91201

E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc.., 201 Park Ave., New .York,
4 NY, 10003
Educational Filmstrips, 1404 19th St., Huntsville, TX

77340
EMC CorpOratiorr, 180 E. Sixth St., St. Paul,'MN 55101
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation (Affiliate

of Encyclopaedia ) ritannica, Inc.), 2494 Teagarden St.;
San Leandro, CA .94517
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Fawcett Publications, Inc., 67 W. 44th St., New York, NY
10036

Film Associates of California, 11014 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Funk and Wagnalls Publishing Company (Subsidiary of
Thomas Y. Crowell Company), 666 Fifth .Ave., New
York, NY 10019

Gessler Publishing Company, Inc., 220 E. 23rd St., New
York, NY 10010

Ginn and ,tompanY. (Xejox Education Company), 2550
Hanover St., Palo Alto, CA 94304 .0

Glendale Unified School District, 223 N. Jackson St.,
Glendale, CA 91'206 -

Golden Press (Imprint of Western Publishing Company,
Inc.), 850 Third Ave., New York, NY, 10022

Goldsmith's Music SI(op, Inc.; A/V and Language Depart-
. ment, 301 East Shore Rd., Great Neck, NY 11'023
john A. Haeseler Productions, 1668 N. Rodney Dr.,

Hollywood, CA 90027
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., Harcourt Brace Jovano-

vich Building, Polk and Geary, Sans Francisco, CA 94109
'Harper and Brothers (No information available)
Harper and -Row, Publishers, Inc., 6375 Clark Ave:, Dublin,

CA 94566
Hart Publishing Company, Inc., 719' Broadway, New York,
. NY 10003
D. C. Heath and Company (Division of Raytheon Educa-

tion Company), 1450 Grant Ave., Novato, CA 94947
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. (Subsidiary of Columbia

Broadcasting System, Inc), 340 Valley Dr., Brisbane,
CA 94005

'Houghton Mifflin Company, 777 California Ave., PaloAlto;
CA 94304

Independent School Press, inc., 51 River St., Wellesley St:,
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181

Institute of Modern Languages, Inc., 2125 S Si, N.W.1
Washington, DC' 20008

InternatiOnal Filrn Bureau, Inc., 332 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60604

Joint National Committee for LangliagesRichard B. Klein,
Secretary-Treasurer, Holy Cross College, Worcester, MA
01610

Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia, Department of
French, Emporia, KA 66801.

Kenworthy Educational Service, Inc., P.O. Box 3031,
Buffalo, NY 14205

Keyston0EduCation Press, 71 Fifth Ave., New York, NY,
1003

Ernst Kleinberg Films, 3890 Edgeview Dr., Pasadena, CA
91107

,t Neil A. Kjos Music Company, 525 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge,
IL 60088.

Language Strips, 619 Eberwhite Blvd., Ann Arbor, MI
48103

Little, Brown and Company, 34 Beacon St., Boston, MA
02106 \McGraw -Hill Compll ny, Webster Division, {3171 ,Red-
wood Hwy., Novato, CA 94947

-.
David McKay Company, Inc., 750 Third Ave., New York,

NY 10017
Macmillan Publishing Company, Inc. (Subsidiary of Mac=

millari, Inc.), 23 Orinda Way,,Orinda, CA 94563
Charles E. Merrilr,Publishing Company (Division of Bell &

Howell Company), 504 S. Arden, Anaheim CA, 92802
National Film Board- of Canada,' 1251 Avenue of the

Americas, New York, NY 10020
National Geographic Society, 17th and M Sts., N.W.,

Washington, DC 20036
National Textbook Company, 8259 Niles Center Rd.,

Skokie, IL 60076
Office of the Alameda County Superintendent of Schools,

, 224 W. Winton Ave., Haywar!KA 94544
The NeVi American Library, Inc. tSubsidiary of Times,

Mirror Company), 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New
-York, NY 10019

Newbury House Publishers, Inc., 68 Middle Rd., Rowley,
MA 01969 -

The Odyssey Press "(Division of BobbsMerrill Company,
Inc.), 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268

Paris Match, Inc., 22 E. 67th St., New York, NY 10021
Andre Paquette Associates, 149 Franklin St., Laconia, NH

03246
PathescOpe Educational Films, Inc:, 71 Weyman Ave., New

Rochelle, NY 1080T
Perennial Education, Inc., 1825 Willovi Rd., Northfield, IL

60093
Playette Corporation, 301 East Shore Road, Great Neck,

NY 110230e'
Pitiifiteril, Inc., '570' Price Ave., Redwood City, CA

94063
Rand McNally & Company; School Department, 206

Sansome St., San Francisco, CA 94104
Realites, 551 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10017
Regents Publishing Company, Inc., 2 Park Ave.,New York,

NY 10016
Rodale Press; Book Division, 33 E. Minor St.; Emmaus, PA

18049,
St. Martin's Press, 05 Fifth Ave:,New York, NY 10010
Warren Schloat ProccuctiOns, Inc., Pleasantville, NY 1*
Scholastic Magazines and Book Services, 902 Sylvan

EnglewoodCliffs, NJ 07632
Scholastic Magazines, Inc 50 W. 44th St., New York, NY

10036
Scott, Foresman & Company, 855 California Ave., Palo

Alto, CA. 94304
Charles Scriber's Sons, 597 Fifth Ave., New York, NY

.100117
Selchow & Richter CompanyBayshore, NY 11706
Sigma Educational Films, P.O. Box.1235, Studio City, CA

91604-
Simon' and Schuster, Inc.,630 Fifth Ave., New York, NY

10020
Teaching Audials and Visuali, Inc., 250,W. 57th St., New

York, NY 10019 4.
University Publications, Advancement Press of America,

Inc., P.O. Box.07300, Detroit, MI 48207
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J. ,Weston Watch, Publisher, P.O. Box 1075, Portland, ME
04104 c

Western Publishing Company, Inc., 850 Third Ave.; New
York, NY 10022

Xerox EducatiOn Publieations, Education Center, Colum-
bus, OH 43216

Youth Education Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 592, Stamford,
. CT 06904

PUblishersForeign

AL Edward Arnold (Publishers), Ltd., Maddox St., 41,
London W. 1; Eng1,4nd

ASL E..J. Arnold and Son, Ltd,, Butterley St., Leeds
10., England

BIM Bibliographisches Institut, Mannheim (No informa-
tion available)

BF Les Beaux' Films,' 61 rue de Matte, 75 Paris XIe,
France

BS G. Bell & Sons, Ltd., York House, Portugal St.,
London W.C. 2, England

BY Blonde! La Rougery, 7 rue Saint-Lazare, Paris 92,
France

CEC Centre Educatif et Culturel, Inc., 8101 boulevard,.
Metropolitan, AnjouLMontreal 437, Quebec

CIC Clarke, Irwin & Company, Ltd., Clarwin House,
791 St. Clair Ave., W., Toionto 10,'Ontario,
Ciinada

CSL Wiliam Clowes and Sons, Ltd., Dorland House,
14-16 Lower Regent St., London. S.W. 1,
England

Disques Ades (No information available)
Dargaud Editeur, 12 rue Blaise-Pascal, 92 Neuilly-

sur-Seine, France
DED Delpire, Editeur (No information available)
DIC Dictionnaire Le Robert. S.N.1.-; 107 avenue Par-

mentier, Paris 6e, France
DID Didier, 4 et 6 rue,de la Soibonne, Paris Ve, Frave
DIS Walt Disney Productions, France (No information

available)
DL Marcel Didier (Canada) Ltee., 1442 McGill College

Avenue, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 1Z6
DUF La Documentation Francaise, 31 quai Voltaire, 75

Paris 7, France
DUN Dunod (No information available)
ECL L'Ecole de 'Loisirs, 11 rue de SevreS, Paris 6e,

France
. EAB Editions Andre Bonne, 15 rue Las-Cases, Paris 7,

France
EBE Editions Berlitz, S.A., 8 avenue Bellefontaine,

1003 Lausanne, Switzerland
EM Editions Bias, 26 rue Vauquelin;75 Paris 5, France
EBO Editions Bordas, 30 rue Saint Sulpice, Paris 6,-'

France
EC Editions Casterman, 66 rue Bonaparte, Paris 6,

France
ED Editions Denoel, 14 rue Amelie, Paris 7, France
EDD Editions dei Cogs d'Or, 28 rue de la Brietie,,

75 Paris 8, Fr ce
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EED Editions Edmo Dujardin, 33260 Lao Tes de

Such, 33 Ar
d
hon, France

'EG Editions Gallimard, 5 rue Sebastien-Bottin, Paris
France ,,

EGF Editions Gamier Freres, 6 rue des Sainfs-Perei,
Paris, France

EGL . Editions Gautier-Languereau, 18 sue Jacob, Pads
6, France'

EJD Editions. J. Dupuis, 84 boulevard" Saint-Germain,
Paris 5, France °

ELA Editions Lucien Ades, 141 -rue la Fayette, kis;

ER
France

Editions Rencontre, 4, rue Madame, Paris Vie,
France

ES Editions Seghers (No information available)
EV Encyclop6die Visuelle (Armand Colin-Veronese),

103 boulevard Saint-Michel, Paris 5, France,
Flammarion, Etlitair (No information available) -

PR J. Franco', Parii-,liance (No information available)
GB Mary Glasgow & Baker, Ltd., 140 Kensington

Church St., London.W. 8, England
HE Halas and Batchelor Animation, Ltd., 29 Old

Burlington St., W. 1, London, England
HG Haack Gotha, Geographische Anstalt, Justus-

Perthes-Strasse 3/9, Postfach 274, 58 GOth/
Leipzig, Germany

HL George G. Harrap & Company, Lt'd., 182-184
High Holboin, London, WC1V 7AX, England ,..

HT Hatier, 8 rue d'As s, Parig 6e, Fraite
11TH D. C. Heath, C ada, Ltd., '100 Adelaide W.,

Toroitto,Cana a
-113M Les- Industries Musicales et Ef)te dques Pathe,ar-

coni (No information available)
IGN Institut Geographique National, 136 bis, rue de

Grenalle, Paris -VII%rance.
KCC Kellogg Company of Canada, Ltd., 855 York Mills,

Torontd, Canada
LAP Librairie Academique Perrin, 8 rue Garanciere,

Paris 6, France'
LAR Librairie Armand Colin, 103 ulevard Saint-

Michel, Paris Ve, France
LD Liitrairie Delagrave, .15 di .tSoufflot, Ptris 5 ;'

France-
biF Librairie E. Flamtnarion et Cie, 26 rug Racine,

Paris 6, France
LG Librairie Griind, 60 rue Mazarine, Paris 6, FranceL Librairie Hachette, 79 boulevard St. Germain,

Paris ,VIe , France
° LL Libraide Lafousse, 17 rue du font-parnasse, Paris

Vle, France
LMG Longmans; Green & Company, Ltd,, 48 Grosvenor

St., London, W. i, England
LP Librairie Payot (No information available)
MC Macmillan & Company, Ltd., Little Essex treet4, ` .

London, W.C:R, England .
ME. Methuen Educatignal, (No information

available)
o
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MMC The Macmillan Company, Collier-Macmillan, Ltd.,
South Ad ley St., 10, London W. 1, England

MOC Mako-Comano, Licence Seven Town, England
M$ Masson et, Cie, 420 boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris

Vie, France _
. .

. MUB Musson Book Company, Ltd., 30 Lesmill Rd., Don
Mills, Ontario 48, Canada

NE Fernand Nathan, Editeur, 9 rue Mechain, Paris
XiVe, France

NFB National Film Board, of CAnada, 3155 Ctde. Liesse,
Montreal, Canada

NVL Nouvelles Editions Latins,; 1 rue, Palatine, Paris
6e; France

PA ' Payot Lausanne, 106 , boule vard SaintfGermain,`
Paris 6e, France

PBP Petite Bibliotheque Payot, 106 boulevard Saint,
Germain, Paris Vie, France

-a

V

r)

4

7`..

PRA

... PRE
PRS

Presesce.Africa,ine, 25 bis, rue des Ecole, 75005
Prris, F,ialice, . .

La Presse, Montreal, CC.Laada
.

ProdUctions Musicdisc Europe` (No information
.. available) ',

PRU Presses Universitaires de France, 108 boulevard
1° ..., Saint-Germain, Paris Vie, France

PU. Publistar (No information available)
SCH'--Ferdinansi Schoningh, K. G., Postfach 1020,

Paderbom, Germany e
SNL - Societe du Nouveau Littre, 107 avenve Parmentier,

Paris -X16,'.France ,, .

UP ,,UPEM, Si rue 'Piecre-Charron, Paris 8e, France -

WV /Georg Westermann Verlag, Georg Westermann-
Allee 66, POstfach 7049, S300 Braunschweign,

. . Germany
VMD Verlag Moritz Diesterweg, Hochstrasse 31, Frank-

furfam Main, Germany I
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Appendix C

. Index to Types of Instructional
Materials, by Titles<
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A batons rompus ,

. ,X ° X 60 00.1A chacun son outil. .
. X ' 4 . M

A chacun son vehicule X X 4 s ;',...
Adaptation audit-visuelle de l'ecole praIique

de l'Alliapce Francaise ______ X ,6,-,-: X - .,,

.
. .X-

,,,.-...-17----...Ns.

,

). tnil79 0Zell, Pere Fouettard X X
1g

XI43Aerodrame ° X X X X 4' .L'Affaire du cadavre vivant o
X fr14

Agent secret . X X . 0.1
4 DI"A liftingaise X' X ,

X = 3 .,

i
75 nA la francaise ,. X '.. X ' . X 75 z

_

i.

r

1.

. 4

i

A Ia francaise - X X / 76 0Allo a ear's!
Nog X' 4i 0il

77 il
A-LM.Fr h: Level One 1 X X X X X X X X
A-LM Fren Level Two X X X X X X X X - g77
A-LM Fre . Level Two . X

.. ,
X 4 ... X z78' n

A-LM Frgnch: Level Three X X , X X X X X X 78 =
A-LM French:' Level Four X X X X 79 .
A l'oeuvre! Cahier d'exercices ..

X X . 5
Amusettes - X .

. X
. 5

Anthologie ., . X .
../1

X 43
Anthologie africaine et msalgache . X ,\ e

43 ,
Anthologie d'humor francais . - X Q.,

---
44

An Anthology of French Poetry - . ,
,

- 44Les Antiquites X 1 X 89 '
A Paris-Premiere partie . X q X " 5
A Paris-Deuxieme partie ' . X' X 5.Architecture in France X'

..-- ..
X 60 w

Arrivee d'Elizabeth X
_, .

X X 5
,Arrivee en France X. _ -

X X 6
Arsine Lupin, Btiok Two 0 . .

X . -^X ' 44 .'L'Ait. de conjuguer X .
Vk 6L'Art de Ia conversation . -4 a X X X 104. , .

4

4 .
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La Bonne Cuisine thei soi
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Z -X 73
Bonnes vacances1 A Programmed Guide to

Letter Writing . X _X' 87
Le Bourgeois,Gentilhomm . X X 44
Bruges: A Belgian Town , X . ,

X , 1

Cadet Rousselle X X X 55
Cahier de travail et de laboratoire: Parole
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